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ABSTRACT

The period of Middle Comedy comprises more than fifty poets and more than 

one thousand fragments. In my thesis I study six of these poets; Amphis, Aristophon, 

Dionysius, Mnesimachus, Philetaerus, and Theophilus. The study takes the form of a 

commentary on the more substantial fragments of these poets. The commentary deals 

with philological and textual issues. Through the use of antecedents and parallels 

where available, it also places the fragments within the context o f the surviving 

corpus for each author and the comic tradition in order to trace the main motifs, trends, 

and patterns of this period. In many cases Old Comedy stands as the antecedent, and 

often Middle Comedy appears to pave the way for Menander and New Comedy. The 

picture that emerges is that of simultaneous continuity and change of Greek Comedy. 

Wherever possible I attempt to reconstruct at least the theme and on occasion the plot 

outline of the plays.

My commentary is preceded by an introduction, where I deal with the question 

of the validity of the term “Middle Comedy”, look briefly into the recent research 

relating to Middle Comedy, discuss questions of sources and their problems, and lay 

out the methodology that I deploy throughout the commentary.
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General Introduction

Is there a “Middle Comedy”?

Unlike Old and New Comedy, which are rarely contested, 1 the term Middle 

Comedy, though widely used, has been much debated. The term itself is a relatively 

late coinage. It does not appear in the ancient texts before Hadrian’s era (first half of 

second century A.D.), though there is sufficient evidence to allow us to trace the

actual threefold division of Comedy back to the Hellenistic period, and we have good
• •  •  1reason to believe that we particularly owe it to Aristophanes of Byzantium.

The ancient and medieval writers speak categorically of three distinct phases 

of Comedy; cf. Platonius: ysyovam be fieraBoXai xcofitpbtag rqeiq- xai rj fiev aq%a'ta, rj <He 

via, rj be (leoy (III.7-8 Koster). It is evident that our ancient sources considered Middle 

Comedy to be both a descriptive and a chronological period, since they acknowledge 

the presence of certain distinguishing features, which justify the use and endorse the 

validity of the term. A prominent feature noted by many is the diminution of personal 

mockery and the attenuation of obscenity; cf. Platonius: ov yog rjv riva irgotpavuig 

(rxri)7TT8iv bt'xag aTraiTovvrojv ra)v l6gtCpp.kv(i)v naga tojv TtotrjTUiv (1.16-18 Koster); 

Tzetzes: Trjg fiearjg be xai deuTeqag rjv yixjogta-fia to mjpSoXtxoregoog, (irj xaTabrjXcog Xeyetv 

ra (Txojfifiara (XIa 1.70-71 Koster); sch. on Dion. Thrax.: rgeTg btacpogag ebolgev e%etv rj 

xojfMpfita- xai rj pev xaXaTrai iraXaia, rj i f  bg%fjg (pavegdtg aXky%ov<ra, rj be fiearj rj 

amypxiTaibtbg, rj be vea rj p/rjb’ oXcog roirro noiovaa nXrjv eni bouXcov rj tgevoov (XVIIIa.37- 

39 Koster). Tractatus Coislinianus similarly distinguishes Old Comedy (naXaia) as rj 

TiXeovaCflvcra to) ysXot'o) from New (via) as rj touto fiev Tiqotefievrj, ngog be to osjivov 

genovora, and from Middle (jiearj) as rj air’ ajupoTv (lefityfievrj (XV.55 Koster) . 4 Another 

Middle Comedy feature that Platonius singles out is the loss of the parabasis and 

choral parts (1.29-31 Koster). The ancient authors also attempt to group

1 However, all periodisation oversimplifies to some degree. Csapo notes the potential o f  the focus on 

Aristophanes and Menander to distort perceptions o f generic evolution and argues plausibly that 

Athenian Comedy is far more variable throughout its history than conventional generalisations suggest 

(“From Aristophanes to Menander? Genre Transformation in Greek Comedy”, in Depew & Obbink, 

Matrices o f  Genre, 115-133).

2 Fielitz, De Atticorum comoedia bipartita, 2-3, 15-36.

3 KOrte RE XI. 1 1257. Cf. Nesselrath MK 180-187.
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chronologically certain poets into the three periods o f ag%aia, fietnt), and vea\ cf. 

Platonius III Koster, sch. on Dion. Thrax XVIIIa.39-46.5

None the less, some modem scholars have questioned the validity of the term 

Middle Comedy. Some argue for accepting only two phases, Old and New Comedy. 

At one extreme Sidwell suggests that we should eliminate the term Middle Comedy 

altogether, and assign to Old Comedy what are generally regarded as fragments of 

Middle Comedy.6 Based on Arist. EN  1128a22-5, he argues that “Aristotle divides 

Comedy into only two types” .7 The Aristotelian passage runs as follows: idoi av rig 

xai ex raiv xcofitphtov rwv naXattbv xai rcbv xaiv&v roTg (lev yog rjv yeXoTov v) atoxQoXoyia, 

roig de fiaXXov ?) vnovota* hatpeget d’ ov fitxgov ravra ngog avo’xwiioovvqv. Nevertheless, I 

would question the assumption that Aristotle here is concerned with the precise 

periodisation of Comedy. Rather than creating exclusive and comprehensive 

categories, so that all Comedy would necessarily belong to one or the other period, 

Aristotle talks about broad tendencies, and it would be hasty to reify these as sub-
• Rgenres. Though he recognized evolutionary developments, Aristotle nonetheless 

treats tragedy and comedy (in what survives of his work) each as a single coherent 

genre. There is no firm evidence he recognized any sub-genres, rather than trends.9

On the other hand, Fielitz argues that we should assign to New Comedy the 

material now referred to as Middle, discard the term Middle Comedy, and 

acknowledge as valid only two comic eras, Old and New, with the possibility of 

discerning within the latter an earlier and a later period. 10 Fielitz is apparently willing 

to accommodate under this earlier period of New Comedy the material that we have 

traditionally been assigning to Middle, an option that practically brings us back to a 

tripartite division of Comedy; all that has changed is the terminology.

4 For an attempt to demonstrate the Aristotelian origin o f this tract see Janko, Aristotle on Comedy, 91- 

104, 242-250.

5 For a comprehensive synopsis o f  ancient views concerning Middle Comedy see Nesselrath MK 1-187.

6 “From Old to Middle to New? Aristotle's Poetics and the History o f  Athenian Comedy”, in Harvey & 

Wilkins, The Rivals o f  Aristophanes, 247-258.

7 o.c. 251.

8 Such as the intervention o f  individual writers to redirect the genre (e.g. Po. 1449b5-9) or broad 

changes in the use o f  individual elements (e.g. decline in the role o f  the choral ode in tragedy, Po. 

1456a25-31).

9 Cf. Po. 1450b8, 1456a29 for the same broad “current / past” antithesis.

10 o.c. 14-15.
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A more moderate line is taken by Konstantakos, who in the introduction to his 

thesis11 questions the existence of Middle Comedy as a distinct kind of play / genre, 

and sees it as lacking defining characteristics. But, unlike Sidwell and Fielitz, he is 

not seeking to absorb it into either of the other two periods. Instead, he regards 

Middle Comedy as a merely chronological distinction and an indeterminate period of 

transition. 12

In a far more radical re-reading of Greek Comedy altogether Csapo I.e. casts 

doubt on the whole process of periodisation (Old and New, as well as Middle). He 

particularly questions the credibility of the ancient sources on Comedy as creating the 

evidence they needed to fit pre-constructed theories. He speaks instead of both a 

synchronic and a diachronic genre transformation of Greek Comedy consisting of 

shifts of the dominant style as giving identity to different periods. He considers these 

shifts as being caused and shaped basically by the tastes of the audience, and mostly 

by the fluctuation of the power / influence of the upper social Athenian class over 

time. Arguably, he overstates the case for fluidity, for he concentrates so much on 

ovofiaari xcoptphTv to the exclusion of other aspects of the plays (whereas other 

features -  e.g. plot, character, language, metre, use of the chorus -  need to be kept in 

view13). But his paper is a useful reminder of the distortions caused both by our 

evidence and by the accident of survival, and of the fluidity of Comedy at all periods 

in its history.

However, the traditional division has its defenders. Nesselrath acknowledges 

Middle Comedy as an essential stage in the evolution of Greek Comedy, rather than a 

merely chronological designation, and explains that what particularly distinguishes 

this period is an interesting Merkmalkombination (o.c. 331-340).14

11 A Commentary on the Fragments o f  Eight Plays ofAnt iphanes, Cambridge 2000.

12 Dover (in Platnauer (ed.), Fifty Years (and Twelve) o f  Classical Scholarship, 144-149) and Amott 

(Alexis: The Fragments, 18) also take this view, which -  in the modem era -  was first advanced in the 

sixteenth century by Scaliger, Poetices libri, 1.7.

13 For these features see “Main trends o f  Middle Comedy” and “Metres o f  Middle Comedy” below.

14 While scholars like Nesselrath and Lever {The Art o f  Greek Comedy, 160-185) currently defend the 

concept o f Middle Comedy, others continue to treat it as a category without making their position clear 

on the question whether it is a chronological or a classificatory term; e.g. Handley in The Cambridge 

History o f  Classical Literature, 398-414; Webster SLGC passim, etc. For an analysis o f  the views o f  

modem scholarship on Middle Comedy see Nesselrath o.c. 1-28.
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The existential status o f Middle Comedy will remain contentious. Like 

Nesselrath, I believe, however, that the terminology is useful for more than 

chronological purposes; it is useful as a hermeneutic tool. There is a good case to be 

made for this phase as showing distinctive characteristics. Though not every single 

play of Middle Comedy has all the characteristics associated with the term , 15 the plays 

of Middle Comedy share not just the accident of chronology, but also a number of 

common features, and the development of identifiable trends; change and limitation of 

the role of chorus, diminution of the political element, contraction of the personal 

mockery (ovofiaori xu)(mi)M v\  refinement of the obscene language, focus on certain 

stereotyped figures (the braggart soldier, the arrogant cook, the hetaira, the parasite, 

the philosopher), as well as simpler metrical schemes; these are the major traits 

associated with Middle Comedy (cf. “Main trends of Middle Comedy” below). The 

era of Middle Comedy reveals itself as a period of unusually intense experimentation. 

Of course, all Athenian Comedy can be considered a period of transition and 

experimentation, since, as it evolved, it underwent some startling changes. 16 

Arguably, our evidence obscures the true level of experimentation, and creates an 

artificial impression of stability in late fifth and late fourth centuries. But it can still be 

maintained that during the period of Middle Comedy the experimentation reaches its 

peak. This period, positioned between two extremes (Old and New Comedy), 

witnessed a quantum leap in the level of experimentation, and this in turn made 

possible the remarkable evolutionary changes that took place in the one hundred years 

or so that separate Aristophanes’ Acharnians from Menander’s Dyscolus, a very short
i  n

period relative to the nature of the changes.

In accepting the usefulness of the nomenclature, we should avoid taking the 

further step of imagining Comedy as a series of hermetically sealed sub-genres, but

15 Even the age o f  New Comedy shows features we associate with Old Comedy; cf. Dover, 

Aristophanic Comedy, 223-224 (see further below p. 18). Csapo {o.c. 116-119) particularly stresses the 

fact that some o f Aristophanes’ fifth-century rivals appear to have written plays which could be 

considered Middle Comedy.

16 See for instance what Aristotle says on Crates: t o  puBov  ̂ noisTv t o  fisv e* 2ixeAi'a$ ijXSe,

t S)v tie ABtjvtjo-iv K q6,t 7)<; rrgarrot; a<pe(ievo«; Trj$ lapSixijs Idea,*; xaSokou noieTv Xoyov<; xai (iu$ou<; {Po. 

1449b.5-9). This passage suggests a major change in Comedy by Crates, probably the introduction o f  

fictive plots presented in a more coherent way. See Sommerstein on Ar. Eq. 537.
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instead acknowledge that the borders between periods and types are porous. It is 

difficult to draw absolute boundaries. Though it takes different forms at different 

stages, there is a fundamental continuity that runs throughout Greek Comedy; no 

element ever disappears completely, and everything seems to have a more or less 

obvious antecedent. Comedy evolves constantly in a competitive environment and 

proceeds by leaps forward; at the same time it always keeps open the possibility of 

reviving elements of the past.

However, most attempts to make sense of the fourth century material are 

frustrated by loss of so much of the output. Unlike late fifth and late fourth centuries, 

for which whole plays (even if by single dramatists) survive, we have no mid fourth 

century comedy and no whole plot (unlike e.g. Cratinus’ Dionysalexandrus). But 

close study can still be revealing and can allow us to observe the complex dynamics at 

work in the comic theatre.

Understanding Middle Comedy

Korte (RE XI. 1 1266) offers a list of fifty one Middle Comedy poets from the 

period 400-320 B.C. However, this list needs to be treated with some caution. Poets 

are only loosely to be classified in this way. In a competitive environment playwrights 

will inevitably experiment with new forms and, since successful experiments will be 

imitated, we would expect even established playwrights to be influenced by emerging 

trends. Hence the tendency of scholars to treat Aristophanes’ Plutus and 

Ecclesiazusae as Middle Comedy; cf. Theophilus’ handling of a New Comedy motif 

in fr. 12 (see ad loc.). But provided that we avoid the assumption that poets only 

practised one kind of Comedy, we can reasonably examine the works of these poets 

together as showing further affinities. The surviving material from each poet varies in 

extent and value. From some only their name has come down to us; from others we 

possess only mere play-titles. But in total more than one thousand fragments survive, 

with Alexis and Antiphanes being represented with the most. The length of the 

surviving fragments varies; from a single word to seventy one lines, which is the 

longest fragment we have (Anaxandrides fr. 42).

17 This is especially true if  one considers the relative conservatism o f  Greek literary forms, 

including tragedy.
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Middle Comedy was until recently under-researched. The fragmentary nature

of the remains, along with the fact that it followed a period marked by the genius of

Aristophanes, made it look little worthy of any attention. It was only in 1950, when
18 ♦Webster published his Studies in Later Greek Comedy, that Middle Comedy was 

placed under the scholarly lens again. Particularly, the last two decades have seen a 

renewed interest in Middle Comedy. In 1990 Nesselrath gave us Die Attische Mittlere 

Komodie, while a number of commentaries on Middle Comedy fragments were also 

produced. Hunter’s commentary on Eubulus’ fragments in 1983, and Amott’s on 

Alexis in 1996, were followed by two doctoral theses: Konstantakos’ commentary on 

Antiphanes (Cambridge 2000), and Millis’ on Anaxandrides (Illinois 2001). In my 

commentary I chose to study six Middle Comedy playwrights, Amphis, Aristophon, 

Dionysius, Mnesimachus, Philetaerus, and Theophilus. I believe that this material 

deserved to be studied, since the number, the extent, and the content of the surviving 

fragments of these poets have the potentiality to clarify (at least in part) the lacunose 

puzzle that bears the name Middle Comedy, and help us improve our existing 

knowledge concerning e.g. the trends followed and the motifs used. With careful 

scrutiny the fragments yield interesting insights.

I have not analysed all the surviving fragments of these six poets, but only the 

larger and most informative ones. I have left out the fragments from unknown plays, 

some tiny fragments that consist of either a single word or one line or two, as well as 

any minor ones where the discussion would not yield any information which might 

illuminate author, period or trends. Given the space limitation, I had to select from the 

existing material those fragments that looked promising either to reveal the most 

about this comic era, or to give us a rough idea of the basic plot / content of the play 

they belong to (though we are not always in a position to pursue the whole plot with 

certainty).

In my commentary I address fifty four fragments, which are all preserved as 

quotations within the corpus of a later author -  and not, say, on papyrus or parchment. 

All but eight of these fifty four fragments are preserved by Athenaeus, in the 

Deipnosophistae. Four are preserved by Stobaeus, three by Diogenes Laertius, and 

one by the Scholiast of Ars Grammatica of Dionysius Thrax.

18 Second edition in 1970.
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Athenaeus and Middle Comedy

The majority of Middle Comedy fragments survive through Athenaeus. This 

inevitably has implications for the content of what is preserved. All excerpts in 

florilegia reflect the excerpter’s principles of selection. In a work that describes a 

symposion, as Deipnosophistae, it was only natural that many quotations would be 

from a similar or a parallel context. Unlike work preserved on papyrus, what survives 

of Middle Comedy is not -  for the most part -  what accidentally happened to survive 

underneath the sand of Egypt, but reflects what Athenaeus thought worthy of 

inclusion in a work set in a fictitious dinner party. Food, drink and sex are Athenaeus’ 

main interests, though he does not confine himself entirely to these. Since he is not 

writing a history of Comedy or seeking to characterise any given author he cites, he is 

not concerned to give the plots or to describe the immediate dramatic situation in 

detail; so the citations survive in a vacuum, and plot reconstruction becomes difficult.

Athenaeus is writing in the second century A.D. and therefore at a remove of 

four centuries from the genesis of the texts he cites. He is also writing at a time when 

(as his own work testifies) collections of excerpts were readily available. Inevitably 

this raises the question o f his sources and of his use of them. Did Athenaeus actually 

read personally the works that he cites? Did he consult the original work at the time 

he was making the quotation or did he simply use a compilation of excerpts? It is vital 

to understand Athenaeus’ methods, for this has implications for his reliability on a 

range of issues, from details of text to questions of context e.g. when he identifies the 

speaker of a cited text.

His home city was Naucratis, a renowned place for Greek intellectuals; 19 while 

there, and given the wide extent of his reading, it is highly likely that Athenaeus 

actually had first hand knowledge and access to the originals of most of the works that 

he quotes from, though first hand knowledge is no guarantee of consultation for

19 Founded in the seventh century B.C. by Miletus, Naucratis was granted a number o f privileges in the 

next century by Amasis, and continued to stand out during the Ptolemies’ era. It drew together people 

from various Greek cities, and was considered a centre o f  an early panhellenism. Some famous 

Naucratites are Theomnestus, Pollux, Apollonius (known as o f  Rhodes), and Proclus. See Thompson in 

Braund & Wilkins, Athenaeus and His World, 77-84.

20 His reading was not limited to the ancient texts, but also extended to the previous scholarship that 

had already dealt with them; cf. Sidwell in Braund & Wilkins o.c. 140. See also pp. 536-538.
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specific purposes of citation.21 As well as texts from the classical period, he will have 

had access to the works of Alexandrian scholarship. With particular relation to 

Comedy, Athenaeus appears to have had at his disposal Callimachus’ Pinakes, and 

also a number of other works by Lycophron, Eratosthenes, Antiochus of Alexandria, 

etc.22 Athenaeus was not deprived of books in Rome either, where the public libraries 

-  promoted particularly by the emperors who were eager to boost their popularity23 -  

were well equipped to satisfy his voracious reading habits. In addition Larensis, the 

host of the dinner described in Deipnosophistae, must have granted Athenaeus access 

to his private library, which is much praised at the beginning of the text (cf. I 3a). 

While excerpting material directly from the original works, Athenaeus must have also 

used a number of intermediary sources, such as previous collections, compilations, 

glossaries, compendia, etc., which were particularly popular and enjoyed a wide 

circulation in Rome at the time of the Second Sophistic.24 In general, Athenaeus gives 

us good reason to believe that he made every effort to assure the authenticity and
'y c #

correctness of his quotations. Accordingly we cannot simply dismiss his 

contextualising statements. Nevertheless, given that we cannot determine in any 

individual case whether the citation is from a primary or a secondary source, it is 

perhaps wiser and safer to draw our information directly from the content of a 

fragment itself, and rely less on the context ascribed to it by Athenaeus; this is the 

method that I follow in my commentary.

The manuscript tradition of Athenaeus has been meticulously covered most 

recently by Amott in his article “Athenaeus and the Epitome: Texts, Manuscripts, and 

Early Editions” in Braund & Wilkins o.c. 41-52. The text of Athenaeus we possess 

today depends on two traditions; the Marcianus and the Epitome. The codex 

Marcianus (Venetus Marcianus 447) was written sometime in the early tenth century 

A.D., probably by John the Calligrapher. Several copies of Marcianus survive, but 

they have no value whatsoever for the construction of the text. Though Marcianus is

21 For a thorough discussion see Jacob in Braund & Wilkins, o.c. 85-110. For a different approach see 

Sidwell in Braund & Wilkins o.c. 136-152.

22 Cf. Jacob in Braund and Wilkins o.c. 94, 98. For a full list o f works relating to Comedy that are cited 

by Athenaeus see Sidwell in Braund & Wilkins o.c. 152.

23 See Reynolds & Wilson, Scribes and Scholars, 23-25.

24 Cf. Jacob in Braund & Wilkins o.c. 102-110.

25 Cf. Amott in Braund & Wilkins o.c. 41, and Jacob ibid. 89, 98.
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mutilated (books I and II, as well as the beginning of book III are missing), it is most 

important for us, since it is our only source for the unepitomised version of the text. 

Indeed, the Epitome, the second tradition of Athenaeus’ text, is by far inferior to the 

Marcianus. Writing in the tenth or eleventh century, the scribe removed all the titles 

of the works cited, and also removed, paraphrased or abridged several citations. The 

Epitome does, however, have some value, since it preserves the parts lost from 

Marcianus. Internal evidence from both traditions suggests that the epitomiser, though 

relying greatly on Marcianus, must have also consulted another manuscript now lost. 

Today four copies of the Epitome survive.

Main trends of Middle Comedy
J f tThe triad of food, wine, and sex seems to have formed the core of Middle 

Comedy. At the same time a further number of trends, motifs, and patterns, which 

constituted the trademarks of the Aristophanic, and generally the Old Comedy, 

experience an intermittent persistence and keep re-emerging during the entire duration 

of Middle Comedy and even beyond (politics, obscenity, etc.; cf. below). 

Simultaneously, Middle Comedy is marked by a process of experimentation that leads 

to the kind of Comedy represented by Menander. Middle Comedy’s surviving 

fragments testily to a coexistence of Old and New Comedy elements, which are 

equally balanced within the dramatic output as a whole, though the mixture differs 

significantly from play to play. It appears that there is not one dominant mode of 

writing, but rather a complex interplay of trends, broadly characteristic of either 

Aristophanes or Menander. This little-bit-of-everything recipe that seems to form the 

quintessence of Middle Comedy can be considered the soundest proof of the 

continuity of Greek Comedy.

Firstly, it is interesting to see that Old Comedy’s favourite practice of political 

satire, as well as political themes in general, are present in Middle Comedy.27 There 

are several instances o f personal mockery against politicians, army officials, etc. 

{ovo[ia(rri xiofjbcphTv)?* Here are some representative examples: Mnesimachus named

26 The ideal o f rfieax; (fiv, cf. introduction to Philetaerus.

27 Cf. Nesselrath MK 218-221, 225; Webster SLGC 37-56.

28 For trenchant discussion o f  this practice and bibliography, see Halliwell, “Ancient interpretations o f  

bvofuun't xaifMfjdeTv in Aristophanes”, CQ  34 n.s. (1984) 83-88. See also Reckford, Aristophanes’ Old- 

and-New Comedy, 461-482.
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one of his plays after the Macedonian king Philip II (cf. introduction to OiXnmog); 

Aristophon mocks the thinness of the pro-Macedonian politician Philippides (fr. 10); 

Amphis mocks Plato more than once (frr. 6 , 13), Ephippus lampoons Alexander of 

Pherae (fr. 1), etc. This agrees with the evidence that we find in Plato Lg. 935e that 

mockery was still practised: iroiTjr  ̂ drj xcofiuidtag tj nvog ldfj,6cov 77 Movcrcbv fiaXojdiag (iq 

aigaoru) fiTpre Xoyu) (irjra aixovt gAfca Bvfiqj (irpra avau Svfiou fiifictfuog fi^ava rwv noXtrcov 

xcofiqjMv. This phenomenon continues even into what is commonly thought o f as the 

period of New Comedy: we know that Archedicus (fr. 4) attacked Demochares, a 

politician of the late fourth / early third century B.C., Philippides (ff. 25) targeted
TOStratocles, the henchman of Demetrius Poliorcetes, Philemon satirized Magas of 

Cyrene (fr. 132), etc.

In comparison with Old, Middle Comedy features less obscenity. But there are 

still a fair number of instances where the sexual puns, the scatological references, etc., 

are so explicit and so intense, that if such a passage were unidentified, we would not 

have hesitated much before attributing it to Aristophanes or one of his fifth century 

rivals. I am thinking particularly of Amphis ff. 20, which features sexual incapacity 

and male masturbation. Additionally, a cursory search o f TLG yields some interesting 

facts about the frequency of coarse and indecorously erotic language in Middle 

Comedy and beyond: the verb fhvew occurs in Xenarchus (ff. 4.23), Philetaerus (frr. 

6.2, 9.4), Machon (fr. 18.455 Gow), and even Menander (fr. 138.8 Austin, ff. 351.11 

K.-A.), whereas a number of scatological references (crxar-, ttqcoxt-, %aCf) are present
T1in Antiphanes, Crobylus, Eubulus, Anaxandrides, and Menander.

Furthermore, the feasting motif too traces back to Old Comedy; one only 

needs to recall the feasting scenes towards the end of -  and also elsewhere in -  

Aristophanic plays; e.g. Ec. 834-852, as well as other instances within Old Comedy;
T9e.g. Hermippus fr. 63 is a “catalogue of goods”, an antecedent of Middle Comedy’s 

much loved theme of food lists. Another theme of intermittent ffequency is the father-

29 Cf. Suda a 4083. See Dover I.e.

30 See Hunter, The New Comedy o f  Greece and Rome, 13, n. 31.

31 Cf. Mnesimachus ff. 4.55, Xenarchus fr. 4.22, Machon fr. 18.455 Gow, Philetaerus fr. 6.2, Menander 

fr. 351.11, Id. fr. 138.8 Austin, Antiphanes fr. 124.4, Crobylus fr. 7.2, Men. Dysc. 488, Eubulus fr. 

106.6, Anaxandrides fr. 42.68, Eubulus fr. 52.4, Men. Phasm. 42, etc.

32 See Gilula, “Hermippus and his catalogue o f goods (fr. 63)”, in Harvey & Wilkins o.c. 75-90.
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and-son pattern; it runs from Aristophanes’ Clouds and Wasps to Aristophon fr. 8  (cf. 

introduction ad loc.), to Menander’s Dyscolus (Knemon-Gorgias).

Middle Comedy is also characterised by the emergence of stereotyped 

characters, such as the arrogant and / or pilferer cook, the unworldly philosopher, the 

hetaira, etc. The figure of the cook is an early arrival in Comedy; in fact, it can be 

traced back to Doric farce.33 Although Aristophanes did not assign a stereotyped 

status to the role of the cook, he still stands as a groundbreaking ancestor for the later 

evolution of this figure. Some preliminary stages are to be discerned particularly in 

Pax 922-1126, and to a lesser extent in Av. 848-1057.34 From this aspect Middle 

Comedy differs from Old mainly -  but significantly -  in extent. Especially in the 

periods of Middle and New, the cook figure becomes stereotyped as a self-important, 

boastful, and arrogant character, prone to stealing; this is also true for most Latin 

adaptations.35

Philosophers had become one of the favourite targets of Comedy by the late 

fifth century. Aristophanes seems to have shared his fondness of satirising Socrates 

(cf. Clouds) with at least Amipsias (cf. fr. 9). Several sophists were also mocked; cf. 

the derision of Protagoras in Eupolis’ Kolakes. The parody of the philosopher figure 

is one of the favourite subjects of Middle Comedy too. The new enfant terrible is 

Plato, who “succeeds” Socrates as the primary philosophical figure to be mocked.
•  * " lO

This mockery is directed against both his individual and his philosophy. For parody 

of other philosophers and philosophical schools / currents see Webster SLGC 50-56, 

and Helm, Lucian und Menipp, 375-386. Nevertheless, during the period of Middle

33 See Berthiaume, Mnemosyne, Suppl. 70 (1982) 74.

34 See Dohm o.c. 30-55, and introduction to Dionysius fir. 2.

35 See Dohm, Mageiros, 67-275; Nesselrath MK 297-309; Wilkins, The Boastful Chef, 387-408; Dalby, 

Siren Feasts, 121-124; Amott’s introduction to Alexis fr. 24.

36 For further comic references to both Socrates and the sophists, see Carey in Harvey & Wilkins o.c. 

419-436.

37 Cf. Weiher, Philosophen und Philosophenspott in der attischen Komodie, passim  but esp. pp. 37-55; 

Imperio in Belardinelli et al., Tessere, 124-129; Webster SLGC 53; Amott on Alexis ff. 1.2. Echoes 

ffom Plato’s comic treatment can also be detected in later authors, e.g. D.L. 6.25 (allegedly referring to 

Plato’s gluttony), etc. For an exhaustive list o f anecdotes concerning Plato see A. S. Riginos, 

Platonica: The Anecdotes concerning the Life and Writings o f  Plato, Leiden 1976.

38 For a list o f  some comic references to Plato, see comm, on Amphis ff. 13.1; cf. Webster SLGC  50- 

56.
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Comedy we seem to be witnessing a great change in the essence of the parody of the 

philosopher figure and the way in which this parody is being formulated. The comic 

plays do not convey the same anxiety and hostility against philosophy, as the Old 

Comedy plays did. The reasons for this are not difficult to find. The fourth century 

sees an increased interest in philosophy and the philosophical tenets themselves. By a 

“trickle down” process, philosophy becomes part of the fabric of the society, to the 

point where playwrights writing for mass audiences can expect their public to know 

certain basic concepts, without having necessarily read e.g. their Plato from the 

original.39

The hetaira is another character that existed already in Old Comedy, but only 

becomes central in the period of Middle.40 The titles of three plays by the Old 

Comedy poet Pherecrates are names of hetairai: OaXarra, Kogtavvaj, neraXv)', it is 

reasonable to assume that the plays evolved around these characters. In Middle 

Comedy such titles become abundant; Axxa) and KaXXtcrra) by Amphis, KXsoSouXtvvj 

by Alexis, Neorrtg by Anaxilas, Antiphanes, and Eubulus, MaXSaxy by Antiphanes, 

QtXiwa by Axionicus, etc. Additionally, several other fragments mention a number of 

hetairai;41 e.g. Anaxandrides fr. 9, Philetaerus fr. 9, Theophilus fr. 11, etc. 

Reaffirming the element of continuity in Comedy, the hetaira figure appears in New 

Comedy too; cf. the play-titles 0atg and <&aviov by Menander, IlaXXax'u; by both 

Menander and Diphilus, as well as a number of hetaira characters, e.g. Satg in 

Menander’s Eunuch, ASgorovov in Epitrepontes, etc.; cf. Diphilus fr. 42.38-40: ov di 

vuv a' aya), /  Ttogv&ibv sort, noXursXoog ABcovia /  ayovtr’ sraiga psS’ srigojv Ttogvtbv. There 

are certain stereotyped presentations of hetairai in Comedy; one consists on fights 

over their possession and disputes about the dangers they entail; cf. Amphis fr. 23, 

Alexis fr. 103, Theophilus fr. 11, etc.; in Aristophanes’ Acharnians even the origin of 

the Peloponnesian war is reduced down to a dispute over a Megarian hetaira (11.

39 See Imperio o.c. 120-130. In p. 121 she particularly notes how the comic playwrights are well aware 

of the philosophical currents, as well as o f  the particular writings / precepts that they choose to parody; 

cf. the satire o f Pythagoreans’ asceticism and vegetarianism in Aristophon frr. 9 and 10 (cf. Amott’s 

introduction to Alexis fr. 203), Amott’s introduction to Alexis’ Oaidgos, and his commentary on frr. 

177.2 and 31. 3-7, 6-7.

40 See Nesselrath MK 318-324, Webster SLGC 63-64, Hauschild, Die Gestalt der Hetare in der 

griechischen Komodie, 10-22.

41 The majority o f  them are historical hetairai, but there is also a small percentage o f  fictitious names.
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524ff.). Another pattern features addiction to the charms of hetairai; e.g. Antiphanes 

fr. 101, Theophilus fr. 12; cf. also the final scene in Aristophanes’ Wasps where the 

rejuvenated Philocleon steals a flute-girl (11. 134Iff.). Relevant to hetairai is the love 

motif. Being already present in Middle Comedy (cf. Theophilus frr. 2 and 12), it 

becomes central during the period of New; e.g. it is present in Menander’s Kolax, 

Perinthia, and in all those plays, which Webster calls “plays of social criticism” 42 (in 

contrast, Old Comedy celebrates sex but not love).

Another stock character of Middle Comedy is the flattering parasite. The 

parasite figure -  in various guises -  has a long pedigree in Greek literature. The first 

free-loaders we meet are Penelope’s suitors in Homer (e.g. Od. 1.91-92, 2.50-59). 

Within Comedy the first instance of a parasite’s self-presentation occurs as early as 

Epicharmus (fr. 32), though the tone of the fragment and the way the parasite sees 

himself are noticeably different from what we come across in Attic Comedy (in all 

eras). Within Old Comedy the parasite figures particularly in Eupolis’ KoXaxsg (esp. 

fr. 172), Cratinus fr. 46, etc.; during this period the term denoting the parasite was not 

nagdo-trog, but xoXaf; (cf. Ath. VI 236e, Polemon fr. 78 Preller). However, according to 

the ancient scholion on Homer P 577b Epicharmus had already used the term 

nagdo-irog (fr. 33). Alexis wrote a play entitled nagdo-trog, while two Middle Comedy 

fragments, Antiphanes fr. 193 and Aristophon ff. 5, feature -  with all probability -  a 

pompous parasite speaking. The parasite character also survives into the period of 

New Comedy; cf. Diphilus’ play nagao-irog. See further Amott’s introduction to 

Alexis’ nagdo-trog; Nesselrath, Parasitendialog, 93-96; Id. MK 309-317; Webster 

SLGC 64-65; Ehrenberg, The People o f  Aristophanes, 242.

As to the chorus, since it was central to both tragedy and comedy (to the extent 

that the standard expression for the archon granting permission to compete was “give 

a chorus”), and since religion is a notoriously conservative area (and the dramatic 

competitions remained religious events), understandably it survives physically; cf. i) 

the notes %ogou or x o p p a n o v  %ogov in manuscripts of Aristophanes’ last plays, and on 

papyri of Menander; ii) the presence of lyric metres (e.g. Anaxilas fr. 13), iii)

42 SM  59ff.; cf. 164-166.
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archaeological evidence.43 Nevertheless, its role undergoes some fundamental 

changes beginning from Aristophanes’ last two plays.44 The parabasis disappears, and 

the internal relation between the identity of the chorus and the plot of the play 

loosens. The poets adjust the role of the chorus, as well as the emphasis that had been 

assigned to it until then. Its importance and nature within Middle Comedy may be 

variable. If play-titles such as Eubulus’ ZrecpavoTiaiXthg5 and Theopompus’ KanyXihg 

are anything to go by, the chorus, while heading towards the entr ’ acte function it has 

in Menander, may have been more or less involved / integrated into the action (cf. 

Aristotle’s comments on chorus and on kfjfioXifia, Po. 1456a 25-32). See Heniochus fr. 

5, Alexis fr. 239, with Amott’s introductions to Alexis’ Tgo(pu)vio<; and Kovgt'g.

Thus it becomes clear, and will become even clearer from the analysis of the 

individual fragments, that there is a visible continuity throughout the history of 

Comedy. For not only does Middle Comedy inherit both themes and motifs from Old 

Comedy, but also New Comedy tends on various occasions to pick up on previously 

established subjects and figures; e.g. the feasting motif, the braggart soldier, the 

cantankerous old man. Middle Comedy looks simultaneously backward and forward. 

It draws on stock material, which it re-works, thus paving the way for New Comedy; 

continuity is never lost. The parameters that define the essence of Comedy simply 

reshape. Operating within a dynamic environment, Comedy maintains its unity 

through change. However contradictory may it sound, evolution and continuity are 

conjoint notions and co-exist harmoniously within the comic genre.

Methodology

I have chosen the commentary as the format of my dissertation in preference 

to a discursive or thematic monograph, not only because this method has already 

proved fruitful, given the four commentaries produced so far, but also because the 

commentary allows us to examine as closely as possible the text. Given that the text

43 E.g. marble relief fragments from the third quarter o f the fourth century B.C. featuring a comic 

chorus. See Webster & Green, “Monuments Illustrating Old and Middle Comedy”, BICS Suppl. 39, 

118-119, AS 3-4.

44 See RE XI. 1 1258-1260; Webster SLGC 58-63; Maidment, “The Later Comic Chorus”, CQ  29 

(1935) 1-24; Hunter, “The Comic Chorus in the Fourth Century”, ZPE 36 (1979) 23-38; Rothwell, 

“The Continuity o f the Chorus in Fourth-Century Attic Comedy”, GRBS 33 (1992) 209-225, etc.

45 Cf. Hunter ad loc.
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available is fragmentary in itself, the commentary becomes an even more appropriate 

tool to approach it. The fragment is by definition isolated from its original context; 

therefore, a close reading that gives careful attention to the surviving words is 

probably the best method towards a fuller understanding. It can be -  and has been -  

objected to the commentary format that by concentrating on minutiae one loses the 

bigger picture.46 I would answer that the bigger picture can only emerge as the result 

of an analysis of the details; the comprehension of the whole cannot be achieved prior 

to the comprehension of the part. It may be true that the commentary format 

dismantles the text into pieces; but this is a necessary preliminary procedure, for it 

leads to the comprehension of these pieces, which are in fact vital details. Only after 

we have dismantled the text, after we have understood it as pieces, only then can we 

reassemble it, and try to understand it as a whole. It is of course essential that the text 

is reassembled. I have tried to do this in the current work through the various levels of 

introduction; to the individual poet, to the play, to the specific fragment, and also by 

cross-referencing within the treatment of individual fragments.

As a basis for the text of my commentary I have used the excellent Kassel- 

Austin text. My focus throughout is primarily literary, rather than textual. However, I 

do discuss textual matters, where the competing readings are significant for our 

understanding of the fragment. To this end, for those fragments that present major 

problems I supply a select critical apparatus that is primarily based on Kassel-Austin. 

I have, however, reduced my apparatus in scale by removing some of the less 

plausible conjectures, and I have always checked my information against the primary 

sources. Given the quality of Kassel-Austin’s text I inevitably find myself agreeing 

with them in most cases, though I have also departed from their text on several 

occasions. Not all the textual issues mentioned in the apparatus are discussed in full in 

the main text. Since I needed to be selective, I only discussed the cases that I 

considered to be of particular importance.

When dealing with fragments one is bound to take certain risks. The 

fragmentary nature of the text constitutes a slippery surface for the commentator to 

tread on. A small number of lines that are forever cut off from their original context

46 E.g. Most {The Measures o f  Praise, 36-41) notices three major drawbacks within the commentary 

procedure; atomisation, monofunctionalism, and restrictive privileging. Kraus also describes
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are open to more than one possible interpretation. The content of the fragments is not 

always enlightening as to the play’s plot, nor does it always bear any obvious relation 

to the play’s title. What must the commentator do in such a case? How far can they go 

in their conjectures? How plausible can their conjectures be? How legitimate is the 

process of applying conjecture to such slender evidence? There can be neither 

certainty nor one definitive answer in these cases. However, bearing in mind that one 

fragment or two are probably all that we will ever get to know from a certain play,4 7 1 

believe that it is the commentator’s task to press and squeeze every single fragment as 

meticulously as possible; this is the strategy that I endeavoured to follow in this 

commentary. Wherever possible I attempt to reconstruct the plot, and to this end I try 

to use as effectively as possible our knowledge of any antecedents, of later material, 

and generally of any parallels. Occasionally I resort to possible parallels outside 

Greek Comedy, which can illuminate either an important aspect or a small detail of a 

given fragment; e.g. Ovid and Horace (on Philetaerus frr. 6.2 and 7.5), Lucian (on 

Amphis frr. 13.2-3, 23.4), etc. Spotting the possible sources of a fragment and 

discerning its potential influences on later literature can sometimes help render a 

meaningful sense out of a small number of lines, which at first sight might have 

seemed rather obscure.

One problematic area, where a commentator’s imagination risks seriously 

outstripping the evidence of the text, is myth. Middle Comedy poets can be very 

original and innovative in the way they treat the mythical tradition; and expectedly so, 

for this is comedy and there would be no comic effect, if the myth was re-enacted in 

its traditional version, as in tragedy. The comic playwrights distort myth, to make it 

funny and full of twists. We get an idea of the extent that myth distortion might have 

taken from Aristotle Po. 1453a37-39: ol av ax îcrrot dxrn/ kv toj oJov Vgsar^g xa'i 

AryitrSog, tptkot yavofiavot am raXaurijg k^kqxovrat, xai anoBv^o’xat ouda'tg utt’ oudavog. Due 

to the fragmentary nature of the surviving material, it is difficult to establish with 

certainty how the myth was exploited; how the characters’ behaviour deviated from 

the traditional version, which elements were kept intact, how the plot changed and in 

what direction, and also in what degree, if any, the real world intruded myth. The

commentaries as “funny things”, whose nature can be parasitic on the primary text (in Gibson & Kraus, 

The Classical Commentary, 1).
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current scholarly belief is that myth and reality were inextricably intertwined, and that
48anachronism was a prevalent feature in Middle Comedy. My own study supports 

this view. It appears that the comic world is located half way between myth and 

contemporary reality, with the rate of possible interactions between the two realms 

fluctuating from play to play and from poet to poet. The contemporary and the 

mythical elements can operate together within the comic world. Contemporary people 

can be discerned lurking behind mythic characters, and contemporary socio-political 

structures can be detected beneath mythic events. In numerous cases poets take a grim 

theme and give it a humorous twist. Nevertheless, not all the plays that involve 

mythical elements share the same plot construction. Instead, myth burlesque may 

operate in a variety of ways.49 Mythical figures can be transferred from the heroic 

world into a world that resembles the everyday life of fourth century Athens. They 

can also be given a comic twist, so that they behave and look like ordinary Athenians; 

cf. Alexis’ raXareta (see Amott ad loc.), Plato’s Oaiov (see Webster SLGC 18-19), 

etc. Equally, what we may often have is an intrusion of contemporary elements into 

mythic plot. Thus, the plot remains “heroic” in time, but details of fifth / fourth 

century life invade the plot, either as blatant anachronism (e.g. ovofiaort xojfitphTv) or 

as surreptitious anachronism. There are many cases, where, although the title suggests 

at first sight a mythical content, the play itself may actually have had a contemporary 

setting (characters, place, time); e.g. Anaxandrides’ ngcorso-fXao(cf. Millis ad loc.), 

Theophilus’ NeoTrroXefio  ̂ (cf. introduction ad loc.), etc. Here becomes relevant the 

issue of continuity again, for this type of plot does not occur only in Middle Comedy. 

A glance at fifth century titles suggests that mythic themes were common much 

earlier; cf. Aristophanes’ Kokalos and Aiolosicon. Another piece of evidence for the 

existence of this trend in Old Comedy is Aristophanes’ criticisms of the way his 

contemporaries and rivals allegedly relied on hungry Heracles as a source of humour;

47 Unless we prove lucky to have some new papyri discovered, inscribed with Middle Comedy 

fragments.

48 See Nesselrath MK  188-241; Webster SLGC 16-19, 82-85; Hunter 22-30; Meineke 1.278-285. Both 

anachronism and myth travesty are features that Comedy in general shares with the satyr play; cf. 

Sutton, The Greek Satyr Play, 134ff.

49 Euripides’ Cyclops (cf. Seaford’s introduction ad loc.), and the satyr fragments o f  both Sophocles 

and Aeschylus can provide us with a fuller idea o f how myth can be treated in a comic way. See Sutton

o.c.
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cf. Pax 74Iff  Even if we suppose that he exaggerates both the extent of his rivals’ 

repetition and his own distinctiveness, the overall impression of mythic themes 

recurring in comedy agrees with our other evidence. It is worth bearing in mind that 

Euripides (and even Sophocles) can introduce elements of contemporary social reality 

into their tragedies.50 So perhaps comic plays with mythic plots could do the same.51 

The allegory in Aristophanes’ Knights may prove particularly useful in helping us 

understand better how mythic themes work in Middle Comedy. Just as in Knights 

there is a constant shift from the domestic to the political context and back (e.g. 11. 55- 

57), likewise in Middle Comedy myth and reality can merge continuously into one 

another and run side by side.

Metres of Middle Comedy

The fifty four fragments included in this thesis throw up forty eight examples 

of iambic trimeters, five of trochaic tetrameters, and one of anapaestic dimeter. The 

iambic trimeter is in general the predominant metre of Middle Comedy; other metrical 

forms are also used, but in a very limited scale. Therefore, Korte considers Middle
53Comedy to be “armer und eintoniger” in comparison with the metrical variety of 

Old Comedy. Having scrutinised myself the surviving fragments of Middle Comedy, I 

can confirm, along with Korte, the presence of various other metres. We have iambic 

tetrameters (e.g. Antiphanes fr. 26), dactylic hexameters (e.g. Antiphanes fr. 192), 

elegiac distichs (e.g. Antiphanes fr. 147), eupolideans (Alexis fr. 239), choerileans 

(Alexis fr. 137), glyconics (e.g. Anaxilas fr. 13); cf. also Axionicus fr. 4 that features 

a combination of anapaests, iambics, bacchics, choriambs, cretics, dactyls, and 

hipponacteans.54 The rarity of lyric metres is explained by the decline of the role of

50 Cf. the democratic spirit o f  Theseus in E. Supp. 403-408.

51 C f the interplay between myth and contemporary politics in Cratinus’ Dionysalexandrus. See Korte, 

Hermes 39 (1904) 481-498; Luppe, Philologus 110 (1966) 169-193; Ameling, QC  3 (1981) 383-424; 

Tatti, Metis 1 (1986) 325-332.

52 Paphlagon corresponds to Cleon, Demos to the Athenian people, slave one to Nicias, and the 

household itself is a miniature o f  the city o f Athens; cf. Dover o.c. 93-94, and Silk, Aristophanes and 

the Definition o f  Comedy, 143-144.

53 RE X U  1265.

54 There is also some scanty evidence o f anapaestic tetrameter; cf. Nesselrath MK 335.
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chorus. The choral songs, no longer integrated within the plot, were left out from the 

manuscripts, and have therefore left no trace on the secondary tradition.55

The next most popular metre -  after the iambic trimeter -  is the trochaic 

tetrameter. As I mention above, there are five fragments in trochaic tetrameters in this 

thesis; they are Amphis fr. 8, Aristophon frr. 5 and 13, Philetaerus fr. 9, and 

Theophilus fr. 4. Often used by Epicharmus,56 the trochaic tetrameter was the 

standard metre for the Aristophanic epirrhematic syzygy, where topical issues are 

discussed.57 After Aristophanes it occurs sporadically. In Middle Comedy it tends to 

be used for a special effect, and particularly in relation with general reflection and 

programmatic statements; cf. (apart from the five fragments included in this thesis) 

Anaxilas fr. 22, and Alexis fr. 103 with Amott’s introduction to Alexis’ ’'I<roora(riov.58 

Although the usage of trochaic tetrameter within Middle Comedy is reminiscent of the 

epirrhematic syzygy, the scale of the existent evidence does not allow us to say with 

certainty whether this structure survived to any extent during this period. This is 

unfortunate, since one would like to know if the tight forms of Old Comedy, already 

disappearing in late Aristophanes, experienced any resurrection in Middle Comedy. A 

cursory survey by myself unearthed no firm example.

As to the anapaestic dimeter, in Middle Comedy this is the metre par  

excellence for food catalogues; cf. Alexis fr. 167, Anaxandrides fr. 42, Antiphanes frr. 

130, 131, Ephippus fr. 13, Eubulus fr. 63 (cf. Hunter ad loc.), etc. See Meineke 1.302- 

303, Nesselrath MK 267-280.59

The overall picture that we get is that poets of Middle Comedy are 

considerably less adventurous in their use of metre than their predecessors of Old 

Comedy. Featuring less metrical variety than Old and more variety than New,60

55 See Korte RE X I.1 1260, 1265; Handley o.c. 399-402.

56 E.g. frr. 9, 4 0 ,5 1 ,6 6 , 79, etc.

57 E.g. Ach. 676-691, 703-718, Eq. 565-580, 595-610, etc.; cf. Dover o.c. 50ff.; West, Greek Metre 

77fT.

58 As to New Comedy see Men. Dysc. 708-783; cf. Dedoussi, “The Trochaic Tetrameter in Menander’’, 

nXa,T(ov 13 (1961)59-66.

59 West in BICS 24 (1977) 89-94 challenges (as also Wilamowitz first did) the metrical reality and 

validity o f the anapaestic dimeters (and monometers). But see Parker, The Songs o f  Aristophanes, 56.

60 Cf. Korte RE XI. 1 1272-1273.
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Middle Comedy seems once more to be located in the middle indeed between Old and 

New, at least on the basis of the current evidence.
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AMPHIS
Amphis must have flourished towards the middle and in the second half of the 

fourth century B.C., to judge from the references he makes to both Plato (frr. 6 and 

13) and the hetaira Phryne (fr. 24). According to Suda a 1760, he was an Athenian. 

But there is a decree of 332/1 B.C. (IG II2 347) that mentions a certain Avcptg from the 

island of Andros. Either these are two different persons or this is our Amphis, who, 

although originating from Andros, moved to Athens where he wrote his plays, and 

subsequently he may have been given citizenship. The latter is quite likely, given first 

the internationalisation of Attic drama at this date, and the tendency of non-Athenian 

writers to move to Athens,1 and secondly the fact that the name Apcptg is otherwise 

unattested in Attica.2 In fact, it is a hypocoristic of Apcpixgar^. Though the latter is a 

common Attic name (cf. the numerous entries in PA and LGPN), the hypocoristic was 

probably not widely used; cf. RE s.v. Amphis nr. 2. See further PA Add. 785; Pickard- 

Cambridge, Festivals, xxiii.

A$a4La<; (ir . 1)
The title suggests a mythological theme. Athamas was son of Aeolus and 

ruled over Boeotia.4 A number of tragic poets, both Greek and Latin, dealt with the 

tragic fate of Athamas and his family. According to tradition, he had three wives, Ino, 

Nephele, and Themisto, all of whom gave him many sorrows. Ino bid the community 

women to parch the wheat seeds, so that no crops were yielded. This forced Athamas 

to send for an oracle, whose outcome was forged by Ino, who wanted to see 

Nephele’s children, Phrixus and Helle, sacrificed. Nephele, in her turn, in order to 

avenge her children, plotted against Athamas, who was led to the sacrificial altar, but 

saved by Heracles. Themisto, wishing to take vengeance on Ino, who had deprived

1 See Handley in The Cambridge History o f  Classical Literature, 1.398-399; Sifakis, Studies in the 

History o f  Hellenistic Drama, 142-145; Xanthakis-Karamanos, Studies in Fourth-Century Tragedy, 3- 

6 .

2 Apart from the decree mentioned above, the only other evidence about the name comes from the 

island o f  Tenos, and dates from the late third century B.C.; cf. LGPN  vol. I s.v.

3 Out o f the twenty eight play-titles o f  Amphis that have come down to us a total o f nine appear to be 

mythological.

4 Cf. Apollod. 1.9.1-2, 3.4.3.
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her from her husband, conspired to kill Ino’s children; but by mistake she killed her 

own.5 Aeschylus, Sophocles, Xenocles, Astydamas, Ennius, and Accius, all wrote 

homonymous plays.

The fragment below seems at first sight to suggest a contemporary context 

dealing with the everyday (Athenian) life. Hetairai are said to be far preferable to 

wedded wives, whose fixed indoor location takes away any possible element of 

excitement. But, as mentioned above, the title implies a mythological plot. The name 

ASafiag is unlikely to have been used of a contemporary fictional character.6 Unless 

we have a play with the heroon of Athamas as its mis-en-scene (cf. Menander’s 

Dyscolus), it is difficult to avoid the assumption that we have a mythic plot. But 

Comedy can exploit myth in various ways; twist it, mix it with reality, even 

manufacture implausible happy endings.7 Here the legendary king may have been 

presented in a bourgeois (possibly Athenian) setting, acting like a fourth century 

citizen.8 Possibly he is the one who speaks in the fragment below. It is a possibility 

that the actor is alone on stage, and delivers a soliloquy. If so, he could either be 

expressing his thoughts aloud or addressing the audience.9

Hetairai, though not absent from fifth century Comedy, become prominent in 

Middle Comedy (cf. General Introduction pp. 20-21), though there is some fluctuation 

in vocabulary. Although there is some overlap in the use of the terms, a hetaira is not 

a common prostitute (nogvTj). A  hetaira is hired and paid primarily for her company 

(hence her name -  kraiqa). She is supposed to provide men with all kinds of pleasures; 

she is expected to eat and drink merrily with them, and of course flirt, and eventually 

have sex with them, either on a single occasion (e.g. at a symposion) or for a longer 

period (e.g. when hired as an escort).10 Here it is important to note that the prostitutes

5 Cf. Apollod. 1.9.1, Tz. ad Lyc. 22, sch. on Ar. Nu. 257, Hygin. Fab. 1-4, etc. The tradition is not 

unanimous; the various versions differ as to the details o f the myth.

6 Usually the comic playwrights use either invented or stock names e.g. for slaves.

7 See General Introduction pp. 24-26.

8 Cf. Cratinus’ Plutoi where the Titans come to fifth century Athens (fr. 171). Nesselrath MK 209-212 

argues for the possibility o f  Laomedon being presented as an Athenian bourgeois father in Antiphanes’ 

r  aw(irj<!h}<;.

9 Communication with the audience and acknowledgement o f its presence are common features o f  

Comedy o f all eras; cf. Bain, Actors and Audience, 102 n. 1, 185ff; Dover, Aristophanic Comedy, 4 9 ff, 

55ff.

10 See Davidson, Courtesans and Fishcakes, 92 ff.
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-  both those who were walking the streets and those who belonged to a brothel and

were under the ownership of a pimp (nogvoGoo-xog) or a madam -  were obliged to have

sex with anyone who wanted them. Brothels were generally despised and dreaded

even by the prostitutes themselves, and life in them was considered wretched.11

Whereas the prostitutes were only paid with money for selling their bodies for sex, the
12hetairai were attracted and seduced by gifts too -  not just by money; this too 

differentiated them from the common prostitutes. This also meant that the hetairai 

enjoyed the privilege to choose for themselves their lover; in accordance, the latter did 

not buy sex sessions from a hetaira, but he rather tried to persuade / seduce her,
• * * 1 3though he could never be certain of her availability.

Under this prism, the fragment below may seem paradoxical at first sight, in 

the sense that here it is the hetaira who needs to “buy” a man’s affection. However, 

we know of a number of occasions where a hetaira was kept permanently by a man 

within his household, without being married to him; this situation is well attested in 

Comedy.14 In such a case, it is understandable that the status of the hetaira was rather 

fragile and vulnerable; the man could send her away at any time (cf. 1. 5: irgog aXkov 

amrsov), if she showed any bad behaviour. Thus, the sense of the fragment below 

becomes clearer; the hetaira should be accommodating and courteous, in order to 

maintain this relationship, which kept her away from the streets and the brothels (cf. 

on 1. 4 below).

The fragment dwells on the issue of the inferiority of wives to courtesans.15 It 

is perhaps to be seen as an exercise in sophistic oratory (see on 1. lb). Antiphanes also 

wrote a comedy entitled Athamas, but the evidence from the one surviving fragment 

does not suffice to establish any relation with Amphis’ play.

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 559a-b.

11 Cf. Davidson o.c. 83ff.

12 It does not follow, however, that the hetairai did not accept money for their services, far from that; 

cf. the so-called fieyaXofiio-^oi hetairai (see Davidson o.c. 104). For the high prices charged by the 

hetairai see Aristophon fr. 4.

13 See Davidson o.c. 120ff.

14 See Davidson o.c. 102ff.

15 Cf. Philetaerus fr. 8, [D.] 59.122 (see Kapparis, Apollodoros: “Against N eaira” [D. 59], 4-8, 422- 

424).
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a h ’ ou yuvaixog eoriv evvoixojragov 

yafierrjg aratga; ttoXu ye xa t fiaX ’ stxorcog. 

rj fikv vofia) yog xaratpgovoucr’ avdov fiavai, 

rj 3 ’ oWav ori rj roTg rgonoig (bvrjraog 

5 avS’gconog eoriv rj Ttgog aXXov amraov

And so, is not a hetaira more well-disposed

than a wedded wife? Very much so and reasonably enough.

For a wife through disdain stays indoors, according to custom, 

while a hetaira knows that she should either buy 

5 a man with her manners or make her way to another one

ia  e h ’ ou: Cf. on Aristophon fr. 11.1a.

ib euvoi'xtbregov: The neuter avvoYxtoragov refers to the courtesan. The use of neuter 

complement with masculine or feminine subject is common; cf. Kiihner-Gerth I §360.

The passage is arguing a paradox, i.e. that hetairai are more loving than wives. 

Hetairai are normally grasping, and their affection is for hire. This kind of reversal of 

normal perspectives is part of the sophistic tradition; there is a sub-genre of epideictic 

oratory devoted to praise of seemingly unpraise worthy subjects, exemplified for 

instance by Gorgias’ Helen,16 The term naiyvtov is often applied to this arguing of a 

seemingly unwinnable case. It finds its way into Comedy with the speech of Penia in
1 7Aristophanes’ Plutus. It is possible that apart from being an exercise in paradox the 

argument may particularly reflect Athamas’ personal experience. Amphis may have 

used the misfortunes inflicted upon Athamas by his three wives (see introduction), as 

the basis for an argument against the idea of having a wedded wife. In such a context 

one understands more easily why courtesans are described as being more kindly, well- 

disposed and more favourable than wedded wives. The same idea of preferring 

courtesans to wives recurs in Philetaerus fr. 8 (cf. ad loc.). This may suggest that this 

comparison that paradoxically favours the courtesans was a topos in Comedy.

16 Cf. on Amphis fr. 8.1-2, and introduction to Theophilus fr. 12.

17 See Kennedy, The Art o f  Persuasion in Greece, 167-173; Papageorgiou, A study in the Aristophanic 

Agon, 19-34, 196-205.
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The enmity towards wives expressed by the speaker belongs to a misogynistic 

trend within the Greek literary tradition. There is a pronounced trend against women 

that manifests itself as early as Hesiod; cf. Th. 570ff, Op. 54ff. Semonides’ caustic 

poem on women (fr. 7 West) is another major sample of this attitude: Zevg yaq 

fieyioTov rovr’ znolrjcrev xaxov, /  yvvaixaq (11. 96-97); cf. Gerber, A Companion to the 

Greek Lyric Poets, 72-78; Campbell, Greek Lyric Poetry, 187-191; Osborne, PCPhS 

47 (2001) 47-64. This pattern is also present in tragedy; cf. E. Hipp. 616-668 (see 

Barrett ad loc.). For the reverse position see E. Med. 410-430; cf. Pomeroy, 

Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves, 103-112.

2  paA’ slxoTcag: This phrase confirms the validity of what has been said before. A brief 

justification of this validity often follows, as happens in the present fragment. It can 

appear both at the end of a period (e.g. Anaxippus fr. 1.18, Plb. 10.33.3), and also in 

the middle (e.g. PI. R. 414c, D. De Corona 16 -  see Wankel ad loc.).

3 a vofiq): The dative is modal / causal. Gulick in his edition of Athenaeus translates it 

as “(protected) by the law”. But there was no law that kept women indoors; so 

“custom” looks more appropriate (cf. on 1. 3c).

3 b xaraipQovovo-’: This is again part of the comic naiyvtov that runs throughout the 

fragment; cf. on 1. lb. Disdain and contempt are presented here as the reason why a 

wife stays indoors, as if she was the one who chose this lifestyle, whereas this was 

culturally determined. Social pressure -  rather than volition -  was the force that 

dictated female comportment.

3 c svdov fievei: The seclusion of wives at home was a primary feature within the system 

of male and female relations, at least for the propertied classes; cf. X. Oec. 7.30, Stob. 

4.23.61, [D.] 59.122, E. fr. 521 TGF, Plu. Mor. 139c, etc. See Headlam on Herod. 

1.37, Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 95-98, 209-213; Gould, JHS 100 (1980) 38-59; 

Pomeroy o.c. 57-148. For a critique of the traditional view about women’s seclusion 

see Cohen, Law, Sexuality, and Society, 133-170.
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4  roTq rgonoiq (bvTjreoq: According to the hypothesis adopted above, the speaker 

probably refers to those cases where a man has a permanent relationship with a hetaira 

and keeps her in his own house,18 just as he would do with a wedded wife. A man 

who cohabits with a hetaira can be considered more privileged than a husband, 

because the hetaira is well aware of the fact that, in order to prolong this relationship 

and avoid being sent away (ngoq aXkov dmrkov — 1. 5), she must continually please her 

man. She also knows that she should be thoughtful and considerate, take care and look 

after him, have complaisant manners and compliant conduct. These are the rgonoi, 

through which a hetaira tries to keep her lover.

AfAneXouQ'yos (fr. 3)

This fragment is cited by Stobaeus 4.18.1, within a chapter entitled IJegi 

re%va)v, where Stobaeus anthologises a number of passages pertaining to the value of 

art / craft. Given the title, one can assume that the art that gave rise to this discussion 

must have been the art of vintage. It appears that the manual professions in particular 

attracted the interest of Amphis. This is what seems to emerge from his play-titles; cf. 

AXsi'irrgia, ’'Egtiot, Koviar'rjq, Kougtq. A  reasonable assumption would be that these 

plays were neither mythological nor political (in the widest sense), but they rather 

reflected contemporary daily life.

Alexis too wrote a play with the same title. Amott ad loc. notes that Amphis 

and Alexis share the same eleven or twelve play-titles. It is possible that Amphis was 

influenced by -  or borrowed from -  Alexis or vice versa. In a modem writer one 

might speak of plagiarism. Comedy, however, is a genre where much is copied and 

imitated. The available evidence attests to a mutual imitation and influence among the 

comic playwrights, and allows us to say with confidence that the recycling of titles, 

plots, incidents and even lines19 was a common phenomenon. Popular themes recur
JOregularly within the work of several poets. It is only natural that the poets, seeking

18 Antiphanes fr. 210 refers to another case o f cohabitation o f a man with a hetaira.

19 For line-borrowing see Amott’s introduction to Alexis fr. 284, and Hunter on Eubulus fr. 67.4.

20 E.g. Dionysus seems to have been an extremely popular comic character, and as such is the title- 

figure o f plays by Epicharmus, Aristophanes, Aristomenes, Crates, Cratinus, Magnes, and Polyzelus. 

AraXdvrv) (or -at) is a play-title shared by Epicharmus, Alexis, Callias, Euthycles, Philetaerus,
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both recognition and victory, would readily comply with the audience’s observed 

preferences.

What is also noteworthy in the present fragment is the tendency towards 

generalisation in argument (cf. introduction to Philetaerus fr. 6). It is a reasonable, 

though unprovable, conjecture that this is the opening monologue of the play (see 

below), that the speaker is the eponymous afineXougyog, and that he refers to his own 

sorrows.

oux eoriv oudev (LTV%ia<; avS’gojm'vTjg 

nagapuS'iov yXuxuregov ev fiia) T£%m)gm 

J777 rou fiaSyparog yag eoryxibg o voug 

aurov XeXrjB-e -nagaitXeajv rag ovfupogag

In life there is no sweeter assuagement

for a human ill-luck than skill;

for the mind, firmly positioned on knowledge,

becomes absorbed in itself, as it sails past the misfortunes

i  oux eoriv outiev aTu%iag avSgcom'vyg: This structure is a stylistic topos in both tragedy 

and comedy, and suggests that this is probably the beginning of a monologue. This is 

how Electra begins her speech in E. Or. 1: oux eoriv oudev htvov. A long soliloquy of 

Orestes within the same play also starts likewise: oux eoriv oudev xgeTo-o-ov vj cptXog o-atprjg 

(1. 1155). We also learn from Aristophanes (Ra. 1215-1219, and sch. on 1. 1219) that 

Euripides used the same style for the prologue of Stheneboia (fr. 661 TGF). Cf. the 

opening words of Tecmessa’s monologue in Sophocles’ Ajax (11. 485-486). This 

structure is also popular within Comedy; cf. Ar. Av. 1342, Antiphanes fr. 159.1, 

Diphilus fr. 87.1, Damoxenus fr. 2.9, Men. Asp. 424, etc.21

This style serves to present an opinion as an introductory statement, which the 

character justifies, explains, and builds upon further in the subsequent speech. It also 

lets the speaker lend an air of authority and undeniability to his case; e.g. “there is

Philyllius, Phormis, and Strattis; an ’AvriXats was written by both Cephisodorus and Epicrates; finally, 

Antiphanes, Alexis, Clearchus, Sophilus, Theophilus, Diphilus, Apollodorus, Anaxippus, and Nico, all 

wrote a KiS’oqmSo*;.

21 See Fraenkel, Plautinisches im Plautus, 186-187.
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nothing better than art / dying while having sex / listening to the flutes”; cf. 

Philetaerus frr. 6 and 17.

2 a nagafiuB'tov: The meaning is consolation, assuagement; cf. Poll. 3.100, LSJ s.v. 2. It 

appears that Amphis is the only comic poet who used this word. It is found once in 

surviving tragedy (S. El. 129). Here it contributes to the elevated tone of this 

fragment, which recalls tragic (mainly Euripidean) contemplations over human fate; 

e.g. E. Med. 1018 xoucpcog cpegetv %gvj Svtjtov ovra ovptpogag, Id. fr. 504 TGF, etc.

2 b re%vr)g: TsxvT) and (cf. on 11. 3-4) have parallel meaning here, both denoting

knowledge, the possession o f  a skill. The importance of t£%m% as a means that can 

protect people against the misfortunes of life, is also praised by other comic poets; cf. 

Philemo fr. 178.6-7 xav pev ogpnrBjj rig ypcov eig Xipeva rov (rrjg) Te%vvjg, /  eSaXer’ 

ayxvgav xaBdipag ourcpaXelag eivexa; Hipparchus fr. 2.1-2 noXu y ’ sort ndvrcov xrijpa 

rtpiwrarov /  amaaiv av^gdynoiaiv sig to (fiv Menander fr. 68 fitov S’ evsortv

acrcpaXsi’ ev raTg re%vaig.

3 - 4  ini rou fiaS f̂ULTog ... <rufi<pogdg: Here the comic character employs a metaphor that 

visualises his conception of knowledge. The preposition Sm makes one think of 

knowledge as a vessel, on which the mind positions itself firmly. Safe on this vessel, 

the mind avoids the treacherous shore, the reefs, and the rocks, as it sails past them. 

The metaphor suggests that knowledge / skill is valuable both as a means of equipping 

the mind to sustain and / or avoid misfortune, and also as a welcome distraction from 

misfortune. The use of the perfects io-rrjHujg and XiXySe is particularly significant here, 

for they express stability of state; i.e. position and absorption respectively.

Images of sea are a commonplace within Greek literature; cf. Horn. II. 

15.38Iff., Alcaeus fr. 208 V., A. Th. 2-3, S. OT 22-23, 922-923, etc.22 In the present 

fragment the image of ship stands not for e.g. the state as in Alcaeus I.e., but for skill / 

knowledge; this is an original conception. The speaker’s point is to underline the 

value of skill / knowledge.

22 See Musurillo, The Light and the Darkness, 81.
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Afjuptxedrris (fr. 6)

The identity of the title figure cannot be established with certainty. He could

well have been an invented character. In favour of this hypothesis is the fact that there

is another play by Amphis that features a fictional person in its title, i.e.

(cf. ad loc.). Nevertheless, if this is the case, it becomes impossible to recover the

theme of the play with confidence. The mention of Plato (1. 3) offers one possible line

of reconstruction; it could suggest that the play centred on an individual who sought

to study philosophy, in which case the ultimate model could be Aristophanes’ Clouds.

However, we have no indication that the reference to Plato was anything more than a

passing mention. Besides, the name AfLcptxedrqg seems rather opaque, if (as one would

suppose) this was a “speaking name”. Unless of course this is a poetic disguise for

Amphis himself, given that -  as stated above in the introduction to the poet -  the

name Amphis is a hypocoristic of AficptxgdrTjg. Cratinus’ portrayal of himself in

riuTi'vT] would be the obvious antecedent; Amphis could have similarly put himself

on stage. Another line of enquiry would be to identify Amphicrates with a real person

other than the poet. If so, this could be the architect / ship builder Amphicrates, who

lived in the mid fourth century B.C.; cf. IG II2 1618.120, PA 769. If so, it is possible,

but not provable, that the play dealt with the maritime troubles and the concerns of the

Athenian democracy at the time.24 Edmonds (11.315) offers an alternative

interpretation, though not an entirely convincing one; i.e. that the reference is to the

sculptor Amphicrates of the sixth-fifth century B.C. Nevertheless, the only surviving

fragment offers no conclusive basis for choice between these possibilities.

Below (on 1.3)1 suggest that this play relates to the lecture On the Good that 
•  • 26 •Plato gave late in his life; it must have been composed after the delivery of this 

lecture, since the reference to Plato’s Good (1. 3) obviously intends to ring a bell to

23 See also Aristophanes’ passing references to himself; e.g. Ach. 377-382.

24 In 356 B.C. the defeat o f the Athenian fleet at Embata marked the end o f the Social war, but naval 

operations kept going on (cf. general Chares’ attempts against Chersonese and Sestus). War was a daily 

theme o f discussion, cf. Isoc. On the Peace (355 B.C.), and D. On the Navy-boards (354 B.C.). See 

CAH VI2 736ff.

25 This sculptor had made a statue o f the courtesan Leaina, who was killed by the tyrants Hippias and 

Thessalus (cf. Pliny HN 34.19.72). Edmonds believes that this event, and Amphicrates, became topical 

again, because o f the assassination o f  the tyrant Jason o f Pherae in 370 B.C.

26 For Plato in Middle Comedy see on Amphis fr. 13.1, and General Introduction pp. 19-20.
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the audience, by recalling recent memories and experiences. Given the date of Plato’s 

death, i.e. 348/7 B.C., one would conjecture that the AtupixQarys must have been 

produced sometime between ca. 350 and 330 B.C.; cf. Webster CQ 2 n.s. (1952) 21.

The following fragment is cited by Diogenes Laertius 3.27, within a series of 

fragments that target Plato. It is a possibility that the whole part on Plato and Comedy, 

i.e. from 3.26 to 3.28, is an excerpt from Heraclides. It is however uncertain as to 

which Heraclides Diogenes refers; Ponticus or Lembus. In the composition of his 

Vitae Diogenes made extensive use of excerpts gathered by himself, and used his 

numerous sources both directly and indirectly. Mistakes and confusion among
77homonymous sources come as a natural result.

Our fragment is a part of a dialogue between a slave and his master (cf. & 

dsoTTora). The subject is probably a woman (cf. rauTTjv), either a hetaira or a maiden 

(cf. on 1. 2). The master is about to act, in order -  understandably -  to ensure this 

woman for himself. The slave however has reservations, which the master offers to 

allay. The juxtaposition of master and slave is a linking thread between Middle and 

Old Comedy; cf. Chremylus and Carion in Aristophanes’ Wealth, Dionysus and 

Xanthias in Frogs.2*

to 8 ’ ayaS'ov o ti nor’ acrriv, ou ov ruy%aveiv 

fiSXAeig ha, TauTVjv, rjrrov olda tout’ iyto,

(b S S o tto t7) to nXaTtovog aya%v. (B.) ngoos^s Srj

And as for whatever benefit you are likely 

to get through her, I know less about that, 

master, than about Plato’s Good. (B.) Just watch

i a  t o  ayaS-ov: Outside Plato aya%v usually refers to practical or material benefit,29 

and this is what is meant here, probably with some additional connotations of sexual 

pleasure. Aristophanes too often uses this term with a non-philosophical sense.30 The

27 On the controversial issue o f Diogenes’ sources see the detailed discussion by Mejer in the first part 

of his monograph in Hermes Einzelschr. H. 40 (1978).

28 For the slave figure in Middle Comedy see Nesselrath MK  283-296.

29 E.g. Th. 3.68, X. Cyr. 5.30.20, Lys. 13.92, etc.

30 E.g. Ec. 426, PL 236, etc; cf. Eubulus ff. 52.
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meaning of ayaSov as a purely worldly good is even more emphasised by the 

following contrast with the Platonic Good. The slave cannot understand the good to 

be expected from this woman any better than he understands Plato’s philosophy. See 

Weiher, Philosophen und Philosophenspott in der attischen Komodie, 48.

ib  o ti nor’ itm'v: For the use of h o t s  with interrogatives to give an emphatic tenor to 

the speech, see Smyth § 346c. In the present fragment the combination of h o t s  with 

the indefinite relative pronoun o t i  results in a rather dismissive way of speaking, 

which emphasises the very indeterminacy meant by the slave.

2  ha, TavTrjv: To the audience the reference will have been obvious; either it refers to 

someone or something visible to them or it resumes an antecedent noun previously 

mentioned. Nesselrath (MK 294, n. 24) believes that this deictic pronoun refers to a 

woman, who has been occupying the master’s mind. This could be either a hetaira or 

a free young lady, whom the master would like to marry. But Kock (11.237) offers an 

alternative interpretation; he thinks that to,vtt}v refers to Philosophy. If so, this might 

suggest that philosophy played a significant role in the plot of the play. Though 

certainty is impossible, I would opt for Nesselrath’s rather than Kock’s interpretation, 

given the increased interest of Middle Comedy in hetairai and women in general (cf. 

General Introduction pp. 20-21). Besides, the issue of advantage / benefits to be 

expected from a hetaira is also the topic of Amphis fr. 1 (cf. ad loc.).

3 a t o  n\a.T(t)vo$ aya£ov: Refers to a central notion in Plato’s philosophy, that is, the
T 1notion of the Good; cf. Imperio in Belardinelli et al., Tessere, 127. For a discussion 

of how philosophy penetrated the fourth century Athenian society see General 

Introduction pp. 19-20.

The slave of the present fragment has apparently no idea of what the Platonic 

Good is, and employs this phrase in a proverbial way to express his overall ignorance

31 Cf. R. Lodge, P lato’s Theory o f  Ethics, London 22000; Shorey, in Tar&n, Selected Papers, vol. 2, 28- 

79; Irwin, P lato’s Ethics, 318-319, 332-337; Hobbs, Plato and the Hero, 220-230; Dorter, Form and  

G ood in P lato’s Eleatic Dialogues, 24-26, 231-235, 238-243.
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of the matter that he is discussing with his master.32 A further reference to Plato’s 

Good recurs in Philippides fr. 6, where it is given a peculiar interpretation, since it 

appears to equal celibacy and carefree life.

The concept of t o  ayaBov in Plato is complex and multifaceted, as Protagoras 

admits in Prt. 334b. Actually, the real nature of t o  ayaBov is under constant discussion 

and meticulous examination throughout the Platonic corpus, cf. Phlb. 65a, Crat. 412c, 

etc., while Parmenides declares his uncertainty in Parm. 134c. In some passages t o  

ayaBov appears to equal djdovTj {Phlb. 1 lb), crocpia {Euthd. 28le), etc. Despite the vast 

number of references to it in the surviving works of Plato, one cannot easily discern 

Plato’s own conviction about this notion, since the relevant passages provide us with 

the views of either Socrates or his collocutors. It is likely that Plato’s own view was 

presented in a lost lecture, entitled Flegi tayaBov, given by him late in life, and to 

which the phrase t o  ILXaTcovog ayaBov must refer.34 Gaiser35 argues that Plato’s 

Seventh Letter composed ca. 355 B.C. is unaware of this lecture (cf. 341d-e); 

therefore, he suggests the years between 355 and Plato’s death as the date for its 

delivery. This lecture must have dazzled and confused the majority of the listeners, 

who were unprepared for its content, as Aristoxenus confirms in Harm. 2.30-31: 

xaBaneg AgiOTOTaXrjg dai dirjyerro Tovg nXetoToug t c o v  dxovadvTcov iragd IJXaTcovog t t j v  

Tragi TayaBov dxgoaaiv naBaTv. ngoaievai p ,e v  ydg exaorov vnoXa/aSavovTa Xrjij/acrBai t i  t c o v  

vofii&fievcov t o u t q j v  avBgcom'vcov ayaBcov olov t t X o v t o v  vyiaiav i(r%vv t o  oXov eudai/aoviav nvd 

BaufjbaoTTjv. 0Ta da (paveiqcrav oi Xoyoi nagi fiaB^fiaTcov xai agiBficov xal yacopaTgiag xai 

aargoXoyiag xal t o  nagag on ayaBov aonv ev, navTaXcbg olpbai nagddo^ov n  ayatveTo 

auToTg. eIBr oi fiav xaTecpgovouv t o u  ngdy/j,a,Tog oi da xaTa/dificpovTo. See Arist. MM  

1182a25-30, Simplicius in Ph. 151.8-11, 453.27-30. The dominant opinion of modem 

scholars is that Plato used to deliver regular lectures on the Good within the Academy, 

in front of his disciples only; this is the reason why Simplicius speaks in plural of 

Xoyoi {in Ph. 453.28, 503.12) and ovvoucn'ai (ibid. 542.10, 545.24). But there must have 

been a single occasion, when Plato gave a public lecture that left a lasting impression

32 Fenk notes: “7o nXdrcuvog dyaBov paulatim apud Athenienses proverbii loco celebratur pro obscuris 

quibusdam et remotis rebus, quas accuratius definire nolebant aut non poterant” (Adversarii Platonis 

quomodo de indole ac moribus eius iudicaverint, 45).

33 Cf. Grg. 495a-b, 499e, HpMa. 297b, Lys. 222d, etc.

34 See Riginos, Platonica, Anecdote 79, pp. 124-126.

35 Phronesis 25 (1980) 17-19.
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on the Athenians.36 Themistius 245c mentions Piraeus, as the exact location where 

this lecture supposedly took place. Gaiser argues (o.c. 9) that if this was an internal 

discourse within the Academy, Plato’s students would have understood their teacher’s 

tenets, and would not have been confused to the degree described by Aristoxenus I.e.

sb dy: Cf. Denniston GP 204, 214-218. The position of %  here is emphatic, and so is 

its meaning. Denniston notes its particular connection with certain verbs, especially in 

Plato. These verbs are oqa (as in oqa e.g. PI. Phlb. 11a, Phd. 105a), and (as in 

£%£ e.g. PI. R. 353b, Grg. 460a). Another imperative, which occurs frequently in 

Plato in connection with <5% is nqoo-î co; the usual phrase is nqoo-£%£ 8tj t o v  v o v v  (e.g. Pit. 

259d, Men. 82b, Lg. 809e, and once 7rqocrs%£T(ju &} ... t o v  vovv in Lg. 783e). Since the
/ / • 37 • * 'phrase nqocrszs does not occur anywhere on its own, i.e. without t o v  v o v v , I would 

suggest that in the present fragment the next line began with t o v  v o v v , which scans

correctly too (---- ). The master’s nqoo-£%£ dy is already a response to the slave’s

perplexity; he is about to explain to the slave, i.e. an argument will follow (again not 

unlike Plato). The acquaintance of Amphis with Plato is not limited to the reference to 

t o  ayaSov, but subtly extends to the Platonic style. Thus, we are led to assume that 

Amphis expected at least some of his audience to know their Plato and discern this 

element of Platonic diction. The parody of Platonic style is consistent with the level of 

interest in philosophical ideas, and, although unprovable, it is possible that this is a 

reference to a written text.

rvvaixoxQaTia (fr. 8)
This fragment consists of two catalectic trochaic tetrameters. This is the only 

time that Amphis employs this metre. Here the trochaic tetrameter is used for general
T O

moralising.

36 Cf. Ross, P lato’s Theory o f  Ideas, 147-149; Gaiser o.c. 8-11, 25.

37 Outside Plato the phrase nqoo-exs occurs only twice; in Alexis fr. 274, and in Galen De dieb. deer. 

9.808.15. In both passages it is accompanied by rov vovv.

38 For the use o f the trochaic tetrameter for special effects as a means o f inviting particular audience 

attention see General Introduction p. 27.
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This is another shared play-title between Amphis and Alexis. Both Bottiger 

(Kleine Schriften, I.300fT.) and Meineke (I.398ff.) believe that both ruvaixoxgaria- 

plays must have been either adaptations or imitations of Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae. 

However, Amott considers all this as surmise.40 And he is right to be cautious; for a 

title like rvvaixoxQarla could mean either “regime of women” or “control by a woman 

/ women”. So, the connection with Ecclesiazusae, though highly probable, remains 

uncertain. If the title meant indeed the latter, the play may have focused on just a 

couple, featuring e.g. a henpecked husband and an authoritarian wife.

The fragment is cited by Athenaeus VIII 336c.

mve, nal^e- Svvjrog o fitoq, oktyoq ovm yjj xqovoq‘

dS'dvaroq o S’dvaroq eoriv, av anal; rig dnoB’dv'fl

Drink! Play! Life is mortal, short is the time on earth.

Death is immortal, once one dies

j ;  The line is asyndetic. The imperative na%e is probably an urge to “make love” 

(Henderson, The Maculate Muse, 157); indeed, this is the usual meaning of the verb 

nat^io in Comedy; cf. on Mnesimachus fr. 4.52-55. However, it does not follow that 

ra't̂ u) here refers exclusively to sex; it can also be interpreted as a general advice to 

enjoy all aspects of life and to indulge in all kinds of pleasure; of course, part of this 

enjoyment is sex, but there are also other things (e.g. food and wine). In fact, the 

double imperative {mve, na%e) is quite arresting, and the whole line is another instance 

of a well-known cliche, exemplified particularly by Horace Od. 1.11.6-8: “sapias, 

vina liques, et spatio brevi / spem longam reseces. dum loquimur, fugerit invida / 

aetas: carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero”; cf. Alcaeus fr. 38a.41 A similar 

saying was said to have been inscribed on the tomb of Sardanapalus; eoS-ie, mve, nai^e 

(or o%eue), as an instigation to the passers-by to enjoy life.42

39 See introduction to Amphis’ AfineAougyoq.

40 Cf. Amott’s introduction to Alexis’ play, with bibliography on gynaecocracy.

41 See on Philetaerus fr. 7.2 and on Theophilus fr. 12.3-4.

42 Cf. Aristoboulos 139 F 9 and Apollodoros 244 F 303 FGrH.
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1 -2 : These lines are arguing a paradox; life is said to be mortal and death immortal; cf. 

Lucretius 3.869: “mortalem vitam mors inmortalis ademit”. Life is matched with 

mortality, and death with immortality. This conceptual paradox is emphasised even 

more through the verbal echo dS’dvarog -  B'dvarog, and the parechesis of the letters n 

and & Both the conceptual antitheses and the verbal echoes are major features of the 

sophistic artillery (see on Amphis fr. 1.1b). See Gorgias’ 'EXavrjg kyxdynov (cf. §§7, 20, 

21), and Tnse ElaXd^ovg dmXoyta (cf. §§ 3, 5, 22, etc.); both speeches abound in 

language twists and plays. This kind of riddling language is reminiscent of Heraclitus 

too; cf. fr. 50: yavrjrov ayavTjrov, B v t j t o v  aS’dvarov; fr. 62: dS’dvaroi SvTjroi, Svqroi 

dSdvarot, ^divrag rov axaivwv S-dvarov, rov be axaivcov fiiov raSvadjrsg43

2 : Here we have a run of seven short syllables {aSdvarog 0 Savarog), resulting from the 

resolution of the second and third longa. West observes that “the frequency of 

resolution (in trochaic tetrameters) is in tragedy somewhat higher, but in comedy 

somewhat lower than in the same authors’ trimeters” {Introduction to Greek Metre, 

29). Amphis’ rate of resolution in iambic trimeters is rather high; in the surviving total 

of his one hundred and twenty seven iambic trimeter lines he practises resolution (of 

ancipitia, longa, and brevia) one hundred times, often twice within the same line. Still, 

the resolution of two consecutive longa, and the resulting sequence of seven short 

syllables is a rare and noteworthy case.

rvvaiKOimvla (frr. 9,10)
The title is reminiscent of the ruvatxoxgaria-plays by both Amphis and Alexis, 

and also of Anaxandrides’ ragovrofiavla. It is possible that in the ruvaixoxgaria-plays 

women transcended (to an irrecoverable extent) the boundaries of their traditional 

roles and duties. The term yvvaixofiavia grammatically allows for two possible 

interpretations; i.e. either lust fo r  women (i.e. objective genitive) or madness o f  

women (i.e. subjective genitive). Elsewhere the word has the former sense.44 If we 

adopt this meaning for the present play too, a number of plot-possibilities present

43 For death as unending cf. Catullus Carm. 5.4-6.

44 E.g. Plu. 769b, Ath. XI 464d, etc.
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themselves: a) a man may have a passion for a particular woman; b) a man may be in 

pursuit of women in general; c) several men may be after one or more women.

Nevertheless, the sense “madness o f  women” cannot be ruled out. In 

Anaxandrides’ ragovrofzavta the idea of madness, rather than that of lust, seems more 

plausible.45 If yvvaixofiavta denotes indeed the madness o f  women, such madness can 

be understood in two different ways. Firstly, given the existence of both 

Ecclesiazusae and the two rumixoxgaria-plays, one is tempted to discern in 

rumixofiavla a roughly parallel pattern, i.e. some kind of female domination; women 

going awry and misbehaving, in disaccord with the socio-political status traditionally 

assigned to them. Besides, the heavenly situation described below is interestingly 

paralleled by the programmatic statements of Praxagora in Ec. 605-607 and 689-710; 

with women being in charge of the public affairs, the men are left with nothing but a 

life consisting of merely eating, drinking, and copulating. Although ultimately 

unprovable, still it is not inconceivable that the present fragment of Amphis fitted into 

a parallel context. It may be important that the word $to<; is present (1. 1); i.e. what we 

are presented here with is not to be perceived as an isolated occasion (e.g. a usual 

symposion), but rather as a description of a permanent situation that is a preposterous 

modus vivendi. A further assumption would be that the speaker A might actually be a 

woman instructing and introducing an ignorant male into the “rules” of the new way 

of life.

The second possibility is to suppose a mythical play, and explain this madness 

as a divinely inspired one, i.e. a ritual madness, possibly bacchic, parallel to the one 

described in Euripides’ Bacchae.46 This hypothesis gains further support, if we accept 

that the Eurybatos mentioned in fr. 10 is indeed the mythical character (see ad loc.). 

However, it is difficult to imagine the kind of mythical plot that could accommodate 

both frenzied women and Eurybatos as one of the Cercopes, and it would be a mere 

conjecture to try to reconstruct any further details. Whatever the myth elements, they

45 It is hard to imagine how old men can be sexually attractive. Millis ad loc. also understands the title 

as “madness or infatuation o f old men rather than a lust for old men”. But this is comedy and we cannot 

rule out the idea that someone had a passion for old men; it is however less likely, especially since 

senility was a phenomenon as familiar to the ancient Greeks as to us.

46 On maenadism see the introductions o f both Dodds and Seaford in their editions o f the play. In 

general, Greek (male) mentality conceived women as particularly prone to becoming possessed by 

daemonic passion; cf. Padel, in Cameron & Kuhrt, Images o f  Women in Antiquity, 3-19.
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must have been given a comic twist, allowing again for a mixture of myth with 

contemporary, fourth century life (cf. General Introduction pp. 24-26).

The fragment below is cited by Athenaeus XIV 642a, within a series of 

fragments that are meant to provide evidence about the nature and the content of both 

zmbogmcrpara and deuregai rgdns^ai.

Fr. 9

rjd'r} nor’ yxovcrag fliov 

dXrjXzfiBvov; (B.) vai. (A.) t o u t 1 exsrv’ eoriv o-acpcbg' 

afAvjreg, oTvog ffiug, (pa, (rrjaapaT, 

pvgov, orecpavog, auXyrgtg. (B.) w Aiocrxogco,

5 ovofiara rd)v bajbexa S’bojv SieXrjXuB'ag

Have you ever heard of a ground-grain 

life? (B.) Yes. (A.) This is exactly what it is all about; 

milk cakes, sweet wine, eggs, sesame-seeds cakes, 

unguent, wreath, a flute-girl. (B.) O Dioskouroi,

5 you have gone through the names of the Twelve Gods

i  r)fo) norf yxovcrag: This forceful way of introducing a question is one of many 

possible variations of a standard pattern that aims to draw on the collocutor’s 

experience. A verb signifying hear, listen, see, perceive, and the like is combined with 

rjfrq, sometimes followed by another adverb of time (if so, then preferably by either 

t t o t b  or 7rd)7TO Ts), to form a forceful question. Cf. Ar. Nu. 346, Amphis fr. 27.4-5, 

Hermippus fr. 37, Magnes fr. 2, PI. R. 493d, etc.

i -2  fiiov aXvjXsfievov: This expression has the sense of profusion o f  goods (cf. Suda s.v. 

dX'fXepevov: sm rcov ev acpS-ovig, rcov emTvjdeicov o v t q j v ) . 47 Here the speaker goes through a 

real abundance of requisite provisions for a complete banquet.

The passive perfect of aXsco {grind, bruise; cf. LSJ s.v.) can be either dXTfXepai 

(as here) or aXriXecrpai (used more frequently, e.g. Hdt. 7.23.20). This kind of

47 See Bemays, Theophrastos ’ Schrift iiber Frommigkeit, 53-54.
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reduplication is called Attic; cf. Smyth § 446; Lautensach, Grammatische Studien zu 

den griechischen Tragikern und Komikern, 113-114.

2  t o u t *  ixeTv’: Colloquialism, particularly frequent in Comedy and Plato; cf. Dover on 

Ar. Ra. 1342, and Dunbar on Ar. Av. 354. Here it is used to add emphasis and draw 

the collocutor’s attention on what follows.

3 - 4  aiLVjreq ... auX^rgig: Here we have -  on a small scale -  a stylistic feature typical of 

Comedy, i.e. the list. Aristophanes is full of them; e.g. V. 676-677, Ec. 838-852, Ach. 

1085-1093, etc. This is a pre-comic motif, examples of which can be found in iambos, 

e.g. Hipponax fr. 26a West, as well as in elegy, e.g. Solon frr. 38-40 West.48 This is 

not just a Greek tendency -  Rabelais is also very fond of them.49

afi'qq and (nqo-apv} are types of cakes, aprjg was made of milk (sch. on Ar. Pl. 

999, Poll. 6.77); ayo-aii,?) was made of sesame seeds and was offered at wedding 

ceremonies, as a symbol of fertility (sch. on Ar. Pax 869, Men. Sam. 74, 125).

Unguent was a sine qua non of a proper symposion; cf. Poll. 6.104-105, Ar. 

Ach. 1091, Ec. 841-842, Machon fr. 16.267 Gow, etc. According to the physician 

Philonides, the custom of anointing one’s head with perfume had a practical aim, i.e. 

to reduce the strength of wine and to prevent it from being drawn upwards to the 

head, since it was believed that a dry head attracted anything that was taken into the 

stomach (cf. Ath. XV 692a-b).

The garlanding of the banqueters with wreaths was another typical feature of 

the standard procedure of a symposion; cf. sch. on Ar. Ec. 133, Ach. 1005-1007, 

1089-1093, Ec. 838-852, PI. Smp. 212d-e, D.U.Ant. Rom. 19.8.1, etc.

Flute-girls were commonly present at symposia; cf. on Philetaerus fr. 17.4. 

Comedy abounds in references to flute-girls and similar female artists (all of whom 

might double as hetairai), who entertained the banqueters; e.g. Ar. Ach. 1091-1093, V. 

1219, Ra. 513ff, Antiphanes fr. 233. Cf. PI. R. 373a,50 X. Smp. 2.1, etc.

48 Cf. West, Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus, 31-32; Noussia, CQ  51 n.s. (2001) 353-359.

49 Cf. the list o f foodstuffs in Gargantua 35.53-70.

50 Vahlen defends the reading sraiQat ad loc. (Opuscula Academica, 1.7-12).
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4  d) Aicktxoqo): Invocations to Dioskouroi are relatively rare in Comedy. In fact, there 

are only three: Ar. Pax 285, Ec. 1069, and Men. Dysc. 192. The scholiast on Pax 285 

notes: ho vvv avrcov pkpvTjrai, on Bqaaibov tov Aaxedatpoviou epvfr)(r$Tr). Ussher on Ec. 

1069 believes that this is simply a prayer originating from the quality of Dioskouroi as 

protectors of the travellers. Nevertheless, it is not inconceivable that the Dioskouroi, 

as specifically Spartan patrons, might have looked as the most appropriate deities to 

be invoked within Ecclesiazusae, a play with a particularly Spartan flavour.51 If we 

accept the hypothesis made in the introduction about the possible resemblance of the 

present play to Ecclesiazusae, then it is possible that the invocation to Dioskouroi is 

not accidental, but rather relates to the play’s context.

5  dwdexa Sewv: The present exclamation, combined with the previous apostrophe to 

the Dioskouroi, denotes heightened emotion and excitement. With comic 

exaggeration the speaker equates the various foodstuffs with the Olympian gods. In 

addition, what he brands as the twelve gods, are actually not twelve but seven 

symposion essentials. So the joke is double; the twelve gods are substituted with 

seven items of pleasure. The euphoria of the speaker must be overwhelming; he is in 

complete heaven.

The mentions of the Twelve Gods in Comedy can be either simple references 

(as in the present fragment) or invocations. But they are not particularly frequent; the 

only ones are: Ar. Av. 95, Aristophon fr. 11.2, adesp. fr. 362 Kock (references); Ar. 

Eq. 235, Men. Kol. 127, Sam. 306, adesp. fr. 1013 K.-A. (invocations).52 See Lehrs, 

Populare Aufsatze aus dem alterthum vorzugsweise zur Ethik und Religion der 

Griechen, 246.

Fr. 10
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus IX 386e. The words xvuro'koi%o$ and 

bXStoydcrrcoQ imply a gastronomic context, parallel to that of fr. 9.

51 Praxagora champions the establishment o f a communist society, where private property would be 

abolished (590ffi), and the women generally assume unprecedented -  for the Athenian society -  

liberties and rights. For parallels within the Spartan regime, see Arist. Pol. 1269b 32 ff, X. Lac. 1.4, 6, 

11.1, Plu. Lyc. 10. See also Willetts, Hermes 87 (1959) 501.

52 An altar dedicated to the Twelve Gods existed in the Athenian agora from the second half o f  the 

sixth century; cf. Th. 6.54.6-7 (see Gomme ad loc.), and Crosby, Hesperia, suppl. 8 (1949) 97ff.
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EvquSarz xvi<roXoi%s, ( - )  oux zo$' dmog 

oux bXBtoydorojQ el cru

1 (/j,a A i’> Meineke: <%aTg’)  idem Anal. Ath. p. 169: (vw> Kock

Fat-licking Eurybatos, it is definitely 

in your belly that you find happiness

ia  EuguBare: Eurybatos was a mythical figure; he was one of the Cercopes. This
STwould fit a mythical plot for the play (see introduction). However, the name 

Eurybatos was also used as a nickname for a cunning person, after the notorious 

traitor Eurybatos, who betrayed Croesus in favour of Cyrus (cf. D.S. 9.32, Suda I.e., 

Ephorus 70 F 58 FGrH, Eustathius Comm. Od. 2.202.12ff.). Aristophanes uses this 

name as a nickname of Zeus (fr. 198). Likewise, in the present fragment the speaker 

could be simply targeting the cunning of another character (not necessarily named 

Eurybatos).

ib xvuro\oi%e: “Licker of fat”. The speaker employs this adjective to satirise the 

gluttony of the person he is addressing. This is either a comment with an immediate 

relation to a particular scene (i.e. the person addressed has just indulged in food or is 

about to do so), or a more generalised statement on the eating habits of this person.

The usage of both the adjective xvi(rokoi%bg and the noun xvi(ro\oi%ia, are limited 

to Comedy: Antiphanes fr. 65, Sophilus frr. 6 and 8. Generally, compounds with 

xvnro- are common mocking characterisations; e.g. rayTjuoxuKroS-'iggag (Eupolis fr. 190), 

xvi(roT'Y)Q'r)Tfr)g (fr. adesp. 1042 Kock = Phryn. PS 84.20), xvicroxoXatg (Asius fr. 14.2 

West) xvKTohaiXTtig (v.l. in Batr. 232); see K.-A. on Eupolis fr. 190.

53 According to one tradition, the Cercopes were two brothers, notorious for plundering, robbing, and 

killing travellers. The ancient sources are not unanimous about their names (they are named as either 

Eurybatos and Holos, or Sillos and Trivalos). As a punishment for their crimes Zeus transformed them 

into apes; cf. Diotimus fir. 2, Ovid Met. 14.88-100. But according to a different tradition, the Cercopes 

were a whole tribe o f villains (some sources describe them as monkey-like), who were subdued by 

Heracles; cf. D.S. 4.31.7, Apollod. 2.6.3. See RE X I.1 s.v. Kerkopen, and III A1 s.v. ZiTXog nr. 1. Cf. 

Hunter’s introduction to Eubulus’ Kigxams^.
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ic  <->; Cf. crit. app. From the conjectures made so far vuv looks rather flat and its 

only advantage is that it scans. %aTgf is possible, but there is no obvious reason to 

suppose that a character has just entered, as the supplement would suggest. But pa, A t’ 

seems a promising suggestion, since the particle pa, plus the accusative occurs 

frequently -  in both poetry and prose -  before or after a negation as a way of adding 

extra emphasis; e.g. Chionides ff. 4.1, Cratinus fr. 128.1, Hermippus fr. 68.1, Alexis 

fr. 63.4, Eubulus fr. 97.1, Ar. Av. 24, Th. 567, Ec. 1085, D. L. 3.10, etc. For further 

examples and bibliography see Amott on Alexis fr. 233.1-2.

2  oXSieryaoratQ: This word was probably invented by Amphis. It occurs only here and 

in Athenaeus IX 386c, where the relation with this fragment is obvious (see 386e). 

Combining the notions of oXSog and 'yaor'rjg, the word is a comic formation that very 

graphically describes as glutton someone who finds happiness and bliss in his belly / 

in eating. There is a paratragic tone generated by bXSioyacrrajQ, for it alludes to 

adjectives such as 6A6 io$a,ipa)v (II. 3.182), oASiodatgog (E. Hipp. 750), bXBiopotqoq (Orph. 

H. 26.6), etc.

Ae5Srmi&fc( fr. 13)

This name is not attested anywhere else as a personal name. However, there is 

a considerable number of names ending in ttfrqg from both the fifth and the fourth 

centuries B.C. The evidence comes from Athens but also from Thessaly, Boeotia, 

Euboia, and the island of Thasos.54 Breitenbach admits that “nullam inventionis 

causam video” (Titulorum 50-51). The first component of the name is the stem ht;- 

for dk&aSai, commonly attested in names beginning with Aei;-, Ae^e-, Ast;i- . 55 The 

second component must apparently be dvjpog. The antecedent here is Aristophanes, 

who often engages into a word play of creating names and words out of Apart 

from the person named Aijpog in the Knights, Aristophanes invents the comic 

diminutives hjpaxidiov (Eq. 823), and foqpibiov (Eq. 726, 1199). Additionally, in V. 699 

he creates the verb bjpi^co to refer to demagogues (fypityvTcav). Another instance of a

54 Cf. the reverse indexes in LGPN  vols. I, II, and III.B.

55 See Fick, Die griechischen Personennamen, 91; Bechtel, Personennamen, 118; PA 3209-3241.
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name created after is the figure o f BXsipi^fio^ in Plutus, whose name implies a 

“realistic political man” (Webster SLGC 15).

It may be significant that Plautus in Bacch. 284-285 treats the name 

Archidemides as being a Redende Name (“cum mi ipsum nomen eius Archidemides / 

clamaret dempturum esse...”). A speaking (alias significant) name is exactly what 

Aefydvjfiid'rjs must be. Given its two constituents (i.e. $k%opai and dijfios), Aefyfypidijg 

might allude to a wealthy person who entertained and treated the people with hestiasis 

and other liturgies. Any attempt to identify this person would be without further 

evidence.

The fragment below features a negative portrait of Plato and forms part of a 

wider tradition that presents Plato as arrogant. None the less, this image of Plato is 

counterbalanced by another branch of the tradition (e.g. Diogenes Laertius, Plutarch, 

Stobaeus, etc.) that sees him favourably as a moderate, benevolent, and dignified 

philosopher; cf. Riginos o.c. 160-164. Our fragment is cited by both D.L. 3.28 

(immediately after and within the same context as fr. 6 above), and Suda a 706.56 It is 

a direct address to Plato. This suggests that Plato may have appeared as a character in
r 7

the play and had a speaking part. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that 

the speaker is addressing an absent Plato, just as the speaker in Amipsias fr. 9 can be
f o

addressing either a present or an absent Socrates. Whatever the case was, either 

present (sixovi) or absent (Xoyaj), Plato is satirised in the very way that he himself 

condemns in the Laws 935e.

(b nXarcov,
(bg ovdsv ofcrB-a nXvjv axvSqui-nafeiv povov, 

cuottsq xo%Xiag aepvdx; kwriqxibq raq 6<pqu<;

2 oloSa, Diog. F: yoSa Diog. BPV<P, Sud.: jjcrS’a, edd. Basil. 1907 et Marcovich 1999

O Plato,

56 Suda here is copying from Diogenes Laertius’ text, which is one o f Suda's numerous sources; cf. RE 

s.v. Suidas, esp. pp. 709-710.

57 Plato must have also had a speaking part in Aristophon’s play entitled Plato  (so Meineke 111.360; cf. 

Webster SLGC 63, Amott 51).

58 There is a much later example o f a speaker addressing an absent Plato; this is Ps.-Luc. Amor. 24.
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you know nothing but scowling, 

raising solemnly your eyebrows like a snail

1 3) nXdrwv: The technique of ovofiaarl xajfjapdeTv, characteristic of Old Comedy, is 

being used here by a Middle Comedy playwright.59 The present gibe against Plato is 

personal, but elsewhere in Middle Comedy Plato’s philosophy is also targeted; cf. 

Amphis fr. 6. No stereotype of Plato’s presentation can be established. His fondness 

of definitions, usually trivial ones, is parodied both in Alexis fr. 1 (cf. Amott ad loc.) 

and Epicrates fr. 10.6° Alexis mocks Plato’s habit of walking up and down while 

pondering (ff. 151), and also his idle talk (fr. 185).61 Several aspects of his philosophy 

are also targeted; the theories about the soul and its immortality are parodied in Alexis

fr. 163 and Cratinus Junior fr. 10; the d ja % v -doctrine in Alexis fr. 98; the theory
62about the one and indefinite dyad in Theopompus fr. 16. Anaxandrides fr. 20 

satirises Plato’s habit o f eating the Academy’s sacred olives (cf. D.L. 6.25). The 

members of the Academy in general are also parodied; they are said to be soft and
ATeffeminate (Antiphanes fr. 35), to corrupt the youths through the manoeuvres of 

logos (Alexis fr. 99), and to cultivate the appearance of austerity and solemnity 

(Ephippus fr. 14). The latter agrees with the way Plato is treated in our fragment. In 

fact, some aspects of Plato’s treatment are longstanding commonplaces -  alazoneia 

(Socrates in Ar. Clouds, Protagoras in Eupolis’ Kolakes and in Plato), concern to 

present an intellectual fa9 ade (Protagoras again ll.c.), hunger and / or impiety 

(Socrates in Amipsias’ Konnos).

2  oudev oTo$a: Cf. crit. app. The confusion of the tradition may be partly due to the fact 

that by the Byzantine period olcrSa and rjoSa will have sounded the same. The codices

59 There is good evidence as to the intermittent persistence o f the ovo/iaart xwfuphTv not only during the 

fourth century B.C., but also down to the beginnings of the third; cf. General Introduction pp. 17-18.

60 Socrates is parodied for the same reason in Ar. Nu. 144fif.

61 Within Old Comedy the same accusation is cast against both Socrates (Ar. Nu. 1480ff. with scholia, 

Eupolis lf. 386) and the sophists (Ar. fr. 506, Eupolis fr. 388); cf. Amott on Alexis fr. 185.

62 Similarly, Aristophanes parodies what he presents as the essential elements o f  Socrates’ philosophy; 

cf. Nu. 95-97, 225ff., etc.

63 On the contrary, in Old Comedy Aristophanes and Amipsias parody the negligent looking of both 

Socrates and his associates; cf. Ar. Nu. 103, 835-837, Av. 1281-1282 with scholia, and Amipsias fr. 9.
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of Diogenes Laertius offer limited help. The reading yorBa is preserved in the codices 

B (Burbonicus), and P (Parisinus), as well as in the fragmentary codices V (Vaticanus 

gr. 1302), and d> (an excerpt in codex Vaticanus gr. 96). It is also preserved in Suda. 

On the other hand, the reading ohBa  is preserved only in codex F (Laurentianus). In 

the introduction of his 1999 Teubner edition of the text Marcovich considers codex B 

as the best of all codices, despite being written by an illiterate scribe, and codex P as 

an excellent one too (p. XII). But when it comes to codex F, Marcovich regards it as 

inferior, written by a neglectful scribe (p. XIV).

None the less, the study of some parallels weakens the case for TjaBa, despite 

being favoured by the manuscript tradition, and favours the case for obBa.  With the 

verb TjcrBa, the predicate tends to be a noun; cf. Ar. Lys.  139 ovdsv ydq sofisv nXijv 

TJoosidcov xai crxd(p7]\ Ra. 221 ovdsv yaq s o t ’ aXX’ nr} xoa& S. fr. 945.2 TGF tog ovdsv 

so-fiev ttXtjv axialg soixorsg; E. fr. 25.2-3 TGF ysqovrsg ovdsv sa^sv aXXo nXvjv o%Xo<; / x a i  

o-%7jfi’. On the other hand, with the verb obB a  the predicate tends to be an infinitive 

(with or without an article); cf. Ar. Ra. 740 dong ys mvsiv olds xai fitvsTv fiovov; Alexis 

fr. 217.2 o <$s Aiovvooq olds t o  fisSvo-ai fiovov. Accordingly, the presence of the infinitive 

o-xuS-qainafev in our fragment tells for the reading ofoSa.

An additional element that may tell against the reading Tja^a could be the 

absence of the particle aqa. Denniston, in what he calls “idiomatic usage”,64 notes that 

sentences that contain imperfect, particularly of sipl, and give the impression of 

aknowledging something that has long been the case, are often reinforced by the 

particle aqa. Though not compulsory, aqa  might have been expected.

The reading yo-B-a, first proposed by Breitenbach, Buddenhagen, Debrunner, 

and von der Muehll in their 1907 edition (Diogenis Laertiis Vita Platonis), and 

recently adopted by Marcovich, though palaeographically close, is unparalleled.

The choice is difficult; all the more that both readings obB a  and fjaBa are 

offered by the tradition. On balance, I am inclined to accept ohBa  along with Kassel- 

Austin. But whichever reading is adopted, this passage is hostile to Plato, and this is 

certainly typical (cf. on 1. 1).

64 See GP 36-37 and LSJ s.v. aqa.
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2 - 3  crxu^QwndCsiv - ewggxcog rag o<pgug: Lifting the eyebrows in a grimace was generally 

associated with haughtiness,65 and with being in a sullen and / or angry mood.66 

Because of this, it was commonly associated particularly with philosophers, as a way 

of expressing their deep meditation and arrogance.67 Such an attitude is much 

parodied by Lucian in Nec. 5, where the philosophers are presented as not practising 

what they solemnly preach.68 Indeed, “you know nothing but scowling” suggests that 

Plato is a mere appearance, a hypocrite. This feature of the philosophers constituted a 

good laughter source for Comedy, cf. Menander frr. 37 and 349 (oi rag o<pgug a’tgovrsg), 

Bato fr. 5.13 (oi yog rag ocpgug eirrjgxorag). Additionally, Hegesander in Book VI of his 

Hypomnemata (FHG IV.413) quotes an epigram mocking philosophers in general 

(e.g. bcpgvavaoiracribai). See Weiher o.c. 47.

There are lots of expressions that denote the lifting of the eyebrows,69 but the 

verb kiTaiga) is rare. In fact, it is used only here, in Euripides fr. 1040, and Bato fr. 5.13 

(always in perfect).

AiSvea/iBoG (frr. 14-15)
The title is open to multiple interpretations. It could indicate Dionysus 

himself, since At$vqa(i6 og was one of the epithets of the god (cf. E. Ba. 526). 

Alternatively, it may denote dithyramb the song, possibly with particular allusions to 

the innovations that this song underwent during the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.
7 0(see below). There is also a slight possibility that the title refers to a Satyr with that

•  71name from among the thiasos of Dionysus. This hypothesis receives some support 

from Aeschylus fr. 355 TGF (psi^oSoav Trgenei /  h%vqap8 ov opagrsTv /  ovyxcofiov

65 Cf. Poll. 2.49 o unsQ7)(pavo$; Hsch. and Phot. s.v. bcpquosvreg. unegrjipavot.

66 Cf. Ar. Eq. 631, Lys. 7-8, Ar. PI. 756 (all three with scholia), Antiphanes fr. 217.2-3, Phot, r 595.3, 

EM  762.7, Suda r  772.3, etc.

67 See Koster, Die Invektive in der griechischen und romischen Literatur, 227, n. 756. Outside Comedy 

the crxv̂ Qfonaa-fiô  o f the philosophers did not always meet a negative treatment; cf. Plu. Mor. 43f-44a.

68 There are hints o f  this already in the treatment o f the sophists in Old Comedy; e.g. Eupolis’ Kolakes 

fr. 157 (satirising Protagoras).

69 See LSJ s.v. ocpgû , van Leeuwen on Ar. V. 655, and Pearson on S. fr. 902.

70 See RE 1.2 s.v. Amphis nr. 2.

71 So Webster SLGC 83.
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Aiovvaxf)), as well as from a vase fragment (CIG 7464), where the name AtSvqa^cpog is 

assigned to a Satyr. Nevertheless, I would be rather cautious regarding these two 

pieces of evidence, since in both cases we could simply be presented with a
72personification of the song itself

Dithyramb the song was particularly associated with Dionysus (cf. Poll. 1.38, 

PI. Lg. 700b, etc.). Archilochus (fr. 120 West) is the first to establish this relationship 

between the god and his song. A foreign origin was generally assigned to Dionysus, 

either Lydian / Phrygian (cf. E. Ba. 13ff, 8 6 , etc.), or Thracian (cf. E. Hec. 1267, Hdt. 

7.111, etc.). Similarly, the dithyramb was also held to be of a Phrygian rhythm / 

metre; cf. Arist. Pol. 1342b. The poet Arion was allegedly the first one who, between 

the years 625 and 585 B.C., produced such a song, accompanied by dance and 

Satyrs. 73 Lasos of Hermione is generally credited with the establishment of 

dithyrambic contests in Athens under the tyrant Hipparchus; cf. Suda A 139.

But the changes in dithyramb during the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. made 

the genre highly controversial.74 The mixture of different modes, the interchange of 

melodies, as well as the excessive elaboration of both music and diction75 were the
• 7 f \main characteristics of the nature of the New Dithyramb. Melanippides was the first 

to launch a sequence of changes and innovations in the composition of the dithyrambs 

with the introduction of anabolai / lyric solos, 77 resulting in the omission of 

antistrophes; cf. Arist. Pr. 19.15, Rhet. 1409b. A number of poets, and among them

72 Crusius (RE VI. 1204) also understands Aeschylus’ fragment as denoting the homonymous song, 

while he believes that the vase figure derives its name again from the song. See also RE VI s.v. 

Dithyrambos nr. 2.

73 Cf. Hdt. 1.23, Suda a 3886, Fasti 1.208-211.

74 For a thorough discussion see Zimmermann, Dithyrambos, 117-147; Imperio, o.c. 75-95; Pickard- 

Cambridge, Dithyramb, 1-58; Barker, Greek Musical Writings, vol. I, 93ff; Hordern, The Fragments o f  

Timotheus o f  Miletus, 17-33.

75 Nesselrath MK 253 notices the use o f  “dithyrambische Sprache” in a number o f  Middle Comedy 

fragments; cf. introduction to Aristophon’s <2hXcovtfys.

76 Cf. PI. Lg. 700d-e ndvra e ’u; ndvra ^vvdyovre ,̂ D.H. Comp. 19 oi 8e ye di3vqa(i6onoioi xai rou<; Tqonouq 

fiereBaXXov Awqiovq ts xai Oqvyiovq xai Audiout; ev rq) aura) gxrfmri noiouvreq.

77 C f Suda s.v. Me\avnrni$r)<;: oq ev rjj tojv difhiqdfiBcov fieXonoitg, exaivorop.'rjae nXeiara.
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Philoxenus and Timotheus in particular, 78 carried on with the changes launched by 

Melanippides. In Pherecrates already, there is evidence about these changes: kfioi yog 

Tcov xaxtov MeXavnrm'fofc (fr. 155.3). Aristophanes attacked the New Dithyramb on 

a regular basis, particularly with relation to the genre’s elaborate and bombastic style; 

cf. Av. 904-957, 1372-1409, Nu. 331-338,79 Pax 828-831,80 PI. 290ff.,81 etc. Striking 

is the hostility of Plato (cf. Lg. 700d-e, R. 397a), while Xenophon seems to have 

admired the dithyrambic poets, and Melanippides in particular; cf. Mem. 1.4.3.

In this fragment of Amphis the flute, and in particular a foreign kind of flute 

called giggras, is the subject of the discussion. Indeed, the flute could not be missing 

from a play entitled Dithyramb, for it was the very instrument that normally
Q'y '

accompanied dithyrambs. Gulick (on Ath. IV 175a) argues that the speaker A is 

probably Dionysus himself. Not only does this seem a rather logical assumption that 

finds support in the text itself (see further below), but it also has generic implications, 

in that it makes Dionysus a character in a comic play, portrays him as the god of the 

theatre, and presents him in a quintessentially Athenian way.

We could well be situated in a divine environment, e.g. on Olympus. If in 

particular on the Olympus’ slopes, this would be an ideal parallel to the physical 

structure of the theatre. In fact, the very mention of the location of Athens (ASyvrjtrtv), 

and the way it is mentioned, makes one feel that the two speakers are somewhere

78 See sch. on Ar. PI. 290 about Philoxenus’ Cyclops (frr. 815-824 PMG). Cf. Timotheus fr. 796.1-2 

PMG: oux asidoo ra naXata, xaiva yaq apa xqeiaaoo. For a comprehensive discussion o f Timotheus’ 

style, innovations, etc., see Hordern o.c. 33-62.

79 C f sch. on Nu. 335: raura dk eig OiXolgevov t o v  h%qap,6oTtoidv ... knsi ouv cruvBeroig xai noXunXoxoig oi 

fo$uqa(i6oTtoio) %q<bvrai Xelgscnv. For a discussion o f  the passages from both the Birds and the Clouds see 

Zimmermann o.c. 118ff

80 Cf. sch. on Pax 831: ra nqooifita ran/ hSvqap&onoidov dog kmroTrXsurrov aTttjbdovrd kart xai oudkv nqog t o  

nqayfia drjXod.

81 See Zimmermann o.c. 127-128.

82 Cf. Ps.-Plu. de Mus. xxix 1141b-c, Pratinas fr. 1 PMG, also Pickard-Cambridge Dithyramb I.e., and 

Wilson, in Performance Culture and Athenian Democracy, 58-95 (esp. 75ff.).

83 Comedy loved staging Dionysus. Apart from Aristophanes’ Frogs, there are several fragmentarily 

surviving plays featuring Dionysus; cf. Cratinus’ AiowaaXk&vdqog and Aiovucror, Eupolis’ Ta '̂aq%oi; 

Aristophanes’ BaSuXwvioi and Atdvvcrog Nauayog; Atowcrog by Eubulus, Alexander, Magnes, and 

Timocles; Aiovuaou rovat by Demetrius I, Anaxandrides, and Polyzelus; Aiovvcrog AaxTjrdjg by 

Aristomenes.
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away from Athens. 84 However, it is a possibility that the drama did not take place
85entirely on Olympus, but the action was split between Olympus and earth. The

following fragment could possibly be a dialogue between Dionysus and another god.

A legitimate conjecture would be to identify Dionysus’ interlocutor with Poseidon,

given the key-word avargtaivaxrsi (1. 8 ). This word is obviously derived from Tqtatva,

Poseidon’s symbol par excellence, and Dionysus possibly employs it on purpose; that

is, Dionysus tries to use terms that are familiar to Poseidon, and speak his language, in

order to make him understand better how revolutionary this new invention is meant to

be. Poseidon appears as a rather unlearned character, who needs to be carefully taught
86about this new device.

The following fragment is cited by Athenaeus IV 175a-b, within a discussion 

about wind-, string-, and percussion instruments that started at 174a, after the hearing 

of the sound of a hydraulis (water-organ).

Fr. 14
eyd> Sa tov yiyyqav ye tov trotptvTaTov.

(B.) Tig eoS’ 6 yiyyqag; (A.) xatvov e^euqypa ti

7}(l£TBQ0V, 0 S-£aTQ(0 (l£V 0Û£7r(O7T0T£

£<$£lig’f ABri}V7]0’IV $£ XaTaX£XQT)(l£VOV 

5  ev crufinocn'oig yjdvj ‘orl. (B.) dta ti <$’ oux ayeig 

eig tov o%Xov aino; (A.) dion tpuXijv TieQifievco 

(rcpodqa (piXovixouaav Xa%£iv tiv’. olda yaq 

oti TiavTa irqaypcLT ’ avaTqiaivcoo’ei xqoroig

1 yiyyqav ye Jacobs Addit. p. 113: -avre A

And as for me, the most cleverly devised giggras.

84 We do not normally expect Athens to be designated, unless it is not the play’s setting; cf. Diphilus fr. 

67.

85 Cf. Aristophanes’ Peace (Olympus and earth), and Frogs (Underworld and earth).

86 There are interesting convergences with Poseidon’s presentation by Lucian in both Dialogues o f  the 

Sea-Gods and Dialogues o f  the Gods. Lucian presents Poseidon asking questions, as if  he were either 

ignorant o f the current divine affairs or slightly naive. Such an impression is conveyed by most 

Lucian’s dialogues, in which Poseidon is a speaking character (e.g. DDeor. 12, DMar. 3, 8 , etc.).
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(B.) But what is the giggras? (A.) A new invention 

of mine, which I have never yet presented at any time 

at the theatre, although in Athens it has already become 

5 fashionable at banquets. (B.) Why don’t you bring it

forth then to the mass? (A.) Because I am waiting to be 

allotted a tribe that is really fond of victory. For I know 

that it will shake with applause everything as with a trident

ia  ytyjQav: It is for this very word that Athenaeus cites the whole fragment. 

According to both Pollux 4.76 and Athenaeus IV 174f, y'tyyqaq was a small pipe with
07

a high-pitched and plaintive tone, of Phoenician origin. It was named after Adonis, 

who was called r iy y q a ^  by the Phoenicians. Both the specific kind of flute-playing 

and the accompanying dance, were also called yfyygag, after the pipe itself (Tryphon 

apud Ath. XIV 618c, Poll. 4.102). Although Athenaeus tells us that Antiphanes (fr. 

107), and Menander (fr. 203) mentioned the giggras too, their own words do not 

survive. This makes the present fragment of Amphis the only surviving text of 

literature where this kind of pipe is being mentioned in context.89 Barker90 suggests 

that possibly the giggras “was in some way related to instruments of the organ family, 

being perhaps a small bellows-blown device”, like the hydraulis. It is easy to 

understand why Dionysus claims the giggras to be his own invention. Either a 

Phoenician or a Carian invention, this strange pipe has eastern associations and 

connotations that suffice for the comic poet to establish a connection with an equally 

eastern originated god (cf. introduction). The fact that giggras is associated with 

Adonis allows us to assume that it is probably a late fifth century arrival in Athens. 

This may explain the date of our earliest references to it (i.e. Middle Comedy). If so, it 

may well have been still perceived as a recent development, which might explain why 

a character can be presented as ignorant of it.

87 Or Carian (Phot. 7  116). Hesychius records the alternative form ylyyqoq (7 5 5 9 ).

88 Or f t r m s  (Ath. IV 175a).

89 Apart from the lexicographical entries already mentioned. There is also Axionicus (fr. 3), who refers 

to fisXrj 'Yi'Y'YQavra, and the information provided by Athenaeus IV 174f that Xenophon speaks o f the 

giggras flutes as used by both Phoenicians and Carians. However, no such account is to be found in the 

corpus o f Xenophon.

90 o.c. 1263, n. 13.
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ib  ye: This reading was suggested by Jacobs Additamenta 113: “Vereor, ut 

aposiopesis locum habeat. Verbum ex praecedentibus subaudiendum. Pro re mallem 

y z \  Indeed, the confirmatory force of 76  is an appropriate match for the antithesis 

introduced by kyco be. Another possibility would be to read ylyyqavra (as if it were of 

third declension stem in a dental, instead of first declension stem in a). However, the 

word does occur in the accusative case, and this is 7 lyyqav (cf. Poll. 4.76: i) be Ooivfxcov 

yXurrra rlyyqav tov ’Abcoviv xaXet, xai tovtio 0 auXog kncovofiaorai).

2 a r/V b’ ea-y... : The mention of the unfamiliar word giggras generates the following 

question about the nature of this object. There are a number of structurally similar 

parallels, featuring words that -  whether familiar or not -  are not immediately 

intelligible. This is the case in two fragments of Philemo; in fr. 45, where the word

vajBXaq is employed (= the player of the musical instrument voSXa), and in fr. 130,

where the character uses the word fiouvog (Cyrenaic word for the hill). A  similar 

pattern also appears in Strato fr. 1 .34 (ouXo%urai).

2 b xaivov kgeuqyfid t i : Here Dionysus, the supposed inventor of this special kind of 

pipe, calls his invention xaivov ktjeuqnrjfia. Pherecrates (fr. 84) had already characterised

with the same phrase an actual invention of his, i.e. the Pherecratean verse (------   u

u  -  -). A boastful cook in Alexis fr. 178 calls Sau/aaorov kfiov k^euqytia the Lydian 

pilaf xavbavXoq (obviously an absurd allegation) . 91

Apart from serving metrical needs, the indefinite pronoun ti has a self-

deprecating force, in the sense that it softens the assertion and makes the statement 

sound more modest.

3 a 'qfikreqov: This is one of the cases, where ruLereqô  is used instead of k(ioq (cf. LSJ 

s.v. II). The present such usage of the word constitutes a further piece of evidence that 

the speaker is indeed Dionysus himself, using the “royal we” and speaking on behalf 

of all the comic poets and producers, as the patron deity. Such a hypothesis seems 

more plausible, if  one compares Eubulus fr. 93, where the speaker Dionysus employs

91 An idea that strikes Iphigeneia is also called xaivov in E. IT  1029.
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again the pronoun vjfiereqog instead of k^oq (see Hunter ad loc. ) 92 This phenomenon 

first appears in Homer, e.g. Od. 4.101, 9.93, 11.33, etc. Furthermore, the presence of 

the possessive pronoun here, along with ê avqrjfia, gives the speaker both a proprietary 

interest in the object and a claim to its invention. This severely restricts the number of 

candidates for the speaker of this sentence. The obvious contenders are Marsyas 

(unlikely -  no connection with the theatre whatsoever), Athena (possible but again not 

connected with the theatre and rarely found in Comedy ), a human connected with 

the Athenian theatre, e.g. playwright, musician (possible but difficult therefore to see 

why he says ASyvyo-tv instead of e.g. svS'dfie).

3 b ovdsiramoTs: “never yet”. As LSJ note, this adverb is usually employed with 

reference to the past, as it is here. In Aristophanes (e.g. PI. 193, 404, V. 1266, etc.) 

this adverb seems to possess an extra emphasising and confirmatory force, which 

makes it sound stronger than its synonym oudsnors.94

4  xaTaxexjffliLevov: This perfect participle is employed here absolutely and in passive 

sense, in what seems to have been a rather unusual usage.95 I would argue that in the 

present case, the participle is not simply equivalent to the simplex xaraxqobofiai, but it 

has further connotations, e.g. “heavily / frequently used”, or even “used until it is 

worn out / hackneyed”. The use of the perfect is significant in that it emphasises the 

impression that this has long been the case.

6 - 7  (puXyv ... XaxeTv: Dithyrambic contests took place during not only the Dionysia, 

but also during the festivals of Thargelia, Prometheia, and Hephaesteia; in all cases 

the contest was tribal. The Scholiast on Ar. Av. 1404 tells us that sxaorrj yaq cpuXv) 

Aiovvaov rqsipei di3 vqa{j,6 o7Tot6v. The poets were assigned to the tribes by lot; cf.

92 Bain (o.c. 198-200) examines a number o f cases, where the plural is used instead o f the singular; the 

reason is not always the aim for an elevated tone.

93 Within the surviving comic material only Hermippus’ Afyvaq rovai seems to have dealt with Athena

in some considerable extent.

94 For example, Chremylus in Plutus 193 is absolutely sure that no one ever got their fill o f  wealth,

while Blepsidemus is equally sure that he has never been rich himself (1. 404).

95 Cf. Plu. 818b 4} t o v  v o u S ’s t s w  ... duva,f/,i<; ... fi'rj KaTaxexgyfiew] fLyd’ ecoAoq.
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Antiphon 6.11, though it appears that the lot’s verdict was not always conclusive, and 

that the tribes could bear a certain influence on this issue.96

This may have been the role assigned to Dionysus in this play; a MdaxaAog, a
0 7trainer of a dithyrambic chorus for a dithyrambic contest. Though we have no exact 

parallel, this kind of metadramatic content, where Comedy takes as its theme -  in 

whole or in part -  the staging of a dramatic performance, can be paralleled by those 

cases where comedy stages tragedy. A certain example is Aristophanes’ Proagon that 

staged the performance of tragedy and probably featured Euripides as one of his 

characters.98 Taplin offers a persuasive argument for a similar context lying behind an
QQ

Italian vase, known as the Choregoi vase.

For Dionysus’ presence on stage the obvious antecedent is Aristophanes’ 

Frogs, 100 where Dionysus gets actively involved with the dramatic affairs of the 

Athenians, judging the poetic style of both Aeschylus and Euripides. 101

8 a xQoroig: This word is generally used as a sign of approval; cf. D.C. Hist. Rom. 

54.27.1 (xQoroig xai snatvotg avrov kr'tprjo-av), Heliod. Aeth. 10.41.3, etc. However, it 

can also denote disapproval, e.g. PI. La. 184a (ysAcog xai xqorog).

8 b dvarqiaivaxrsi: Dionysus employs this strong verb, in order to underline how 

enormous a success this new invention of his is going to be. This word is a hapax, 

whose usage here makes better sense if the collocutor is Poseidon (see introduction). 

The preposition dva- perhaps suggests upheaval, 102 and given Poseidon’s connection

96 See Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, 35ff.; Wilson, The Athenian Institution o f  the Khoregia, 5 Iff., 

6 8 ; Dunbar on Ar. Av. 1403-4.

97 Cf. Schmidt, Diatribe in Dithyrambum, 248.

98 Kock ad loc. notes: “videtur igitur Aristophanes prolusionem quandam spectaculi tragici 

spectatoribus repraesentavisse et inprimis Euripidem traduxisse”; cf. sch. on Ar. V. 61. For the 

ceremony o f  proagon  see Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals, 67-68.

99 For discussion and further parallels see Taplin, Comic Angels, 55-66.

100 And before that the Taxiarchs o f  Eupolis, and the Dionysalexandrus o f  Cratinus (though neither 

dealt with the theatre).

101 This was not however the first play to have Dionysus on stage. Tragedy had already dealt 

extensively with this god, with Euripides’ Bacchae being our best surviving evidence; cf. Dodds’ 

introduction ad  loc. (pp. xxv-xxx) for evidence about other dionysiac plays.

102 Cf. Anaxandrides ff. 3.3 (avax£%ahixev, meaning to have overthrown).
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with earthquakes, this may be a very strong metaphor. That is, the noise of the 

applause will have a force equivalent to an earthquake. There is only one other 

composite verb with rgiaiva as the second component; this is crvvTQiaivooj. It occurs 

twice: in Plato ff. 23, and in E. HF  946. As to Plato’s fragment, Meineke (1.170) 

reckons that Poseidon is the speaker. This makes even more plausible the 

interpretation suggested above, i.e. that Dionysus tries to be intelligible to his 

collocutor by using his own linguistic terms.

Fr. 15
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 563c, as part of a general discussion

i mon the subject of love that began at 561a.

It is highly probable, though not certain, that this is another fragment that 

deals with Plato (cf. frr. 6 , 13). If so, then here we have a mis-presentation of his 

theory of Love as a spiritual friendship, devoid of any sexual desire. The frequency of 

the mockery of Plato suggests that such jokes found appropriate appeal and response 

from the audience, which was acquainted with the Platonic theories, even in a 

popularised version. Within the frame of a mentality where love has always been a 

broad notion, and where traditionally there has always been a link between Eros and 

sexual desire, the Platonic ideas must have been somehow influential, and also rapidly 

disseminated -  still not in their pure form. A certain degree of popularisation of Plato, 

along with a kind of dilution, resulted in a certain modification of his ideas. 104 The 

essence of “Platonic love” is that what begins as eros in the conventional sense 

becomes a shared search for a higher truth. See Halperin in Halperin, Winkler & 

Zeitlin, Before Sexuality, 265; Gould, Platonic Love, chaps. 2, 3, 4.

One could reasonably wonder how fr. 14, dealing with Dionysus, could ever 

be accommodated into the same play with ff. 15 that parodies Plato’s theory of Love. 

The answer would be that Dionysus and love were considered closely associated. 105 In 

fr. 15 a character speaks against the case of any spirituality involved in love, as 

championed by Plato (and others, e.g. the Stoics, cf. Ath. XIII 561c); but we have no

103 It is within the same context that both Theophilus fr. 12 and Aristophon fr. 11 are also cited.

104 For the kind and the degree o f  acquaintance o f poets and the public with not only Plato but with 

philosophy in general, see General Introduction pp. 19-20.

105 See Gould o.c. 39-40 for textual and artistic evidence.
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evidence as to whom these words are addressed or who the speaker is (perhaps 

Dionysus again?).

r'i (pyq; ov rauri ngocrdoxfc nsio'siv ifie,

(bq s o t ’ sgaorijq ocrnq mgoxov (piXtbv 

TQcmcov eqaorqq so n , tv)v oipiv nagstq, 

aaxpqajv t ’ aXrjScbq; ours touto Tisi^ofiai 
5 ouS’’ (bq Trevrjq avS'qconoq &vo%X(bv noXXaxtq 

roTq evrroQOiKTiv ov Xa6e7v t i  fiovXsrai

2 ux>a.7ov (piAwv Jacobs Addit. p. 297: (bgai'wv (plAcov ACE: togai'cov cpiXou Mus.: (bgaiou cpiXou Blaydes Adv. 

II p. 140 3 post nageig interpunxi ego

What are you talking about? Do you expect to persuade me of this very thing, 

that there is any lover, who loving a youth in the prime of life, 

is in love with his character, disregarding his appearance, 

and is truly moderate? I am persuaded neither of this 

5  nor that a poor man, who often gives trouble

to the wealthy ones, does not want to receive something

2  wq ecrr’ eqcurrijq oernq (bgaTov (piXaiv: This line seems to have been constructed upon 

the Euripidean line oux so t ’ igaor^q  ocrriq oux asi (piXsi(Tr. 1051). Both lines scan as 

iambic trimeters, and feature parechesis of the letter complex -or-. For togam  see on 

Mnesimachus fr. 4.5.

The reading (bqaTov (piXwv was suggested by Jacobs Additamenta 297; cf. crit. 

app. This suggestion is the most plausible in context. Its advantages against the rest of 

the readings are: a) the presence of a participle that here is syntactically easier and 

less clumsy (than a noun); b) the singular number (“X loves Y”, a typical case / an 

example). Jacob’s conjecture receives further support not only from the Euripidean 

line above, but also from Alexis fr. 70: <bq ooriq aurijq rvjq ax/nijq tojv acofiaraiv /  sggi. 106

106 It is obvious (from the rest o f  Alexis’ fragment) that the similarity is merely structural, since the 

sense is exactly the opposite to the one meant by Amphis.
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3  rqomov sqatrrrig: This is a hint that could possibly be directed against Plato. There are 

certain passages in Plato, where character values are rated more highly than external 

beauty; 107 cf. Smp. 182d: xaXXtov to (pavsqcbg sqdv ... xai paXiora rcov yevvaiorarwv xai 

aqioTtov, xav aicr%toug aXXcov dxn; ibid. 183d: novvjqog b’ sortv sxsTvog o sgaorrjg o 

ndvbvjpog, b tov awpaTog paXXov tj Tijg tpu%rjg iqwv; cf. Lg. 837b-c. Being attracted only 

by one’s manners seems rather foolish and impossible to the speaker of Amphis’ 

fragment. So it does to the speaker of Bato fr. 7, who states his indignation against the 

hypocrisy of those pretending to love one’s character: pdXiorf spot brjnouB’s xtvovcriv 

XoXrjv /  oi to)v tqottiov (paaxovrsg smeixojg eqav (11. 3-4). The target, at least in Bato’s
1 052fragment, seems to be a more widespread hypocrisy, rather than just Plato.

4 a (ruxpquiv: In Aristophanes both 0 axpqcov and o-axpqoovvi) often have moral and / or 

political connotations; e.g. Nu. 529, 1006, Av. 1540 (cf. Dunbar ad loc.), etc. See 

North, Sophrosyne: Self-Knowledge and Self-Restraint in Greek Literature, 97-100; 

Neil, The Knights o f  Aristophanes, 204; Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 57.

Likewise, in Amphis’ fragment aaxpqwv means moderate, chaste, self

restrained. Correlated with Tqonwv sqaorijg, it refers to resistance to the physical 

attractions of the boy.

4 b aktfiSog: Truly, actually, really', used by the speaker to emphasise his point; i.e. “is 

he truly moderate the one who pays no attention to physical beauty?” The presence of 

this adverb raises the question between semblance / hypocrisy and reality.

5  £vo%k(bv: This is a well chosen verb that helps draw the two parallels together (the 

lover and the pauper), for it can occasionally bear sexual connotations {pester, 

importune)', cf. PI. Ale. I 104d: ti 7tots flovXsi xai eig Tim ekxiba fikenajv svo%XsTg (ia, ast 

07T0U av (b kmpaXeoraTa naqwv (Alcibiades addressing Socrates); Luc. DDeor. 10.5: 

svozkyo-Qj yaq as ovve%cbg (rrqeepbpsvog. —Toutf auTo pot to rjbiorov noi'rjtrsig, si 

ayquirv'Tjaatpi psTa arov (ptXtbv TioXXaxig xai TTsqmruaaaiv (dialogue between Ganymedes 

and Zeus); DMeretr. 4.2: xocra ol'si siri toutoj psptixavLia^ai ps nsqiXapddvoucrav, 

smarqiipoucrav, cpiXouaav ansorqappsvov to psTacpqsvov; 0 b’ oub’ bnworiouv UTtspaXd%!bnr),

107 See Dover, Greek Homosexuality, 60ff., 8 Iff.

108 Cf. the case o f a youth described in X. Cyr. 5.1.15.
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aXXf sYfioi, <pr)<riv, am itXbov SvozXrjcratg, airaipt rj7h)\ Aeschin. 1.135: ev roTg yupvacrioig 

6%Xvjg6<; a)v xai nXafoTcov agaoTTjg yayovax;.

5 -6 : The analogy with the poor man is worth of some attention, since it could 

constitute a link with Plato’s Symposion, and in particular with what Socrates says 

about Love being the son of Poverty, and sleeping on doorsteps; aai avhig, ovvoixoq 

(203c-d). This may be an indication that indeed the fragment does target primarily 

Plato.

"Eq&oi (fr. 17)

The title signifies the day-labourers, the hired servants (cf. LSJ s.v.), and as 

such it forms part of the “banausic” plays of Amphis; it is also one of his shared titles 

with Alexis (see introduction to ApnaXougyog). In Homer (e.g. II. 18.550) the word 

k'gi%g denotes the farmer; cf. Poll. 1.221. However, it appears that it was later used to 

denote specifically a female worker; either a reaper (Poll. 7.141) or a wool-worker 

(Suda a 2990, Phot, a 1913). That free women could also be employed as agiS-oi is 

confirmed by D. 57.45, where however this is considered undignified for a citizen. It 

might naturally attract metics, since metics could not own land and therefore would 

rarely be engaged in farming, and even perhaps slaves.

The possibility that we may be dealing with wool-workers is interesting, since 

we have evidence that wool-working and prostitution were in certain contexts 

interchangeable activities in antiquity. 109 Brothels as places of work were known as 

agyaarvjgia, and sometimes served as agyaoTygia in another sense, being used indeed as 

textile factories, as the evidence from the excavations in the area of Ceramicus 

suggests, for both the fifth and the fourth century. 110 Besides, there is a number of 

vases, perfume bottles, and cups, which feature female wool-workers approached by 

men. These women, known as the “Spinning Hetairai”, are believed to reflect a real 

phenomenon; i.e. a number of prostitutes, during their free time, practised wool- 

working as a second job. Hence, under the title egi%i there may be hiding a play about 

hetairai who made their living through both prostitution and wool-working.

109 See Davidson o.c. 83-91, 112-113.

110 Over one hundred loom-weights have been found in a building believed to have been a brothel.
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In his introduction to Alexis’ Ilavvv%t'g rj ”EgiB'ot Amott discusses the 

possibilities about the role of zgtS-ot within the play: either the choms or a group of 

minor people or a pair of unrelated women. But he does not reach a definite answer. 

The uncertainty is even greater in the case of Amphis, where much less text survives.

The fragment below, cited by Stobaeus 4.15.4, praises the country life, as 

opposed to life in town. The speaker, probably a farmer, claims the former to be far 

better. It is possible that an event, proving the truth of his statement, has just taken 

place. In fact, the text as it stands allows for two possibilities. The speaker either left 

the countryside for the town and is now dreaming of it or fled the town for the country 

and is now expressing his relief. Either in town or in the country, it is rather unlikely 

that there was a change of venue at any point of the play.

In Greek Comedy, there is an intermittent idealisation of the countryside. In 

Aristophanes there is frequently a countryside-good vs. city-bad contrast, in the sense 

that the latter is needlessly sophisticated and bothersome; e.g. Av. 32ff., Ach. 28ff.,m 

or the prologue of Clouds, where Strepsiades compares his country up-bringing to the 

city sophistication of his wife. There is also the celebration at the end of Peace, 

which suggests that in the countryside (provided there is no war) we have the natural 

opposite to the poverty contained in Amphis’ fragment. The same motif appears later 

in Menander (cf. frr. 1, 301), and can also be considered a forerunner of the 

Hellenistic bucolic. 113

air’ ou%i xQva-ovv sort ngayp, ' egyjfita; 

o narrjq ye t o v  Cfrjv koriv avS’qajnotg aygog, 
rev lav re ovyxguTrretv kmorarat fiovog, 

acrru dk SSargov {koriv} arvx'iag cracpovg ykptov

4 koriv SMA: del. Grotius Diet. p. 215 <ra<pov; A: -ax; SM: del. Edmonds: verba aatpa); yifLov florilego 

attribuit Hense: possis eonv  . . .  <ra,<pax; { ye îov) (vix / ykfiov) K-A

Is not then isolation golden?

m Cf. sch. on 11. 32-36.

112 See Ehrenberg, The People o f  Aristophanes, 82 ff.

1,3 The pastoral descriptions o f landscapes, flocks, and labourers in Theocritus reveal the same 

nostalgia and love for the countryside; e.g. Idyll 25.
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Indeed, for humans the country is the father of life, 

and is the only one that knows to cover up poverty, 

while town is a theatre full of clear ill-luck

ia  e h ' ou%i: Cf. on Aristophon ff. 11.1 and Amphis fr. 1.1.

ib  xQuo-oiru: This adjective is used here metaphorically, meaning splendid, marvellous, 

grand; cf. Alexis fr. 131.4-5: vopov rtva /  %qvaovv. This metaphorical sense can 

sometimes be ironical too. See Amott on Alexis I.e., and LSJ s.v. III.

i  sqq.: The speaker praises the self-sufficiency, the peace, and the quiet of rural life. 

An obvious antecedent is Dicaeopolis; cf. Ar. Ach. 32-36.114

3  nevlav avyxgvrrreiv: The speaker claims that poverty can be more easily hidden in the 

countryside than in the town; but he does not explain the reason why. A possible 

explanation is because the countryside is less densely populated than the town; hence, 

less people get to know an individual’s financial situation. Nevertheless, in Lysias 

7.18 we hear how neighbours manage to find out about nearly everything: aXka xai 

Tragi (bv aTroxgvTrropeS'a prfiava, eiHsvai, xai Tragi axaivtuv m/vS’dvovrar, cf. 7.28.115

The desire to hide one’s misfortune is also present in Men. Georg. 76-89 (cf. 

Men. ff. 299); for an explanation see Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 239, 110. For 

poverty as a major problem of the Attic countryside see Strauss, Athens after the 

Peloponnesian War, 42-45, 53-55; Mosse, Athens in Decline, 12-17; Ehrenberg o.c. 

93; CAHN\  558-564.

4 a drv%i'ag: arv%la is hardly flattering to the theatre and its audience. Abuse of the 

spectators -  to a much greater degree and often in a more direct way -  is common in 

Old Comedy, and particularly in the parabasis; cf. Eupolis fr. 392, Ar. Nu. 518ff, V. 

1015ff., Ach. 366-384, etc. See Heath, Political Comedy in Aristophanes, 21-24;

114 Knemon’s longing for loneliness (cf. Men. Dysc. 169) has a completely different motivation; he is a 

misanthrope and a disagreeable character.

115 Cf. the proverb o^Ct s q o v  oi 'ystrovei; fiXsTroupi tcop aAamexcov (adesp. ff. 435 Kock = App. prov. IV 31).
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Henderson in Winkler & Zeitlin, Nothing to Do with Dionysos?, 294-313;116 Hubbard, 

The Mask o f  Comedy, 13-15.

4 b {koriv} ... oatpovq yepov: The text is problematic; cf. crit. app. The different possible 

readings allow for different interpretations, each one of which produces a slightly 

different metatheatrical effect. Unlike ykpov and oacpov̂ , koriv is completely 

unnecessary, for its presence or absence makes no difference to the sense; it is also a 

word which is often interpolated. Therefore, I would choose to delete koriv and keep 

in the text both o-a<poug (or oatpax;) and ykpov.

Whichever reading we accept, the general sense is unaffected. The town is 

assimilated to a theatre, in a manner reminiscent of Shakespeare’s line “all the world’s 

a stage” (As You Like It, 2/7). This metaphor adds a metatheatrical element to the 

scene; the speaker is in the theatre when he recites these lines; cf. Kokolakis, The 

Dramatic Simile o f  Life, 19. The “town like a theatre” theme finds itself especially at 

home in Athens, a town that resembled very much a theatre, not only because of the 

abundance of dramatic performances, but also from a socio-political point of view. 

Throughout the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. Athens was the arena of every kind of 

performance -  in the widest sense of the word. The speeches delivered in the law 

courts and the Assembly, the songs sung at symposia, the athletic activities taking 

place in the gymnasia or at athletic contests, the philosophical debates, all were types 

of performance, which made Athens look like a vibrant venue of various civic 

activities, where the roles of actors and spectators were constantly interchangeable 

among the Athenian citizens.n 7

7dXetioc (frr. 20-22)

The title of the play allows for more than one plot reconstructions. To begin 

with, lakepoq means lament, dirge. Ialemos is also a mythical figure, the son of Apollo 

and Calliope. He stands as the personification of the dirge himself (just as his

116 For a discussion o f  both Heath’s and Henderson’s views from a different perspective see Silk, 

Aristophanes and the Definition o f  Comedy, 304ff.

117 See Goldhill & Osborne, Performance Culture and Athenian Democracy, passim, esp. 1-29, 257- 

289.
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118supposed brother Hymenaeus is the personification of the wedding song). Zenobius 

(4.39) records the proverb ’IaXepou ipvzQoregog, which he explains as originating from 

the excessively melancholic and frigid character of Ialemos. Hence, the word laXzpoq 

can also be employed substantively to denote the cold-hearted, indifferent, or even 

worthless person; 119 cf. Men. fr. 177. It also has an adjectival use, which occurs quite 

rarely, and in rather later texts, apart from E. HF 109. As an adjective, its meaning is 

either woeful / miserable (as in Euripides I.e., Ps.-Caesarius Quaest. 205.12, Th. 

Prodromus Catomyomachia 193) or stupid / tedious (cf. Luc. Pseudol. 24.11, Gal. 

14.617.15 Kuhn). See LSJ s.v.

The fourth century comic poet Ophelio also wrote a homonymous play; 

however, the one surviving fragment is not instructive at all as to the play’s subject. 

Still, if the theme was mythic, it would not have been an isolated case within 

Ophelio’s work, cf. the play-titles Deucalion and Kentauros. The same applies to 

Amphis; cf. the myth-related titles Athamas, Alkmaion, Epta epi Thebas, Kallisto, 

Odysseus, Ouranos, and Pan. None the less, given the content of fr. 21 below, it is 

also possible that Amphis’ play had a contemporary theme and dealt with a 

melancholic, dullard, and bad-tempered man resembling Knemon in Menander’s 

Dyscolus, without any relation to myth whatsoever. Another alternative is to assume a
170combination of myth and reality. Anachronistic elements from real life may have 

been inserted into the mythical world of Ialemos, or else Ialemos may have been
171presented in a context resembling the fourth century world.

Fr. 20
The following fragment is cited by Athenaeus II 69b-c within a discussion 

about the anti-aphrodisiac effects of the lettuce (68f-70a). Athenaeus tells us that 

Callimachus records a myth about Aphrodite hiding Adonis in lettuce plants (fr. 478

118 See Ar. Byz. fr. 27 Slater, Pindar Thren. fr. 128, sch. on Pi. P. 4.313, sch. on [E.] Rh. 895, etc.

119 Cf. Hsch., Suda, and Phot, s.v., Moeris p. 199,11-12 Bekker.

120 Cf. General Introduction pp. 24-26.

121 In a different interpretation Kaibel (RE s.v. Amphis nr. 2) suggests that Ialemos might have dealt 

with modem music, whereas Breitenbach would rather include Ialemos in a group o f titles that consist 

of humorous nicknames, e.g. Phrynichus’ Monotropos, Plato’s Perialges, etc. (Titulorum 105; see also 

pp. 71-72).
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Pfeiffer) , 122 and that the poets used to relate the consumption of lettuce with sexual 

deficiency. The following fragment exhibits graphically such a male sexual 

impotence. 123 However, the fragment begins in the middle of the sentence, and any 

attempt to define its context would be a piece of guesswork. It could be that the 

speaker curses someone to end up in lettuces and suffer the consequences (cf. the 

phrase xolxiot’ anoXoviievau;, with comm, ad loc.). Here, as elsewhere, certainty is 

impossible. As to the identity of the speaker, I think that we find ourselves in a 

position of less guesswork only after we have considered all the three fragments of 

this play; cf. introduction to fr. 2 2 .

ev raTg Sgibaxivaiq rcuq xaxior’ dnoXovfisvaig, 

dq si (pd'yot tu; kvroq sfyxovr’ srtbv,

(mors yvvaixoq Xa(i6 dvoi xoivcoviav,

(rrgscpoiS’’ oXr)v rijv vuxr’ av ouds sv nXsov 

S S)v fiouXsrai dgdiv, avri rijg unoi/gyt'ag
rjj %siq\ tqi'Bqjv ttjv avayxaiav tu%y}v

In the god-damned lettuces,

which if anyone eats who is less than sixty years old, 

whenever he has sex with a woman, 

he twists all night long without managing to perform 

5 anything of what he wants, but, instead of any service,

he rubs with his hand the fate that must be

ia  S-gidaxivatg: Lettuce as related to impotence is also mentioned by Eubulus in fr. 13 

(cf. Hunter ad loc.). Hippocrates testifies to the cooling effects of the lettuce, and 

admits that it can sometimes cause physical weakness {Viet. 2.54.24-26). Pliny 

identifies a particular variety of lettuce, called dtrrvrida, known to mitigate the sexual 

instincts (“maxime refragetur veneri”; HN  19.127).

122 For further myth details, see Hunter on Eubulus ft. 13.3.

123 For the recurrence o f  the theme o f  impotence in both elegy and mime, see McKeown, PCPS 25 n.s. 

(1979) 79.
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ib xdxior' anoXoupevat^: Headlam (on Herod. 3.14) has gathered a large number of 

examples, where epithets expressing commiseration and the like are applied to 

inanimate objects. Likewise, here the participle anoXoupkvatg defines the lettuces. 

However, this phenomenon is still in use in modem Greek language.

The combination of the future participle of anoXXupai with either xaxwg or 

xaxunra, forms a pattern of a curse, which recurs frequently; cf. Pherecrates fr. 22, Ar. 

Pax 2, Ach. 865, Alexis fr. 16, Antiphanes fr. 159, Men. Dysc. 208, etc.

2  kvros e^yxovr’ er&v: One reasonably wonders why particularly sixty years. The idea 

is presumably that after sixty male sexuality is terminated, and that only sexually 

active people are affected. Regarding the duration of male potency, there is a number 

of passages that might prove illuminating: in Aeschines 1.11 we read that a chorus 

producer (choregos) should be over forty years of age (cf. Fisher ad loc. ) ; 124 in 

Archilochus fr. 48 West an old man is tempted by a young woman’s breast; in 

Aristophanes’ Wasps 1341-1387 a reversal of age typology is part of the general role- 

reversal between father and son, i.e. the rejuvenated Philocleon, perfectly potent, 

desires to have sex with a slave girl.

3 a jvvatx6$: Either a wedded wife or a courtesan may be meant here. The text is 

deliberately imprecise; it focuses on the gender, not status, of the sexual partner and is 

more interested in the man’s impotence than any aspect of the woman.

3 b xoivcoviav: The occurrences of the word xoivcovla meaning sexual intercourse are
I

relatively rare. Here it seems to be employed rather euphemistically. LSJ s.v. 

mention the example of E. Ba. 1276. See also PI. Lg. 636c, and Poll. 3.44: 0 be yapog 

xaXorr' av xai ... avvobog avbqoq xai yuvaixog ... xai xoivcovla km naibcov oiroqtji. Neither 

the simplex xoivwvko) is used very often with that sense; see LSJ s.v. II.

4 a oTQecpoiS'' oXyv rrjv vuxt': Twisting and turning around has being considered a sign 

of insomnia since Homer; cf. II. 24.5. See sch. on Ar. Nu. 36, Men. Kith. fr. 1.3

124 The meaning is apparently that after forty a man can control his natural desires, and not that he 

becomes impotent; cf. Aeschin. 1.24 and Dover Greek Popular Morality 102ff.

125 Cf. nXTjaia êtv =  have sex; see LSJ  s.v. 11.3.
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Amott, Epict. Diss. Arr. 4.10.31, etc. However, the point goes presumably beyond 

this. It is rather improbable that the character here tries to sleep. I would suggest that 

he is either desperately trying to ejaculate or changing sexual positions. It could also 

be a wrestling metaphor; i.e. he is doing his outmost to manage sexual gratification.

4 b ovde ev ... dqtbv: The verb Bqaco is here charged with sexual connotations; i.e. it 

implies the notion of performing successfully a sexual intercourse to its completeness; 

cf. Ar. V. 1381, Strattis ff. 41.2, and sch. on Ar. V. 1346. Van Groningen argues for a 

similar interpretation of Theognis 1.954 (Theognis, le premier livre, ad loc.).

It is worth noting that no elision of the final epsilon is made here. The hiatus 

between ov<$s and either eTg or ev (in any case) recurs frequently in Comedy. Apart 

from serving metrical convenience, it also emphasises the nihility in question. See Ar. 

PI. 138, Cratinus fr. 335, Alexis ff. 27.3 (cf. Amott ad loc.), Men. Asp. 234, etc. This
176phenomenon is not limited in Comedy; cf. Theognis 1.529, Herodas 1.48 (cf. 

Headlam ad loc.), Theoc. 23.3,127 etc. See further Kuhner-Blass I §48.3, and 

Moorhouse CQ 12 n.s. (1962) 245ff.

4 - 5  likeov ... 8gwv: The adverb nXkov is usually combined with verbs meaning to do, 

without any comparison being drawn, to express the notion of success, fulfilment, 

accomplishment, and the like. Such verbs include noika) (mainly), nqdrra), and 

kgjaCppai. It is in this way that <5qaa) appears to be used in the present fragment, 

although no many parallels can be recorded with certainty.128 For the other verbs, see 

PI. Phd. 115c, Crit. 54d, Plu. Thes. 35.2, etc. See LSJ s.v. nXettov.

S dvrt 7%  imovQ'ylae;: uirouQyla is the “service rendered”. The sense is clearly obscene 

and refers to sexual intercourse.129 This use of the noun unouqyia has no parallels; cf. 

Plato’s use o f the verb Imovqjko) for offering sexual gratification (Smp. 184d).130

126 Nevertheless, the reading is not certain; cf. van Groningen ad loc.

127 Gow ad loc. notes that “it is not common in serious poetry”.

128 A limited number o f  passages that could be regarded as the closest parallels are still quite different, 

in that they convey a rather clear sense o f  comparison; e.g. E. Andr. 698, Plu. Ant. 42.1, D.C. Hist.

Rom. 38.45.5.

129 Cf. Henderson, o.c. 160.

130 Cf. Anaxilas fr. 21, Hipponax fr. 114a West.
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However, in the present fragment there is no unougyla, no proper intercourse. The male 

lover has been left impotent (because of the lettuces), and cannot get an erection. 

Therefore, the man resorts to masturbation in an attempt to get an erection, so that he 

can have sex. Here there is a thematic kinship with Aristophanes, where masturbation 

features regularly as a comic topos, being particularly -  but not exclusively -  

associated with slaves; cf. Nu. 734 (Strepsiades), Ra. 753 (slaves), Eq. 24-25 

(slaves).131 Old and Middle Comedy share once again the same interest in obscene 

humour; see General Introduction p. 18.

For the idiom in avri rr)<; Imovgylat; see Kassel, Maia 25 (1973) 100.

6a rjj %sigi: The obscenity escalates. The “victim” of the lettuces eventually turns to 

masturbation. Cf. AP 12.232 for another explicit reference to masturbation.

6 b avayxalav rvxrjv: The elevated register introduces an element of paratragedy. The 

serious notion of implacable Fate is inserted amidst the comic context, which here is 

mostly obscene. Impotence is thus made look like a cruel and inescapable destiny for 

one eating lettuce. Amphis’ inspiration must have been the numerous passages from 

(mainly) tragedy dealing with the notion of fate imposed by compulsion; see S. Aj. 

485, 803, El. 48, Ph. 1317, E. IA 511, PI. Lg. 806a, Plu. Comp. Dem. Ant. 2.2, etc. 

However, it seems that there is a further joke here. The verb rglSsiv means rub, hence 

here masturbate; but the object comes as a surprise, since one would expect e.g. to 

nkoq. The poet substitutes the expected concrete object with an abstract notion. This is 

a case of naga ngoo-doxlav, with the language fluctuating from a graphic and indecorous 

level (rgtSwv) to a non-graphic and decorous one {avayxaiav rv%rj). For avayxala / 

avayxT] in a sexual context referring to natural urges cf. Philemo fr. 3.6 (avayxaiav 

cpuatv), Ar. Nu. 1075 (raq (puaaajg avayxag), etc.132

Concerning the fragment as a whole, it is noteworthy that, despite dealing with 

the physiology of sex, its language, though erotic, is not completely obscene. 

Combining allusion with wordplay, the language becomes relatively evasive. The 

obscene meaning is concealed under terms that in a different context would not 

necessarily allude to sex (xoivcovla, unougyla, avayxala t u %t ), etc.). Flourishing in the

131 Cf. the ancient scholia for all these passages.

132 See Henderson o.c. 5, 76-77, 218.
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same milieu that encouraged the continuity of ovofiaori xtoiuobetv (cf. General 

Introduction pp. 17-18), obscenity is also present in other fourth century poets (cf. 

Philetaerus frr. 6, 9, Strattis fr. 41, Theophilus frr. 6, 12, etc.; cf. General Introduction 

p. 18). Nevertheless, the degree of indecency varies from poet to poet. The diversity 

that is operative in such a dynamic culture means that we should not expect a linear 

progress of any detected trends. Middle Comedy finds itself in the very middle of this 

theatrical melting pot, where trends and motifs retreat and re-emerge at intervals. 

There is a constant fluctuation both backwards, towards Aristophanes, and his 

indecorously coarse language, and forwards, towards Menander, and his more refined 

theatrical taste.

Fr. 21
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VIII 336c, and is one of a series dwelling 

on the subject of pleasure, as related to both mortality and the brevity of human life. It 

fits well into the reconstruction that I suggested above; in fact, here we could have a
1 33champion of hedonism criticising Ialemos’ lifestyle, which must have been 

presented so far in the play as monotonous, melancholic, and unhappy. One could 

easily imagine Ialemos avoiding any kind of pleasure. Alternatively, this speech could 

also be delivered in a form of a programmatic statement quite early in the play 

(possibly by a prologue figure), before even the appearance of Ialemos himself, so 

that the audience be preoccupied against Ialemos and his behaviour.

The main idea expressed in the fragment is no other than the rjbecng, for 

life is short”, which Philetaerus also has extensively dealt with (see especially 

commentary on frr. 7 and 13).

ooriq be Sv'Tjrog yevofievog (iq t o j  fiiqj 

Qy]t&7 t i  t s q t t v o v  nqocrcpeqeip, ra b’ aXk' eg,,
(.Laraiot; eoriv ev y ’ efioi xai roig <ro<po7<; 

xqirah; amaaiv ex Seuiv re bvorvx^

Anyone who, being mortal, does not seek to

add any enjoyment to life, and let everything else be,

133 For other possibilities as to the speaker’s identity, see introduction to fr. 22.
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is a foolish both in my eyes and in the eyes of all the 

wise judges, and doomed by the gods

i  oartg ....* This oorig clause serves to introduce a general statement that must have 

originally derived from the play’s situation, but can also stand on its own as a 

philosophised view of human affairs, a humorous evaluation of a situation, etc. Cf. S. 

OC 1211, E. frr. 285.11 and 1063.9 TGF, Antiphanes fr. 261, etc. In Amphis alone 

this rhetorical pattern appears four more times; in frr. 22, 26, 39, and 42. Characters in 

Amphis’ plays appear particularly fond of making humorous and comic comments on 

various issues, pretending to be serious. The tendency to have characters philosophise 

is a feature shared with -  and perhaps influenced by -  Euripides. This trend of 

exercising (fake) philosophy within Comedy is later picked up by Menander; cf. the 

speech of Onesimos in Epitrepontes 1087-1099, as well as the vast number of gnomai 

preserved under his name.134

3  f id r a io When this adjective is used of a person (as it is here), it normally means 

foolish, empty, and the like (see LSJ s.v. 1.2). Cf. Ar. V. 338, Amipsias fr. 9.1, E. fr. 

1063.11 TGF, etc.

3 - 4  ev ... Bfioi xai roTg ... xgiraTg: The preposition ev is regularly used with a noun in 

dative to express the notion of in the presence o f  (see LSJ s.v. A.I.5b). This noun is 

regularly in plural. However, when the meaning is closer to in one’s judgement, the 

singular can also be used to speak of one’s personal opinion / judgement, as it 

happens here. Still, this is a relatively rare phenomenon; cf. Ar. fr. 278, S. OC 1214, 

E. fr. 347.3 TGF, and (possibly) Hipp. 1320 (cf. Barrett ad loc.). See Wackemagel, 

Vorlesungen iiber Syntax, 11.243.

4 a xgirais aTratriv: These are probably all the sensible people; anyone who could judge 

the situation, and would give their opinion on the matter if asked to. However, the 

mention of the word xqitvjs within a theatrical context brings to mind the dramatic 

judges of the plays. Though improvable, this could be a metatheatrical reference to 

them, possibly made clear with an accompanying gesture towards them. The point of

134 Cf. the recent commented edition by V. Liapes, Athens 2002.
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such a reference would be to dispose them positively towards both the play and the 

poet; cf. the address to the judges in the parabasis of Aristophanes’ Birds 1102ff It is 

important that they are called “wise” judges (1. 4), i.e. they judge justly; this 

characterisation recurs in Ar. Ec. 1155. The judges were ten in number, though the 

final verdict depended upon just five of them; cf. Epicharmus fr. 237 ev nsvre xgtrdv
1 T ̂youmcri xerrat, Hsch. n 1408, etc. References to them are quite common in Comedy; 

e.g. Ar. Av. 445, Cratinus ff. 171.6, Eupolis ff. 192.32, Pherecrates fr. 102, etc. These 

are references to the world outside the play’s fictive situation, which momentarily 

interrupt the dramatic illusion. Such breaks (not only referring to the judges, but also 

addressing the spectators, pointing to the theatre’s structure, etc.), are a characteristic 

feature of Comedy;136 see Ar. Nu. 326, fr. 403, Alexis fr. 113, Men. Asp. 113, etc.

4b ex %S)v re dvtnvxyg: This is the second time within the same play (cf. avayxatav 

Tv%yv above, fr. 20.6) that Amphis employs the language of divinely imposed destiny 

to speak mundane matters. In tragedy the idea of gods governing the human lives is an 

omnipresent one,137 but here divine determinism is exploited comically.138

Fr. 22
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VII 309a, within a discussion about the 

fish species xoqaxhoq.

The speaker says that he prefers the delicacy of a kind of grey-fish instead of 

the cheap ravenfish. This could be a way one can add some pleasure to everyday life, 

as fr. 21 urges. Perhaps fr. 22 is accommodated within the same context as fr. 20, i.e. 

this is either a gourmet or a guru of gastronomy issuing guidelines about the art of 

eating and living well. As in fr. 21, the language is exaggerated as a judgement on the 

choice between fishes. Given the similarity of style and the parallel content it is 

possible, though improvable, that the speaker in all three fragments of this play is the 

same.

135 See Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals, 95-98.

136 See Bain o.c. 98 n. 2, 185-207, and Austin on Men. Mis. 464 (in CGFP).

137 E.g. A. Pers. 373, Th. 23, S. Ph. 1316, E. Andr. 680. See Headlam, On Editing Aeschylus, 117.

138 However, gods judging negatively a sombre lifestyle is not a totally comic conception; Aphrodite’s 

hostility towards Hippolytus in Euripides’ homonymous play derives partly from his obsession with 

purity and abstention from sex.
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Regarding gourmets, one recalls Aristophanes and his frequent attacks upon 

Cleonymus for gluttony and obesity; cf. Eq. 1293, Av. 289, etc.139 As to food-gurus, 

one recalls Horace’s satire 2.4, where Catius is hurrying home to make a record of 

what he learnt in a gastronomy lecture he has just attended.140 This satire by Horace is 

perhaps influenced by Archestratus’ ’HdunaBsia41 (Rudd o.c. 204-206).

oorig xoqaxTvov scrBisi BaXamov 

yXavxov Tiaqovrog, ourog ovx a%ei (pqsvag

Anyone who eats sea ravenfish,

when there is some grey-fish by, has no brain

ia  xogaxTvov: The present fragment implies that this type of fish was held in a 

relatively low esteem; cf. Ar. Lys. 560, Anaxandrides frr. 34.11, 28.1 (cf. Millis ad 

loc.% Alexis fr. 18 (cf. Amott ad loc.)- The major ancient references are gathered by 

Athenaeus VII 308d sqq. Thompson (Fishes 122-125) discerns four different kinds of 

this fish; cf. Stromberg Fischnamen 70, 78, 114-115; for an illustration see Palombi- 

Santorelli 46ff., 5Off.

ib ocrng ... ; See on Amphis fr. 21.1.

2 a yXavxov: This kind of fish cannot be identified with certainty; cf. Thompson Fishes 

48, and Stromberg Fischnamen 23. However, it was considered a delicacy, as it is 

implied by both the present fragment and several other passages; e.g. Cratinus fr. 336, 

Eubulus fr. 43, Archestratus SH  151, etc.; cf. Ath. VII 295b-297c.

Eubulus fr. 43 has BaXarriou yXavxov. Though change is possible in the present 

passage, there is no obvious reason to reject the manuscript reading.

139 Aristotle is also being sarcastic towards the gourmets; cf. EE 1231a 15-16.

140 Though it may be argued that Horace treats Catius with subtle irony, Rudd believes that Horace is 

not actually against luxury (The Satires o f  Horace, 213).

141 For this treatise on gastronomy see on Dionysius fr. 2.24.
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2 b 7TOQovroq: Choosing a cheap / simple food or drink item to either consume or buy, 

when better quality alternatives are available, is a recurrent motif in Comedy. C f 

Amphis fr. 26, Axionicus ff. 4.16-17, Eubulus fr. 35, Eupolis fr. 355, etc.

KovqU (fr. 23)

This title falls into the category of the manual professions (see introduction to 

AfnrsXovQ'yoq). Pollux 7.165 explains xovq'u;a s  the female of xougeug; and Amott must be 

right in his interpretation that xougtg was used of “a woman working independently as 

a hairdresser” (introduction to Alexis’ Kougt'g). Alexis and Antiphanes also wrote 

homonymous plays, and Naevius wrote a Commotria. The role of the title figure 

cannot be established with certainty in any of these plays. Amott attempts a 

parallelism with Plautus’ Truculentus, where a hairdresser acts as a go-between (11. 

389ff.). Schiassi suggests the years between 345 and 340 B.C. as the date for Amphis’ 

play, mainly based on the references to courtesans,142 whereas Webster opts for the 

early forties (CQ 2 n.s. [1952] 21). Though ultimately improvable, it is possible that 

this was a recognition play, and a forerunner of New Comedy,143 and that the title- 

figure of the hairdresser was eventually found to be a citizen.

The present fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 567f within a discussion 

about famous hetairai. Two points are particularly interesting here. First, the mention 

of Plutos. Though one cannot rule out the possibility that the latter was a speaking 

character who appeared on stage (in which case the dramatis personae probably 

featured a mixture of divine and human elements, as in Aristophanes’ Plutus), there is 

no obvious reason to suppose anything more than a comment about unfair distribution 

of wealth; cf. Hipponax fr. 36 West.

The second noteworthy point is the connection / parallelism of courtesans to 

traps, and consequently to the imagery of hunting. Considering both Theophilus fr. 

11, and the possibility of a similar conception implied by the title of Philetaerus’ 

Kvvaytg (see introduction ad loc.), it appears that the use of hunting terms to refer to

142 RF1C 29 n.s. (1951) 231, 234. His evidence are D. 22.56 (for Sinope’s birth before 380 B.C.), and 

both Anaxilas ff. 22.13 and Antiphanes ff. 27.12 (for Sinope’s longevity).

143 For this type o f plot in New Comedy see Hunter, The New Comedy o f  Greece and Rome, 130-136; 

Webster SLGC 74-82.
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the courtesans’ rapacity acquired the dimensions of a comic trend, and that the 

treatment of courtesans as hunters became stereotypical.144

We have no sound evidence as to who the speaker might have been.

rucpXog o FlXourog eiva 'i fiot doxsT,

OCTTtg J S  TTCLQCL TdUTTjV (LBV OUX 8l(TaQ%&T(Ll,

naga be Zivajn'fl xai Avxg, xai Ndvviip 

eregatg re roiavraicri irayKri rod fiiov 

5  evbov xaSvjr’ dTxbrcX'gxrog oub’ ê eg%erdi

I think Plutos is blind, 

for he does not enter the house of this girl, 

but he sits senseless in the homes of Sinope, Lyca, 

and Nannion, and other similar traps of 

5 life, and he never comes out

i  rvtpXog o IlXovrog: Generally Plutos is thought to be blind, because he favours 

randomly the good and the bad people alike. This conception can be traced back at 

least to Hipponax fr. 36 West.145 In Aristophanes’ Plutus the whole plot is built upon 

this visualisation,146 and we are also told that Plutos’ blindness was inflicted by Zeus 

because of his ill-will towards the mankind (1. 87). Cf. van Leeuwen on Ar. PI. 13. 

For a list of references to Plutos’ blindness see Diggle on E. Phaeth. 166.

2 a bang ye ... ovx eieregxeTai: A relative clause of cause; cf. Smyth §2555. The particle

ye, usually present in such clauses, serves to reinforce the causal meaning of the 

relative pronoun, and subsequently of the whole sentence. For the metaphor, which 

maintains the personification, cf. E. Ph. 532-534.

2 b rauryv: Probably a reference to the female title-figure of the hairdresser.

144 Once we accept that the hetairai were notorious for their rapacity, there begins to look less 

paradoxical the idea that they, and not their lovers, are the ones who literally fight to get a partner; cf. 

Amphis fr. 1.4.

145 The blind Plutos is said to have visited the house o f Hipponax, but still he never granted him wealth.

146 Cf. Newiger, Metapher und Allegorie: Studien zu Aristophanes, 167ff.
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3 a Zivanrn: This was a famous hetaira, whose name occurs frequently in Comedy and 

elsewhere; cf. Alexis fr. 109 (cf. Amott ad loc.\ Antiphanes fr. 27.12 (cf. 

Konstantakos ad loc.), Callicr. ff. 1, D. 22.56. She must have been bom ca. 380 B.C.; 

cf. Schiassi o.c. 232-234, and Coppola RFIC 5 n.s. (1927) 459. In a play produced 

some time in the forties (cf. introduction), Sinope must have been presented as an old 

woman, either still practising or having retired, but being rich whatever the case 

(Plutos has settled in her house). Theopompus tells us (115 F 253 FGrH) that Sinope 

originated not from the town Sinope, as one would normally expect (cf. Bechtel, 

Frauennamen, 59-60), but from Thrace; from there she moved to Athens, after 

passing from Aegina. Her excessively indecent behaviour became proverbial and gave 

rise to the verb o-ivcom'̂ a); cf. Suda s.v. Zivunrr), and Phot. s.v. Zii/comerai.

3 b Avxq. ... Navviq.t: These two hetairai are mentioned again together in Timocles’ 

’OqaoTauToxXaidyg fr. 27, where they are characterised as yqaeg. Hunter dates Timocles’ 

play to the 330s or 320s (ZPE 36 [1979]), though Breitenbach (Titulorum 33-36) and 

Schiassi (o.c. 230-231) suggest the mid to late 350s for both ’OqaoTauroxXatfyg and 

KouQtf, this latter date would make Lyka and Nannion equally yqaag in Kouqi'g too.147 

But the way that the speaker talks about them implies anything but their old age. 

Plutos is left speechless and paralysed at the sight of them, and he would not leave 

their places. Therefore, the assumption that they were still in their prime (even their 

late prime), or else that they were not yqaag yet, seems more plausible; this favours 

Hunter’s suggestion for a later date of ’OqeoravroxXaidyg.

The present fragment of Amphis along with Timocles fr. 27 are the only 

references to the hetaira Lyca. As to Nannion, see Hunter’s thorough note in his 

introduction to Eubulus’ homonymous play.

4  nay fen: For the hunting connotations see introduction to the play. Phrynichus PS 

30.3 tells us that Aristophanes (fr. 869) employed this word to describe 

metaphorically the decorations and the clothes used by women to beautify themselves,

147 However, references to courtesans’ age can be exaggerated and therefore are not always the safest 

criterion to date a comic play.
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while in Luc. DMeretr 11.2 Llayig stands as a nickname for a courtesan. See Marx on 

Lucil. 990 for further parallels, mainly Latin, and also LSJ s.v. 2.

Sa evdov xdSyr’: Plutos is said to be sitting dumbfounded in the courtesans’ houses. 

The verb xdSvjrai contrasts his permanent residence in the home of the undeserving 

(the courtesans) with his failure to visit the deserving (the title-figure). xaJtyfiai often 

connotes inactivity, idleness; see LSJ s.v. 3 with examples.

There is a paradox here that is against the expectations of the audience, since it 

is Poverty the character that traditionally figures in literature as an inhabitant in 

people’s houses. This visualisation of Poverty is as old as Theognis 351. It recurs in 

Ar. Pl. 437, Men. Dysc. 209-211, PI. Smp. 203d, Porph. Abst. 3.27, etc.

Sb anonXyxrog: See LSJ s.v. Plutos is left astounded and utterly astonished; for the 

metaphor see Plato fr. 138 The reason is understandably the beauty and charm of the 

courtesans, who know how to ensnare a lover.

Aeuxafifa (fr, 26)

This title falls into the category of those that Amphis shares with Alexis (see 

introduction to AfineXougyog). It is an ethnic name that denotes a girl / woman / 

courtesan, originating from the Ionian island of Leucas. Play-titles that designate a 

girl originating from a place other than Athens are relatively common in both Middle
148and New Comedy. In such cases, the play normally evolves around the adventures 

of this foreign girl away of home, preferably in Athens.149 However, this is the only 

title of this kind within Amphis’ work. Diphilus and Menander also wrote a play 

entitled AsuxaMa, Antiphanes wrote a Aeuxadiog, and the Latin poet Turpilius probably 

imitated Menander in his Leucadia (cf. Ribbeck CRF3 97ff.). As is the case with 

Alexis too (cf. Amott ad loc.\ it is difficult to establish how the title could have 

related to the remains of the play. Concerning the play’s location, rather than being 

the island Leucas, it is more possible that the play narrated the adventures of a

148 Cf. At$/V by Alexis (cf. Amott’s introduction to the play), Botajrta by Antiphanes, Theophilus, and 

Menander, KogivBi'a by Antiphanes and Philemo, Ea/ii'a by Anaxandrides and Menander, etc.

149 See Amott’s introductions to Alexis’ ArSi'g and MiXyaioi (or -ijaia).
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Leucadian woman who moved to e.g. Athens. One recalls Menander’s Samia, where 

the Samian courtesan Chrysis lives in Athens, as a concubine (naAAaxv}) of an 

Athenian citizen. Likewise, this Leucadian girl might be a iraXkaxv), either a free or a 

slave one. If not a traXkax% then she could be a hetaira of free status, who chose to 

make career in Athens. Another possibility is that the heroine of this play was a 

captive girl from Leucas, who was brought to Athens, where she turned into either a 

hetaira or a servant attached to a lady, or simply a member of the slaves’ staff of an 

Athenian house. In fact, most courtesans in Athens were of foreign origin.150

Another possibility, which however I consider much less probable, is to 

understand the title as referring to Sappho; that is, the play could possibly constitute a 

myth parody dealing with the love affair of the poetess with Phaon.151 We are told that 

Phaon rejected the love of Sappho, who therefore committed suicide by throwing
1 59herself from the rocks of Leucas into the sea. Of course, the myth must have been 

given a comic twist, as it is the norm in similar cases (cf. Webster SLGC 82ff.). Still, 

the plot could have been a mixture of mythic and real elements, another topos of 

Middle Comedy itself (cf. General Introduction pp. 24-26). Accordingly, the love- 

struck Sappho could have been placed in a contemporary context, with her final 

suicide obviously being altered. It is noteworthy that Amphis wrote a play entitled 

Sappho. This fact could be used as an argument either for or against the hypothesis for 

a Sappho-related plot for the current play. That is, either Amphis re-worked the same 

subject later in his career, just as Aristophanes did with Peace, Clouds, and 

Thesmophoriazusae, or the existence of a play apparently dedicated to Sappho could 

eliminate the possibility of another play having a similar subject.154

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus twice; in II 57b as an evidence of 

radishes’ humbleness, and in VII 277c, as an introduction to a discussion about

150 Cf. the case o f the Younger Lais (cf. on Philetaerus ff. 9.4), o f Sinope (cf. on Amphis fr. 23.3), etc.

151 Such a plot was first suggested for Menander’s play by Ribbeck, JCP  69 (1884) 34ff. (teste Amott, 

introduction to A lexis’ Aeuxadia). For a different, non-mythical, plot reconstruction see Webster IM 

161 ff.

152 Cf. Serv. on Virg. Aen. 3.274, Ovid Her. 15, etc. For the fictive nature o f  the story o f her death see 

Lefkowitz, The Lives o f  the Greek Poets, 37.

153 Aristotle in Po. 1453a 35ff. provides an example o f such comically distorted happy ends.

154 Another argument against the Sappho-related reconstruction o f the plot is o f course that the title 

suggests someone who originates from Leucas, and not simply an incident that took place there.
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various kinds of fish. The tenor of this fragment is similar to Amphis fr. 22. 

According to the speaker below, only a fool would prefer radishes to fish, provided 

one can afford it. Though the passage is most easily understood as a straightforward 

statement about foodstuffs, we cannot rule out the possibility that the taste for 

radishes is offered as an exemplum for uncultivated taste in a context which deals e.g. 

with the choice of courtesans.

ooriq ayoqa^cDV oipov — u — u  -  

eijbv amokaveiv i%$va>v aX'rftiv&v, 

qacpavldaq sniBvpsT nqt acr^ai, pa ivsra i

2 aArjB'ivajv codd.: QaXygixuiv Kock

Anyone who, shopping for a relish in the market, 

longs to buy radishes,

when it is possible to enjoy true fish, is crazy 

ia  ocrnq ... ; See on Amphis ff. 21.1 

ib oipov: See on Mnesimachus ff. 7.3.

ic -  V -  u  -  ; The sense is syntactically complete; therefore, it is difficult to arrive to 

a plausible supplement for this lacuna. Obvious supplements which suggest 

themselves are:

i) a parenthesis meaning “in my opinion”; e.g. ajq spot foxet.

ii) a comment about the financial condition of the purchaser; e.g. si pij ‘otiv nsvqq.

However, the uncertainties are too many to justify choosing any conjecture.

2  aXfjbivaiv: True or genuine fish is not an easily comprehensible notion; cf. Meineke 

Analecta 29. Therefore, Kock suggested the reading OaXTjQixaiv (cf. Antiphanes fr. 

204.7). However, there are two parallels for the manuscripts’ reading: Macho fr. 5.29 

xagdScov akrr$ivu)i/,155 and Ptochopr. 4.319: aAqSiva -nayovqia. Therefore, we should

155 Gow’s note ad loc., “genuine fish is either a technical term or nonsense”, is not of much help.
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probably accept the manuscripts’ reading in each case, for three seem too many a 

times for the same mistake to occur. Still, one might suggest the reading aXySivux;, 

which would define anoXaustv (“truly enjoy”). Alternatively, i%3va)v aXvfiiv&v could be 

a colloquialism; the usage of aAyS-ivog might be idiomatic, designed to emphasise the 

high quality of the fish, i.e. “fish worth the name” or, as opposed to radishes, fish is 

“the real thing”, it is “real / solid food”.

3  Qa<pavida$: The Scholiast on Ar. PI. 544 gives a fanciful etymology: naqa to qqbdtax; 

(pat'vsoS'ai. Xfyyoq yaq (bg oirsiqofiivT] Sarrov aveicriv. Apparently, radishes were not an 

outstanding relish; cf. Ar. PL 544, Diodorus ff. 2.35ff., etc.156 Here they look even 

less tasty, as they are compared to fish.

X)dv(r(rEVs (fr. 27)

Odysseus was a very popular figure in both Sicilian and Attic Comedy.157 His
I CO

adventures, repeatedly treated by tragedy, were also suitable for comic elaboration. 

Odysseus is the title-figure of plays by Epicharmus, Cratinus, Dinolochus, Alexis, 

Anaxandrides, Eubulus, and Theopompus.159

Although the evidence that we get from the only surviving fragment below 

does not suffice, it is a possibility that the play consisted of myth travesty and 

anachronistic transfer of the plot to the contemporary era (cf. General Introduction pp. 

24-26). This is what happens in Alexis fr. 159 (cf. Amott ad loc., and Webster SLGC 

57). Similarly, Millis suggests “an amalgam of legend and reality” for Anaxandrides 

fr. 35, with Odysseus addressing the Athenians.

The present fragment is cited by Athenaeus XV 691a. The first speaker could 

be either the master or the foreman (cf. on 1. 4). He is apparently giving orders to a 

number of slaves. The second speaker must be one of these slaves, who is puzzled by 

the mention of a particular unguent that is unknown to him. The content of the orders

156 Though they were considered to be an aphrodisiac; cf. sch. on Ar. Nu. 981.

157 Cf. also archaic iambos, Hipponax fr. *74 West.

158 Nausica or Plyntriae, and Niptra by Sophocles, Penelope by Aeschylus and Philocles.

159 For a study o f all the plays relating to Odysseus, see Schmidt, Jb. Cl. Ph., suppl. 16 (1887-88) 375- 

403.
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implies that a distinguished guest is expected. The master tells his slaves to decorate 

the room, anoint the guest with this rare unguent, and scent the air by burning some 

special kind of incense. It is worth bearing in mind that decorating a room with 

various garments (coverlets, carpets, rugs, etc.), and anointing the guests with unguent 

were two characteristic features of the symposion (see on Amphis fr. 9.3-4). Could 

this be a preparation for a symposion? Certainty is impossible. Due to the fragmentary 

nature of our evidence, the range of possibilities is endless. Although ultimately 

unprovable, it is possible that the expected guest is Odysseus himself.160 Keeping his 

traditional identity as a shipwrecked sailor, he is possibly the one to be hosted and for 

whom these arrangements are about to take place. In such a case, his host -  and the 

speaker of this fragment -  could be either the king Alcinous161 or the Cyclops.162 The 

obvious assumption is that, if Alcinous appeared, he was the host, not the guest. 

However, we cannot rule out a reversal of roles; given the freedom with which 

Comedy treats myth, one cannot exclude the possibility of a completely fictitious 

incident, based on the established myth; e.g. Alcinous could be the shipwrecked 

sailor, who ends up cast on the shores of Ithaca, and finds hospitality into Odysseus’ 

royal palace. With Odysseus as the affectionate host another scenario is also possible;

i.e. the expected guest could possibly be Cyclops. If so, Odysseus would be returning 

the “hospitality” that he received from him.

But the opportunities for a comic result seem better if Cyclops was the host.
• 1 A3Odysseus and Cyclops could have possibly appeared as good friends. If so, a 

further comic twist would be the conversion of the Cyclops from an anti-social man- 

eating monster to a diligent host with social graces and servants, his cave having 

being metamorphosed into a grand dwelling. The taming of his legendary cannibalism 

could have either taken place extra-theatrically or constituted one of the main themes 

of the play itself.

160 The vocative dktmor’ tells against Kock’s suggestion (11.244) that the speaker is Penelope.

161 Cf. the plays 'Ofoaa&ix; Nauayo<; by Epicharmus, and AXxlvovg by Phormis. There is also a 

contemporary vase painting portraying Arete and Alcinous welcoming the shipwrecked Odysseus 

(Bieber HT 136).

162 A stay o f both Odysseus and his comrades at the Cyclops’ place traces most possibly back to 

Epicharmus, Cratinus, and Theopompus; cf. Schmidt o.c. 381ff, and Bergk, Commentationum de 

Reliquiis Comoediae Atticae Antiquae, 413.

163 Cf. what Aristotle says about a comic presentation o f Orestes and Aigisthos (Po. 1453a 35ff).
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A totally different scenario is to imagine that this is the cleaning up scene after 

the killing of the suitors by Odysseus; i.e. Odysseus orders the slaves to clean the 

room, decorate and polish the walls, and scent the air, so that Penelope is prevented 

from seeing the massacre;164 cf. on 1. 2a.

egioKTt rovg roi'zoug xuxX(p MiXrjaloig, 

eneir’ aXeicpziv raj MsyaXXsiq) (luga), 

xai rrjv fiacriXixyv Svfiidrz fiivdaxa.

(B.) dxrjxoag ov, dsoiror’, vjdr) Trajnore 

5  t o  3v/j,i'a(j,a t o v t o ;

... the walls all around with Milesian wool, 

then polish off with the Megalleian unguent, 

and bum the royal incense.

(B.) My master, have you ever heard before of 

5 this kind of incense?

The speaker gives orders for three arrangements, but only two imperative 

expressions are present {aXzlyeiv and Bvfudrs). A further imperative, dealing with 

walls’ decoration, must have been left out. Meineke {Analecta 337) suggested that the 

verb efiTrzravvvvai probably preceded the first line of our fragment (cf. Ath. IV 147f).

i  igi'oKri ... MtXyortoig: Wool produced in Miletus is the first luxurious item that is 

ordered for this exceptional guest. Milesian wool was of high quality and had a great 

reputation, particularly for its softness (Ael. NA 17.34). Suffice to say that the clothes 

of the Sybarites were said to be made out of it (Ath. XII 519b). See sch. on Ar. Lys. 

729, on Ra. 542, and Gow on Theoc. 15.126f. This high quality wool is accompanied 

by some expensive unguent, and some rare royal incense (see below).165 There is 

obviously an accumulation of exceptional products here, all contributing to a special 

treatment for this eminent guest.

164 Cf. Odysseus’ orders to the slaves to cleanse and purity the house in Od. 22.4371T., 22 .48Iff.

165 Milesian wool and Megalleian unguent are mentioned again together in Eubulus ff, 89; cf. Hunter 

ad loc.
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2 a aXeftpetv: This infinitive, standing for imperative, does not have an object. Although 

it is people who are normally smeared,166 and so him, i.e. the expected guest, is 

probably the missing object, one cannot exclude the possibility that the walls are 

meant here instead, in line with the previous order about decorating the walls with
1A 7precious wool. If so, aXstcpaj is to be interpreted as polish; this strengthens the 

hypothesis that this is perhaps the scene just after the killing of the suitors; cf. 

introduction to the play.

2 b MsyaXXet'q) pvq(p: This was a luxurious, strongly perfumed unguent (Thphr. Od. 42,

55). It was named after its alleged inventor Megallos (Ar. fr. 549, Strattis fr. 34).

Information about its manufacture is given in Thphr. Od. 29-30, Dsc. 1.58.3, and Plin.

HN 13.13. It is also mentioned by Anaxandrides ff. 47, Eubulus fr. 89, and

Pherecrates fr. 149. There has been much confusion in the transmission of both the
16 g  ^

perfume’s name and its inventor; Renehan discusses the corrupt readings p&yaXeTov 

(e.g. Ath. XV 690f codex A), and psraXXetov (e.g. Hsch. s.v.).

3  [Ltvdaxa.: This is a hapax, which Hesychius (jl 1392) explains as Svpiafia itotov, and 

LSJ s.v. as a kind o f  Persian incense. Although is elsewhere unattested, there

are a number of passages that mention a certain fhuriX&tov pvqov\ e.g. Crates fr. 2, Poll. 

6.105, Hsch. s.v. fiatrtXetov, Plin. HN  13.18 (regale unguentum), Sapph. fr. 94.18-20 V. 

(cf. apparati ad loc.). This must have indicated a particular type of perfume preferred 

by royal households (cf. LSJ s.v. 3), and as such it could have been the same with any 

of those already known by a certain name. It is a reasonable assumption that the term 

flao-iXsiov might have gradually replaced the perfume’s original name, to an extent 

where the latter ceased being used, and was consequently forgotten. My suggestion is 

that here Amphis employs the original term, which he additionally defines by the 

adjective fiao-iXixvjv, so that he makes clear the connection / identification with the 

perfume widely known as fiatrtXeiov (luqov.

166 In Eubulus fr. 89 Megalleian perfume is used to anoint one’s feet. Cf. Crates fr. 16.10, Ar. Ach. 999, 

V. 608, etc.

167 Cf. Diphilus ff. 75.2 akshpa<; tvjp TgdnsQiv. See LSJ s.v. aJsi'<pa).

168 Greek Textual Criticism, 13.
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4  axrjxoag ... namoTe: For the style of the question, see on Amphis fr. 9.1. Regarding 

the content, this exchange is rather odd, if there are two speakers. A says: “Use the 

royal incense”. Then B says: “Have you ever heard of this incense, master?” Yet, A 

has just mentioned it. The conversation becomes more meaningful, if we assume that 

there are more than two persons on stage. Given the plural number of the imperative 

Svfiidre, the following reconstruction is possible: present on stage are the foreman, a 

group of slaves, and the master. The foreman addresses the slaves, and assigns them 

certain tasks. One of them (person B) is unaware of the incense called fi'ivda^ and 

therefore he addresses the master expressing his puzzlement.

TlXavoc; (fr. 30)
The term nXavog can denote a swindler; cf. LSJ s.v., Hsch. tt 2454. But it can 

also signify the “wanderer”, the “juggler”, the “wandering juggler”, someone who 

goes around performing tricks, for which he possibly gets paid by the excited passers- 

by, i.e. something very much like busking. With all probability this is the meaning of 

the term in Nicostratus fr. 25, Theognetus fr. 2, and Dionysius fr. 4 (Ath. XIV 615e -  

616a).

This fragment, cited by Athenaeus VI 224d-e, is a satire of fishmongers, and 

presents striking similarities with Alexis fr. 16. In both fragments the speaker 

compares the attitude of the fishmongers to that of the generals, and cites a sample 

dialogue. For a treatment of this convergence see Amott on Alexis I.e., and Nesselrath 

MK  294.

The fragment is seriously corrupted in places and the text cannot be restored 

with certainty.

ngog roug (rrqartgyoug qqiov eoriv fivgiatg 

fioigaig irgoo’sX^ovr ’ dfyco&ijvai Xoyov 

Xa6 erv t ’ asnoxqimv (d>v) av enegcorg, rig rj 

ngog roug xaraqdroug i%3vond)Xag ev ayogg,.
5 ovg av enegwT'rjcrj] rig f  Xa6 a)v rt rwv 

nagaxetfievcov, exvipev cooiteq TrjXecpog 

7iqd)Tov (riujTT'fl (xai foxaiiog rovro ye’ 
anavreg dvdgocpovoi yag eimv evt Xoyqj),
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durst f  7tqocts%q)v f  ovd iv oud’ axnrjxodjg 

1 0  exQovae nouXimouv t i v * * o 3 ’ sngqcrS'Tj v j  — 

u —  U  -  U x a i  t o t ’ ov XaXcbv oXa 

Ta q v ) im t’, aXXa ouX X aSyv a<psXcbv “toqcov  

fioX&v ykvoiT ’ a v ’” “ij 8s x k a r q a ;” “x tq j  /3oX(bv. ”

Toiairc’ axoixrai d e i  t o v  oipwvovvTa t i

3 5)v av Porson Misc. 237: av A 5 av Mus.: sav A snsQwrrjcrff -rig Xa6u)v A: squ>t- Tig (ava)Xa6d)v Kock: 

emQ(OT,r]ong (eS’eXcuv) XaSeTv Kassel 9 TiQoas.%u)v ft’ A: re ngo(r£%u)v Meineke Men. et Phil. 186: de 

-nQocr£%cov D indorf: ngoirrjxov d’ Kaibel 10 o d’ eng<rj<rS7) A : o d’ STrgiaSnj Meineke, dentibus frendere 

piscarium opinatus : ‘corruptum; iratus emptor iterum quaerit’ K aibel: del. Kock :

It is ten thousand times easier

to come before the generals and obtain a hearing

and receive an answer to whatever one inquires about, than

it is to approach the accursed fishmongers in the market.

5 Whenever someone, picking up something of the wares on display, asks them

a question, he hangs his head like Telephus 

in silence first (and they do this with reason; 

for, to put it in a word, they are all murderers),

and, as if he was neither paying any attention, nor had he heard a word,

10 he pounds an octopus; the other is burning with rage ...

... and then, without pronouncing his words entire,

but clipping some syllables, “It would

cost you fo’ obols”. “And this barracuda?” “Eigh’ obols”.

This is what a buyer must hear

i  <TTQaTV)'you<;: The institution of the generals was first introduced in Athens in 501 

B.C. This board numbered ten officials, who were elected annually (Arist. Ath. 22.2). 

During the fifth century the generals wielded both political and military power. They 

were, along with the q v j t o q £$, equivalent to the modem notion of “politicians” or 

“political leaders”.169 The generals presided over the People’s Court in military cases

169 See Hansen GRBS 24 (1983) 37-42. Hansen also draws an inventory o f both the orators and the

generals o f fourth-century Athens (o.c. 151-180).
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(Lys. 15.1-4), enjoyed the privilege of addressing the Council and proposing motions 

without prior leave from the prytaneis (SEG 10 86.47, IG II 27), and represented the 

city of Athens in the case of a treaty (IG II 124.20-23). They also commanded the 

army and the fleet (Hdt. 6.103.1, X. Hell. 1.7.5), and appointed the trierarchs (D. 

39.8). However, in the fourth century the status of the generals was modified to 

simply military commanders in chief, and a division of military duties was also 

introduced among them (Arist. Ath. 61.1). Military and state duties gradually ceased 

being performed by the same man, as in the cases of e.g. Pericles and Cimon; cf. 

Isocrates 8.54-55. The split though was not definite.170 For a comprehensive 

discussion about the generals and their role see Hansen, The Athenian Democracy in 

the Age o f Demosthenes, 34ff., 233ff, 268ff.

The present reference to “the generals”, generic as it is, does not allow for any 

particular identification with certain persons. Although the fishmongers are the main 

target of this satire, the generals are also attacked, at least indirectly, for both 

arrogance and unwillingness to consent to a hearing; cf. on 1. 2. The same applies to 

Alexis fr. 16 (see introduction to the play). The comic jibe against the generals traces 

back to Old Comedy, where it appears even sharper; e.g. Eupolis frr. 219, 384, Ar. 

Ach. 572ff., Eq. 355 with scholia, Plato ff. 201.

i -2  tivQtaig poigatg: poTga here means degree; cf. LSJ 1.5. Using language reminiscent
171of astronomical texts, the speaker emphasises how much easier it is to have a word 

with the generals than with the fishmongers.

2  afycoSijvai Xoyov: This phrase means to be assigned the right o f  speaking or o f a 

hearing, especially (but not exclusively) at a law-court; cf. D. 45.6.

This Xoyo<; could refer to a number of situations. One possibility -  that is also 

compatible with the reference to the generals -  is a complaint about conscription. The 

generals had the responsibility to produce call-up lists for military service; cf. Lys.

14.6, D. 39.8. We know of a particular instance, where an enrolled soldier did come

170 See Hansen GRBS 24 (1983) 49-55.

171 Cf. Hipparch, 1.8.17, Gem. 1.6, etc.
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before the generals to complain about being called in the army again after hardly two 

months from the previous time; this is Lysias 9, 'Tttsq tou otqcltkotou. ’72

4  xaragaroug: A term of abuse. Here the target are the fishmongers, who below (1. 8) 

are also described as avdgocpovoi (cf. Ath. VI 228c). Elsewhere the indignation and rage 

of the speaker can be directed against either a human or an inanimate object. This 

abuse is frequently employed by comic poets of all eras; cf. Pherecrates fr. 76.3, Ar. 

V. 1157, Epicrates fr. 8.1, Philemo fr. 65.3, etc. Menander uses the more intense
/ 173compound rgttrxaragarog; e.g. Epit. 1080, fr. 71, etc.

5 a: Here the metron is incomplete; cf. crit. app. Of the suggestions offered Kock’s is 

marginally preferable for a number of reasons; a) it is closest to the received tradition, 

hence it requires less change; b) it is easily explicable: loss of ava by haplography, 

and interpolation of sm\ prepositions, just like prefixes and other small words, are 

easily and frequently inserted into texts;174 c) the meaning is also preferable, for 

cwaXaStov (“picking up”) suits the context (the customer picks up a fish and asks for its 

price).

5 b T(bv: The definite article is here placed at the end of the line. This phenomenon 

recurs not only in Comedy of all eras (though more often in Middle and New), but 

also in tragedy, particularly in Sophocles. For parallels see van Leeuwen on Ar. PI. 

752, and Amott on Alexis fr. 20. Amott ad loc. suggests that this happens 

“presumably as part of an attempt to make the iambic trimeter less stichic and more 

flexible”.

5 - 6  ovg ... exuipev: Here the syntax is loose. Fishmongers are mentioned in the plural in 

the subordinate clause, but in the following principal clause the number is switched to 

singular. The sequence of singulars continues during the rest of the dialogue, with 

only one plural instance in the parenthetical phrase. The peculiarity can easily be

172 See MacDowell in Symposion 1993: Vortrage zur griechischen und hellenistischen

Rechtsgeschichte, 153-164.

173 Demosthenes too uses this word quite often; see Wankel on D. 18.209.

174 Cf. West, Textual Criticism and Editorial Technique, 24.
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explained: the singular is indispensable for the construction of the dialogue, which 

focuses on a representative instantane (a single customer buys from and speaks to a 

single seller). Everywhere else the fishmongers are considered collectively, as a 

generalized group. A parallel crossing of numbers occurs in Ar. V. 552-558, Nu. 973- 

975, etc. See Kiihner-Gerth, I §371.5; Maas, Textual Criticism, §36.

6 a exuipev: This gesture is described elsewhere in parallel terms; e.g. bxutttov (Euphro 

fr. 1.27), xarct) fiXenovTag (Alexis ff. 16.6), xaroj xexij<ptbg (Thphr. Char. 24.8). The
175reasons why one gazes downwards vary. LSJ s.v. 2 consider sorrow to be the 

reason in the present fragment, but I doubt it, for there is no sign in the text to suggest 

it. This is a very graphic scene, and I would argue that the fishmonger looks down out 

of arrogance and contempt towards the customer.176 It could be that he affects to be 

preoccupied as an excuse for ignoring his customer, or that he ignores the customer 

while leaning over to concentrate on his task, as if the customer was irrelevant. He is 

rude and uninterested, and pretends to be very busy to see the customer; later (lOff.) 

he is working on the octopus while answering.

The aorist exuipev is gnomic. It expresses a general truth, a notion of regularity 

and recurrence (cf. Smyth §1931). There is an accumulation of gnomic aorists (cf. 

exgoutre, enq^crB ;̂ 1. 10), which gives the audience the impression that this is a typical 

and recurrent kind of dialogue between a fishmonger and a client.

6 b naqGocetfievwv: LSJ explain it as dishes on table, which I doubt, for it is obvious that 

the dialogue takes place over the fishmonger’s stand in the market. Meineke ad loc. 

interpreted TzaQaxelfieva as the fishmonger’s professional instruments, i.e. knives, etc. 

However, it is inconceivable that a customer could have been interested in the 

fishmonger’s professional tools (instead of the fish themselves), or could have ever 

messed with them. The most appropriate interpretation seems to be Kock’s ad loc., 

who understood Tzagaxelfieva as the fish laying nearby on the fishmonger’s stand.

6 - 8  TrjAecpog ... <rtw7rjj... avdqocpovoi: Cf. Alexis fr. 183.3 a<pajvog TrjXe<pog(see Amott ad 

loc.). The speechlessness of Telephus is a motif that originates from Aeschylus’ lost

175 See Amott on Alexis I.e.

176 This is how Amott interprets a similar behaviour by the fishmongers in Alexis I.e.
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play Mysoi} 11 where the mythic hero is bound to silence as a consequence of killing 

his mother’s brothers; cf. Arist. Po. 1460a 32, Hygin. Fab. 244.2.

For the Aristophanic comic exploitation of the myth the model was Euripides’ 

Telephus But a speechless Telephus could not have come through Aristophanes. 

Instead, the satire of Telephus’ silence by both Amphis and Alexis may reflect fourth 

century revivals of the Aeschylean play. Aeschylus’ plays appear to have been re

performed from the 420s.179 Generally, the association of speechlessness with murder 

is common; cf. A. Eum. 448, sch. on A. Eum. 276, E. fr. 1008 TGF. See Parker, 

Miasma, 371.

It is typical for Comedy to play between metaphorical and literal. In the 

present fragment the word avdqoipovot is used metaphorically as a term of abuse, meant 

to portray the fishmongers as being cunning, deceptive, and voracious. The term is not 

used by Aristophanes or by any other Middle Comedy poet apart from Amphis; it is 

employed though in New Comedy. In Philippides fr. 5.3 a gluttonous hetaira is said to 

be avdgcxpovog, in Euphro fr. 9.10 the term refers to the stealing abilities of a cook, and 

in Men. Dysc. 481 Knemon, being mad with Getas, uses the phrase avdqocpova fyq'ta. 

Additionally, Philemo and Bato wrote plays entitled Avdqotpovog. With reference to 

Euphro’s fragment Meineke interprets the term as fraudulentem et rapacem 

{Menandri et Philemonis Reliquiae 360), and accordingly presumes the same meaning 

for Philemo’s and Bato’s title-figures, as well as for the fishmongers in Amphis’ 

fragment.180

7 - 8  xai foxa'uag ... evi Aoytp: These words are placed in parenthesis by Kassel-Austin, 

as a side comment by the same speaker. However, it is also possible that this is a case 

of antilabe, and these words actually belong to a second speaker (cf. Meineke, 

Menandri et Philemonis Reliquiae, 186). It is common for extended speeches to be 

interrupted for the purposes of variation; cf. Ar. Ach. 598, 607.

177 Cf. Radt’s scholia ad  loc. (TGF III).

178 Cf. Ach. 303-593, Th. 466-519, 689-759. See Handley & Rea, BICS, Suppl. 5 (1957) 30-39.

179 In addition, we know that from 387/6 B.C. onwards an old tragedy was re-performed in the City 

Dionysia; cf. the entry o f Fasti for this year (col. VIII.201-204). See Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals, 72, 

99-100.

180 Other such extreme expressions occur elsewhere in Comedy; e.g. $soto?%Sgia (Ar. V. 418 -  see van 

Leeuwen ad loc., Archippus fr. 37.3).
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g: Another corrupt line; cf. crit. app. Here I adopt Meineke’s conjecture (re ngoo-ŝ cav), 

which I consider more plausible, since it retains the tradition and at the same time gets 

rid of the awkwardly postponed 8i, and also heals the metre. Kaibel’s suggestion 

(ngotrijxov d*) is farther from the manuscripts, and less obviously at home within the 

context of the fragment, where the emphasis is on the fishmonger’s refusal to pay 

attention.

ioa exgouere nouXunouv: See Thompson Fishes 204-208. The octopus is beaten in order 

to become tender and soft; cf. Suda § 1267, Phot. <^668, Ephippus ff. 3.10.

iob ing^o-Sy: This is the aorist of both 7tqv)$(d and m'pngrjpt; the meaning of the text
18i i82 /

depends on which one we choose. Kuses and Marx argue in favour of ng'fiSco, in 

which case the reference is to the octopus. However, in my translation above I follow 

Kaibel, who understood eng^oSr} to be the aorist of mfnrgrjfit instead. In this case the
183 • •reference is to the purchaser. This is ira incendi; the purchaser is burning with rage, 

as a result of the fishmonger’s attitude. engrjo-Sv] is a gnomic aorist; cf. on 1. 6a.

io -i i : A possible supplement for this lacuna could be (o d’ au /  fioAig avaxxmrei>. This 

gives a satisfying meaning -  the fishmonger finally looks at the customer and starts 

paying attention to him, before answering his question in 11. 12-13.

1 2 -1 3 : These lines feature both aphaeresis (xtoj ftoXcov) and syllable dropping (ragcov 

for reragcov). This is possibly a sample of the slang language of either the era in 

general or the market people in particular. Elsewhere in Comedy the words oxtoj 

060X01 are found together in unelided form; cf. Crates fr. 22,184 Lynceus ff. 1.20. 

Threatte notes that aphaeresis is uncommon in Attic inscriptions.185 As to the 

syllables that are dropped, they share two characteristics; they are unaccented and

181 ASyva, 2  (1890) 341.

182 On Plaut. Rud. 1010.

183 Meineke and Taillardat thought that the reference is to the fishmonger; cf. crit. app.

184 Here, however, we have synecphonesis; cf. West, Greek Metre, 12-13.

185 The Grammar o f  Attic Inscriptions, 1.426.
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short: (re)rdga)v, (o)6 oXwv, (o)xrw. The dropping of unaccented and short syllables 

reccurs on some vase inscriptions;186 on these grounds, Kretschmer I.e. suggests that 

this may have been a feature of the colloquial language of the era. Regarding rsrdgcov, 

the omission of one of two syllables featuring the same or similar letters facilitates the 

pronunciation and makes the speech quicker. See Lobeck, Paralipomena 

Grammaticae Graecae, 43; Sturtevant, The Pronunciation o f  Greek and Latin, 103.

The usage of such an informal and colloquial language can probably be 

interpreted as a further indication of the fishmonger’s dismissive attitude; cf. on 1. 6a.

1 2 - 1 3  toqwv ... xro) fioXdtv: Not only is the fishmonger rude (cf. on 1. 6a), but he is 

expensive too. The high cost of fish is part of the attack against the fishmongers in a 

number of comic passages, and this presumably reflects reality; cf. Alexis frr. 76, 130, 

204, Diphilus ff. 32, etc. In Alexis fr. 16 the fish dealer charges eight obols for a 

single mullet, which the customer refuses to pay, considering this price quite 

extortionate. Davidson notes (o.c. 186), “it is worth remembering that a good wage 

for a skilled labourer around the end of the fifth century was one drachma (six obols) 

a day”. By and large fish was considered a luxurious food item. Its conspicuous 

consumption understandably suggested a wealthy lifestyle, and could even bear
187connotations of political power.

1 3  xearqa: See Thompson Fishes 108, 256-257. This is an Attic appellation of the fish 

otherwise known as crcpuqaiva (cf. LSJ s.v.); cf. Strattis ff. 29, Antiphanes fr. 97, Ath. 

VII 323b. Both names probably derive from the body-shape of this fish, which 

resembles a hammer.188

186 E.g. EIJOIESN, A 0E N E 0N ; cf. Kretschmer, Die griechischen Vaseninschriften ihrer Sprache 

nach Untersucht, 124.

187 For a comprehensive discussion o f  fish consumption and its implications on both social and political 

level see Davidson, “Fish, sex and revolution in Athens”, CQ 43 n.s. (1993) 53-66.

188 Both xsoTga and acpuga mean hammer', cf. LSJ s.vv., and Boisacq, Dictionnaire etymologique de la 

langue grecque, s.v. a<pvq6v.
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Q>iXd3sX<poi (frr. 33-34)
Plays entitled QiAadsXcpot were also produced by Apollodorus Gelous, Diphilus 

(in singular, possibly), Phillipides, Sosicrates, and Menander. Two fragments of the 

Amphis’ play survive, but neither is enlightening as to the play’s plot. Although 

ultimately improvable, it is possible that it was parallel (to an unknown degree) to 

Menander’s homonymous play, which we have come to know through Plautus’ 

adaptation in Stichus,189 where two brothers marry two sisters. I would suggest that it 

is within this frame that the notions of love and brother /  sister, implied by the title, 

should be understood. The plot’s axis of Amphis’ play could possibly be a 

simultaneous marriage of two brothers to two sisters. If so, Amphis’ play might have 

stood as a source of inspiration for Menander.

Fr. 33
This fragment, cited by Athenaeus X 448a, could possibly come from a 

prologue speech,190 where a character addresses the spectators, whom he considers 

sober in contrast with the play’s characters.191 The latter are said to be fond of 

drinking, and we can imagine that they are going to be presented as pursuing a 

hedonistic lifestyle, similar to the one propagated by e.g. Amphis fr. 21 and 

Philetaerus ff. 7. The speaker could be informing the audience about the prehistory of 

the events that they are about to see on stage; likewise in Menander’s Epitrepontes a 

divinity is believed to have delivered a delayed prologue-speech providing the 

audience with background information (see Gomme & Sandbach on Epit. fr. 6).

This fragment gives the impression that hastiness is in the origin of events 

related to the play, and that somebody must have done something while drunk. It is 

possible that a rape took place while someone was drunk during a festival. If so, this 

would be an early example of a typical New Comedy plot; cf. Men. Sam. 35ff. 

(Plangon is raped during the Adonia), Epit. 450-479 (Pamphile is raped during the 

Tauropolia).

189 See Webster I M 112-114, Id. SM  112, 139-145.

190 Webster IM I.e. believes that the original play by Menander did have a prologue scene, which 

Plautus cut out.

191 Another possibility is that this fragment is an address to a group o f people in the play, though I 

consider it less plausible.
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x a ra  noXX ’ anaivu) fiaXXov 7)fici)v rov fiiov

TOV TWV (ptXoTTOTCOV VjTTBQ V(ld)V TQJV [LOVOV 

av to) fiarwirq) v o w  a%aiv sicoS’orcov. 

v) (lav y o g  am ro v  o v v r a r d x ^ t  b id  rakovq  

5  cpQovyo’tg ovo’d  b id  to Xbtttox;  x a i  rruxvajg 

T idvr’ e^ard^eiv babiav am  r d  n q d y f ia r a  

bgfidv TiQOxa'iQdx;, rj ba b id  to fir} traipox; 

t 'i ttot' dip' a x d o ro v  KQayiiaToq ovfiB'fja'aTai 

biaXaXoyicrSai bgg, ti x a i  vaavixov 

10 x a i  B’BQfiov

On many accounts I praise the life

of the drink-lovers more than the life of you,

who are used to have only wit in your head.

This kind of sense, being always engaged in getting 

5 matters organised, because it scrutinises

all things deeply and carefully, fears to rush hurriedly upon 

business, whereas the other kind of sense, as a result of 

not having calculated exactly what may ever come out of every 

single action, accomplishes something that is both splendid 

10 and daring

2 - 3  <piXonoTwv ... vow ezslv eiwBortov: The speaker juxtaposes two distinguished groups

of people, the drink-lovers and the sedate ones. As one might expect, the comic 

character prefers the former to the latter, because their modus vivendi is more 

spontaneous, and therefore more exciting. Being a (piXonoTTjg is normally not 

considered a vice within comic mentality; cf. Ar. V. 80 with scholia, Eupolis ff. 221, 

Alexis ff. 285, Diphilus fr. 86, etc.

5  ev T(fi (laTumq) vow ex^iv: Here the seat of the intellect is located in the head.192 But 

there was a controversy throughout antiquity (down to at least the sixteenth century 

A.D.) about this issue. The opposite opinion favoured heart as the centre of

192 Cf. Hp. Gland. 10, Id. Morb. Sacr. 17, PI. Ti. 73c-d, etc.
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intelligence; cf. Empedocles 31 B105 DK, Arist. MA 703al3ff, etc. See Longrigg, 

Greek Rational Medicine, 56, 60; Id., Greek Medicine, 62-63, 73, 76-77.

4  ha rsXovg: Cf. Alexis fr. 131.6, Hegesippus fr. 2.3, Menander fr. 236.16, Philemo fr. 

92.4. See LSJ s.v. tSXo$ II.2.C.

4  sqq. sm rov (rvvrzraqftai...: The speaker refers to the sober people, as the opposite of 

the drink-lovers. He considers them to be indecisive, always engaged in needless 

examinations of minutiae, while their mind is continuously absorbed in getting things 

in order. As a result of this exaggerated deliberation and pre-planning, they refrain 

from acting spontaneously. Therefore, their life lacks excitement and interest.193

What is particularly noteworthy is the quasi-visualisation of how the mind 

concentrates on the task of organising everything, and how it becomes absorbed in 

this procedure; cf. Amphis fr. 3.3-4, Aeschin. 1.179.

5  Xsirra)  ̂ xai mixv(bg: The sedate persons are said to analyse their future actions with 

great attention to the details (XsTrrwg), and with careful thought {ttuxvox;). For this 

notion of Xairroq cf. Av. 318, sch. on Ar. Nu. 359, etc. For iwxvoq denoting deep thought 

see sch. on Ar. Nu. 702, Eq. 1132 with scholia, Th. 438, etc. This usage traces back to 

the Homeric phrase rwxa (pgovabvrmv (e.g. II. 9.554). Both notions occur together in Ar. 

Ach. 445 Twxv'f) jag Xairra fir)%avqt, (pgev't.

7  7rgo%ei'g(o$: “Readily, without much consideration”; cf. Alexis fr. 257.5.

9  haXeXoyloSai: Cf. Diphilus fr. 42.15. The use of perfect is important, in that it 

emphasises further the notion expressed by the verb itself; i.e. that any actions are the 

result of careful calculation that took some time to come to fruition.

9 - 1 0  veavixov ... %gfiov: Exciting deeds are the outcome of the lively lifestyle, in 

favour of which the speaker argues. His point is that without a rigorous calculation of 

the risks involved in a particular course of action, one can achieve outstanding things.

,93 The scheme drawn here, i.e. promptness vs. hesitation to act, is parallel to the comparison that 

Thucydides 1.69-70 makes between the Athenians and the Spartans.
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The incentive is of course the wine; under its effect people tend to act more 

spontaneously, without considering in advance the possibility of negative results.

Both vzavixov and Szgpov are treated here as positive terms. However, Szgpbv is 

meant to be a negative characterisation in Ar. PI. 415; cf. sch. ad loc. Stevens notes 

about vzavixov, “is not used at all, literally or metaphorically, in serious poetry, apart 

from Euripides, and in the fifth century is apparently confined to Euripides and 

Comedy” {Hermes 1976, Einzelschriften 38); cf. Barrett on E. Hipp. 1204, and Amott 

on Alexis fr. 193.2. I would suggest that in the present fragment vzavixov has more 

than one meaning; it denotes something that is high-spirited and impetuous, and at the 

same time vigorous and vehement (see LSJ s.v.). These characteristics could -  either 

individually or collectively -  describe a youth and his behaviour; cf. Neil on Ar. Eq. 

611; Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 103; Bjorck, EPMHNEIA , 66-70.

Fr. 34

This fragment is cited by Stobaeus 4.35.16. The speaker comments on the 

behaviour of a grieved man. This grief could be e.g. a lover’s unhappiness. The 

speaker might be a slave, friend, well-wisher or adviser (even a brother) entering to 

comment on events indoor. A parallel scene is perhaps Men. Epit. 878ff., where the 

slave Onesimos comes out of the house and, addressing the spectators, comments on 

the state of his master Charisius who is going mad.

’A tioXXov, d)$ haagzoTov zcrr’ aviajfizvog 

dvS’gconog zip’ dnaaiv rz hcr%sgctj<; z%zi

O Apollo, how cantankerous is a distressed 

man, and how gets irritated with everything

i  hxraQztrrov: Someone here is described as bad-tempered and irritable; cf. Ar. Ec. 

180, Diphilus ff. 63, E. Or. 232 (= Men. Asp. 432). See LSJ s.v.

i -2  haagzorov - hcr%zgu)<;: Interesting rhetorical repetition of ha-, referring to a man 

who is apparently ha-xoAog in his manners.
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2  £<p' amatriv: Such is the irascibility of a man in plight that he is ready to be angry at 

literally everything; even minor details will call forth his anger. For parallel cases 

where the preposition km takes the dative of na$ see Headlam on Herod. 3.20.
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ARISTOPHON
Hanow1 and Kaibel2 locate Aristophon’s floruit period around the mid fourth 

century B.C. This agrees with the evidence that we get from the inscription IG II 

2325.151, according to which Aristophon won his first Lenaian victory sometime 

between 358 and 350 B.C.3 It has however been suggested that Aristophon composed 

his before 366 B.C. (cf. introduction to the play). If so, he must have been

active in the theatre a decade or more before his first victory. He probably remained 

active during the second half of the fourth century as well, for we have good reason to 

believe that he wrote his nuS-a'yogioT'tjg between 345 and 320 B.C. (cf. introduction to 

the play); see Webster CQ 2 n.s. (1952) 22, and Nesselrath MK  312.

Tafgog (frr. 4-5)

The doctor is a common title-figure in Comedy. Homonymous plays were 

written by Dinolochus (CGFP 78), Antiphanes, Theophilus, and Philemo, while 

Pomponius wrote a Medicus. Although we cannot hope to recover with certainty the 

plot of Aristophon’s play, the doctor figure must have been a major character with a 

central role. Neither of the surviving fragments seems to bear any apparent relation to 

the title, and so they allow little insight into the larger plot. Both suggest an amatory 

theme. The character in fr. 4 comments on the high prices that prostitutes charge to 

their customers, and therefore they have gone beyond the financial reach of poor men. 

In fr. 5 the speaker (a parasite) emphasises his skills in helping others to succeed in 

amatory affairs. One may speculate that a brothel featured in the plot, and that the 

young man’s love interest lay with a courtesan, whom he could not win because of his 

poverty. One may reasonably wonder how the doctor figure fits into this scenario. It is 

interesting that in Phoenicides fr. 4.12-13 a courtesan complains about her relation 

with a poor doctor. Likewise, a poor doctor may be in love with a courtesan in the 

present play. Another -  still more speculative -  possibility is that the “doctor” was not

1 Exercitationum criticarum in comicos Graecos liber primus, 29.

2 RE s.v. Aristophon nr. 7.

3 This inscription is a catalogue o f  the victorious comic poets at the Lenaia. It records the poets by 

chronological order o f  their first victory, and also supplies the total number o f  their victories. Capps 

(AJPh 28 [1907] 188) offers a very useful chronological table.
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a real doctor, but instead the young man in love used a doctor’s identity as a disguise, 

so that he could be allowed into the house / brothel. For the use of disguise to win the 

beloved we may compare Menander’s Dyscolus, where Sostratos is persuaded to 

pretend to be a labourer in order to win over Knemon (11. 366-392). Finally, we cannot 

rule out the possibility that the mention of prostitutes in fr. 4 is tangential to the main 

plot; in which case it is possible that there was a real doctor, and he was the father of 

the girl. There is no way of knowing for sure.

Fr. 4

This fragment is cited by Stobaeus 3.6.10. The speaker employs solemn 

diction ( ^ ottstsT̂  aSaroi),  in order to comment sarcastically upon the high cost of the 

hetairai.4 With comic hyperbole he compares their houses to holy places, not to be 

trodden by the public. From what he says one may infer that he himself is one of 

“those who have not one possession” (I. 2). His identity cannot be established with 

certainty; he may be the title-figure of doctor (a real or a fake one; cf. introduction), a 

slave (possibly a slave of the young man in love), some other character of modest 

circumstances, or even the parasite who speaks in fr. 5 below.

a i  T(bv eraiQ(bv ja g  dionzrzTg oixiai *

yeyovaatv aSaroi roTg e%ou(ri fj,r$s ev

The houses of the courtesans are surely taboo;

they have become places unapproachable to those who have not a thing

i  dtonereTg: Etymologically -  and in most contexts -  the adjective fotmevk means 

fallen from Zeus /  heaven (see LSJ s.v.);5 cf. Photius d 643 and Ps.-Zonaras $ 526.17: 

dionzrzg: i f  ouqavou xaregzofievov. See E. IT  977-978 (^tonerig ... ajaXfia), D.H. 2.66.5 

(hoTTzreq TlaXkabiov)^ Plu. Num. 13.1-2 (%aXxrjv TTzXrrjV i f  ouqclvov xara(p£QO(i£V'rjii zlg rag

4 On hetairai see introduction to Amphis fr. 1.

5 Oenomaus fr. 13 (ap. Eus. PE 5.36) uses the adjective noaeidtovomTVjg {coming from  Poseidon) that is 

formed by analogy like foems-rrjg.

6 On ho-ne.T'q ayaXfiaTa see Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie, II 7742.
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Nofid mosTv %sTgag ••• (honeroug), Luc. Icar. 2.3 {Msvimrog TjfiTv bionaTTjg nagaoriv i f  

ougavou,*), etc.

Objects believed to have fallen from Zeus / heaven were considered sacred 

and taboo; cf. Herodianus Ab exc. divi Marci 1.11.1 (ayaXfia dionsrag ... oude ij/auoTbv 

%etgog avS ’gcomvrjg), Plu. 309f ( rlXog t o  bionarag qgnacre izaXkaJbiov x a t arvcpXajBr)- ov yog 

atfr)v utt’ avdgog fiXanao’Sai).

The term bionsr^ {fallen from Zeus /  heaven; cf. LSJ s.v.) is infrequent in the 

surviving texts from the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.; it is commoner in the late 

Hellenistic and Roman periods, and beyond. In Comedy it occurs only here. Here, 

however, the presence of the term aSaroi in the next line suggests a location, not an 

object, therefore not literally fallen from Zeus /  heaven. The term dSarog is used 

among other things of places struck by lightning -  sent by Zeus; such places were 

considered sacred and taboo (cf. Dodds on E. Ba. 6-12). In combination with aSarog, 

the term dionerijg is probably used in an extended sense meaning “struck by lightning”. 

This transfer of meaning from d6 aro<; to dionsr^ is effected through the intermediary 

notion of lightning that is sent by Zeus (dionsTvjg) and renders a place hallowed 

{aSarov).

2  aSaroi: This is the second solemn term, which in combination with btonsrsig helps 

create an elevated style that is in total disaccord with the subject, i.e. the courtesans 

and the high prices they charge. Hence, the fragment acquires a grotesque dimension; 

with the houses transformed into taboo svyXutria,1 the courtesans themselves become 

the deities that dwell in these sacred places. Used here with reference to sex, the 

adjective aSaroi; is also present in Anaxippus fr. 3.5, within a context relating to 

another major materialistic notion, that is food (aSaroug noietv yog rag rgans&g).

Fr. 5

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VI 238b-c, within a lengthy discussion 

about the nature of the nagao-irog. Athenaeus quotes many fragments from all eras of 

Comedy, as well as other, non-comic authors in order to illuminate both the role and

7 See EM  s.v., and Dodds on E. Ba. 6-12.
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the nature of the parasite. For further on the parasite figure see General Introduction p. 

2 1 .

The speaker in Aristophon’s fragment is a self-important parasite. After 

proudly declaring his parasitic nature, he brags in length about his ability to take risks 

and undertake difficult tasks. To make his intention of readiness to act more vivid, the 

parasite utilises military terminology (neootfaXeiv, xqioq, xXifiaxiov, Kanavsug), which 

gives a grotesque dimension to his speech. An apparent antecedent is the chorus of 

kolakes in Eupolis’ homonymous play; in fr. 175 they describe themselves in military 

terms.

In Aristophon’s fragment the speaker’s opening claim about getting to dinners 

first is specifically about his regular activities as a parasite. He then goes on to speak 

about his transferable skills and qualities, which can be redeployed in other contexts, 

bragging like the parasite in Men. Dysc. 57-68 (“if anyone needs my help...”; cf. 

further below). What our parasite is actually doing is providing excessive 

encouragement for his patron’s projects in order to demonstrate his commitment.8 The 

use of the trochaic tetrameter here for a programmatic statement is consistent with the 

trend in Middle Comedy to use this metre for a special effect.9

The parasite’s speech shares some features with other parasite-related 

fragments. Antiphanes fr. 193 features a very similar parasite’s speech: introductory 

phrase / parasite’s self-presentation, followed by some potential tasks and risks, which 

are stated in a peculiar syntactical pattern, i.e. an infinitive sentence plus a single

worded (or an as brief as possible) apodosis.10 Door breaking in particular is present 

in both speeches as a feat of bravery (see on 1. 5). This and other features must be 

generic, but given the similar structure shared by Aristophon and Antiphanes, one 

suspects influence of one on the other, though we cannot say with certainty which 

came first.11 A major defining attribute of a parasite, namely being the first to arrive at 

the dinner table, features again in both Middle and Old Comedy (see on 1. 2). 

Furthermore, Timocles fr. 8 is a eulogy of parasites; it is acknowledged that a parasite 

helps his patron with everything (1. 7), and supports his master in his love affairs (1. 

6), an idea that also appears in Aristophon’s fragment below (11. 5-6). Similar kind of

8 Cf. Plu. Mor. 5 1 c-e.

9 For the use o f the trochaic tetrameter cf. General Introduction p. 27.

10 Aristophon employs the same structure in fr. 10 too (see on 1. 9).
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help is what the parasite Chaireas declares he is ready to offer in Men. Dysc. 57-68 

(snatching courtesans, burning doors down, etc.). It is a possibility that either all or 

some of the above Middle Comedy parasite-featuring fragments influenced Menander 

in the composition of Chaireas’ speech.

In the fragment below the parasite boasts that he has the nickname Broth (1. 3). 

Nicknames are regularly attached to parasites, and they are nearly always fashioned 

upon their gluttony. Amott (introduction to Alexis’ rJagdcnrog) notes that this feature 

takes the form of a formula and recurs regularly in Comedy. The youths in particular 

are usually (but not always, cf. Anaxippus fr. 3.3) identified as the ones who give the 

nickname to the parasite; cf. Antiphanes fr. 193.10, Alexis fr. 183.1, Plaut. Capt. 69, 

Id. Men. 77. The habit of giving nicknames in order to highlight a peculiar aspect of
I 9someone’s character was more generally practised; cf. Ar. Av. 1290-1299, 

Anaxandrides ff. 35 (cf. Millis ad loc.), Alexis frr. 102 and 173 (cf. Amott’s notes), 

Hdt. 6.71, D.L. 7.168, etc. See also Headlam on Herod. 2.73.

Apart from the nickname ĉopog, the following fragment abounds in common 

and proper nouns that encapsulate other aspects of the parasite’s personality: 

7TaAatoT7)v Agyeiov, xgiog, Kanavsug, axfuov, TeXapcov, and xairvog. Though these could 

be nicknames, it is better to regard them as metaphors. Although people do get 

mythical nicknames (cf. Is. 8.3 rov ’Ogeorqv emxaXobfisvov), Aristophon’s fragment 

seems more like Antiphon 1.17, where a woman is described as “this Clytemnestra”, 

presumably not a nickname (i.e. there is no reason to believe that she was ever called 

Clytemnestra), but a metaphor. The speaker in our fragment uses the pattern “consider 

me X” or “I am X”; parallels are to be found elsewhere either with proper noun (e.g. 

Ar. Av. 716 iopsv d’ vpTv Afificov, AeXcpoi, AcobcovTj, @o76og AnoXXcov, and ibid. 722 

vjfisTg ufiTv kcrpev pavreTog A-noXXcov) or with common noun (e.g. PI. Chrm. 154b Xsuxvj 

(rra^firj eifil ngog roug xaXoug). The same applies to Aristophon fr. 10; e.g. in 1. 3 the 

sense is “I am a frog” (not “I am Frog”).

fiouXopai b’ aurqj ngosmsTv olog sipi roug rgonoug. 

av rig eoTiqi, nageipi ngdrrog, coot’ vfiv) naXai

11 On Antiphanes’ date see Konstantakos, Eikasmos 11 (2000) 173-196.

12 Dunbar ad loc. believes that at least some o f  these were actual nicknames with which the Athenians 

were already familiar.
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-  U  -  £ajp,og xaXoupuii. h t  n v ’ aqaaSai p,saov 

tu)v naqoivouvrcuv, naXatarijv vo(jji(rov ’Aqyt76v (i ’ bqav.

5  nqo<r6aXs7v nqog oix'iav <5s7, xqiog* a m S ijva i ti nqog

xXifiaxtov v — y j Kanavsug' uno/asvsiv nXrjyag a x fia iv  

xovduXoug nXarrsiv ds TsXafiw v' roug xaXoug neiqdv xanvog

3 <naqa vsa)V> £. Grotius Exc. p. 839, <Toiq vsoig> £. Bailey p. 59 sq.: <izavraxou> £. Blaydes Adv. I p. 

101: <TlQO)Ts<ri>£a)fiof Crusius Phil. 46 (1888) 616: <eix6rax;> Stephanopoulos ZPE  6 8  (1987) 1 6

xXtfiaxiov Kanavsvg ACE: xX. Kairnavevt; ei/ii Eust.: xXt(iaxt%ov si fit Kan. Meineke: Tsi%o$ sni xXi/uaxi2a 

(coll. Men. fr. 607) vel slq xAifiaxida (coll. Eur. Suppl. 729) Kan. Headlam JPh 23 (1895) 280: 

xXifiaxtBiov auroxanavsuq Headlam Herodas p. 3042 (coll. vix apte Alciphr. Ill 34,2 avroaxanavsuq, vid. 

Gow-Page ad HG Epigr. 2819)

I want to tell him in advance what kind of person I am in my ways.

If anyone gives a feast, I am the first to arrive, so that I have long already been 

.. .called Broth. If there’s a need to grab by the waist and lift someone of those 

who have drunk too much, think you are watching an Argive wrestler.

5 If it is to make an attack upon a house, I am a battering ram. At climbing up 

a scaling ladder, I am a Capaneus; at enduring strokes I am an anvil; 

at fashioning punches I am a Telamon, at tempting the handsome boys, smoke.

1 ainijp: Meineke ad loc. interprets: “ei cui se mancipaturus est is qui loquitur”. I see 

several obvious possibilities here:

i. This could be the apodosis of a complex sentence: “if someone wishes to invite me 

to dinner, 1 wish to tell him ...”, (i.e. aurTp stands for an imaginary / hypothetical host).

ii. The parasite could be speaking to an interlocutor about a prospective host: “I want 

to tell him what sort of a guest he’s going to get..

iii. He could be speaking in general terms about the qualities of a parasite, which can 

be redeployed in other contexts with aurTp designating not specifically a host but more 

generally a patron.

All are compatible with Meineke’s interpretation.

2  ndqsifii nqTbrog: For the parasite’s habit of being the first to arrive for dinner; cf. 

Alexis fr. 259.8, Cratinus fr. 47. A parasite in Libanius Decl. 28.6 supplies a
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rhetorical justification: ro7g em d&l-nva nqajroig amqvrrjxoo-iv o rs voug (raxpqovaTxai o ronog 

BUTQBTT'rjg. Of course, the real reason why parasites come early is to have the maximum 

food and drink. In the present fragment the speaker wishes presumably to provide 

further evidence of his initiative and of his right conception of the notion of xaiqog, in 

order to sound more convincing in his following claims (i.e. he knows the perfect 

timing for climbing a ladder, bringing down a house door, etc.).

u  ; The person(s) who call the parasite Broth may have been mentioned here. 

Elsewhere (cf. introduction to fr. 5) the persons who appear to be giving nicknames to 

parasites are the youths. It is a possibility that the present fragment follows the same 

pattern. Though both Grotius’ and Bailey’s suggestions satisfy this need, I am more 

inclined to adopt the latter, for it leaves unresolved the first longum (roTg) of the 

trochaic tetrameter.13 Resolution in the trochaic tetrameter is generally not so common 

in Comedy; cf. West, Introduction to Greek Metre, 29.

$b £o)(i6g: Broth, soup, gravy; cf. Ar. Nu. 386, Eq. 357, Teleclides fr. 1.8, etc. In the 

present fragment the word is used as a nickname, as it is also the case in 

Anaxandrides fr. 35.5, where ĉofiog features within a list of derisive soubriquets.14 In 

Alexis fr. 43.2 someone is called Jajfiordqi%og, Amott ad loc. and LSJ s.v. 2 consider 

fafiog to be appropriate for a “fat, greasy fellow”. In our fragment the meaning is 

made obvious from what precedes (1. 2); the point here is the extreme greed of the 

parasite.

Sc h7: Also in 1. 5. In both cases the tone is hypothetical; i.e. det actually means &av 

ftst). In each case the hypothesis combines with what follows (vofiicrov... and xqiog 

respectively), to create the impression of liveliness and readiness for action, which are 

the very qualities that the parasite wishes to demonstrate. A similar case recurs in Ar. 

A v .  78-79: srvoug emSvfisT, $b7 roquvrjg x a t  xu rqag , /  Tqs%co ‘ni roqvvrjv .15

13 The dative o f  the agent is not confined to the perfective; cf. Ktthner-Gerth I §423.18c.

14 However, Millis ad  loc. believes that the reason lies with the excessive use o f  oil to anoint oneself. 

Bechtel also associates this nickname with fragrant ointments (Spitznamen 74-76).

15 See Schmidt, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Herondas, 122.
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3 d aqaoS-ai fistrov: This is a wrestling term. Grabbing someone by the waist (jieaov), 

and lifting him up was a wrestling move that signalled the near victory of the person 

who managed it (the reason being that it is preparatory to a throw); see Olson on Ar. 

A ch. 274-5. Cf. sch. on Ar. Nu. 1047: 97 (isTayoqa an'o tcqv naXaiorcbv rS)v 

XafiSavofibvojv B i g  to peaov xai qTTcofievcov', cf. Hdt. 9.107. The same metaphor occurs in 

Ar. Ach. 571, Eq. 388, Ra. 469, and Ec. 260. Following the Greek model, Terence has 

“medium primum arriperem” {Ad. 316), and Plautus “mediam arripere simiam” (Rud. 

608).16 What the parasite wishes to emphasise here is that he can restrain or even eject 

a drunk. This role as “bouncer” is part of the services he supplies to his host.

4 a naqoivovvrcov: The original meaning of 7mqoiveio is to misbehave through wine, and 

by extension to mock, act violently, insult physically, without drunkeness always 

being necessarily the reason (see LSJ s.v.); cf. Ar. Ec. 143, Men. Dysc. 93, Plu. Luc.

35.6, etc. But it never just means “drink too much”; it always refers to misbehaviour.

4 b naXaurrijv AqyeTov oqdv: Either an otherwise unknown wrestler called Argeios or a 

wrestler originating from Argos is meant here. Despite the fact that Argeios was a
1 *7

very common name, which makes the former alternative look quite possible, I 

would rather opt for the latter alternative, for Argive wrestlers enjoyed a distinctive 

reputation. Similar comments implying their excellence in this field occur in AP  1427, 

Theoc. 24.111, etc. Gow-Page (on AP I.e.) infer that Argive wrestlers must have 

“relied on skill and manoeuvre”. Crusius {Phil. 46 [1888] 616) suggested that 

Aristophon seized upon the Sophoclean fragment 2 0  lh  TGF xai yaq Aqyeioug bqd).18 

The line reappears in Alexis fr. 157 (see Amott ad loc. for further discussion); cf. 

Philonides fr. 11.

5 a nqoaSaXsTv: The verb nqocrSaXXw is charged with military connotations; cf. X. Cyr. 

7.2.2 nqoaSaXojv nqog to Te?%og, Id. HG 6.5.32, Plb. 4.18.6, etc. Here there is an 

element of bathos; the target is not a castle, not a fortress, but a simple otxla. An

16 Cf. Marx ad  loc.

17 Kirchner has seven entries under this name {PA 1580-1586), and LGPN  a total o f sixty two.

18 This is supposed to be a proverb. See Miller, Melanges de litterature grecque, 11.46 (p. 363), and 

Radt ad loc.
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interesting parallel is Dionysius fr. 3, where the speaker, a hired cook, uses military 

terminology, as if he intended to storm the house; cf. comm, ad loc. (esp. 11. 5, 16, 

17). Language reminiscent of war is also used by the parasites in Eupolis fr. 175 (cf. 

introduction to the present fragment).

$b xqiog: This is the battering ram; an important item of military machinery, and 

particularly of siege equipment; cf. X. Cyr. 7.4.1. In the present fragment the boastful 

parasite employs this military term, along with nqooEaXeTv (see s.v.) on purpose, i.e. in 

an attempt to present himself as being robust and brave.19 Bringing doors down 

(Suqoxonetv) is a topos in Comedy and elsewhere. It was mainly considered a symptom 

of drunkenness; cf. Ar. V. 1254. In Antiphanes fr. 193.6 it features as a major feat in a

parasite’s speech again (cf. introduction to the present fragment); cf. Id. fr. 236.3. It
* 20 recurs in Thphr. Char. 27.9 (an old man fighting over a courtesan), Lucilius 839,

etc. This kind of behaviour was primarily employed by a lover, who wished to attract

a woman’s attention; cf. Ael. NA 1.50: oiovei xajfiaorrjg ovv rat avXqj 3vqoxoneT, outoj rot

xai sxeTvog ovqiaag ryv sqcofievrjv naqaxaXsT? 1 Presumably in Aristophon’s fragment, the

reason why the parasite would storm into a house is to aid his patron’s efforts towards
9 9winning the heart of a lady. Likewise, in Terence’s Adelphoi 88ff. we hear how after 

breaking into a house (“fores effregit”), the young Aeschinus abducted a girl. 

Elsewhere in Comedy characters seeking to recover a girl resort to laying a siege 

outside the girl’s house; e.g. Men. Pk. 467-485, Ter. Eun. 771-816, Ovid Am. 1.9.19- 

20 (cf. McKeown ad loc.).

5 - 6  ava&qvai r/ nqog xXifiaxiov: Climbing up a ladder is to be understood in 

combination with door smashing (cf. previous note), and within the same context of 

women wooing. The readiness of the parasite to help his patron in his love affairs is a 

standard feature o f a parasite’s profile; cf. Timocles fr. 8.6: eqqig, avveqaar^g

19 Cf. introduction to fr. 5. Here xqiog is not a nickname, but another metaphor. Elsewhere we do hear o f  

the nickname Kqiog, but this has a totally different meaning; cf. Bechtel o.c. 372, 65.

20 See Marx ad loc., and Leo, Plautinische Forschungen, 155.

21 For further discussion and references, see Headlam on Herod. 2.34-37.

22 Conceivably, the parasite could be saying (like Eupolis’ Kolakes, fr. 175) that no house can keep him 

out if  he wants a free meal. However, the phrase taken as a whole along with the similar structure o f  1. 

3, suggests that this is supposed to be a service rendered to his patron.
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anQocpdo-ioTog ytyvsTai. Interestingly, the archetype for ladder climbing is Zeus himself. 

On a vase depicting a phlyax scene, Zeus carries a ladder, in order to climb up to the
23window of his beloved.

Here the military analogy continues; one can climb up a ladder to get to a 

woman’s window, but also to attack a city wall.

6 a Kanaveu$: The archetype for climbing up a scaling ladder. According to the legend, 

Capaneus was one of the Seven Argive army leaders who headed the expedition 

against Thebes. In his determination to storm Thebes he defied the gods, even Zeus 

himself (cf. A. Th. 427-8). He attempted to climb the city wall using a scaling-ladder, 

but Zeus sent a thunderbolt that killed him; cf. A. Th. 423-446, E. Supp. 496-499, D.S. 

4.65.7-8, etc. By comparing himself to Capaneus, the parasite stresses his 

determination to serve his patron with absolute dedication and also with reckless 

boldness.

Regarding the lacuna in 1. 6, none of the proposed conjectures (cf. crit. app.) is 

entirely satisfactory. The addition of an extra sip! breaks the sequence of the single

word apodoses (xgiog, axptov, TsXap,a)v, xarrvog), while all the suggestions by Headlam 

alter the text radically {xXipaxlda or xXtpax'thov instead of xXtpaxiov; auroxanavsug or 

aurotrxanavsug instead of Kanaveug). Perhaps a graphic word like avcoSs stood there.

6 b axfuov: The anvil typefies endurance. A similar metaphor is employed by 

Antiphanes fr. 193.3: Tv-meo-Sat pu^gog. Generally, bearing blows and being beaten 

formed an essential part of a parasite’s lot; cf. Nicolaus fr. 1.28-29. The parasite 

speaking in Axionicus fr. 6 explains the reasoning behind this lifestyle; on balance, 

the profit of being a parasite outmeasures the humiliation incurred at certain moments 

(11. 6-8). Parasites seem to have received a similar treatment in Latin Comedy too; e.g. 

Ergasilus in Plautus’ Captives, in a meta-theatrical comment, calls himself and the 

other parasitesplagipatidas (1. 472); but Gnatho in Terence’s Eunuch refuses to adapt 

to this humiliating modus vivendi (11. 245-246).

23 In Trenkner, The Greek Novella in the Classical Period, 130. Another phlyax vase depicts a comic 

character reaching his beloved’s window on a ladder (British Museum no. 1438).
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ja  xovBuXoug nXarratv: Here xovhXog has the meaning of blow /  punch; cf. Hsch. s.v. 

xovhXog: b t s q o v  t i  t o u  xoXd<pou.24 The parasite is capable of beating and punching 

others (just as well as he can bear blows himself; 1. 6 ). This is another standard talent 

that a parasite was expected both to possess and to practise; cf. Antiphanes fr. 193.4: 

t v t t t z iv  xzgavvog.

The combination of words is peculiar enough. The act of punching is defined 

by the verb nXdrrsiv, whose primary meaning is form  / mould soft substances, or even 

knead bread’, cf. LSJ s.v. Herwerden (Collectanea 117) reckoned that this is a pun on 

xavdvXovg (or xavdauXoug), a luxurious Lydian dish (either a cake or a stew / pilaff; cf. 

Amott on Alexis fr. 178.1); cf. Ar. Pax 123 (see scholia and Olson ad loc.). 

Herwerden’s suggestion is perhaps favoured by the choice of the verb nXdrrstu; 

regularly used for giving form to soft materials, like dough, clay, etc., here it could be 

seen as making easier the transition from the notion of punch to the notion of cake.

7 b TeXafjaav: Though it is not recorded in any paroemiographical corpus, Hesychius 

preserves the phrase TaXapcovioi xovhXoi ( r  394), which he explains as 01 ngocrdsopevoi 

ro)v reXafiuivwv. 77 payaX.01, zaXanoi. The second half of Hesychius’ gloss is relevant 

here (i.e. big punches).

7 c naigdv: “ t o  nqootfdXXaiv jvvaixi Tragi d c p g o d h i g f  (sch. on Ar. Eq. 517). In Attic25 the 

standard meaning of naigdco when used with personal accusative is to make a pass at a 

woman (e.g. Ar. PI. 150, Theopompus fr. 33.8, etc.), or a boy (e.g. Ar. Pax 763). See 

van Leeuwen on Ar. Eq. 517. The same goes for the present fragment too, especially 

since with a word for sexual approach (naigav), the word xaXog is most naturally taken 

to refer to handsome boys as objects of desire. If the parasite is adept at seducing boys 

himself, he is presumably good at helping others achieve sexual success as well. This 

claim of the parasite combines with what he says in 11. 5-6; he is capable of helping 

his patron get both a woman- and a boy-lover.

7 d xarrvog: The Scholiast on Ar. Av. 822 tells us that Karrvog was the nickname of a 

certain Theagenes, the reason being oti ttoXXcl inri(r%vovpevog oudav araXai; cf. Eupolis fr.

24 xovhXog can also denote the knuckle, o f  any joint; e.g. Arist. HA 493b 28, cf. LSJ s.v.

25 Cf. Moer. 207.2.
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135. It is possible that xairvoq denoted people of talk but no action during the period of 

Middle Comedy too .26 However, this cannot be the meaning intended by the parasite 

here, where he outlines his regular stream of actions in favour of his patron. There is a 

good case to be made for the view of Kock; “Aristophontem similitudinem inde 

petivisse arbitror, quod fumus per foramina omnia rimasque facile penetrat”. The
7 7point is that the parasite claims for himself the penetrating qualities of smoke. He 

finds his way in anywhere, he climbs up ladders easily, he squeezes into small spaces, 

etc. Like the quasi-unsubstantial smoke, the parasite can act lightly and use delicate 

techniques. It is particularly noteworthy the way he moves from anvil (1. 6 ) to smoke; 

this is indicative of the chameleonic nature of the parasite, in the sense that he can 

adjust his behaviour to the circumstances. He can be either tough and enduring like an 

anvil or light and permeating like smoke.

There may perhaps be an additional element of irony lurking here, in that 

despite his assertions he could in fact be xanvoq like the parasite in Menander’s 

Dyscolus, who, after bragging (11. 57-68), rushes off and avoids the help he had so 

grandiloquently promised (11. 129-138), thus proving himself literally insubstantial 

like smoke.

KaXktovflfaig (fr. 6)

The title figure is otherwise unknown. Meineke (1.410) thought that it could be 

% instead, a misreading for Aristophon’s homonymous play. On the contrary, 

Breitenbach suggested that one could replace OiXcovlhjg with KaXXojvi^. If change 

were needed, I would opt for Meineke’s suggestion, for we can easily identify
28  •  29Philonides, whereas we do not know anything about any contemporary Kallonides. 

However, there is no obvious reason to change either title. Kallonides is either a

26 In Anaxandrides fr. 35.9, a fragment recording the major Athenian nicknames, Schweighduser and 

Kaibel reconstructed the text in a way that it would allude to both Aristophon’s fragment and 

Theagenes the Smoke; in a line reading ei$ rout; xaXoix; S’ a.v t i $  fiXerra, xaivo$ Ssargonoto ,̂ Kaibel 

suggested Osajsvsto^ for Ssargonoiog, and Schweighauser proposed xam/og for xaivoq.

27 As a physical property, like Philocleon in Ar. V. 144, 324 with scholia.

28 PA 14907; cf. below introduction to Philonides.

29 There is only one entry in PA under Kallonides (no. 8241), corresponding to the year 459/8 B.C.
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totally fictitious character30 or a comic disguise for a real, contemporary person; cf. 

Aristophanes’ Knights where Paphlagon stands for Cleon, and Eupolis’ Marikas 

where Hyperbolus is targeted under the disguise of Marikas.

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 559d, within a series of fragments 

that attack women, and mostly wives. This is a locus communis not only in
' X  1 • '2 '}

Comedy, but also in Greek literature in general. The following fragment is almost 

identical with Eubulus fr. 115.1-5. This cannot be a mere coincidence. Kann33 

suggests that Aristophon copied the idea from Eubulus. However, one cannot exclude 

the possibility of a common source.34 It is possible that some members of the 

audience were able to recognise and appreciate such echoes and imitations, through 

either a recent performance or their knowledge of quotable misogynistic gnomai.35

The fragment below is a passionate diatribe against wives. It is a possibility 

that this was a play concerned, in a certain degree, with relationships -  in the manner 

of New Comedy.36 The speaker may be a married person, living unhappily, who either 

regrets having being married himself or objects to the potential marriage of another 

character in the play. Possibly he went on to say: “just as now ...” or the like.

xaxoq xaxcbg jkvoi^ o bevr&goq

Svrjrajv. o fiev yog ngwrog oubev rjb'ixer 
ounce yag sibcbg ourog olov vjv xaxov 

LXaqi&avev yuva7%’' o b’ uaregov Xa6 cev 

5  eig ngounrov sibwg aurov kvkGaX&v xaxov

1 ykvono A: anoXotS’' Cobet Nov. led . p. 118 ( y ’ oXoiS-’ Jacobs Exercit. I p. 12), fort, recte

To hell with the wretched mortal who became

the second one to marry. For the first one did no wrong;

30 So L G P N \ol. II s.v. 2.

31 See Athenaeus XIII 558e-560a for more comic fragments.

32 See Lloyd-Jones, Females o f  the Species, 25-29.

33 De iteratis apudpoetas antiquae et mediae comoediae atticae, 66-67.

34 Cf. Hunter JHS 104 (1984) 225.

35 For the misogynistic tradition see on Amphis fr. 1.1b.

36 Cf. the speech o f Demeas in Men. Sam. 325-356, featuring his anxieties about his relation with both 

his son and his partner Chrysis.
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since he took a wife without knowing what kind of 

evil thing it was; but the one who took a wife afterwards,

5 hurled himself, though he knew, into manifest evil

ia  xaxoq xaxa>$: “Vigorous, colloquial Attic Greek” (Renehan, Studies in Greek Texts,

114). This curse is particularly common in both comedy and tragedy; cf. Ar. Nu. 554, 

Men. Sicyon. fr. 11.5 Sandbach, S. Aj. 1177, E. Med. 1386 etc. See further Renehan 

o.c. 114-115.

ib  yevo&’: Cf. crit. app. This is the reading preserved by the manuscripts. However, 

Cobet suggested anoXoti', which Kassel-Austin consider as possibly right; and with 

good reason. Lobeck37 cites a number of examples, where copulative verbs (mainly 

ytyveaS'ai and shat) combine with adverbs denoting place, time, and quality; however, 

Meineke {Analecta 257) observes that no such instance occurs in Attic poetry. In 

favour of Cobet’s conjecture is the fact that the verb anoXXufii frequently accompanies 

the xaxog xax&q curse; e.g. S. Ph. 1369, Ar. Eq. 2-3, PI. 65. Jacob’s reading y ’ oXotS’is 

also worth considering. Not only is it palaeographically easier, but also the simple 

verb accords with the fact that this is paratragedy; the simple verb also occurs in 

Diphilus fr. 74.9, a line that quotes verbatim E. IT  535. However, the otiose ye is a 

problem.

ic  beuregog: The curse on the second is naqa ngoaboxi'av; one would expect this kind of 

curse to be directed against the ngcbrog eugerrjg?9, There are numerous passages dealing 

with the motif of the ngajrog eugerrjg; cf. Anaxandrides fr. 31, Alexis fr. 190, Eubulus 

fr. 72 (cf. Hunter ad loc.), etc. The same formula reappears later in Menander fr. 119, 

and also in Latin Comedy (e.g. Plaut. Men. 451-452). See Amott on Alexis fr. 27.1-2.

5  Ttgofarrov: The idea of throwing oneself into some kind of manifest evil recurs in a 

number of passages; e.g. D. 3.13 (eig Trqoinrrov xaxov aurov ep6aXe7v), Theophilus fr. 

11.1 (cf. comm, ad loc.), Phoenicides fr. 4.18, Ath. XIII 559f, etc. The verb also 

suggests ruin as a pit, another common idea; cf. the Homeric formula aiirug oXeSqog

37 Paralipomena grammaticae Graecae, 150-151.

38 Cf. Kleingiinther, “rigano*; evq sr^ , Philologus, Suppl. 26.1 (1933) 1-155.
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(e.g. II. 11.174), Pi. O. 10.37 (0a3vv eiq b%er6v), S. OT 877 (anorofiov loqovaev 

avaynav), E. Ale. 118, etc.

IleiefS'ouG (fr. 7)

Peirithous was a Thessalian hero, married to Hippodameia. Their wedding 

ceremony was marked by the assault of the Centaurs upon the bride and the other 

women. During the battle that followed the attack, Theseus is said to have helped 

Peirithous against the Centaurs. The two became close friends, and, according to 

legend, they later descended to Hades, in order to abduct Persephone. Their attempt 

failed, and they remained trapped in the Underworld, until Heracles arrived. The latter 

managed to free Theseus, but failed to save Peirithous, who remained forever in 

Hades.39

Plays entitled TIsiqI^ov̂  were also written by the tragic poets Achaeus (TGF I, 

20 F 36), and Critias (TGF I, 43 F 1-14), in the fifth century B.C. From the latter play 

we also possess the hypothesis, which tells us that the main action took place in the 

Underworld. So far so good for a tragic play. What we have here is a single fragment 

from a comic play with the same title. I explain in the General Introduction (pp. lb- 

17) how Middle Comedy tends to deal with mythological themes; burlesque and 

anachronism are recurrent elements.

The fragment below suggests a banquet context; bearing in mind the 

mythological tradition about Peirithous, the obvious assumption is that we are at his 

wedding. The fragment is probably to be situated immediately after the battle. The 

speaker, possibly a cook hired by Peirithous to look after the wedding feast, feels 

sorry about the spoiling of the fish. If we accept his identity as a cook, then his sorrow 

appears especially appropriate, since he was the one who took the trouble to prepare 

the dish. The fish could have been spoiled for various reasons, but it is tempting to 

assume that the tables were overturned during the fighting between the Lapiths and 

the Centaurs.40 Within the context of Centauromachy the presence of the cook figure

39 D.S. 4.70, 4.63, Apollod. 2.5.12, etc. However, according to Hyginus Fab. 79, Heracles saved both 

friends. For a totally different version o f the story see Plu. Thes. 31.4,35.1-2, and Paus. 1.17.4.

40 Centauromachy features in various artistic illustrations: on the Parthenon’s south metopes, a mural in 

Theseion, the west pediment o f  Zeus’ temple in Olympia, and numerous vases; cf. LIMC VIII Suppl.
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constitutes an anachronism in itself. This is a typical professional cook, and the world 

of fourth century Athens is made perceptible through him (see further on 11. 1 and 2). 

Once again we find ourselves situated mid-way between myth and reality. If the 

Centauromachy was part of the plot, it is inconceivable that there was an actual 

staging of the fight. The safest assumption is that both the battle and the food spoiling 

took place off stage, and now the cook appears on stage, delivers a narrative, 

converses with the second character, and informs the audience about what happened.

A possible alternative would be to suppose an Underworld setting for the play, 

similar to Critias’ one (see above), with the tunny dish probably intended for 

Heracles, arriving in Hades to save Peirithous and Theseus. The pattern of dinner 

preparations in Hades, intended particularly for Heracles, appears already in 

Aristophanes’ Frogs (11. 503ff). The present play of Aristophon could be drawing 

directly on Frogs; in both plays Heracles descends to Hades to retrieve someone, and 

in both plays he is presented with a dinner. Nevertheless, this interpretation leaves the 

frustration of the feast more obscure.41 Therefore, in the commentary below I always 

assume the former reconstruction of the plot (though one cannot absolutely rule out 

the latter).

In the fragment below, cited by Athenaeus VII 303a-b, there is a pun upon the 

word xXalde^ which can mean both shoulder-bones and keys. The cook gives the word 

the former meaning, whereas the second speaker understands the latter. Despite being 

ignorant of the terminology, which means that he is probably not the cook’s assistant, 

the second speaker must have tasted tunny shoulder-bones before, since he comments 

positively on the food’s quality, as soon as he understands what his collocutor means. 

He could possibly be Peirithous himself, or perhaps Theseus, or any other guest.

(A.) xai (in)v dtecpS’aQrat ye rouif/ov TtavreXax;'

xXeide<; (lev onrai duo naqeo'xeuao'fiiuai

(B.) ah; ra% Svqaq xXeioutrt; (A.) Svvi>eioi fisv ouv.

(B.) crzfAVOv t o  ^qcbfia. (A.) xai t q it t ) Aaxtovixv)

s.v. Kentauroi et Kentaurides, 382, 384, 404, etc.; Boardman, Athenian Red Figure Vases, The 

Classical Period, figs. 50, 185, 186, etc. See further Gantz, Early Greek Myth, 1.277-282.

41 Still, the misunderstanding o f xXeJBes as keys (cf. next paragraph) could have fitted well into a plot 

featuring the imprisonment o f  Peirithous (and Theseus) in Hades.
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fort. 3-4 (A.) Svw. (lev oOv, a&fivov t i  /3g(7>fia. (B.) xai rg. Aax.; vel (A.) Bvw. fiev oOv. (B.) ae/ivov t o  

figajfia. xai rg. Aax.; coquus ludibrio habetur K.-A.

(A.) And besides, the dish is utterly spoiled;

two roast keys all prepared.

(B.) Those with which they lock the doors? (A.) Tunny-keys, of course!

(B.) A noble dish. (A.) And a third, Laconian key.

i  xai fiTjv ... ye: Denniston calls this use of xai fiyv progressive, often introducing “a 

new argument, a new item in a series, or a new point of any kind” (GP 351-352). The 

accompanying ye serves to emphasise the following word or phrase, in this case the 

verb hecp^aqrat. Such an interpretation of the particles could shed some light as to the 

immediate context of the fragment (always with reference to the first hypothetical 

reconstruction above); i.e. before turning to food, there must have been a conversation 

about something else, most probably the battle, and the consequent casualties. Having 

spared a word about this, the cook now turns to another “victim” of the battle, i.e. the 

food; what really matters to him is what is to be done now with his food. Such 

behaviour is normal from a cook figure. Comedy loves to portray cooks as self- 

important and arrogant characters, who consider cookery to be the core of life; cf. 

introduction to Dionysius fr. 2, and General Introduction p. 11.

2 a dietpS-aqrai: This perfect tense leads us to assume that the cook expresses his 

sadness about the ruination of the food. He sadly ponders not upon the killed Centaurs 

and Lapiths, who -  on the most likely reconstruction -  just fought, but (and this is 

naqa nqorrhxlav) upon what happened to the dish that he cooked and prepared! It is 

obvious that the cook’s interest is focused on the food more than anything else. The 

battle affected negatively the right timing (xaiqog) for serving and eating the dish .42

2 b onrai: Apart from xXeideg, Casaubon noticed a second pun in this fragment, upon 

the word imrai' which can also have a double meaning. It can denote something either 

roast or visible. Given that the Laconian key is also referred to as xgvirrrj (see below 

s.v.), Casaubon discerned a clever juxtaposition of the notions of visible and hidden.

42 For the importance o f xaigo<; in relation to food see on Dionysius ff. 2.35.
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However, Kassel-Austin ad loc. have serious doubts about this interpretation, and so 

do I. Though conceivable, this joke seems rather forced. It is hard to imagine how the 

audience could have proceeded through these complicated, successive steps of 

thought, in order to get the joke. The ancient listener, who had less time to stop and 

think than the modem reader, had to relate the word birral not with another word 

present in the text (Aaxajvixvj), but with a word sometimes used to refer to it (xqvtttv)) .  

The connection is even less obvious, because of the rarity of the references to this 

lock; one in the Iliad 14.168 (xXnrji; xqutttv) -  the word Aaxeivixv) is not mentioned), and 

one in Aristophanes, Th. 421-423: ol yaq avdqe; r$rr) xX'fldia /  auroi (poqovai xqvnrra, 

xaxonrj^ecrrara, /  Aaxcavlx’ arra. If Casaubon is right in detecting this pun, I consider it 

highly improbable that this was detectable by many in the original audience of the 

play.

3 a alt; t o ;  Bvqag xXelouert: The second speaker seems unaware of the formal term that 

denotes the shoulder-bones; he misinterprets the word xXalde; as keys. This can be 

either a genuine misunderstanding or a deliberate mockery. Certainty is impossible, 

but we know at least that misunderstandings are a common type of humour, deployed 

already in Old Comedy; cf. the scene towards the end of Wasps, where Bdelycleon 

tries to teach Philocleon how to recount impressive stories at a symposion, but the 

latter cannot understand what kind of stories is supposed to tell (11. 1174ff). This 

trend runs through Middle to New Comedy; cf. Amphis frr. 14, 27 (with comm, ad 

loc.), Philemo frr. 45, 130, Strato fr. 1.34-35, etc.

3 b Svweioi: ’En'flvouv be rwv ^vvvcov xai to; xXelda; xaXovpkva£ this is how Athenaeus 

VII 303a introduces the present fragment. The so-called keys, or shoulder-bones, of 

the tunny, along with the belly-pieces (b'noya r̂rqia), were considered major delicacies 

(see Ath. 302d-303b). This is why the dish is called (rapvov (see below s.v.).

4 a crepvov . . .  fiqtbpa: Here the adjective crepvov is used metaphorically to qualify fyajfia. 

The point is to emphasise the excellent taste and quality of tunny-keys. The dish is so 

delicious, that only an adjective usually used with reference to gods, divine objects,
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etc.43 could convey its supremacy. For similar exaggerated language, cf. Eubulus fr. 

14.4 aafiva deXcpaxcov xgsa, Mnesimachus fr. 4.60 otrfiTj tra^vr) fivx r^q a  dove?, etc.

4 b Aaxajvixrj: “A regione ubi primum usu venerunf’ (van Leeuwen on Ar. Th. 423). 

The keys called Laconian were not actually a Laconian invention. Based on 

archaeological findings, Diels shows that this locker system originated in Egypt, in 

the time of Ramses II (1292-1225 B.C . ) . 44 Their complex structure provided increased 

security by preventing the door opening neither from the inside nor with any other 

key. Robinson calls this type of key “the Yale lock of antiquity”, and describes it as 

consisting “of a shaft or handle with a ring at one end and at the other end a ward set 

at right angles to the handle and provided with three or four or more prongs or 

teeth” .45 Within the Greek world such keys were found at Olynthus. The earlier 

reference in Greek literature is Iliad 14.168, where we hear of a xXr)i<; xqvttt%  fixed by 

Hephaestus to a door, which only Hera was able to open. Aristophanes mentions these 

keys in Th. 421 -428, where a woman complains that the wives can no longer enter the 

larders and help themselves with food and drink supplies, because the men now use a 

new kind of keys, the Laconian ones, for which no pass-key works. A similar locking 

mechanism is mentioned by Thucydides 2.4.3. Cf. Plaut. Most. 404-406: “Clavem mi 

harunc aedium Laconicam / iam iube efferri intus: hasce ego aedis occludam / hinc 

foris”. See also Men. Mis. fr. 8 , with Sandbach ad loc.

There are three possible readings of lines 3 and 4, depending on how one 

distributes the words between the cook (A) and his interlocutor (B). In the text, as I 

edit it above, we have naga Ttgoodoxlav from the cook, who throws in a joke (“two 

tunny-keys ... and a real key”), keeping up, as if it were, with B’s misunderstanding. 

The second possibility is to attribute the first half of line 4 to A (he explains the sense 

of xXaldag and comments on the quality of the dish), with B still not getting the 

meaning and going on speaking about keys in the second half of 1. 4. The third 

possibility is to attribute the whole of line 4 to B. In this case, though B understands 

the present meaning of xXaidag (hence his comment in the first half of 1. 4), he 

continues the pun on keys; cf. crit. app.

43 E.g. Ar. Eq. 1312, Av. 853, etc.

44 Antike Technik 52-55; Id. Parmenides Lehrgedicht 131-132, 141-145.

45 Excavations at Olynthus, Part X, 506-508; cf. pi. 165: nos. 2577, 2578, 2582.
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nX drwv  (fr. 8)
Bergk46 dates the play soon after Plato’s death in 347 B.C .47 In such a case, a 

parallel would be Lucian’s portrayal of Socrates teaching in Naxgaxa^fiia (cf. below 

on 1. 3). Certainly a dead Plato provides some interesting plot possibilities; e.g. he 

could be teaching in the Underworld, or waiting to be reincarnated. However, though 

the term vaxqouq (1. 3) appears at first sight to favour Hades as the play’s setting, line 3 

taken as a whole (especially the phrase vaxqouq noiaTq) suggests that all the participants 

are among the living. The idea that Plato’s philosophy kills people makes more sense 

if said by a living person, a father probably (see below), worried about entrusting his 

son into Plato’s hands. The case for a living Plato is made by Breitenbach, who argues 

that one would more easily excuse both the poet for attacking Plato and the audience 

for laughing at him, if the philosopher was still alive (Titulorum 33). Breitenbach is 

plausible on this. Though certainty is impossible, Comedy prefers live targets, and 

tends by and large to deal more positively with people after their death; cf. sch. on Ar. 

Pax 648 (referring to the dead Cleon) oux rjv etqov raSvyxoraq xcofMpdarv. Although Olson 

calls lines 648-649 (naua ...fir] Xaya, /  aXk’ e a  t o p  avdq’ ixaTvov ourraq aor’ alvai xdrco) a 

“thoroughly hypocritical expression”, the attack against Cleon in Peace is generally 

much milder than in Knights, when the demagogue was still alive.

This fragment, cited by Athenaeus XII 552e, falls into the large category of 

Middle Comedy fragments that parody Plato; see General Introduction p. 12, and 

comm, on Amphis fr. 13.1.

In the absence of any indication to the contrary, the first speaker is likely to be 

Plato himself (so Meineke III.360). A father and a son must also be present on stage; 

presumably, the father accompanies his son, who is about to become a new disciple of 

Plato. Yet again, Middle Comedy develops themes first found in Old Comedy. 

Indeed, the scene below greatly resembles that passage in Aristophanes’ Clouds, 

where Strepsiades hands over his son Phidippides to Socrates (11. 868-887). Some

46 Griechische Literaturgeschichte IV 167.

47 There is also Treves’ suggestion that all comic references to Philippides (cf. 1. 2) should be dated 

after 336/5 B.C. (but see on Aristophon fr. 10.2).

48 The father-and-son pattern survives through Middle to New Comedy; cf. the relationship between 

Knemon and his stepson Gorgias in Menander Dyscolus.
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seventy years after Aristophanes’ Clouds we find ourselves in front of the same type 

of plot. Plato addresses the father, but his promise to him about the son’s future 

progress is an instance of naga xgoo-hxlav. One would expect him to promise that the 

son will very soon become an expert and talented youth; instead, we hear that he will 

be made thinner than Philippides.

ev Tjfisgaig r g m v  

layyoregov aurov anocpava) QiXnrrridou.

(B.) ourcog av ijfiagaig okiyaiq vexgouc, noisig;

Within three days 

I will make him thinner than Philippides.

(B.) Do you make corpses in so few days?

i  av r t f i a g a i s  t q k t i v :  In modem terms one would speak of intensive courses. The 

philosopher guarantees visible results within only three days. This is an obvious 

exaggeration, meant to emphasise the effectiveness and the quality of the lessons. His 

promise resembles Posidippus fr. 16: loar’ ev rjfzegaig Sexa /  elvai hxatv Zvjvcovog 

ayxgaraoragov. Meineke (IV.519) considered the speaker in Posidippus’ fragment to be 

either a philosopher or a pedagogue, but without attempting any further identification 

with any known philosophical school. Bearing in mind the apparent plot similarities 

with Clouds (see introduction), one may be justified in discerning a particular 

meaning behind the reference to an exact number of days. In Clouds 113Iff. 

Strepsiades anxiously counts the days remaining until his creditors sue him in court; 

there are only five days left. One is tempted to extend the similarities between the two 

plays and consider the possibility of a similar time pressure being behind the haste of 

the philosopher in this fragment. Whatever the case, quick and visible results featured 

as the major achievement of the sophists; Protagoras, in Plato’s homonymous 

dialogue, promises that the newcomer Hippocrates will notice a difference even from 

the very first day of his lessons, and that he will keep improving daily (Prt. 318a). 

Just like Aristophanes presents Socrates assuming the research interests of the 

sophists in Clouds,49 Aristophon presents Plato as a professional sophist, who

49 Mainly cosmological and meteorological knowledge; e.g. 11. 225-234, 376-380, etc.
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reassures his client that there will be fast results. Plato’s portrait here is generic; he is 

not the individual with the distinct philosophy that we meet in other fragments, e.g. in 

Amphis fr. 6 ; see also comm, on Amphis fr. 13.1.

2  Qikiirnftov: Comedy quite likes to mock physical defects, and Philippides is often 

satirised for his extreme thinness (see on Aristophon fr. 10.2). However, this 

particular joke is modelled upon Ar. Nu. 500-504, where Socrates promises to his new 

disciple Strepsiades that, as for his <pu(rig, he will come to resemble Chaerephon, an 

intimate friend of Socrates. Meant by Socrates as a mental similarity but understood 

by Strepsiades as a physical one, this promise terrifies Strepsiades, who fears that he 

will be made rjfjuiSv'rjg, since Chaerephon was widely known for his skinniness. In the 

present fragment the joke has advanced a step further. Plato promises that the 

newcomer will be starved, if not to death, at least to extreme slimness. Such will be 

his dedication to both philosophy and the learning procedure, that he will get used to 

disregard his physical needs.50 It is this situation that the Scholiast on Ar. Nu. 504 

sarcastically describes, with reference to Chaerephon: io-%pog xa i ooxgog t v j v  ideav o 

Xaigecptov rjv, are cptAocrocpip o v ^ q jv ,  xai ex rauTvjg ovvTervjxog e%cov t o  adifia. The idea 

returns in Nu. 1112, where Phidippides fears, like his father did before, that Socrates’ 

school will make him q)% qov  and xaxoda'ifiova.

3  vexqovg noieTg: Fenk51 discerned an intertextual relation with Luc. VH 2.23, where 

Socrates receives as reward a piece of land, calls it N exgaxa^fita , and uses it to 

discuss with his fellows. Fenk seems to suggest a similar interpretation of the present 

reference to vexgoug, i.e. as a sarcastic allusion to Plato’s theories about the soul, its 

immortality, and how the true philosopher should not be sorry for dying (cf. Phaedo). 

However, there is nothing in the immediate context here to suggest ideas about the 

soul.

50 Absolute dedication to philosophical contemplation without secular distractions is best exhibited in 

an apocryphal anecdote about some students o f  Plato, who were said to blind themselves to avoid 

distractions from philosophy; cf. Riginos, Platonica, Anecdote 83, p. 129.

51 Adversarii Platonis quomodo de indole ac moribus eius iudicaverint, 32.
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n vS ’ayoeiirrfc (frr. 9-12)
The satire of the school of Pythagoreans is a favourite subject of both Middle 

and New Comedy; cf. Weiher, Philosophen und Philosophenspott in der attischen 

Komodie, 55-68.52 Both Alexis and Cratinus Junior53 wrote a nuSayoq^ovo-a.54 See 

also Alexis frr. 201, 27, 223; Antiphanes frr. 133, 158, 166, 225; Mnesimachus fr. I .55 

Pythagorean beliefs were already sufficiently distinctive and peculiarly exotic to 

attack mockery in the archaic period.56

Based mainly on the mention of the parasite Tithymallos in fr. 10.2, Webster57 

suggests that Aristophon’s play was produced between 345 and 320 B.C., a date that 

is compatible with the evidence from ff. 11 (cf. on 1. lb).

It is conceivable that the play was entirely dedicated to Pythagoreanism; both 

the title and the evidence provided by the fragments allow for such an assumption. 

The plot could possibly be parallel to Aristophanes’ Clouds. Given that the title 

denotes a dabbler in the beliefs of the sect (see below), not an expert, we may deduce 

that the story revolved around the “initiation” of one or more new adherents into the 

Pythagorean precepts. The play has generic antecedents in initiation scenes and plots 

in Old Comedy. The motif of training to adapt to a new way of life occurs late in 

Wasps (1122-1264). But closer to our play is Strepsiades’ initiation into the Socratic 

mysteries in Clouds (see esp. 11. 140, 143).

In Aristophon’s play the main figure was perhaps the initiator himself, whom 

we may imagine as running an institution similar to Socrates’ (pqovriarTjqtov in the

52 For the philosopher figure see General Introduction pp. 19-20.

53 Amott (579, n. 1) would ascribe this to the elder Cratinus.

54 lamblichus {VP 36.267) lists seventeen female Pythagoreans. There is some considerable 

Neopythagorean literature ascribed to female authors; cf. the conspectus o f writings in Thesleff, An 

Introduction to the Pythagorean Writings o f  the Hellenistic Period, 7-29. Women were a distinctive 

feature o f  the sect; indeed, the Pythagorean school is possibly the first that promoted the pursuit o f  

philosophy among the women. Though generally treated as an oddity, the figure o f the woman 

philosopher (rejected only by Aristotle as incapable o f philosophising) is regularly found throughout 

antiquity; cf. R. Hawley, “The Problem o f  Women Philosophers in Ancient Greece”, in L. J. Archer, S. 

Fischer & M. Wyke, Women in Ancient Societies. An Illusion o f  the Night, 70-87.

55 Cf. Theoc. 14.3-6, Artem. Onir. 2.69.

56 Cf. the stoiy reported by Xenophanes (fr. 7 PPF) that once Pythagoras asked a man to stop beating a 

puppy, because he had recognised in it the soul o f an old friend.

57 CQ  2 n.s. (1952) 22.
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Clouds. Alternatively, we may have the would-be initiate as the main figure (like 

Strepsiades), with the “expert” as a prominent but secondary figure (like Socrates in 

the Clouds). I think both possibilities need to be kept open. The mention of both the 

parasite Tithymallos and the politician Philippides in fr. 10.2 is a helpful indication 

for dating the play in the second half of the fourth century B.C.; cf. ad loc.

Outside Comedy the Pythagorean pupils and adherents are called either 

nuSayoQeiot or nv^ayogixol.52, But the comic playwrights use almost exclusively59 the 

term nvS'arogKrrTjg. It is in Middle Comedy that this term appears for the first time. 

What emerges from the ancient sources60 is that there were two different types of 

Pythagoreanism; the rivB-ayogetoi / Ylu^ayogixoi, who were the actual pupils / members 

of the sect, and the rJuS'ayogtoTai’ who were the zealous admirers (fyXcorai). The 

former (also known as fiaB^fiarixot or so-coregtxot) were the sophisticated ones, whereas 

the latter (also known as axouo-fmnxol) practised a number of abstinences (e.g. from 

meat, beans) avoided baths, believed in metempsychosis, etc.61 See Amott on Alexis 

fr. 201.3; Burkert, Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism, 166-208; Kingsley, 

Ancient Philosophy, Mystery, and Magic, p. 126, n. 48. Despite the persistent attempt 

to ignore the existence of the nu^ayogioTat,62 the fragments of Middle Comedy 

confirm their existence during at least the fourth century B.C. O f course, it does not 

follow that the LIuB’ayogtoTai of real life are to be equated with those described in the 

comic plays, since both exaggeration and distortion of reality are standard features of 

Comedy. The comic poets do not discern two separate groups; for them the term 

rJuS’ayogicrr^ is a (pejorative) designation of all followers of Pythagoras. The reason 

for this is presumably that either the comic poets were only interested in behaviour 

which had comic potential (hence the people who pursued the outward semblance 

were more useful to them) or the difference was of little significance for most 

Athenians, including the theatre audience. One reason why Pythagoreanism allowed 

this kind of differentiation between inner and outer is that, unlike most philosophical

58 E.g. Hdt. 2.81, PI. R. 530d, D.L. 8.7, Phot. Bibl. 249.439a, Ath. VII 308c, Plu. Mor. 116e, Porph. VP 

49, etc.

59 Except for three cases: Antiphanes fr. 158, Alexis frr. 201, 223.

60 E.g. Iamb. 18.80, Suda it 3124, sch. on Theoc. 14.5 (cf. Gow ad loc.), Phot. Bibl. 249.438b.

61 Cf. Porph. VP 37, Clem. Al. Strom. 5.9.59, Iamb. VP 18.81, 18.87-89, Hippol. Ref. 1.2.4-5.

62 The polemic originates from Aristoxenus, who willingly ignores this different type o f  

Pythagoreanism; cf. fr. 18 (= Iamb. VP 251), and fr. 19 (= D.L. 8.46). See Burkert o.c. 198-205.
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movements, it was a way of life, and one which was visibly different in many respects 

from that of most people in any Greek state.

Fr. 9

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus IV 161e-f. It targets the peculiar lifestyle 

of Pythagoreans, their abstention from meat, and their veiled gluttony.

The speaker may be a sceptical associate of the would-be initiate attempting to 

dissuade him. He could also be a buffoon (j3a>(jLoX6%og), possibly the same character 

who interrupts the Pythagorean guru in fr. 12.5. The bomolochos is a common comic 

figure, whose role goes back at least to Aristophanes; cf. Strepsiades in Nu. 135-426 

(particularly 165-168, 188-190), Philocleon in V. 1153-1264.63 The initiate is 

presumably going to be attracted to the sect. The speaker strongly refuses to regard 

the practise of asceticism as being pure and genuine, since what he discerns behind 

the many pretensions is sheer hypocrisy.64

ngog rcbv Szcbv, oiofisSa, roug naXai t t o t s ,  

roug riuSayoQioTcu; yivofisvovg, ovrcog qunav 

kxovrag nr} (pogeTv rgSoovag rfikcog; 

oux e o n  t o v t c o v  oudkv, cog sfLoi $oxer 

5  aXX ’ kij avayxngg, oux e%ovreg oude ev,

TTjg eursXslag Tiqcxpaaiv sugovreg xaXijv 

ogovg s n ^ a v  roTg nsvqcri %qy<ri[ioug. 

enei nagdSsg a u ro m v i%$vg nr} xgeag, 

xav (17) xaTSoStaxTt xa i roug BaxruXoug, 

i o  iS'iXco xgefiacr^ai dsxaxig

2 post 'yivofj.evoug interpunxi ipsa

In the name of the gods, do we think that those early 

Pythagorean followers really went dirty of their own will

63 Cf. Arist. EN 1108a24ff. See Wilkins, The Boastful Chef, 88-90; Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, 

174-178; Hunter, The New Comedy o f  Greece and Rome, 53-54.

64 It is for the same reason that Eupolis parodies Protagoras in fr. 157, and Eubulus satirises the Cynics 

in fr. 137 (see Hunter ad loc. and Webster SLGC  50-53).
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or wore threadbare cloaks happily?

Neither of these holds true, as it appears to me.

5 But of necessity, since they had literally nothing,

having found a good pretext for their frugality, 

they established measures useful for the poor.

For, lay before them fish or meat,

and, if they do not devour it, along with their fingers,

10 I am willing to be hung ten times

i  7TQog rotiv S'satv: This oath occurs frequently in Comedy, mostly in questions; cf. Ar. 

Ach. 95, Nu. 200, V. 484, Apollodorus Caryst. fr. 5, Theophilus fr. 12, etc. See Amott 

on Alexis frr. 91.3, 177.11. It is also common in oratory; cf. D. 21.98, Is. 2.47, etc.

2 — 3  qvtxglv - T Q i 6 a ) v a $ :  A tq iS o o v  is a worn garment, a threadbare cloak (LSJ s.v.). 

Describing the Pythagoreans as wearing dirty and shabby clothes is another piece of 

comic exaggeration, since there are testimonies referring to their cleanness and 

hygiene; cf. D.L. 8.19, Suda tt 3124, Iamb. VP 21.97-8.

Frugality, severity, and physical negligence were recognised as characteristic 

features of most philosophers: e.g. Socrates (Ar. Nu. 102-104, 835-837, Amipsias fr. 

9, PI. Smp. 219b, Prt. 335d); Zeno (test. 5.20-21, fr. 277 SVF); the Stoics in general, 

as well as the Cynics (Eubulus fr. 137, Luc. Nec. 4,65 Suda r  958, Crates test. 16 

PPF). See also Ar. Av. 1281-2, Suda r  954.

5  i f  avayxw. The speaker wishes to emphasise the misery of the Pythagoreans (cf.

kxovrag 1. 3). Their frugal lifestyle is not a conscious choice, but the only way they

can afford to live.

6  evreXslas irqoqxunv: The contrast between stated and real reason expresses mere 

hypocrisy.66 The would-be hedonism of these people is deliberately concealed behind

65 See MacLeod ad loc.

66 Diogenes Laertius 8.13 and Porphyry Abst. 1.13, 2.14 approach and explain frugality from a different 

-  non comic -  point o f  view.
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a mask of austerity (cf. again the depiction of Protagoras as a hypocrite in Eupolis’ 

Kolakes, esp. frr. 157, 158).

7  oQoug S7rq(;av: The metaphor is presumably derived from the fixing of marker stones. 

Trri'Yvvfii is used metaphorically in the sense “/be, establish” (LSJ s.v. IV). The phrase 

oqou<; TTTjyvvfLi is common, but always outside Comedy (e.g. Th. 4.92.4, Flavius AJ  

6.28, Lycurgus Leocr. 73, Lycophron Alex. 1343, etc.); a certain solemnity / formality 

is implied in most such cases. The metaphor suggests either portentous solemnity or 

specious fixity (or perhaps both).

8  lz$v$ V xQ£a$: Pythagoreanism, when it comes to dietary habits, is mostly associated 

with abstention from meat, fish, and generally from everything animate. Nevertheless, 

the tradition is at some points self-contradictory, i.e. there are testimonies that 

Pythagoras both allowed and forbade the consumption of animate creatures. 

According to Iamblichus (VP 3.13, 24.108), at least Pythagoras himself abstained 

from the consumption of meat. Iamblichus (VP 28.150), Diogenes Laertius (8.20), and 

Porphyry (VP 36), all testify about Pythagoreans making occasional animate offerings 

to gods. But Aristoxenus (frr. 28, 29) speaks explicitly about Pythagoreans eating 

meat.67 Iamblichus (VP 24.107-109) claims that the consumption of meat depended
z: o

on one’s degree of membership. For a detailed treatment of the issue see Burkert 

o.c. 180-182.

Fish seems to have been only seldom consumed by the Pythagoreans; cf. 

Iamb. VP 21.98, Suda n 3124. Red mullet and blacktail in particular are said to have 

been forbidden; cf. D.L. 8.19, Iamb. VP 24.109.

What is at issue in the present fragment is the hypocritical readiness to eat 

both meat and fish, if occasion arises. The strict Pythagorean rules are represented yet 

again as a mere pretension.

67 There is also Arist. fr. 194 { j i /r fr q a q  xai xaqdiaq ... xai t o io u t o w  t iv o j v  aXXcov ane%£(r$at ... xgrjaBai 

ro% aAXoig); however the meaning o f Totg aXkoi<; remains obscure.

68 According to Diogenes Laertius 8.12, Pythagoras introduced a diet o f meat for athletes, who 

previously used to eat dried figs and cheese. Amott (on Alexis fr. 201.1-3) uses -  by mistake, 

apparently -  the same passage to argue for the opposite.
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g xareo$i'(0(ri x a i roug SaxruXoug: This boorish behaviour points to an obvious 

greediness that openly contradicts Pythagoras’ call for restraint; cf. D.L. 8.9: 

nXvjo-fiovrjv nacrav ano^oxipa^si, Xkywv firj iragaSafvsiv (Jbrpra ru)v t i o t o j v  [L v jre  rw v mricov 

fLifieva T7)v ovmiBTQtav. To set the example, Pythagoras was said to practise a strict 

self-restraint himself, cf. D.L. 8.19.

The metaphor of eating one’s fingers recurs in Alexis fr. 178 (cf. Amott ad 

loc.), Hermippus fr. 23, and Plaut. Pseud. 881-884. In the present fragment the aim is 

to satirise both the greediness and the feigned self-restraint of the Pythagoreans. Cf. 

Euphro fr. 9.14: xareo-S-t'ovra xai roug avB-qaxag (a cook exhorts his pupil to eat up 

everything during the forthcoming wedding feast).

i o  eS’iXo) xge/iao'S'ai dsxdxig: For parallel cases where a repeated death is required in 

expiation of wrongs done see Van Leeuwen on Ar. Pl. 483. The context can be either 

comic (e.g. Ar. Pl. 483, Men. Dysc. 291-293) or serious (e.g. Lys. 28.1, PI. R. 615b). 

But still the present fragment is different from all the passages cited by van Leeuwen, 

since here the proposal for multiple deaths is made not by an angry interlocutor or an 

outraged third party, but by the very person who would suffer these peculiar deaths, if 

this was possible. What we have is a bet, where the speaker names a self-punishment, 

in case his views on the Pythagoreans are proved wrong. No crime has been 

committed here, as is the case in the above passages. I was able to find only one other 

passage, where the supposed penalty would be self-imposed; this is Pl. Smp. 179a: 

kqtbv ja q  avijg uno naidixwv ocpOPrjvai $  Xmajv rafyv rj onXa anodaXdjv ... t tq o  t o u t o u  

rsBvavai av 7wXXaxig sXotro.69

Fr. 10
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VI 238c-d, as part of a lengthy treatment 

of the word nagaenrog.

If one supposes (see above) a single initiand, this would be the eponymous 

hero speaking. He is probably talking to his future master, trying enthusiastically to 

prove his suitability for both undergoing the initiation procedure and being a proper 

Pythagorist. For, as he enumerates the Pythagorean challenges, he describes himself 

as being more than capable to undertake every single of them. To this end, he uses a

69 Solon fr. 33 is vaguely similar to Plato.
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number of metaphors, 70 and assimilates himself to persons, animals, etc., known 

particularly for the excess that he mentions on each occasion. The argument that the 

character here speaks of himself gains further support when compared to Aristophon 

fr. 5 , where the speaker clearly refers to himself using the same syntactical pattern.

ngog fiev t o  neivvjv io'3'iaiv re p/r\ba sv 

ogav TiBvfiaXXov % OtXiimib'rjv. 

ubcog be m'vsiv fidrgaxog, dnoXaucrai Bvficov 
Xa%dva>v re xdfiwg, ngog t o  (iv) Xova^ai gunog,

5  unaiB’giog %Bi^d)va b ia ye iv  xoipixog,

m nyog unofieTvai x a i  (ia(prj(i6glai; XaXaTv 

TBTTit;, eXaia) firjTB x g w S ’a i fiTjre ogav 

xoviogToq, aw n obyT og ogS’gou nagnraTaTv 

yegavoq, xaSaubetv (iTjba fiixgov vuxTegi'g

In eating nothing at all when hungry,

think that you are looking at Tithymallos or Philippides.

In drinking water, I am a frog, in enjoying thyme 

and greens, a caterpillar, in not having a bath, a real dirt,

5 in staying outside in winter time, a blackbird,

in bearing the burning heat and prating at midday, 

a cicada, in neither using anointing-oil nor looking at it, 

a dust storm, in taking walks barefoot in dawn, 

a crane, in not getting any sleep at all, a bat.

2 a vofit^’ ogav: Cf. Aristophon fr. 5.4: vofiurov . . .  ogav.

2 b TiSvfiaXXov 7j (PiXiTnrtbqv: Tithymallos was a well known parasite.71 If the comic 

passages gathered by Athenaeus VI 240c-f are anything to go by, then his floruit must

70 For the interpretation o f  the names and nouns that he uses as metaphors (rather than nicknames), see 

introduction to Aristophon fr. 5. Cf. also Bechtel (o.c. 79) who considers the occurrence o f fidrgaxog in 

Aristophon’s fragment not as a nickname, but as a helpful indication o f the meaning o f a number o f  

actual nicknames: Bdrga%o<;, BgaraxoBg6ra%o$, and BaTQa%'i(ov.

71 This is also a name o f  a plant; the Euphorbia Peplus (LSJ s.v.).
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have occurred during the second half of the fourth century B.C.; cf. Amott’s 

introduction to Alexis’ M iXtjo-ioi. What is parodied here is Tithymallus’ ability to bear 

hunger, until he is offered a free meal. He is satirised for the same reason in Timocles 

fr. 2 0 .

Philippides was a politician (cf. Ath. XII 552d, PA 14351),72 with pro- 

Macedonian sympathies, as it becomes obvious from Hyperides’ speech Against 

Philippides, delivered in 336/5 B.C. Treves suggests this year as a terminus post quem 

for all the comic references to Philippides (RE XIX.2, s.v. Philippides nr. 1, 

2199.45ff). However, Treves’ generalisation has a major weakness: here, as 

elsewhere, Philippides is parodied for his extreme slimness, not for his political 

beliefs, so we need no particular topical background. In fact, he is a recurring figure
♦ 7Tthroughout the plays of both Middle and New Comedy. He is always parodied for 

his thinness, never for his political views on Macedon. Even Alexis, whom we can 

possibly identify as an anti-Macedonian, 74 targets solely his skinniness.

3  vdo)Q de m'vsiv ftarga%og: Diogenes Laertius 8.13 testifies to the importance of water 

for the Pythagorean diet. A reference to this habit recurs in Aristophon fr. 12.8 and 

Alexis fr. 202.

The syntax that Aristophon uses here and below to describe the habits of the 

Pythagoreans is noteworthy. A laconic infinitive phrase is followed by a matching 

noun (e.g. udcog ds m'vsiv — ftarqa%0( x a S s u d s t v  pqds pixgov -  vuxrsg'ig, etc.). This 

structure is very effective, since it epitomises the facts and labels them appropriately. 

Aristophon employs again the same kind of syntax in fr. 5 (e.g. unopsvstv nX'q'yag -  

axpcov, roug xaXoug nsigav — xarrvog, etc.).

4  gimog: A similar accusation is made above in fr. 9.2-3; cf. ad loc. for testimonies to 

the opposite.

72 Antiphanes is wrongly mentioned by Kirchner ad loc.

7 3  C f .  Aristophon fr. 8 , Alexis frr. 2.8, 93, 148, Menander f i r .  266.

74 Cf. Alexis frr. 57, 102, 249. See Webster SLGC 44-47.
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5  xoifrt%og: An alternative term for xocrovcpog; cf. Hsch. x  3893, Hdn. Ilegi ’OgSoygacpiag 

537.15 GG. It is this term, xoipi%og, that the comic playwrights always prefer; cf. Ar. 

Ach. 970, Av. 306, Antiphanes fr. 295, Nicostratus fr. 4.

The parallelism drawn in this fragment is based on the real habits of the 

blackbird; cf. Arist. HA 544a26ff: dig rixrei xai xorrvcpog. rd pev ovv ngcbra rou 

xorrucpou uno %eipcbvog anokXurai (ngcm'tairara jag rixrei rwv ogvecov andvrcov)", and 

Dionys. Av. 1.27. See also Thompson Birds s.v. xocrovcpog.

7  Tsmfj: Both the midday song and the ability to bear extreme heat have always been 

the major features of cicadas; cf. Ar. Av. 1091-6 with scholia, Pl. Phdr. 258e, etc. See 

Davies & Kathirithamby, Greek Insects, 113-133; Beavis, Insects and other 

Invertebrates in Classical Antiquity, 91-103.

8 a xoviogrog: Cloud o f  dust. But this is also a nickname that Demosthenes assigns to
75the politician Euctemon (21.103, 139). Euctemon must also be meant under the

• 76same nickname in Anaxandrides fr. 35. However, the context here does not favour

such an allusion. What we have here is a satire of the weird habits of the

Pythagoreans; the context is completely different from the fragment of Anaxandrides, 

which is an enumeration of nicknames. The Pythagorean assimilates himself to a 

cloud of dust, for he never uses oil. This is a reference to the practice of anointing 

oneself with oil and then scratching off the dirt with the crrkeyyig, as a way of 

cleansing oneself in the bath or after exercising -  particularly after wrestling in the 

palaestra; cf. Gal. 6.406-407 Kuhn, Poll. 10.62, Philostr. Gym. 18, etc.

8 b dvuTiohjrog ogS-gou negmareh/: This is a reference to another habit of the

Pythagoreans, i.e. the early morning walks, to which Iamblichus testifies again (VP 

11.96): roug pev ecoS'ivoug negmdroug enoiouvro oi dvdgeg ovroi xard povag re xai eig 

roiouroug ronoug kv olg ovveSaivev djgepiav re xai 7]ov%iav ehai crupper gov. For the lack of 

shoes cf. Theoc. 14.5-6 (roiovrog ngcoav rig acpixero YluSayogixrdg, /  6)%gog xdvunodrjrog), 

Ar. Nu. 103, etc.

75 Cf. sch. ad loc.: xai o x o v io q t o <; bid rovro xsxXtjrai, oiovsi o Qghtan; nsi3,6(i£vo$’ o u t w  ydg xai v] xoviq 

evxoXax; uno rou dvepou Qint^srai.

76 See Webster SLGC 40 and Millis ad loc.
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ga yegavoq: For the association between cranes and dawn cf. Thphr. Sign. 3.38; 

according to Theophrastus, cranes flying in the early morning were considered a sign 

of forthcoming bad weather. See also sch. on Hes. Op. 679a, and sch. on Aratus 

1010.7-8. Cf. Kidd on Aratus Phaenomena 11. 1010, 1031, 1075.

gb xaSevhiv firjds ptxgbv: Sleeping only as little as needed was said to be first pursued 

by Pythagoras himself; cf. Iamb. VP 3.13: ohyovTivtav xai evayeiav xai 

xaSaqorrjra x-rrjcrdfievog; cf. 16.69.

gc vuxregi'g: This was the nickname of Chaerephon, a close friend of Socrates.77 Again, 

as with the case of xovioqtcx;  above, I do not think we should interpret this as an 

allusion to Chaerephon. Not only because he had already been dead for some fifty
70

years by the time Aristophon’s play was produced, but also because this is an 

instance within a stream of similes meant to parody Pythagorean practises. The point 

here is to mock the sleeplessness of the Pythagoreans, and the bat is obviously the 

most appropriate creature to draw a parallelism with.

Perhaps it is not a coincidence that the majority of the metaphors used in this 

fragment to satirise the Pythagoreans are comparisons with animals, birds, and 

insects: a frog, a caterpillar, a blackbird, a cicada, a crane, and a bat. This could
70possibly be a veiled mockery of the Pythagorean doctrine of metempsychosis. There 

might be a hidden implication that the only way in which the Pythagoreans could ever 

look like such creatures is not through metempsychosis, but through the foolish habits 

of vegetarianism, excessive consumption of water, etc. The name Tithymallos could 

also be part of this pattern, given its meaning as spurge (cf. on 1. 2b). Tithymallos the 

person, as well as tithymallos the plant, could serve as the connecting link between 

human and animal clothing of the soul. Given that the spurge is a kind of bush,

77 Cf. Ar. Av. 1296 and 1564 (both with scholia), sch. on Ar. Nu. 104 and 144. See PA 15203.

78 In Plato’s Apology (supposed to be taking place in 399 B.C.) Socrates speaks o f Chaerephon as being 

already dead (cf. 2 1  a).

79 I.e. that the human soul can be transmitted not only to other human beings, but also to animals, 

plants, and everything animate; see Burkert o.c. 120-122, 133. This doctrine is mocked at length in 

Lucian’s The Dream, or The Cock.
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Empedocles fr. 117 PPF  may be relevant: rjfo) ydg nor’ syoj yevo^v xovgog re xogr) re /  

Sdfivog t ’ oicovog ts xai etgaXog sXXonog i%3vg.

Fr. 11

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 563b-c, within a discussion about

love. Here we have an analysis of a myth by someone who sounds like an expert, a

guru. Operating in a sophistic mode, he expatiates on a myth about Eros, and tries to

rationalise it. Such a passage could form part of the teachings of a Pythagorean master

to his pupils.80 Another possibility is to imagine a gathering of intellectuals, 81 where a

Pythagorean convert delivers a speech of a scientific tenor. We may also be able to

get a rough idea of what preceded this scene. Given that the nature of the opening eha
* 82  • •is both inferential and concluding, it is possible that there preceded a catching 

episode (an instantane), or an account of one, involving a love-blunder of a 

supposedly sophisticated hero.

bJt ’ ov 8ixaicog scrr’ aneiprjcpicrfiavog 

lino rcbv Bstbv rcbv da)dex’ sixoTcog ( t ’)  ’'Egcjg; 

i r d g a r r s  xax eb o u g  y d g  efiSaXkcov errd(rsigf 

o r ’ 7jv f isr*  avTcljv. cog 8s X iav rjv S-gaovg 

5  x a i  croSagog, anoxoipavrsg a v r o v  r a  n rsg a ,  

iva  (Jbij Tierrjrai ngog rov obgavov TcdXiv,

8svg ’ avrov scpvydbsvaav cog djfidg xdrco, 

rag 8s irrsgvyag dg sl%s rjj Nix'd <pogs7v 

s8o(rav, mgicpavsg crxuXov dub rcbv noXsfjbicou

2 r ’add. Porson,4c/v\ p. 135

Well, was not Eros rightly and reasonably 

disfranchised by the twelve gods?

80 Cf. Socrates’ rationalising o f  Zeus in Ar. Nu. 367flf.

81 Similar to the one taking place in the house o f  Callias in Eupolis’ Kolakes (c f  esp. fr. 174 and test, 

ii-viii), or to that o f Athenaeus’ Deipnosophistae.

82 See L SJs.v. eha II, and below on 1. la.
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For he used to agitate even those, causing quarrels between them, 

when he was among them. So, because he was very insolent 

5 and pompous, after they had cut off his wings, 

so as not to fly back towards heaven, 

they banished him down towards us.

As for the wings that he had, they gave them 

to Nike to wear, as a splendid spoil from the enemies.

ia  e h * ou hxaiux;: The phrase e h ’ ou is common and usually marks “the beginning of
•  8 3  r p  ^  9 /an angry tirade” (Amott on Alexis fr. 44.1). The phrase eh ' ou hxafox; recurs only in 

Antiphanes fr. 101. 1, Menander fr. 508.1-2, Luc. Cat. 13, and Libanius Decl. 12.31. 

All these instances are rhetorical questions; they are emotional outbursts of the 

speaker, who seeks to confirm his opinion. There is a certain degree of exaggeration 

in all cases. Although the speaker takes for granted that his collocutor would naturally 

agree with him and answer “yes”, still a sober third part might well answer negatively.

Reinhardt84 notes that not all the e/ra-clauses are the same. Here -  and 

elsewhere (e.g. Men. Dysc. 153ff.) -  the speaker sets off with a mythological example 

drawing on the sanction of the mythological tradition, whereas in e.g. Amphis fr. 1 the 

speaker begins with a generic statement / a personal belief.

ib  aneito<pKrf&evo$: The verb anoipTjcpt̂ so-̂ at is a political term. It is the terminus 

technicus for the deprivation of one’s franchise and the removal from the deme’s
or

register (cf. Phot, a 2730, Phryn. PS 13). It is usually employed by orators and other 

authors in a political context.86 In the present fragment it is used naga ngoo-doxi'av, and 

this is the only occurrence of this term in Comedy. Eros is made look as a real 

TTage'Y'YgaTTTo£ this is another instance of the phenomenon defined by Nesselrath as 

“Atticization” .87

The use of this verb may also be important for dating. We know that in 346/5 

B.C. Demophilos {PA 3664) successfully proposed a diaipyyio-K; (i.e. a revision of the

83 Cf. Handley on Men. Dysc. 153.

84 Mythologische Beispiele in der Neuen Komodie, 106-109.

85 See Wankel 11.716 on D. 18.132.

86 E.g. D. 18.132, 57.11, Aeschin. 1.114 , Hyp. ff. 29, D.H. Is. 16, Arist. Ath. 42.1, Plu. Phoc. 28, etc.

87 See MK 204-23 5.
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citizen lists), which required all deme members to be scrutinised, in order to test their 

qualifications for citizenship.88 It is tempting to assume that the present usage of the 

term dnsiprjcpiafAsvog is not coincidental. Given the additional evidence that suggests a 

production date for the play after 345 B.C. (cf. introduction to the play), it is highly 

probable that the term dnsipr}(piafisvog was meant to allude to the recent diaiprjcpiaig, and 

that the play was indeed produced soon after its conduction.

2  imo Ttbv Stow ran/ dwdexa: See on Amphis fr. 9.5.

2  - s  "Eq(d$ - Ta 7rrsgd: The archaeological evidence we possess from as early as the 

end of the sixth century B.C. is unanimous89 in depicting Eros with wings.90 This 

accords with the literary evidence from the archaic period; cf. Anacreon fr. 34 PMG 

(uttottoX iov  ysvsiov %gva°(pasvvojv, /  si fiovXsrai Trrsguyajv...).9* The ancient sources 

abound in explanations as to the winged nature of Eros; cf. Alexander Aphr. Pr. 1.87, 

Prop. Eleg. 2.12, Heliod. Aeth. 2.3, etc., the emphasis always being on the volatile and 

fluctuating feelings of the lovers.

The pain caused by Eros to gods (apart from humans whom we expect to be 

vulnerable), for which he is banned from the divine household in the present 

fragment, had already been treated before; cf. S. Ant. 787-790 (xai a ’ our’ aJdavdrajv 

(pufyfiog oudsig /  ov%’ dfisgiaiv as y ’ dv/S’Qamcov, o d’ £%o)v fzifiTjvsv), Hes. Th. 120-122 

(../'Egog ... /  ... Tidvrajv ds 3sd)v navrcov t ’ dvS-gdmcov /  ddfivarai ...), E. fr. 136.1 TGF 

(av d’ qj Ssqjv rvgavvs ts xdvB-gojnojv ”Ega)g), etc.92 The fourth century B.C. saw a 

renewed interest in Eros in both art and literature. Since the second half of the fifth 

century, artistic representations of Aphrodite and Eros together began to become

88 Cf. sch. on Aeschin. 1.77, Androtion 324 F 52 FGrH, and Philochorus 328 F 52 FGrH. We know 

that there were many people expelled by their demes; this emerges from Aischines 1, Demosthenes 57, 

and also Hyperides fr. 30 (he treats the expelled as a significant category along with metics, etc.)

89 Reinhardt o.c. 93 n. 8  cites both Bemert RE s.v. Nike nr. 2, 288-290, and Bulle, Myth. Lex. 111,1 

(1897-1902) 316, 28fF, as sources referring to presentations o f  a wingless Eros. However, what Bemert 

refers to is depictions o f  a wingless Nike, not o f  a wingless Eros. 1 have not been able to locate Bulle’s 

work.

90 See Roscher, Ausfiihrliches Lexikon der griechischen und romischen Mythologie, i 1350-1351.

91 In sch. on Ar. Av. 574 v s m t s q i x o v  t o  ~rt}v N ix t j v  xai t o v  'EqoiTa knrzQuxrSai, the phrase xai t o v  ’Egojra 

has been identified as an interpolation; cf. Roscher I.e.
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established as a recurrent motif. During the fourth century, Eros begins to be the 

dominant figure in the arts, expelling Aphrodite.93 This tendency in art parallels that 

in literature during the same period. Rohde94 notes the increased interest of most 

philosophical schools in the nature of Eros during the fourth century. This resulted in 

a production of many works titled nsgi sgwrog, igcurixof, kgojTixai T£%vai.95 

Contemporary comedy does not let this trend pass unattended. Along with 

Aristophon, Eubulus (fr. 40) and Alexis (fr. 20) treated the subject of Eros. 

Surprisingly, all the three poets focus on his winged nature. Unlike Aristophon, the 

two others blame the painters for ignorance and for wrongly depicting Eros winged.96 

It is noteworthy that Alexis fr. 20 comes from a play entitled AnoxoirroiL&voq. 

Commenting on this title, Kock (11.305) thought: “Amor ... to, Trrzga aTtoxtmrop.evoq 

v(p’ sTaigag”. However, given the precedent of Aristophon, the plot might have been 

similar to the present fragment, i.e. the gods, and not the courtesans, could have been 

the ones punishing Eros. Whatever the case may be, the condemnation of Eros by 

Aristophon, in a passage supposedly spoken by a Pythagorean master, matches 

perfectly with the beliefs of Pythagoras regarding sexual intercourse; cf. D.L. 8.9 

(atpgodiata ... fiagka dk nacrav cogyv xai kq uyie'trjv oux aya$a), and 8.19 (oudsTror’ kyvuxrfrr) 

... acpgokhcriâ ajv).

3  yog: This is the simple confirmatory and causal yag; cf. Denniston GP 58: “It is 

commoner in writers whose mode of thought is simple ... (sc. these) tend to state a 

fact before investigating its reason”.

4 S  Sgatrug - aoSagog: Some nine centuries later the rhetor Procopius employs the same 

two epithets to describe Eros: ha xai ryv Acpgodh'rjv Ttp.Tjo’tofisv. ou yag aurv) hatpuysTv 

'ffiuvqSv) tov sgcora: aoSagov yog to natdagiov xai 3-gacru, xai xaTa tou tu%ovto<; onXf^STat 

(Decl. 4.57-60).

92 The theme o f love-tricks among gods is also present in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite.

93 See Metzger, Les Representations dans la Ceramique Attique du IVe siecle, 41-58.

94 Der griechische Roman und seine Vorlaufer, 60.

95 Both the Socratic Euclides and Theophrastus wrote an ’Eqojtixô .
96 Still, the winged nature o f Eros was not denied even in a later age, cf. Meleager AP 12.76.
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5  avrov: Either separative genitive (governed by anoxoipavrsg) or possessive genitive 

(governed by ra tttbqo).

7  etpvya^avtrav: The affairs within the divine household are here presented in a 

humanised way. The gods exile Eros from Olympus, just as Greek communities
97imposed exile as a political penalty. In the present fragment Eros is banished for 

life; for before expelling him from Olympus the gods cut off his wings, thus 

preventing him from ever returning. Instead the wings are offered permanently to 

Nike, like victory offerings.

8  Nixfj: Nike, the goddess and personification of Victory, is mostly portrayed with 

wings, though there is a small number of wingless representations; e.g. L1MC VI nos. 

374, 375, with commentary on p. 902. Cf. Bemert in RE s.v. Nike nr. 2. The Scholiast 

on Ar. Av. 574 notes: vacoragtxov t o  t v j v  N ' ix t j v  xai t o v  ’Egcora BTrraguiaSat. Ag%avvov jag 

(pan, ... oi d e  AyXaotptbvra, t o v  Banov t̂oygacpov, Trrrjvqv agyaaaoSat ryv Ni'xqv; cf. 

LIMC VI l ,p.  896.

In the present fragment the offer of Eros’ wings to Nike by the gods can be 

interpreted not only as a victory dedication, but also as an attempt by the speaker to 

present a witty aetiological myth as to how Nike first got his wings.

p axvXov: It is perhaps significant that it is the word crxvXov, and not Xacpvgov, that is 

used here. The latter term denotes spoils taken from living enemies, the former spoils 

taken from the dead; cf. Suda A 158, Phot. A 121. If Eros’ wings are a crxuXov, then the 

natural assumption is that not only has he been expelled from Olympus, but he has 

also been killed by the twelve gods. Of course this is at most a metaphorical death, but 

it still creates a burlesque atmosphere (an immortal god is put to death by his peers), 

in harmony with the humanization / atticisation of the gods elsewhere in the fragment.

97 One major example is the exile o f  Thucydides for the loss o f Amphipolis during the Peloponnesian 

war (cf. Th. 5.26.5). Numerous other cases o f exile are recorded by both Thucydides (e.g. 4.65.3) and 

Xenophon (e.g. 5.4.19). See Roberts, Accountability in Athenian Government, 117-120; Balogh, 

Political Refugees in Ancient Greece, passim.
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Fr. 12
This fragment is cited by Diogenes Laertius 8.38, within a series of passages 

deriding either Pythagoras himself or his disciples. The fragment consists of two 

parts. The wording of Diogenes Laertius is not clear about their textual proximity -  if 

any; art av rtb avrcp could well mean later in the same play, but also later in the same 

scene /  passage. Kassel-Austin, whom I follow below, edit the text as a single 

fragment, whereas Kock as two. Against Kassel-Austin’s presentation is the fact that 

11. 7-10 have a matter-of-fact nature and present a factual description with certain 

elements of negativity. This contrasts with the aggrandising treatment we get in 11. 1- 

6 . Besides, 11. 7-10 can also stand independently, as a summing up of the basic 

Pythagorean habits (a synopsis of fr. 10). None the less, in favour of Kassel-Austin’s 

editing choice is the fact that 11. 7-10 can be considered relevant to 11. 1-6, in the sense 

that Xa%ava and udcoq (1. 8 ) may correspond to ovacnraiv (1. 4), while cpS-sTqag, rqlScova, 

and aXoucri'av (1. 9) may correspond to qunou pscnomv (1. 6 ); in such a case the fragment 

as a whole would be a description of a Pythagorean “feast” in Hades.98 The different 

tone of 11. 7-10, which actually starts from the change of speaker in 1. 5, may indeed 

be due to this second person speaking, who has a low esteem about the Pythagoreans, 

in contrast with the first speaker.

The eschatological account given below refers to a supposed Katabasis of 

Pythagoras himself in the Underworld.99 The first speaker is interrupted by a person 

who behaves like a $copoXo%og (see introduction to fr. 9).

acpvj xaraSag eig rqv dlatrav rcbv narco 

tdaiv axaorovg, hacpaqaiv Tiap/noXv 

roug nuSayoqtorag rcbv vsxqcbv povoicri yaq 

rovroicri t o v  TlXourcova ovaairsTv scprj 
5 di ’ avcraSsiav. :: avxaqr) Ssov Xayaig 

si roTg qmov pacrroTcriv rjbsrai avvcbv

acrhiovcri re 

Xa%ava re xai mvoucriv sm rouroig udcoq *

98 Similar eschatological scenes showing the blessed souls feasting occur in the first half o f  

Aristophanes’ Frogs.

99 Cf. Helm, Lucian und Menipp, 381.
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(pS'sigag d i  x a i  rgi'Sajva t t j v  t ’ aX ovaiav  

1 0  oudsig a v  imo(jLaiv£ie t o j v  veojTSQOJV

7 ecrSioutri re Diog. FP3: om. Diog. BP, Sud. (defectus indicatur in G et M): falsum esse

supplementum, aliorum ciborum nomina ante Xd%ava t s  excidisse censet Von der Muehll ap. D.-Kr. 8  

rs om. Diog. F, del. P3

He said that, when he descended, he looked at every one of the 

Underworld habitants, as to their life-style, and that the Pythagorisers 

were far better than the other dead. For he said that only 

with them does Pluto dine because of 

5 their piety. (B.) What an easy-going god you are speaking of,

since he finds pleasure in keeping company with people full of filth

And not only do they eat vegetables, 

but they also drink water afterwards.

As for the lice, the threadbare cloak and their unwashed state,

10 none of the younger ones could bear them.

i  xara6 aq: In Comedy downward journeys to Hades had previously been brought to 

the stage by both Pherecrates (in Crapataloi) and Aristophanes (in Frogs and 

Gerytades). The subject was still comically exploitable by the time of Lucian, cf. 

Cataplous (and also Dialogues o f  the Dead) . 100 A story about Pythagoras descending 

to Hades must have had its origins into real events from Pythagoras’ own life. 

Diogenes Laertius (8.41) tells us how he spent much time in an underground 

dwelling, while he had told his mother to record all the happening events. When he 

ascended, he went to the Assembly claiming that he had just returned from Hades, and 

recounted what had supposedly happened. Pythagoras was generally believed not only 

to have lived several lives, but also to have retained a clear memory of all of them (cf. 

D.L. 8.5, Iamb. VP 14.63). This privilege was said to have been granted to him by 

Hermes; cf. D.L. 8.4.

100 Rohde {o.c. 280-281) supplies an account o f all stories and myths, which recount a descent to 

Hades.
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3 a rcbv vexQ(bv: Meineke (III.363) thought that “verba rcbv vsxqcbv fortasse rectius cum 

sequentibus coniunguntur”. Kassel-Austin disagree with him, and edit the half stop 

after rcbv vsxqcbv. Indeed, rcbv vsxqcbv is best taken as a separative genitive governed 

from diacpsqstv.m  If we transfer the half stop before rcbv vsxqcbv, as Meineke suggests, 

we have to supply another rcbv vsxqcbv or of ro vro v  or rcbv xdrco, in order to complete 

the meaning.102 Since the text is complete in itself, I cannot see the reason why we 

should alter it.

3 b fiovoirt: The idea of privileged positions near the gods in the Underworld is a 

commonplace in eschatological descriptions. In particular, the term povot; is commonly 

used in mystic contexts to designate the privileges of the initiates; cf. Philetaerus fr. 

17, where the music experts are said to be the only ones who have the right to revel in 

love affairs in Hades.103

The long (Ionic) form - o k t i  is commonly used within Middle Comedy;104 cf. 

Amphis fr. 27.1, Anaxandrides fr. 6.2, Anaxilas fr. 18.6, Antiphanes fr. 1.3, Dionysius 

fr. 1.1, Eubulus fr. 6.3, etc. At times it serves to elevate style, but it can also be used 

simply for metrical convenience. One cannot always say with certainty whether and, 

if so, in what degree the comic poets sought the solemnity and grandeur generated by 

this form. Its accumulated presence in this fragment (rovroim , 1. 4; and pscrroTanv, 1. 

6)105 may have some further significance. Either this is a parody of the epic style p e r  

s e , simply to raise laughter, or the is being ironical and implies that epic

diction is the only appropriate style to speak about the (supposed) solemnity of the 

Pythagoreans. The reccurrence of this form in fr. 9.8 may tell in favour of the latter 

alternative.

101 A partitive genitive is possible but less likely and does not affect the meaning.

102 This transfer produces an oddly postponed yaq (though this is not uncommon in Comedy; cf. 

Denniston GP  96-97).

103 For other passages conveying the same notion o f preferential treatment see on Philetaerus fr. 17.2.

104 Aristophanes too opts for -om  nine times in total (or ten, depending on whether we accept, along 

with MacDowell, the reading fiovom in Ar. V. 1272); cf. Hermippus fr. 25.2 (see K-A ad loc.).

105 Nevertheless, contrast to u to h ;  (1. 8 ). Though there is always the possibility that the last four lines 

come from a different part o f  the play; cf. introduction to the fragment.
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4  ovovireTv: Pythagoreans alone are said to enjoy the table-company of Pluto, because 

of their piety and virtue. This image is parallel to the Orphic “symposium of the 

saints” (ovpnoo-tov rcbv o<ricov), described by Plato in R. 363c-d. Reporting on the 

Orphic gurus Mousaeus and Eumolpus, Plato reports on the Orphic belief that the 

righteous dead were feasted in Hades and given wine forever. A fragment of 

Empedocles records a similar reward for righteousness: the humans who escape the 

circle of re-incamations become table-companions with gods: a&avdrou; aXkomv 

opkorioi, auTOTQans&i (fr. 147.1 DK); cf. Graff, Eleusis und die orphische Dichtung 

Athens in vorhellenistischer Zeit, 98-100. The belief that drinking bouts took place in 

Hades is parodied in Ar. fr. 504.8, and Pherecrates fr. 113.30-31.

There might be an additional resonance in the use of avamraTv. Dining at the 

7tqvtclvbTov featured among Athenian honours. It was a major civic honour that was 

granted to ambassadors (called either ^kvia or barrwov), and for life to victors of the 

Panhellenic Games, as well as to prominent individuals such as Cleon (called
X 106

o-irrjc rig ).

5 - 6  eu%e(n} ... Xkyaiq ... ovvwv: With this (slightly) irreverent reply, the speaker (a 

ficjfioXozos01), prevents the whole situation from getting serious. One possibility is that 

he is genuinely naive. If not, then his aim is to ruin the argument of the previous 

speaker, and ridicule the Pythagorean doctrines. The latter possibility seems more 

likely. As for Akyatg, its present use has many parallels; e.g. Ar. Nu. 204, Av. 1691, Pl. 

705, 992, Alexis frr. 223.12, 224.4, Men. Dysc. 116, etc.108

Here Pluto is treated in a rather light-hearted way. The maltreatment of gods is 

another locus communis of Comedy, and a linking thread between Old and Middle. 

Throughout Aristophanes gods are treated with a certain degree of irreverence. 

Particularly in Birds the gods are brought to their knees; not only is Zeus accused of 

snatching the authority away from the birds (467ff., 480, 1600ff.), but also the gods 

are finally forced to submit to birds’ power (1685), so that the chorus can later 

celebrate (1750-1753). See also Pl. 87: o Zavq pa raur’ adqacav duS’qajnovg (p%vwv

106 Cf. Ar. Eq. 709, sch. on Ar. Eq. 167, 766, Timocles fr. 8.15-19, D. 19.31, 234, Pl. Ap. 36d, Plu. 

970b, etc. See Miller, The Prytaneion, 4-11.

107 See introduction to Aristophon fr. 9.

108 For Xkyeiq with accusative see Headlam on Herod. 6.95, and Oguse REA 67 (1965) 13Iff.
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(Ploutos speaking of his blinding by Zeus), Ra. 740: oorig ys m'vsiv olds xai fitv&Tv povov; 

(referring to Dionysus). See further Sutton, Self and Society in Aristophanes, 35-45; 

Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 19.

7 - 8  scrStovo-f t s  /  Xa%ava rs xai nivoutriv: The sequence rs  ... rs x a i  is unparalleled.109 A 

more natural sequence would be either “scrS'iouai rs  \a% ava x a i  mvovrnv” (first solution) 

or “blank (i.e. saB’iouai deleted ) \a% ava rs x a i  mvovmv'’ (second solution). A closer 

look at the manuscripts of Diogenes Laertius,110 shows that codex B, which is 

considered “the best”, preserves the second solution. In this case Von der Muehll’s 

argument seems reasonable; cf. crit. app. On the other hand, codex P, which is also 

excellent, preserves -  in its third correcting hand -  the first solution. However, 

although both solutions are syntactically correct, none of them satisfies the metre. The 

syntactical awkwardness remains, and Professor Carey suggested to me the alternative 

reading soSioum roi, which removes the first rs.

On balance, I am inclined not to change the manuscript text. Though the 

sequence of particles is unparalleled, it satisfies metre and yields good sense; the first 

rs is connective, and the following rs x a i  mean both / and.

io  t u ) v  v s ( i ) t s q ( d v :  This collective -  and somewhat indefinite -  reference to a group of 

young people is a recurring motif within both Middle and New Comedy, and also in 

some Latin adaptations by Plautus. See Anaxandrides fr. 34.6, Antiphanes fr. 193.10, 

Xenarchus fr. 4.2, Alexis fr. 183.1, Philemon fr. 3.5, Plaut. Capt. 69 and Men. 77. The 

vswrsQ ot are also mentioned once by Aristophanes (V. 1101). The very first reference 

to a company of youngsters (vsoi)  is made by Homer, Od. 18.6. Two patterns are 

discernible here: in Homer, Antiphanes, Alexis, and Plautus, the vsqjtsqoi are said to 

assign a nickname to a person, while in the other cases, as well as in the present 

fragment, it is their habits and practices that are in focus. The first attempt to interpret 

this term was made in 1886 by van Herwerden, who recognised here some “iuvenes 

elegantiores (i giovanotti), qui genio indulgentes convivia et lupanaria frequentarent,

109 The cases noted by Denniston GP  512-515 are close but essentially different.

110 For a discussion o f the manuscripts o f Diogenes Laertius see on Amphis fr. 13.2.
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non tantum aetate iuniores sed imprimis spiritu, qui omnibus iis fruerentur quae 

iuvenili aetate congruerent”.111 Millis p. 135 agrees; see also Amott p. 543.

In the present fragment the v s w t s q o i  may be a reference to a younger 

generation of Pythagoreans, who refuse the weird practices of the older. A

comparison between younger and older is not impossible given the reference to the
/ * 1 1 2  

7taXat ttots Pythagoreans in fr. 9.1. Though not entirely impossible, I consider this

interpretation less likely, given that in all the passages mentioned above (apart from

Homer) the term vswregot appears to have the same meaning, the one noted by van

Herwerden I.e. In Comedy and elsewhere113 vswregoi implies the generational gap

(which stands out as a marked feature of Athenian society from ca. the 420s

onwards), and in turn the common cultural assumption -  at least among the old -  that

the young are lazy, self-indulgent, or pampered.114 This idea probably underlies the

use of the term vswrsgot in the present fragment as well. It is only natural that young

people prone to indulgence would despise the pretentious and ascetic Pythagorean

lifestyle.

OiXajvtdyq (fr. 13)
A certain Philonides is repeatedly parodied throughout Comedy; e.g. Ar. Pl. 

303-305 (with sch. ad loc.), Theopompus fr. 5, Plato fr. 65, Nicochares fr. 4, and 

Philyllius fr. 22. Both the ancient commentators and the modem scholars agree that 

this is the rich man Philonides of Melite {PA 14907). Hanow was the first to identify 

this Philonides with the title figure of Aristophon’s play.115 In Comedy Philonides is 

portrayed as swinish and gluttonous, patron to a number of parasites, also known to

111 Mnemosyne 14 (1886) 183-184.

112 The only evidence for marked chronological shifts in the nature o f  Pythagoreanism comes from 

Aristoxenus frr. 18, 19 (see introduction to the play). However, this evidence suggests exactly the 

opposite; for Aristoxenus it is the younger generation o f  Pythagoreans who practise superstitious 

abstinences, and not the older ones, as the present fragment suggests.

113 E.g. Th. 6.12.2, Isoc. Areop. 48, etc.

114 Cf. Strauss, Fathers and Sons in Athens, 136-148.

115 Exercitationum criticarum in comicos Graecos liber primus, 29; cf. Bergk, Commentationum de 

Reliquiis Comoediae Atticae Antiquae, 400ff.
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have had an affair with the famous courtesan Lais116 (cf. sch. on Ar. Pl. 179). Hanow 

(o.c. 30) dates Philonides’ lifetime between ca. 420-17 and 352-49 B.C. Breitenbach 

notes that Philonides’ death is set so late by Hanow because of Aristophon’s present 

play, given that the latter is known to have won his first victory sometime between 

358 and 350 B.C. (cf. introduction to Aristophon). Breitenbach (Titulorum 30) traces 

some vital evidence in Demosthenes 30 Against Onetor, where on several occasions 

(§§4, 7, 33) we hear that Onetor, Philonides’ son, is now in possession of his father’s 

property and was supposed to supply his sister with a dowry upon her marriage that 

took place in the month of Skirophorion of the year 366 B.C. (§15). Based on this 

evidence Breitenbach concludes that Philonides must have died and the present play
117must have been composed before 366 B.C. I consider Breitenbach’s arguments to 

be convincing.

Bon viveurs, like Philonides, are often satirised in Comedy; cf. the mockery of 

Morychus in Ar. Ach. 887, Pax 1008, V. 506, 1142, Plato fr. 114, and Teleclides fr. 

12. What is particularly interesting in the case of Aristophon’s is that the

whole play seems to have been dedicated to this individual. Of course, there are plays 

that revolve around a single figure, and this is particularly common during the period 

of Old Comedy; e.g. Aristophanes’ Knights (satire of Cleon), Plato’s Cleophon (satire 

of the homonymous Athenian general; cf. test, iii K.-A.), etc.118 Kallias, satirised by 

Eupolis in Kolakes as wealthy and extravagant, is perhaps the closest parallel to 

Aristophon’s satire of Philonides. Still, the latter case is different, in that the targeted 

individual becomes the title figure. If, as widely supposed, this Philonides is identical 

with the historical rich man (see above), then this is the only known play that is 

named after and deals with a real-life glutton, or, to put it in Sommerstein’s words, 

with an “idol o f  the dinner-table”.119

116 See on Philetaerus fr. 9.4.

117 As to the long chronological interval between this date and Aristophon’s first victory, Breitenbach 

(o.c. 31) supplies the parallel case o f  Timocles, first mentioned as victorious in 322/1 but being already 

active before 340 B.C. Cf. also the case o f  Isocrates (probably already writing around 410 B.C., and 

still writing in 338 B.C.).

118 Sommerstein lists thirteen cases where a play deals throughout -  or in most part -  with a particular 

individual (CQ 46 ii n.s. [1996] 334-335).

119 o.c. 330-331.
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The fragment below is cited by Athenaeus XI 472c-d, within a discussion 

about a specific kind of a wine cup called ByqixXaiog. 120 Kassel-Austin a d  loc. suggest 

that the speaker is a female ex-slave, recently granted her freedom. This act was 

sanctified by wine consumption, and not by the traditional ritual of drinking from the 

so-called “water of freedom” (aXauSaqiov vdcoq). Pausanias 2.17.1 tells us that this 

appellation, W ater o f  F re e d o m , was given to a stream that flowed by the Heraeum, the 

temple of Hera, fifteen stades away from Mycenae. Pausanias does not say whether 

freed slaves used to drink from this water, as part of an established ritual. We are 

lucky to possess additional information about a spring in Argos, from where the freed 

slaves used to drink: av ’A gyai ano rijg Kuvddqag mvovai xq fvyg  (o !) aXaubaqovfiavoi rcbv 

otxarcbv (Hsch. s.v. aXavSaqiov udwq\ cf. Eust. a d  O d. 13.408, and Pausanias Attic s.v. 

Kuvafiga). The existence of a comparable ritual at Athens is attested by Antiphanes fr. 

26, where a female slave swears by this water. In the present fragment the element of 

naqa ngocrdoxiav is at work. The comic poet replaces the traditional water with wine, 

with reference to women’s passion for drinking, a motif that Middle Comedy 

inherited from Old. Aristophanes calls women noricrrarai (T h . 735), and there are 

several other passages where women are satirised for their fondness for wine; e.g. Ec. 

132-133, Lys. 114, etc. In Middle Comedy the same motif reappears in Xenarchus fr. 

5, where a female slave’s wish is to drink the aXevS-aqtov olvov before dying.

In the absence of any evidence to the opposite, a reasonable assumption is that 

the ex-master of the speaking character is the title-flgure of Philonides. The woman 

seems to be conversing with another person, to whom, according to Kassel, belongs 

the second half of 1. 4. She speaks in trochaic tetrameters, i.e. in a metre not 

particularly common in Comedy after Aristophanes. Aristophon employs this metre 

twice in the surviving fragments; here and in fr. 5. Whereas in fr. 5, as well as in other
191comic passages, it is easy to discern the reason why the trochaic tetrameter is used, 

the reason that calls for trochaic tetrameter here is not detectable at first sight. None 

the less, I would like to suggest that here the trochaic tetrameter combines with what
199Nesselrath calls “dithyrambische Sprache”, to communicate the heightened

120 See on Theophilus fr. 2.2.

121 Generally for a special effect; cf. General Introduction p. 27.

122 MK 253; cf. introduction to Ampins’ AiSvgo/iBog.
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emotional state of the speaker. The slave celebrates her release, and does so in a most 

exuberant way.

— roiyaqouv a/aoi fiav aqrlaji; o ^aoiror'rjg 

di ’ aqsrijv t o j v  ByqixXaicov auxuxXcorov aoirtda, 

vnaqacpql^ovaav, rqucpaxrav, Y(rov icro) xaxqafiav'rjv,

Trqcxrcp&qoDV kdcoxav  ::  oI(&ai, %q/qo~ro t t ] t o $  o v v a x a .  : :

5 e h ’ aXauS’iqav acpijxa fi<nrri(ra<; aqqcofiavcog

4 dist. Kassel, verba interlocutoris ironice assentientis seiungens

For that very reason my master lately, because of my 

excellence, gave me the beautifully rounded shield of thericleians; 

he brought it to me foaming over the brim, dainty, 

mixed half-and-half. (B.) As a reward for honesty, I suppose.

5 (A.) He then let me go free, having soused me overwhelmingly in wine

2 , 4  tii’ aqarTjv - zgrjororrjro^ ovvexa: The virtue of slaves is sometimes commemorated 

on stelai; e.g. IG II.3 3111: CE)vB-a^(a) yij xara%ai rh fyv  naifiwv Aioyalrov ax 

riaXonovvr)(rou TVjvda hxaiorarTjv. MaXi%a KuBvjqi'a; ibid. 4050: flaldaucrig t i't S vj zqqoTr}', 

ibid. 4109: ftuqqi'zv rqocpog zgyorv).

2  rtbv SyqixXeitov avxvxXwrov axmiha: The “well rounded shield” is a metaphor for the 

wine cup. The spherical form was not a standard characteristic of the Thericleians, for 

the latter came in a variety of shapes. The metaphorical use of military terms to 

designate symposion equipment is a recurring motif in Comedy. From early on in 

Greek literature there has been a tendency to compare / contrast the spheres of 

feasting and war; cf. Archilochus ff. 2 West: av $oqi fiav pot fia^a fiafiayfiavT), av foql <$’ 

olvoq /  ’Io-fiaqixof mva) <$’ av fioqi xaxXifiavog. Both Xenophanes (ff. B1 West) and 

Anacreon (fr. 116 Edmonds) disapprove of recounting battles and violent fighting 

stories at a symposion. Theognis uses the verb Sajqyo-o-aiv (lit. to arm oneself) with the 

sense of getting drunk (11. 413, 470 Theognidea, West). The verb recurs with the same

123 Cf. Dionysius fr. 5, Alexis fr. 124, Dioxippus fr. 5.
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metaphorical meaning in Pindar (fr. 72.1), and also in Aristophanes (Ach. 1135, Pax 

1286). Within Middle Comedy the most outstanding passage is probably 

Mnesimachus fr. 7, where foodstuffs and other symposion items are grotesquely 

substituted with weapons (see comm, ad loc.); cf. Dionysius fr. 3.5. The trend is later 

picked up by Latin Comedy.124 In the present fragment, the particular substitution of a 

drinking cup with a shield could be interpreted as belonging to this motif, and is 

apparently based on the assumption that the audience knew their tragedies too; cf. A. 

Th. 489 acmtdog xvxXov Xs'yco, ibid. 642 av xvxXov adxog, etc. It seems that there is a 

particular connection and a semantic interrelation between shields and wine cups in 

several texts. Aristotle, within his analysis of “metaphors by analogy”, gives this 

interchange of equipment as an example: eget t t jv  cpidAqv dcmi'da Aiovvcrov xai to)v  

acmida (piaXojv Ageux; (Po. 1457b 21); cf. Id. Rh. 1407a 16, 1412b 35. In lyric poetry 

Timotheus (fr. 797 PMG) and in comedy Antiphanes (fr. 110) and Anaxandrides (fr. 

82), all use this metaphor. It could be argued that the shield, standing for manliness, 

and the drinking cup, symbolising the joys of peace, encapsulate the contrasting 

worlds of war and feasting.

It is interesting that euxuxXwTog appears only here and in Eubulus fr. 56.4. 

Instead, the usually employed adjective is euxuxXog; e.g. X. Cyn. 9.12.3, Ar. Th. 968, 

etc. Wilamowitz (on E. HF  290) notices a certain tendency within poetry to form 

secondary adjectives ending in -rof, parallel to the genuinely verbal ones that end in 

either -o$ or -fc . Indeed, there is a remarkably long list of such doublets; e.g. 

xaXXInvqyog (E. Ba. 1202) and xaXXmugyojrog (ibid. 19); acpoSog (E. Ph. 236) and 

d(po&Y]To<; (S. OT 885), etc.126 Apart from the apparent metrical requirements, 

Wilamowitz discerns a decorative function (“schmuck”) in the formation of these
197pseudo-verbal adjectives, as Pearson calls them.

3 a imegacpgt̂ ovo-av: The image of wine foaming over the brim of a Thericleian cup is 

paralleled several times in Middle Comedy; see further on Theophilus fr. 2.3. But see 

also Hunter on Eubulus fr. 56.

124 See introduction to Mnesimachus fr. 7.

125 Cf. Nesselrath MK  277-278.

126 See Wilamowitz I.e. for more examples o f  such doublets.

127 On S. fr. 819 TGF. See also his notes on frr. 249, 825, 970, and 1014.
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3 b TQvcpaxrav: dainty, delicate; a sign of luxuriousness and sumptuousness that adds to 

the idea that the master has really pampered his slave. Cf. Antiphanes fr. 55.8-10 

( $ q o / j ,6o v  ... r qucpwvra), Alcaeus fr. 2.2 (aqrot rqvcpajvreq).

3 c Ttrov urq) xexqa/ievyv: A mixture containing water and wine in equal proportions was 

considered a rather strong blend; cf. sch. on Ar. Pl. 1132: §c o g o r e q o v  t o  t o i o v t o  xqaqLa. 

Indeed, there is a relevant warning by the doctor Mnesitheus: k a v  8 ’ i a o v  i'crq) nqocrcpkq'fl, 

p a v l a v  n o i s T (com. adesp. fr. 101.12 K.-A.). When the blend is specified, there is often 

a point (cf. Ar. Ach. 75, with reference to the Persian habits). Here the reason for such 

a strong blend must be the occasion of the slave’s release; the changing of her status is 

a cause for real celebration; cf. the use of the trochaic tetrameter (see introduction to 

the fragment).

The Scholiast on Ar. Eq. 1187 claims that the best mixture is two parts of wine 

with three parts of water (see van Leeuwen’s thorough note a d  loc.). Athenaeus 

(426b-427c, 430d-431b) cites several fragments, mainly from Comedy, which tell us 

of a wide range of possible mixtures, varying in strength; cf. Plu. Mor. 657b-d. 

Hesiod {Op. 596) recommends a rather sober mixture consisting of three parts of 

water and one part of wine, which Plutarch calls a v q c p a h io g  x a i  a d g a v i j g  x q a c n g  (657c). 

This, along with the five parts water and two parts wine mixture, were considered the 

most temperate blends; cf. Ath. X 426e: tj y a q  b v o  n q o q  -n k v r e  m v e i v  <pacri b&7v rj e v a  rtqoq  

rqsi<;. See Wilkins o.c. 216-218.

4  o l p a i ,  xqrjorcrrrjTog ovvexa: Here Kassel discerned a change of speaker, who 

comments ironically upon the freedwoman’s words. It is true that o l p a i  is sometimes 

used with some irony; e.g. Ar. Nu. 1111-1112: x o p i e T  t o v t o v  crocp icn-qv h f y o v .  /  d)% gbv  

( i e v  o v v  o l(La 'i y e  x a i  x a x o b a ' i p o v a .  However, elsewhere o f p a i  seems to be more of a 

genuine comment, e.g. Ar. Pax 1286, Av. 75, Eupolis fr. 385, etc. Hence, it is not 

inevitable that the present remark is ironic; instead, it could be that the second speaker 

genuinely acknowledges the fact that the freedwoman is being rewarded for her 

virtue, cf. $ 1’ a q e r ^ v  (1. 2); the repetition may be emphatic. Some support for Kassel’s 

evaluation may be found in the phrase z q ^ o r o r ^ r o ^  o v v e x a , which recurs three more 

times: in Timocles fr. 8.17, a dedicatory epigram of the mid-third century A.D. {%.
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e(vex&v\ 953.1 Kaibel = IG II2 3767), and Lib. Ep. 1123.3 {%. ehexa). In Timocles’ 

fragment the reference is to parasites and one might suggest that the remark is ironic. 

But with the context lost the tone remains ambiguous for us.

Whether ironical or not, the choice of this particular noun (zeyoToryg) in our 

fragment may bear some further relation to the status of this woman as an ex-slave. 

Schulze (Kleine Schriften 420-421) shows that in Attic inscriptions the epithet 

ZQyoTosry occurs exclusively when the person described as such either is a slave or 

was bom as one.

5 a ^aTTTttrag: fbmrri^a) is used here metaphorically. The meaning is that the master gave 

the slave so much wine, that he got her completely drunk; cf. LSJ suppl. s.v. The 

image of someone being drenched in wine, as a means of expressing the status of 

drunkenness, is elsewhere also generated with either (3a7m'^aj or /3gszco; cf. Eubulus fr. 

123.2 (fisGgsj'pevog vjxa) xai xexaj^ajvio-psvog), PI. Smp. 176b {Q̂ orrajvTjv riva rijg noaeajg' 

xai jaq avrog elpi tojv z^sg fieBaTmo-pavujv), Anacreont. fr. 6.4 Edmonds {eSaTmo-’ sig 

tov oTvov), Ath. V 221 a (fieSaTmoSai re rq) axgaraj), etc.

5 b eggtofisvtog: icr%ugajgf suoSsvcbg (Suda s 3066). Elsewhere this adverb is used with 

verbs such as nQoSaiva) (Ar. V. 230), Xotdoga) (Men. Ep. 899), eoSlco (Critias fr. 32 DK), 

etc. In the present fragment it is innovatively used with reference to Pairr'io-ag, the 

point being that the master got the slave utterly drunk (see on previous note).
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DIONYSIUS
Dionysius lived and flourished in the early second half of the fourth century 

B.C. He originated from the Greek town of Sinope in the Euxine Sea.1 He won his 

first victory at the Lenaia between the years 339 and 332 B.C.; cf. IG II2 2325.153; 

Capps, AJPh 28 (1907) 188; RE V 1 s.v. Dionysios nr. 105.

AxovTi&fjLevoc; (fr. 1)

The title denotes a person hit / wounded by a javelin (axovrtov). Antiphanes 

wrote an ’AxovTitjofi£v% and Naevius may have used Dionysius’ play as a model for his 

Acontizomenos. If the present title is anything to go by, Dionysius’ play probably 

dealt with an incident involving someone being hit and wounded by a javelin. 

However, the context of such an accident remains unknown. It could be either 

athletics,3 hunting, or a war campaign. If I am correct below to recognise a link with 

Egypt, the latter possibility starts looking the most promising one. A good parallel is 

Anaxandrides fr. 40, which echoes the Satraps’ revolt and the military support 

provided by the Athenian general Chabrias to the king of Egypt Tachos against the 

Persians in 360 B.C.4 (see Webster SLGC 40, and Millis ad loc.). It is a possibility 

that Dionysius’ play too related to these events.5 If so, this is another instance where 

Middle Comedy retains the political interest of Old Comedy.6

The following fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIV 664d, who tells us that the 

speaker is a cook; this of course is obvious from the text itself (cf. ttoicov) .

1 Alexis (cf. Amott pp. 11-13), Apollodorus o f Carystus, Diodorus, Philemon, etc. were also non- 

Athenians. See introduction to Amphis.

2 See Konstantakos pp. 63-64 for plays with participial titles.

3 Cf. Antiphon’s Second Tetralogy, and Plu. Per. 36.3.

4 See PA 15086; cf. D.S. 15.92.2ff., Plu. Ages. 37.

5 The fact that these events came earlier than Dionysius’ prime (see introduction), should not detain us 

long. Timocles, a contemporaiy o f Dionysius (cf. JG II2 2325.153), also parodies the Egyptian 

superstitions (fr. 1). It is possible that after the exploitation o f the theme by both Anaxandrides (fr. 40) 

and Antiphanes (fr. 145), the satire o f the Egyptians became a stock joke, which the comic playwrights 

felt free to re-use.

6 See General Introduction pp. 17-18.
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Kassel-Austin mark lines 2 and 3 as obscura.7 Indeed, at first sight it is 

difficult to understand what the cook is talking about, since the symposion context 

makes a strange combination with the reference to a dead person. A possible means of 

resolution is offered by ancient evidence about an Egyptian custom. Allusions to 

Egyptian superstitions and generally to aspects of Egyptian culture that sounded 

paradoxical to the Athenians recur frequently and even acquire the dimensions of a 

topos within Middle Comedy; cf. Anaxandrides fr. 40, Antiphanes fr. 145, Timocles 

fr. 1 .1 would argue for a parallel case in the present fragment. It is my conviction that 

the cook refers to the Egyptian custom described at Hdt. 2.78, according to which at 

the end of a rich symposion, a wooden image of a corpse was carried around in a 

coffin, as a reminder to the banqueters of their mortality: kv be rjjai ovvouo-'i'flm roTtrt 

evbaifiocri aurcbv (i.e. the Egyptians), kireav ano be'nrvov ykvajvrat, neqapsqei dvbjq vexqov kv 

(toqu) §vXtvov 7T£7TOi7jfj,kvov ... beixvug be kxaoTtq T(bv ovfLTTorkcov Xkyei "’Eg rovrov oqeojv mve 

rs xai tsq t t su ’ etreat yaq anoS’avajv roiourog." Plutarch (Mor. 148a-b, 357f) and Lucian 

(Luct. 21) also testify to the practise of this custom by the Egyptians; cf. Petr. Sat. 34. 

See Montet, Everyday Life in Egypt in the Days o f  Ramesses the Great, 98.

The following scenario is probable: the cook, satirising this Egyptian habit, is 

describing his own experiences; having been hired by some Egyptians in the past, he 

would sometimes present this image of a dead with a dish o f food. He implies that it 

was very easy to mistake this statue for a living perosn, since it was placed among 

them, as if it were a real banqueter. Indeed, Lucian I.e. testifies that these images were 

not only carried around and exhibited to the banqueters, but they were also made 

actual guests at table: rov vexqov ovvbenrvov xai ovpTrbrvjv knoirjaaro.9

The cook is being boastful,10 in a manner reminiscent of the Ambassador in 

Aristophanes’ Acharnians 68-89; cf. Hdt. 1.133. Both the present cook and the 

Aristophanic Ambassador are reporting tall tales that are meant to sound quite

7 Cf. Giannini, A cm e  13 (1960) 162.

8 Or a mummified body; cf. Luc. Luct. 21 : ^qdvag  tov vbxqov.

9 This procedure is perhaps parallel to the custom o f Seo&via (lec tis tern iu m ), where gods were hosted at 

symposia. Reliefs and / or vase paintings o f gods made the divine presence felt, and also a couch was 

reserved empty especially for the god hosted; c f  sch. 67c on Pi. O. 3. See Famell on Pi. O. 3.1, and 

Burkert, G reek  R elig ion , 107.

10 This is a typical trait o f  the cook-figure in Comedy; cf. General Introduction p. 19, and introduction 

to Dionysius ff. 2.
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implausible to Greek ears. A parallel passage is Mnesimachus fr. 7 (see introduction 

ad loc.).

The cook is addressing either the audience or another comic character. 

Whatever the case, the pronoun rovrotm does not necessarily mean that any Egyptians 

were present on stage (see further below).

Nevertheless, this is not the only possible interpretation of this fragment. 

Some further possibilities present themselves:

i. The word vexqov could simply be a joke about someone who is lethargic or pale or 

skinny or stylistically frigid (if a writer), and who is therefore presented as dead. Cf. 

the case of Chairephon in Ar. Nu. 503-504: (Xa>.) ovdev dioicrstg Xatgscpajprog ttjp  cpvcriv. 

/  (2>r.) ot'iioi xaxodai(L(i)v, vjfitSvfa yev'fjo-ofiar, cf. ibid. 103-104. See also the mockery 

against the frigidity of Theognis’ style in Ar. Th. 170, and Ach. 138-140.

ii. A feast at a funeral where the dead person is present might be another possibility, 

which however I consider less likely. We know that the n s g id e n r p o p , i.e. the meal that 

marked the end of mourning, took place at home, not at the grave, after the dead had 

been buried.11 Still, the fragment might refer to a region, presumably a non-Greek 

one, where the dead person is present while the mourners feast.

COOT* Sv 'iOt ’ CUP TOVTOKTl TIOICOV (LdTTV'rjV

o r ts u d c o p  a ( i  ’ sic r'r jp s 'yx a  d ta f ia g r c o p  ( i t a v  

a x c o p  n e g ic p o g a p  r c b v  v a x g c o v  cog t o p  p e x g o p

So that sometimes, while preparing a mattye for these people, 

in my haste and by mistake, I brought in 

unintentionally a dish of dead to the dead

la  TovTotot: The pronoun could refer to people who appeared on stage or simply to
12people already mentioned. If these people were Egyptians (see introduction), I do 

not consider it necessary that they actually appeared on stage. What the pronoun does 

presumably is refer back to people previously identified by the speaker. Although

11 See Kurtz & Boardman, Greek Burial Customs, 146; Wilamowitz, Der Glaube der Hellenen, 1.306. 

Cf. Hegesippus fr. 1.1 I ff , Men. Asp. 233, Id. fr. 270.4.

12 Cf. LSJ s.v. oOrog C.
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Meineke (III. 181-182) suggests that the scene in Anaxandrides fr. 40 was probably 

preceded by the appearance of Egyptian ambassadors on stage, in the present 

fragment the situation seems different; the speaker refers to this event as happening in 

the past from time to time (aytore). Cf. also Ar. Nu. 560, where rouroicri refers to 

Aristophanes’ rivals, who are not present on stage.13

As to the long (non-Attic) form - o kti, see on Aristophon fr. 12.3b.

ib fmrrvTjv: This was a dessert dish. Most of what we know about it comes from the 

passages cited by Athenaeus XIV 662f-664f. According to Artemidorus, this was a 

common term that denoted any kind of rich delicacy (xoivov ticlvtidv ovofia tcov 

noXursXatv sdso-fiarcov', ap. Ath. XIV 663d). It had no standard ingredients; instead, it 

could consist of any kind of food (fish, meat, poultry, vegetables, etc.). It was 

particularly distinguished for its spiciness, and was served as a dessert at the end of 

the main festive meal (emdogmo-fia', cf. Sophilus fr. 5.5). It was presumably of a 

Thessalian origin,14 and became popular in Athens possibly during the Macedonian 

domination.15 Cf. the thorough note of Amott on Alexis fr. 208, and Gow on Macho 

fr. 19.463 (= fr. 1 K.-A.). The fact that this is a dessert dish served at the end of the 

dinner favours my interpretation, since it coincides with the time that the carrying of 

the corpse took place, that is towards the end of the banquet.

2 a e’unjveyxa: Unless Athenaeus is mistaken in identifying the speaker as a cook, not a 

servant, this line indicates that cooks not only cooked dishes, but at times could also 

lay the table and serve the courses. Athenaeus must be right, for there is also internal 

evidence that the speaker actually cooked the dish (cf. noicbv; 1. 1). Similarly, in 

Sosipater fr. 1.45ff. a cook is expected to serve the food as well.

2 b btafULQTOiv: The cook mistakes the image of the dead for a living person.

13 Cf. Smyth §1241.

14 Pollux 6.70 records the variant reading fiaTvXXr), which he calls Maxedovixbv suge/m; cf. Hsch. /a 412, 

and Macho fr. 1 K.-A.

15 If we accept Bentley’s conjecture fLa-mjo\oi%6<; in Ar. Nu. 451 (cf. Dover ad loc.), it follows that 

/ m t t v t } was already known in Athens during the fifth century.
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2c piav: Above I translate p ta v  as an indefinite article, “a dish”. Though not the

commonest meaning, this is still a valid one; cf. LSJ s.v. 4.

3a dxcov: This is a pleonasm, since the speaker has already stated that his gesture was 

unintentional {3iapagrcov).

3b nsgupogav: The present meaning of nsgKpoga is a relatively rare one; that is, a course 

/  dish, carried round at a dinner table (cf. LSJ s.v.). Cf. Poll. 6.55: t o  3s nsgupsgscrB'ai 

Tag psgi3ag nsgicpogav Esvocpcbv covofiaasv (Cyr. 2.2.4); cf. Id. 6.107, Ath. VII 275b, and 

Heraclid. Tarent. ap. Ath. Ill 120c (in plural). This is an ingenious pun between

7Tsgupogd the dish, and nsgKpoga the carrying of the dead.

3c ru)v vsxgtbv: These corpses are certainly not to be understood literally. I would 

argue that what this dish consists of is actually fish . Fishmongers were widely known 

for selling dead and decayed fish, and Comedy had already exploited the subject. In 

the following passage, we probably experience the same pun, with the words t c o v  

vsxgcbv denoting fish: (Ath. VI 225d-e) ori 3s x a i  vsxgoug nw X ovai rovg i%$vg x a i  

(rsoTjTrorag STTKPgpaivsrai b  A vrK pavrjg sv Moi%oTg(fr. 159) 3ia  t o u t q j p ’

oux s o t i v  ov3sv S yglov rcbv i%3viov 

aru% soTsgov' . . .

TOtg i%$uo7T(bAaig roTg xaxwg dnoXovfisvoig 

crTjTTOvf, suiXoi xsifisvo/ 3u’ Tjfisgag 

§  rgsTg. poXig 3 ’ sav t t o t ’ (bvrjrijv rv<pXov 

Xadioor’, s3a)xav rcbv vsxgcbv dvaigsaiv

TOUTW ' . . .

3d cbg t o p  vsxgov: The preposition cog is regularly used with verbs of motion, meaning 

to; cf. LSJ s.v. C.III. The meaning is that the cook, having mistaken the image of a 

dead for a living banqueter, passes him a dish. Here comes the pun, for this dish is a 

dish of dead  (i.e. dead fish, see previous note), which the cook serves to the most 

appropriate recipient, the dead (the image of a dead person).
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0eaiLoyoQOt; (fr. 2)

The title suggests that Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazusae could possibly be an 

antecedent; if so, there is no way to know what the plot / context resemblance was. 

The only surviving fragment is a long speech delivered by a proud cook, and does not 

seem to correspond in any way to the title.

0£<riLo<poQo<; was a cult epithet mainly of Demeter, but it could also apply to 

Dionysus and perhaps to Hestia; cf. D.S. 1.14.4, RE VI A 1 s.v. Thesmophoros. The 

Scholiast of Lucian makes an interesting equation between the festivals of 

Thesmophoria and Arrephoria: Oztrpotpoqta ... ra dz aura xai Aqqrjrotpoqta xaXzhai 

(275.23-276.13 Rabe). Deubner (Attische Feste, 4 Iff.) agrees with Robert {Hermes 20 

[1885] 370ff.) that the Scholiast does regard these festivals as two different ones, but 

what he meant by this equation was probably that these festivals (along with 

Extqotpoqta) shared similar rituals and parallel ways of performance. This structural 

similarity makes Thesmophoria and Arrephoria look much alike in their basic format. 

Despite the claims of Lucian’s Scholiast (276.25-28 Rabe) that the thesmoi denoted 

the laws {vopovf) laid down by Demeter, modem scholars16 have repeatedly argued in 

favour of the hypothesis that the term thesmoi must have also meant -  at least within 

the context of the festival of Thesmophoria -  the miscellaneous objects that women 

threw into pits (/izyaqai), and then retrieved and carried to the altars of Demeter and 

Persephone (these included piglets, models of snakes and of male genitalia, etc.).17

The similarity suggested by the ancient Scholiast and accepted by the modem 

scholars between the Thesmophoria and the Arrephoria opens the possibility that here 

the term ^zapotpoqoq denoted the woman who carried the thesmoi, just as aqqyyoqoq 8 

referred to the young maiden who, during the festival of Arrephoria, carried the sacra 

from the Acropolis down to the sanctuary of Aphrodite in the Gardens (Paus. 1.27.3). 

Such a use for Szo-poyoqoq may have simply not survived in our sources. In favour of 

my hypothesis tells the fact that an isolated cult epithet is unparalleled for a comic 

play’s title. Judging from the available evidence, the title of plays that seem to have

16 See Deubner o.c. 44, 40fT.; Parke, Festivals o f  the Athenians, 84.

17 For further on the festival o f Thesmophoria see Deubner o.c. 50-60; Parke, o.c. 82-88; Brumfield, 

The Attic Festivals o f  Demeter and their Relation to the Agricultural Year, 70-103; Burkert o.c. 242- 

246.

18 Parker notes that the early term was eggycpogog (Athenian Religion, 271, n. 6 6 ).
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dealt with a particular god consists of either the god’s name alone or the god’s name 

along with a supplement; cf. Ephippus’ Agrafiig, Philemo’s AitoXkaiv, Aristomenes’ 

Atovucrog atrxTjr^, Antiphanes’ Acpgodhrjs yova'i, Plato’s Zsug xaxovfisvog, etc. There are 

also some play-titles that look like interesting parallels to the present one; these are 

titles that denote a female related to religion: 7sgeia by Apollodorus (either Gelous or 

Carystius), Oeocpogovfiew) and 1igsta  by Menander.19 Further support to my argument 

comes from the Calendar Frieze (cf. Deubner o .c. 248-256, pi. 34-40). On this frieze 

the festival of Thesmophoria is represented by a woman carrying a basket on her head 

(pi. 35, no. 4). Deubner calls this figure a “Szo-fAocpogtx;oder avrX'grgta'’ (o .c . 250).

Despite the preference for participial titles for plays based on festivals 

(Aristophanes’ 0scr[io(pogta£ou(rai, Philippides’ AtHwvia^ovtrat, Timocles’ 

Atovutriafyvo-ai), it should be stressed that such titles are tendencies, not rules, and it 

does not follow that Dionysius was bound to follow the same pattern. In fact, the title 

0 £o-fio(pogo$, as referring to a female participant of the festival, could indeed reflect 

Dionysius’ desire to remind the audience of Aristophanes’ title, while varying it.

On balance, I suggest that the title of the present play was not meant to signify 

Demeter (or even less Dionysus or Hestia), but rather a woman carrying the thesmoi 

at the Thesmophoria.

In the fragment below, cited by Athenaeus IX 404e-405d, the speaker is an 

arrogant cook. The cook figure is a recurring stereotype of Middle Comedy. The
90 91professional cooks were freemen, who were normally hired on special occasions. 

However, there were others -  of servile status -  who were permanently attached to a
99 •  •particular household. One of their tasks was to preside over sacrifices, and their role

9Tgrew to be regarded as quasi-sacral; this may well explain their pompous nature in

19 Cf. Gomme & Sandbach ad loc. See also Amott on Alexis’ &£o<poqv)to<;.

20 Rankin argues convincingly against Athenaeus’ claim (XIV 658f) that Posidippus’ plays featured 

cooks o f servile status ( The Role o f  the MArEIPOI in the Life o f  the Ancient Greeks, 21).

21 This could be a private occasion (cf. Posidippus fir. 1), or a public festivity (cf. Ath. IV 172f o f the 

sacred rites in Delos; see Rankin o.c. chap. vii).

22 See Berthiaume, Mnemosyne, Suppl. 70 (1982) 74-76.

23 Cf. Ath. XIV 659b, 660a, and also IV 172f sqq. (quoting Apollodorus 244 F 151 FGrH). In Men. 

Kol. fir. 1 a cook undertakes the duties o f a priest. And the cook in Men. Dysc. 646 boasts: IsQonQsm  ̂

ttux; eortv 7)fiu)v i} rkyyq (cf. Gomme & Sandbach ad loc.). For the procedure followed in case o f a 

sacrificial feast, see Blake on Men. Dysc. 548-549. Cf. Berthiaume o.c. 17-43.
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Comedy. However, they did not escape sharp mockery on the grounds of stealing the 

sacrificial meat (cf. Euphro fr. 1). Generally, the presentation of cooks in Comedy 

features certain recurrent patterns; e.g. enlisting their shopping (Alexis fr. 115), 

instructing their assistants (Antiphanes fr. 221), boasting (Alexis fr. 177, Posidippus 

ft. 28).24

The cook of the present fragment engages in a forensic analysis of the essence 

of the cookery art. His interlocutor is a certain Simias (on his identity see on 1. 1). The 

opening of his speech looks like a response to a private tip-off about the identity of an 

expected guest, who is described as someone with a cultivated palate, with much 

experience of good dinners, and who will therefore be a discerning and demanding 

guest. This awaited guest could be an ambassador, a returning soldier, a friend who
• * • 25travelled the world and tried all kinds of delicacies, etc.; the possibilities are many, 

but we have no way of knowing the answer. Although the surviving fragment is long 

enough, the plot of the play remains highly elusive; for the hire of a cook to prepare a 

dinner is a self-contained pattern, an independent unit, which would fit in literally any 

kind of plot featuring a case for celebration.

The speaker, being a professional cook himself, targets the lower-status relish- 

makers (bij/omioi), whom he describes as nearly amateurs. The case is parallel, he says, 

to the difference between a general and a mere leader. A proper chef like him should 

always be well aware in advance of some vital information; that is, the identity of 

both the host and the guests, the place and the time of the dinner.26

Below we have a preparation for a feast. Aristophanes uses regularly the motif 

of (sacrificial) feast toward the end of his plays; cf. Ach. 1085ff, Pax 1016ff., V. 

1299ff. This motif occurs occasionally in Menander too; cf. the end of Dyscolus 

where Getas and Sikon try to persuade Knemon to join the wedding celebrations. This 

is yet another piece of evidence of both the internal continuity and the coherence of 

the comic genre.

trcpodqa / lo t  xexo L Q ia a i, 'Eifi'ia, v<y) roug Szoug, 

rauri Trqoemag' t o v  f ia y e iq o v  sl^kvai

24 See General Introduction p. 19.

25 A feast to entertain a person coming from abroad constitutes a recurring motif in Roman Comedy; cf. 

Plaut. Capt. 768-900.

26 The cook in Diphilus frr. 17, 18 and 42 has similar concerns.
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no Xu bz7 ydg aizl 7rgorzgoy olg (izXXzi noizTv 

to  bsTnvov § to  bzTnvov zyxsiqzl“v notary.

5  a y  ( isv  y d g  ay Tig t o u t ’ eniSXzilyfj {ibvov, 

to v iJ /o v  noiTjoai x a T a  t q o t t o v  nw g bz7, Tt'ya 

TQonoy n aqaS ’zTvai b ’ ij n o r '  ncbg axzudcrai 

< u } flTj TTQotdvjTat TOUTO flTjbz CpqOVTIO-'jf],

ouxzti (idyztgog, biponoiog zon be. 

io  ou TauTO bf zoti touto, noXu birjKXaz&y.

{cog yog) orqaTyyog nag xaXzcb’ og ay XaS'fl 

buvafiiv, o (LZVTOt buvbfizvog xdy nqayiiaaiv 

ayaorqacpvjyai xai biaSXzipai t 'i ttou 

crrgaTVjybg zorty, ijyz^ajy bz SaTzqov,

1 5  ouTcog z<p' rjfLcby axzu ao’a i fiey  vj tz(jlz7v

qbuorfiaS'’ zipvjo-ai t z  x a i  cpuo'dv t o  nug 

0  tu%(T)v b vva iT ’ a y  biponoiog ouy / l o v o v  

z o t i v  0  Toiourog, 0  bz fiayzigog  aXXo t i .  

cruvibz7v Tonoy, cogay, t o v  xaXouyTa, Toy naX iy  

2 0  bzinvouvTa, t t o t z  bz7 x a i  Tty * \%§uy d y o g d a a i,

u — kj — v n avn a  f izy  Xqif/zt (r%zbov 

a iz l  y o g ’ oux a iz l  bz t v j v  t o v t u o v  %aqty 

z%zig bfiotay oub’ ’iWyv t v j v  rjbovqv.

K g xeorgaT og  yzygacpz tz x a i  bo^a^zTat 

2 5  n a g d  tioiv ouTcog cog Xzycov ti ZQ W ifioy.

Ta noXXa b ’ rjyyoqxe xoubz zv Xzyzi. 

til) n d vr’ axovz firjbz navna iidySavz 

t c o v  fiiSXtcoy zcrr ’ z v i o t z  Ta yzygafifizya  

xzyd fiaXXov z t i  t c o v  oubznco yzygafifizycoy- 

30 oub* zarriv zine7v nzgi fiayzigixijg, znei

e rr ’ dgTi'cug {  )

ogov yog oux zo-zqxzy oubz xuqiov 

auTV) b ’ zauTijg zo n  bzonbrrjg. say b ’ 

zv (izv oi> ZQWTi T7) T£%yf)> r ov nijg Tzzvyg 

35  xaigoy b ’ dnoXzo-'flg, naqanbXooXzv vj Tzxyr).

(Hi.) ayS’gconz, fizyag zl. (A.) TOUToyi b \ oy agTicog 

zcprqg zxovTa nz7gav rjxztv noXuTzXdov 

noXXdov tz  bzinvoov, zniXaS’zo’B’ai, Hifii'a,
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rcavTQJv notqaru), S-qTov av dst'̂ co (idvov 

4 0  naqaS'dj ( rs} fisrrwov o£ov auqa; Am xij;. 

it; dvrkiat; rjxovra xai 7 'ifiovr' art 

cpoqrrjyixcbv fiot fiqiofidrcov xdytovia; 

rrjfij] TTOt'fjO’Q) vvoTaaat naqoij/i'di

8  init. dsi, Meineke ap. Dind.: av Edmonds 11 (co; yaq} orq. Kock, Madvig Adv. Ill p. 64: orq. A: 

13 t !  nou Mus.: t i  nod A: t o  ndv Bothe: 21 (ou t o v  t v %6v to i;) suppl. Dobree: (fiovog nscpvxev) Kock: (sd 

olds- ravTa> Richards p. 8 8  2 8  obelon posuerunt K.-A.: tco v  0ial(ov A: tco v  0i6X'nov Valck. (teste

Peppink Obs. p. 59), Madvig: tcov  yAtStcov Emperius p. 349: (a }  tco v  Idiancov Meineke (a addiderat 

Villebrune; a tco v  0 s 6 t)A cov Nauck Phil. 6  [1851] 420) -s o t ’ s v i 'o t s  t o . 'ysyqafifisva Madvig: s o t ’ s v i 'o t s  tcc 

'ys'yq. lacobi ap. Meineke V 1 p. 93: so$’ svsxa rd ysyqa^ifisva A 2 9  obelon posuerunt K.-A.: r\ ore yv 

oudsnco ysyqafifMsva A: xsvd fidAAov s t i  tcov oudsnco ysyqa/i/isvcov- lacobi: s o t i v  7] oud. yeyq. Meineke ed. 

min. 32  obelon posuerunt K.-A.: od 0 xaiqoq A: oudi xuqiov Meineke: ovd’ 0 xvqio\; Dindorf ( 0  xuqtog iam 

Schweigh.) 42 xdycovlag Fritzsche 1857/58 p. 8 : dycoviaig A (dycovlac' K.-A.): -at; Meineke Men. et

Phil. p. xvii (“possis etiam -a /”): dydi'a; Herw. Mnem. 19 (1891) 210: xai vauTi'a; Blaydes Adv. II p.

173 vuordoai A: nomwoai “vel aliquid eiusmodi” Kock

You have done me a great favour, Simias, by the gods, 

by warning me on this very issue; for the cook must always 

know for whom is about to prepare the dinner well in advance 

before he undertakes preparing the dinner.

5 If one concentrates only at this one aspect,

how he should prepare the dish duly, 

but he neither takes thought of nor is concerned about 

how he sould serve it up, or when, or how to dress it, 

then he is no longer a cook, but rather a relish-maker.

10 This is not the same thing, it is far different.

For just like everyone can be called a general, if he receives

authority, but only he who is able to rally even in 

difficulties, and see clearly some [strategem/way/means] somehow 

is a general, whereas the other is a leader,

15 likewise, concerning our profession, any chance person could

prepare some food, carve, boil sauces, 

and blow the fire; only that such a person is a relish-maker, 

while the cook is something different;
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this is knowing well the place, the season, the host, and again 

20 the guest, when and which fish to buy,

....................... for you can get everything nearly

always; but not always will you get the same delight 

from these (dishes) nor the equal pleasure.

Archestratus has written on this subject and is held in honour 

25 by some people so much, as if he was saying anything useful.

Instead, he is ignorant of most things, and speaks nonsense.

Neither do listen to everything, nor do learn everything that is written 

in the books; sometimes what has been written down 

is even more void than what has not yet been written.

30 No, you can’t talk about cookery, for

recently sa id ...............................................................

For cookery has experienced no limits and no authority, 

but is the master of itself. If now 

you carry on the art well, but you miss 

35 the critical time of it, the art perishes along.

(Sim.) Man, you are great! (A.) And as for that one, who, 

as you said, has just arrived having experience of many 

and costly banquets, I will make him forget them all,

Simias, if only I display a stuffed fig leaf,

40 and serve up a dinner smelling Attic scent.

Coming to me from the bilge, and still full 

of cargo ship provisions and fretfulness,

I will leave him gaping in surprise with my side-dish

ia  Eifita: The name Simias seems to have been reserved for slaves. A slave with this
97name is mentioned in Plautus’ Pseudolus (act IV). A certain Simias is also 

mentioned in Men. Epit. 630, and Webster (SM  36) convincingly argues that this 

character too must have been a slave. Likewise, in the present fragment Simias is 

probably not the master himself, not only because of his name, but also because he is

27 O f course, it is possible that Plautus simply copied a slave’s name that he found in Menander.

28 The cook Simias in Men. fr. 409.5 could be a ffeedman (cf. crit. app. ad loc.).
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presented as a rather naive figure, who is easily impressed by the braggadocio of the 

cook (cf. 1. 36). But there is a number of other possibilities regarding his identity. He 

could be the cook’s either assistant or pupil, or else a household slave. It has been 

observed that a scene presenting a conversation between the cook and the hirer -  or 

the hirer’s slave(s) - ,  as they first enter the hirer’s house is a topos in Middle and New 

Comedy.29 Accordingly, Simias could be the slave of the master who hired the cook. 

If the cook is responding to a tip-off (cf. introduction to the play), this would suggest
30indeed a household slave.

ib vij rovg Seoug: This oath constitutes the third metron of the iambic trimeter, and 

provides a convenient ending to the line. Indeed, its occurrence at line-end is not 

uncommon; cf. Ar. Nu. 1272, Heniochus fr. 4.1, Men. Dysc. 592, etc. For the word- 

order of oaths in general, see Dover CQ 35 n.s. (1985) 328ff.

2  ngoeinag: Second aorist stem e’nr- combines with first aorist termination -ag to form 

the participle smog. Despite being long used in non-comic texts, it occurs only two 

more times in Comedy: Demonicus fr. 1.3 and Philemo fr. 43.3. See Lautensach, Die 

Aoriste bei den attischen Tragi kern und Komi kern, 112-113.

3  ydg: The normal position of ydg in a clause is the second. However, here it occupies 

the sixth position, while in 1. 22 ydg is the last word of the clause. In Comedy, and 

particularly in Middle and New, the postponement of ydg becomes a common 

phenomenon; cf. Antiphanes fr. 210.7, Diphilus fr. 60.3, Men. Dysc. 332, etc. See 

Dover o.c. 338-339 for a fuller list, and also Denniston GP 95-98.

3  ff.:  The style of these lines is particularly elaborate. The cook is setting himself up 

as a guru of the cookery art. He employs a pompous style and seeks to establish 

himself as an erudite and a big expert in this field. His language is so exact, and the 

terms that he uses are so specific, that one could perhaps argue that they recall the 

passion of the sophist Prodicus for ogS-orrjra ovofidrcov and ogSoairsiav, i.e. the use of

29 Cf. Alexis fr. 177 (with Amott ad loc.), Men. Dysc. 393ff., and Dohm, Mageiros, 137ff.

30 For friendly relations between cook and slave see Men. Epit. init.
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accurate words.31 It is not surprising that a comic poet makes one of his characters 

speak like a sophist (all the more that it is a character claiming to be an expert), for
32the sophists’ style had a great impact on a number of authors.

ya naga^sTvai: iraQart^rjpi is the standard verb normally used with reference to food 

serving. It appears already in Homer with this meaning; e.g. 11. 23.810, Od. 1.192 (cf. 

LSJ s.v. lb). In Comedy it occurs as early as Epicharmus (fr. 158.4); cf. Ar. Ec. 675, 

Pherecrates fr. 125, Aristophon fr. 9.8, etc. See also the thorough notes by Olson on 

Ar. Ach. 85, and by Amott on Alexis fr. 98.2.

yb nor*: For the sense of the right time see on 1. 35.

yc ax&vdaai: In food contexts the verb axeud^uj has the technical meaning of preparing

or dressing the food (cf. LSJ s.v.); cf. Ar. Eq. 53, Alexis fr. 153.6, Philemo fr. 82.2,

etc.

8  <v}  ... (pQovrloy: As to the first syllable, I prefer Edmonds’ suggestion (av) to 

Meineke’s (hi). The former not only corresponds to 1. 5, but also introduces the 

hypothesis of 1. 8, whereas the latter refers back to (rxauacrai and supplies the text with 

a second, semantically unnecessary, hT (there is already one in 1. 6). Instead of av, one 

could perhaps suggest xdv, which I consider better, since it gives a connective.

The verb (pgovrî a) takes here the accusative. Priscianus (Inst. Gramm. 18.305) 

testifies to the multiple syntax possibilities of this verb in the Attic dialect; with 

genitive, accusative, or with prepositions. However, with the current meaning (i.e. to 

be concerned about) accusative is less frequent (see LSJ s.v. II.2); cf. Eupolis fr. 

386.3, Cratinus fr. 355, Men. fr. 241.

9  payeiqoq - oij/tmoiog: The speaker rates the status of a professional chef far above that 

of a simple cook. He shows a certain contempt towards the latter, as if he was an 

amateur, without any knowledge at all about the cookery art. This terminological

31 Cf. PI. Cra. 384b. See Guthrie, A History o f  Greek Philosophy, III.205 n. 2, 274-280.

32 Even Cleon’s speech in Th. 3.37-40 features the influence o f the sophists; cf. Guthrie o.c. III.273- 

274.
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distinction reflects a competitive spirit that is reminiscent yet again of the sophistic 

tradition (see on 11. 3ff.).

The distinction probably reflects actual hierarchies that existed in fourth 

century Athens. There were various categories of cooking related personnel, each one 

charged with different duties regarding the preparation of a dinner; e.g. dgroxcmog 

(Hdt. 9.82), oQTOTioiog (X. Cyr. 5.5.39), crironoiog (PI. Grg. 517d), TQans&Trotog 

(Antiphanes fr. 150), etc. Plato (R. 373c) distinguishes between a (idyeiqog and an 

oiponotog. In Comedy the mutual denigration among the different categories constitutes
33a recurring motif; e.g. Men. Dysc. 647.

It appears that the oiponoiog was the person charged with cooking / preparing 

the oif/a, i.e. the fish.34 This is exactly the task that Alexis assigns to him: t o v  oi/zonoiov 

o-xsuaaai XQ7!0'r<*>g pbvov /  Set rouipov, aXko ouMv (fr. 153.6-7; cf. Amott ad loc.). 

However, a note of caution is in order, for “in ordinary life the demarcations were not 

strictly drawn” (Amott p. 313), and the two terms, pdyeiqog and oiponotog, could be 

employed interchangeably; cf. Poll. 7.26. See further Berthiaume o.c. 76-77, Amott’s 

introduction to Alexis’ Kqdrsia, and his commentary on Alexis fr. 140.15-16.

10 dir)X\a,%Ev: The verb diaXkd<r<ra) is used here absolutely. The active pluperfect is 

scarcely used; it occurs rarely and only in later texts; e.g. Posidonius fr. 127.4 Theiler, 

D.S. 33.28b.4, etc. Its usage by Dionysius in the present passage seems to be the 

earliest surviving testimony of the form.

11 <(og yaq) ... oTqaTyyog: This is a ovyxqurig / comparatio35 between a general and a 

cook. The focus is placed on the extra abilities that constitute the defining attributes of 

both a real general and a real cook (as opposed to a leader and a relish-maker 

respectively). The use of military terms with reference to cooks recurs in Dionysius fr. 

3, where the cook and his assistant are presented as if they were about to invade an 

enemy terrain (cf. on Dionysius fr. 3.16). In the present passage a cook is remarkably
TAparalleled to a general. The major comic precedents are the duo of Dicaeopolis and

33 See fuller list in Amott p. 314.

34 Though not exclusively fish; cf. on Mnesimachus fr. 7.3.

35 Cf. McKeown’s introduction to Ovid Am. 1.9.

36 This tells in favour o f my interpretation o f  Dionysius fr. 3.
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Lamachus in Aristophanes’ Acharnians (11. 1095-end). Fragment 7 of Mnesimachus 

constitutes another example of this pattern (weapons stand for foodstuffs at a soldiers’ 

banquet; see comm, ad loc.). A similar idea re-emerges in Horace Sat. 2.8.73-74, 

while in Ovid’s Amores 1.9 a soldier is paralleled not to a cook, but to a lover (1. 1: 

“militat omnis amans”).

As to the beginning of line 11, many conjectures have been made; cf. crit. app. 

Above I followed Kassel-Austin in adopting the reading ax; yaq. The obvious 

alternative ou yog  is less likely, for it takes away from the text the necessary ax;, which 

is needed to correspond to the following o u to j; .

1 2  nqdypaa-iv: Gulick (on Ath. ad loc.) translates it as trouble. However, the political 

context of 11. 11-14 can equally allow for the meaning state-affairs (cf. LSJ s.v. 

n q a jp a  III.2). Besides, this is the normal sense of the word in parallel cases; cf. Ar. 

Eq. 130, Archippus fr. 14, Isocr. 4.121, etc.

1 3  diaSXeipai r/ nou: To see /  perceive something (some potential, some opportunities) 

somewhere. This reading is Musurus’ suggestion, as an alternative to t i  nou preserved 

by codex A; cf. crit. app. However, despite giving a satisfying meaning and being 

palaeographically close to the manuscript, r i  nou is very rare and not used in this 

way.37 Therefore, one is led to suspect that the corruption in the manuscript may be
• 1 T Odeeper. An alternative solution could be Bothe’s suggestion t o  nav, which sounds as 

a more fitting supplement of haSXk^ai, as it helps to round up the eulogy of the 

genuine general, i.e. “he is able to perceive everything”. This reading is also 

supported by the comprehensiveness of 11. 18ff. that refer to the cook. The analogy 

between the real general and the proper cook having been established, here we get 

another similarity between the two; i.e. they both try to take account of and have 

control over everything that relates to their jobs. Cf. Arist. Insomn. 462a 13: napnav 

ha.6kknoumv.

37 Although it is not uncommon for nou to be the last word o f  the line, its attachment to rt is extremely 

rare. In fact, the phrase r'i nou occurs only twice more, in Ar. Nu. 1260 and Av. 442, where however the 

usage is different. For the usual usage o f nou see Denniston GP  493-495.

38 Poetarum Comicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, ad loc.
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Professor Carey suggested to me an alternative conjecture; i.e. diaBXaipai t o t t o v . 

This reading stays palaeographically close to the manuscript, while at the same time 

creates a nice correspondence with the upcoming reference to the cook’s ability to get 

to know the place ( t o t t o v  -  1. 19, see ad loc.), where a symposium is about to take 

place. The real general is the one who knows the battlefield, the real cook is the one 

who knows the dinner space.

On balance, I am inclined to follow Muslims’ reading, as presenting a 

satisfactory sense while remaining as close as possible to the manuscript tradition.

1 4  (rrqarjiyoq ... •qyeficav: Here the speaker distinguishes between a general and a 

leader. Within the reality of the Athenian polis these two titles are distinct from each 

other, but they also overlap. A orqarriyo^ is automatically a vryspdjv, but a '̂yapcov is not 

automatically a orrqaTTjyog. For the latter is an Athenian institution, a formal title 

conferred to particular individuals following elections. All that a dyyapcbv is authorised 

to do is to lead the army, whereas this is merely one of the duties of a (rrqaT'gybq, 

among his many others; cf. on Amphis fr. 30.1. The speaker of this fragment 

acknowledges a greater esteem to the status of the general. However, elsewhere the 

distinction between a general and a leader is not always clearly defined (just like the 

distinction between a cook and a relish-maker; cf. on 1. 9). There are passages where 

the differentiation is clearly drawn (e.g. X. Cyr. 5.3.47 0 da orqarTj'yog ... oux aicrono 

ro)v ucp’ kaurct) 'lyyapovcov rd ovbpara\ D.S. 13.88.8 ot orqar^yoi [Lera t q j v  k<p’ r)yafiovla<; 

raraypaviov dtayvaxrav a^araaai), but there are also other passages where a crrqar '̂ybg is 

also called dyyafiajv, i.e. the two titles are attributed to the same person, presumably for 

emphasis (e.g. X. Cyr. 6.2.9 dyyaficov xai oTqarrjyb^ navrajv; Hdt. 7.158 o-rqar '̂yo  ̂re xai 

yy&fubv rd)v 'EXXyvajv aaopai ngog t o v  fiagSagov; Plu. Ale. 26.4 duvdfieajg TyXixauTys 

amodei^aaiv djyafiova xai (rrqarrj'Yov).

In general, pressing near synonyms at the cost of forcing the distinction is not 

foreign to this kind of semantic play, and has its roots in the sophistic movement in 

the fifth century, especially Prodicus; see Guthrie, The Sophists, 275-277, 333-340. 

Cf. Cleon’s distinction between aTiavioT'Tjpi and acpioTijpi in Th. 3.39.2.

1 6  djbv<riu&’: This was a common appellation for a wide range of seasonings and 

condiments. Most of them are mentioned by Alexis frr. 132 and 179 (cf. Amott ad
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loc.). Erotian tells us that yduo-paTa was a particularly Attic word referring to coqoTg 

xai foqoTg aqrupaai (74.H.4 Nachmanson). Indeed, in plural the word normally means 

spices (cf. sch. on Ar. Eq. 678), or aromatic herbs (cf. Ar. V. 496). However, here 

Tj^vo-para is the object to sijrijaar, therefore the sense seems better, if we understand 

r^vo-para as either sauces or relishes, i.e. items that can be subject to the action of 

cooking?9

1 7 - 1 8  0 Tu%a>v ... payeiqoq: The speaker gives an example of an easy piece of work that 

any given person with a little experience in cookery could carry out. Only that this 

person does not deserve to be called a cook, but simply a relish-maker. A parallel 

thought is expressed by the speaker in Nicomachus fr. 1.8-11. In both cases, there 

follows an example of what it takes to be a real cook.

ig  ovvitieiv to tto v , atqav: The speaker names what constitutes for him the sine qua non 

of a proper cook. This is some basic / preliminary knowledge regarding an upcoming 

dinner. Here we could perhaps notice the development of a parallel between the 

required skills of both a general and a cook. Just like the general must be able to 

throw himself into the political arena (xav nqaypaaiv avaorqacpijvai), and have a sharp 

instinct of the future (diaSXsipat ti nou), the cook must be aware of some essential 

technicalities, indispensable for his own profession, such as the place and the time of 

the dinner, the temper and the taste of both the host and the guests, etc.

It is interesting that the cook resembles not only a general, as this fragment 

suggests, but a doctor too. The introduction to [Hp.] Aer. stresses the importance of 

both the season and the place for a doctor (e.g. seasons’ peculiarities, various winds, 

properties of the waters, and how these combine and interract with reference to a 

particular place). A second point of convergence between the comic and the medical 

text is that both the cook and the doctor should acquire in advance this vital 

information, so that they can cope effectively with the given situation; cf. [Hp.] Aer. 2 

Taura nqoreqov eidajg nqocpqovTi'a ĵ... ~ present fragment 11. 2-4.

The term ronov apparently denotes the location where the symposion is taking 

place. It is essential for a considerate cook to know in advance the place, so that he 

can familiarise himself with the house and the room layout, make the most of the

39 Though not usual, this meaning is not unknown; cf. X. Mem. 3.14.5.
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facilities and the space available to him, etc. A talented cook is one who is able to 

adapt the area to his needs, in order to serve the guests in the best possible way. The 

location matters for a general too. Location in military terms translates into both 

topography and suitability of a terrain for battle. A competent general / cook is 

someone who handles these issues efficiently.

Additionally, just like the model doctor above in [Hp.] Aer., the real cook too 

must be well aware of the logav. That is, it is important for a cook to know how the 

seasons affect foods, what foods are particularly suitable for each season, etc. For a 

general toga does not simply have the notion of season, i.e. knowing the appropriate 

time of year for military endeavours; most importantly an efficient general should be 

able to discern the right time for engaging into military action.

1 9 - 2 0  tov xaXouvra ... ayoQaxrat: It is crucial for a cook to know who the host and the 

guests will be; it is also vital that he makes the right purchases of foodstuffs, so that 

he tailors the dinner to the needs and the taste of the participants, as well as to the 

requirements of his hirer.

The concept of caring about and the need to know the identity of the 

prospective recipients of a cook’s services is highly reminiscent of Aristotle’s 

Rhetoric, where the orator thinks carefully about the nature of his audience, chooses 

the right style, etc. The concern about the potential audience is present throughout 

Rhetoric; cf. esp. 1356a, 1357a, 1409b, 1415b, 1419a, etc.

2 1  v -  u  -  v: For possible supplements see crit. app. There is no objective way to 

choose between them.

2 1 -2 2 : Kock suggested that the meaning of Arjipei should be “emere poteris”. Although 

this is a possible interpetation, I think that Xyipai here can also mean to get, and in 

particular to be served. The speaker seems to say “a guest can be presented with 

practically the same dishes everywhere, only that the taste and quality vary depending 

on the cook who prepared them”. The meaning of t o u t w v  is subsequently dependent 

upon how we understand X îpei. In Kock’s interpretation t o u t w v  refers to the 

purchases, whereas according to my hypothesis t o u t w v  should stand for the different 

kind of dishes.
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2 2  %dgiv: Here the word has the meaning of delight that derives from food and 

feasting; it is the pleasure that one is supposed to get from the various dishes (toutcov -  

objective genitive). Cf. Ar. Lys. 868-9 ... roTg 3e crm'on; /  %clqiv ovdapiav oW soSi'cov; Pi. 

O. 7.5 ovfinocri'ou re %clqiv\ cf. LSJ s.v.

2 3  rfiovyv: Just like the case with xagig above, tj^ovtj too denotes here specifically the 

pleasure / gratification derived from food; cf. PI. R. 389e: nsgt sbcobag yhv&v.

2 4  AgxeerrQaTog: The cook is very dismissive of Archestratus, and the whole passage 

testifies to fierce rivalry. Archestratus was a mid fourth century poet, originating from 

Gela. He was considered a culinary authority, and enjoyed a great reputation. He was 

known as 0 tcov bipocpayajv 'Hcrlohg q  Qkoyvig (Ath. VII 310a). He wrote a cookery 

poem in hexameters, which was known by more than one titles; raorgovofiia, 

'HhTraSeia, AarrrvoXoyia, ’Oxj/oTcoita (cf. Ath. I 4e, IV 162b, III 104f, etc.). This poem 

was supposed to be a gastronomic trip around the world, but in essence it parodied a 

number of culinary treatises and authors. Athenaeus’ Deipnosophistae is our single 

source for the some sixty surviving fragments from this work. We now have two 

modem editions of Archestratus’ fragments, both with a comprehensive introduction 

and a commentary; one by J. Wilkins & S. Hill, Archestratus: The Life o f  Luxury, 

Totnes 1994, and the most recent one by S. D. Olson & A. Sens, Archestratos o f  

Gela: Greek Culture and Cuisine in the Fourth Century BCE, Oxford & New York 

2000. See also Dalby, Siren Feasts, 116-121; RE III s.v. Archestratos nr. 16.

2 5  iiaqa tiotiv: Here the pronoun is dismissive; the cook disagrees with the views of 

other people, who have a high regard for Archestratus. He may be referring to other 

cooks, culinary authors, or even to non-experts. For using rig in a bad sense and in 

allusions see LSJ s.v. A.3, and Smyth §1267.

2 6 a to. noXka.: Gomme & Sandbach (on Men. Dysc. 333) wonder whether this phrase 

could be adverbial in Dionysius too, as it definitely is in Men. Dysc. 334, as well as in 

Anaxandrides fr. 35.8, and Eupolis fr. 172.4. Although Kassel-Austin support the 

adverbial usage in the present fragment, we get a better sense if we take ra noXXa as
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object to yyvoyxz. This interpretation gives a nice contrast with the second half of the 

line xoudz zv Xzyzt; i.e. “he ignores most things, and says nothing”.

2 6 b xoudz zv Xzyzi: This is an idiomatic phrase that means to speak nonsense; cf. Ar. V. 

75, Th. 625, Antiphanes fr. 122.3, etc.; see LSJ s.v. Xzyto (B) III.6 .

2 8 : Here I adopted Madvig’s reconstruction for the whole line {Adversaria III.64); cf. 

crit. app. The basic advantage of this reading is that it eases the syntax; fttSXiwv stands 

as a partitive genitive to ndvra, which is the object of pdvS-avz (1. 27). This makes good 

sense as a piece of advice (“don’t learn everything that is in the books”). Besides, as a 

concept it refers back to 1. 24, where we have the dismissal of both Archestratus and 

his writings. Accordingly, in 11. 28-29 there comes a stronger recommendation against 

all written material.40

2 9 : For this line I have adopted Jacoby’s suggestion; cf. crit. app. The manuscript’s 

reading is unsatisfying, for it is unmetrical and has a hiatus (77 orz) . 41 Meineke’s 

conjecture also produces a hiatus.

The cook, starting from Archestratus’ treatise, generalises and subsequently 

rejects all written material for being void and less trustworthy than the orally 

transmitted wisdom. Similar feelings are expressed by another cook in Sotades fr.

1.34-35, who arrogantly declares that he does not need to consult anything written in 

order to excel in his profession ... t o u t ’ strB’* d) rzxyrj, /  oux i t;  dnoygacpdĵ  ovdz dt’

UTTOfJjV'fjfLOjTOtiV.

This enmity towards writing is not just another caprice of the typically 

arrogant cook figure. These comic lines allude to a contemporary debate about the 

usefulness of writing, its effects on people and society, etc. One major representative 

o f this debate is Plato, who in the Seventh Letter makes the case against writing.42 

Plato fears that one’s credos may get badly stated {yzyqappzva xaxcbto.c. 34Id), and 

finally end up muddled up because of the envy and the stupidity of the ignorant public

40 The alternative readings define the supposed authors o f the y e y Q & m ie v a ',  i.e. the violent ( f i i a ia j v ) ,  the 

stupid (r jA tS i'c o v ) , those with no professional knowledge ( id iw T c b v ) ,  the impure (fie&rjXwv).

41 Hiatus after ?} is common elsewhere but not in Comedy; cf. West, Introduction to Greek Metre, 16.

42 Cf. on Amphis fr. 6.3a.
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(344c). The other major attack on writing comes from Alcidamas’ speech riagi tq jv  

roug 'YQairroiig Xoyoug yqacpovTcov 7} TlaQt (rocpiorcov, where he presents a number of 

arguments against writing, with particular reference to the rhetoric art.43 Within this 

debate the written material is always contrasted to the oral speech.

3 0 : Cookery cannot be taught; it is not a theoretical discipline. It is an art that can be 

mastered only by practising. Any attempt to write it down would destroy it. There is a 

certain solemnity in the way the cook speaks about the big and complicated art that 

cookery is. Cookery for him is as indefinable, as it is fine and noble; it is like a 

mystery that one cannot describe, but only experience (see introduction to the 

fragment).

It is interesting to observe how in a different context Socrates in Plato’s 

Gorgias uses the notion of cookery44 for his own purposes, i.e. in his attack against 

rhetoric and the sophists (462d-465e). Unlike the speaker of Dionysius’ fragment, 

Socrates denies cookery the title of raxy% and instead he prefers to use the terms 

s fn te tQ ia  and t q iB t) (463b). He considers both cookery and rhetoric to be forms of 

xoXaxata,45 the former with reference to the body and the latter to the soul {avrioTqocpov 

oipoTTotiag av ifaxjj, cog axaTvo [i.e. QTjroQixrj] av <rd)fmTt\ 465d), in the sense that they are 

each a spurious counterpart of a real raxvtj, that is of medicine and justice 

respectively. Cookery and rhetoric are not a raxvvj, but an aXoyov Ttqay^a (465a).

3 1 : There have been no other suggestions as to what might have stood in the lacuna, 

apart from Kaibel who thought that it must have been the name of an author (“alius 

aliquis artis auctor nominatus fuerit”). This sounds reasonable enough, and it is 

possible that Archestratus was mentioned again. But apart from the name of 

Archestratus more syllables are needed to fill in the lacuna, and we cannot be sure as 

to what these other words were.

3 2  ouda xuqiov: The manuscript has ou 0 xaiqog, which is unmetrical and gives no sense. 

The following line (1. 33 auTij d ’ aaurvjg acrri h o ir o r y g )  appears to demand either

43 Cf. e.g. §§3, 10, 15, 34-35.

44 Though Socrates, instead o f  iuL'yetQtx% uses the terms oiponou'a and oif/ononx .̂

45 For a translation wider than a simple flattery  see Dodds on 463b 1.
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Meineke’s conjecture {ovBe x u q io v )  or that of Dindorf (ou8’ o xuqtog), the meaning being 

that the cookery art “knows no master” / “cannot be mastered comprehensively by 

anyone”. This continues the attack against Archestratus’ treatise (1. 24), keeps in line 

with the cook’s view that the cookery art cannot be put into words nor explained (1. 

30), and also cohers with the first half of 1. 32 oqov y a q  oux so'zqxev.

3 3  The elision at line-end (em ovvaXoKprj)  is a rare phenomenon. Van Leeuwen (on 

Ar. Ra. 298) has a list of parallel cases (elisions of <$s, re , fie)  in both Aristophanes and 

Sophocles; e.g. Ar. Av. 1716, S. Ant. 1031, etc. See also Maas, Greek Metre, §139.

3 5  xa tqov:  Knowing how to handle time, i.e. when to serve the courses and when to 

remove them, is crucial for a cook (cf. ttot’, 1. 7). The right timing appears to be 

quintessential, not only for the present cook, but also for the cook in both Alexis fr. 

153.7ff. (cf. Amott’s introduction ad loc.), and Sosipater fr. 1.48ff. However, there is 

a major difference here. That is, the cook in both Dionysius and Sosipater refers to a 

cook’s own ability of time-management, i.e. how to serve the courses at the right time 

adapting himself to the guests’ pace.46 On the other hand, the cook in Alexis’ 

fragment refers to the guests’ punctuality, i.e. how they can contribute to a successful 

dinner by arriving on time, so that the cook does not need either to reheat the food or 

hasten up the cooking.

3 6  f ie y a q  el:  The phrase recurs in Euphro fr. 1.30, and is extended to f ie y a g  e l  tszvi'ttj  ̂

in Hegesippus fr. 1.28. In the latter case, it is apparently said rather ironically, for it 

triggers off the anger of the addressee (a boastful cook), cf. 11. 28-30. In the present 

passage one cannot be sure about the tone of this expression. It is possible that Simias 

is really astounded by the erudite cook, rather than being ironical. This is the first time 

that he interrupts him, and after this the cook continues his braggadocio and does not 

seem to have been offended by Simias’ remark, unlike the cook in Hegesippus I.e.

3 8  Z t i i ta :  This is the second time that Simias is mentioned by name within less than 

forty lines. This is not uncommon; in Aristophanes’ Acharnians the slave Xanthias is 

called by Dicaeopolis twice by name, in 11. 243 and 259. In the Knights Demos is

46 Cf. Sosipater I.e. 1. 50 n o r e  <$gf t w x v o t z q o v  i n a j a y s i v  x a i  n o r s  fia frr jv .
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addressed by Paphlagon three times by name within some forty lines, in 11. 732, 747, 

and 773. The same goes for Menander; in Dyscolus Sostratos is called by Chaireas 

twice by name, in 11. 51 and 57, and then again in 1. 127.

3 9  S q To v :  An Athenian delicacy. It was a mixture of lard, semolina, milk, cheese, and 

egg-yolk, wrapped in fig-leaves, and boiled in honey (cf. sch. on Ar. Ach. 1101, on 

Ra. 134,47 and on Eq. 954). The cooking method is described by the Scholiast on Ar. 

Eq. 954; cf. Neil ad loc., and Olson on Ach. I.e. It must have been considered an 

indulgence, as far as one can judge from the testimonies of two fourth century 

historians; cf. Clitarchus 137 F 1 FGrH: {iixg6ipu%oi nrjaav xai nsgi t v j v  rgocpyv Ai%voi, 

nagaaxsud^ovrsg kv roTg h'nrvotg S-gTa xai sifaroug ... and Dioscurides 594 F 8  FGrH: ou 

3-gTa xai xavduAvjv ... (LsAtnqxra t z  roTg fiao-iAzucrtv ktgaigzTa itagaTt^rjcriv ''Ofiygog, dXA’ 

d(p* <bv zv z^ztv zfizAAov t o  adifia xai rn)v ipuxyv. See also Suda and Hsch. s.v. 3-gta, and 

Poll. 6.57.48

4 0  oCpv avgag Amxijg: For the present meaning of auga as scent, see Antiphanes fr. 

216.22, and Pearson on S. fr. 314.89 TGF. The speaker uses a metaphor to emphasise 

how typically Attic will be the dinner that he is going to prepare. However, Attic 

breeze is not a definite, but a highly elusive smell. This phenomenon recurs in Ar. Nu. 

50-52: o'&ov nsgiouo-i'ag, /  rj d’ au ... /  dandvyg, Aacpuy/aou; Dover ad loc. speaks of 

“smells ” by association. The fact that the dinner will be particularly Attic suggests 

that the new-comer is a foreigner, either a non-Attic or even a non-Greek. 

Nevertheless, Attic meals generally enjoyed a bad reputation for consisting of poor 

quality foods, being served in tiny portions. In Comedy Attic dinners are repeatedly 

ridiculed and treated with contempt; cf. Lynceus fr. 1, Eubulus frr. 9, 11 (see Hunter 

ad loc.), Alexis fr. 216 (see Amott ad loc.), etc. But since the cook in the present 

fragment is so openly bragging about the dinner he is about to prepare, one would 

assume that this is going to be quite an exceptional dinner, far above the Attic

47 The scholia on Ach. and Ra. mention a variation o f this titbit consisting o f brain.

48 Elsewhere S q Tov  might have an obscene double entendre; cf. Henderson, The Maculate Muse 61, 113, 

118.
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standards. A similarly outstanding -  yet Attic -  dinner is the one described in Matro’s 

Attic Dinner-Party (ap. Ath. IV 134d-137c).49

4 1 - 4 2  avrXiag ... (pogryyixdjv figajfidrcov: According to the scholia on Ar. Eq. 434, 

avrXt'a is rortog rig rov nXotou sig ov t o  udcog crcogausrat eig rrjv vauv (cf. sch. on Pax 17). 

See Carey CQ 32 n.s. (1982) 465-466. The meaning is that the expected guest is 

coming straight from a ship, with the foul smell of bilge, and has been eating ship’s 

rations, but he will now be treated to the cuisine of a master.

The phrase (pogryytxcbv /Sgcofiarajv is a hapax that denotes the provisions used in 

freight ships. Elsewhere the adjective (pogryyixog applies only to ships (nXoTa 

(pogryytxa); its occurrences are only the following: Th. 6.88.9, X. HG 5.1.21, and Poll. 

1.83. See LSJ s.v. (pogryyixog.

4 2  xaywvt'ag: Unease and apprehension are understandable and expected feelings after 

a ship trip. The reading was suggested by Fritzsche; cf. crit. app. The reason I 

preferred this one is because it gives the most meaningful sense, while staying 

palaeographically close to the manuscripts (ayajp/aig). Besides, the genitive suits the 

text from a syntactical point of view as well; aycovfag is object to ykpovr\ and is 

paratactically connected to ^giofiarcov that is also object to yspovr*.

4 3 a vvordo-ai: The sense is metaphorical. The meaning is not that the guest will get 

bored and fall asleep at the sight of the entree, but rather that he will be so much 

satisfied, that he will be left gaping in surprise, his mouth wide open, as if yawning. 

Kock suggested n o in w < r a i (cf. crit. app.); i.e. smacking his lips. In either case { v v o r a a a i  

or 7T07nrucrai) the infinitive is designed to convey the guest’s wonder at the perfection 

of the dish.

4 3 b Tragoftii: The ancient lexicographers disagree about the meaning of nagoipfg, i.e. 

whether it denotes solely a spicy side-dish (Phryn. PS 103.10) or also the plate on 

which such a dish was served (Ath. IX 367b). In the present fragment it is quite 

obvious that the meaning is side-dish, rather than anything else. Athenaeus overtly

49 See the introduction in Olson & Sens’ edition o f  the text (Matro o f  Pytine and the Tradition o f  Epic 

Parody in the Fourth Century BCE).
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champions the additional sense of a plate, but Amott (on Alexis fr. 89) shows that he 

is mistaken; the word has the meaning of side-dish in all the comic fragments that 

Athenaeus cites in IX 367b-368c. Along with Athenaeus, Pollux (10.87-88), 

Hesychius (A 571) and Photius (n  399.22) acknowledge the meaning of plate as well. 

But Phrynichus condemns twice this usage (Eel. 147 F. and PS 103.10).

t)fi(ow/ioi (fr. 3)
Though the evidence from this fragment is not very helpful, one can 

conjecture that the play might have turned on confusion of identity arising from 

similarity of name.50 Antiphanes too wrote a play called 'Opwvupoi, but the content of 

the single surviving fragment is not informative enough about the play’s plot. The 

possibility of any similarities (of plot, subject, heroes, etc.) between the two plays 

cannot be further explored. 51

What emerges in this fragment of Dionysius is the figure of the pilferer cook.52 

This aspect of cooks is a recurring comic topos, with which other comic poets have 

also dealt. In Euphro fr. 1 a cook boasts for having invented the art of pilferage (1. 14: 

avqov t o  kXstttbiv ngwrog). In Euphro fr. 9 a cook scolds his disciple for failing to 

distinguish when stealing is strongly recommended and when it is not. In Menander’s 

Aspis 228-231 a cook is so vexed at his assistant’s incompetence to steal that he 

compares him to the just Aristides (cf. Austin ad loc.). The opportunity to carry meat 

out of the house without being caught is what a cook in Posidippus fr. 2 considers as 

great luck. As to the Latin comedy, Plautus points to the pilfering habit of the cooks in 

various instances, e.g. Aul. 321-322, Pseud. 790-791, Merc. 741-746, etc.

The fragment is a conversation between a cook and his pupil / assistant, as 

they are heading for a banquet, for which they have been apparently hired. Such a

50 Similar confusion o f identity also features in Plautus’ Menaechmi.

51 It appears that the issue o f  homonymity received some interest in antiquity. There have existed a 

certain work, now lost, called YI&q) 'OfitovvfKov IJoinjran' re xai XvyjQcupsuiv, by Demetrius o f Magnesia 

(FHG iv 382). Diogenes Laertius refers many times to this work, and also ends several o f his Lives 

with a section o f  homonymoi; cf. 1.38, 1.79, 8.84, etc. See Mejer, Hermes Einzelschr. H. 40 (1978), 38- 

39. Other authors also refer sporadically to this work; e.g. Ath. XIII 611b. See RE s.v. Demetrios nr. 

79.

52 On cooks see introduction to Dionysius ff. 2, and General Introduction p. 19.
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preliminary dialogue, usually between the cook and the hirer, constitutes a recurring 

motif in Comedy.53 As they walk, the cook gives his disciple some last minute 

instructions about subtle stealing. The mention of the booty seller / doorkeeper allows 

the hypothesis that the latter is already visible, and that the couple is about to enter the 

house.

Within Athenaeus’ text the fragment is quoted by the cook and is introduced 

with the following words: t?)v  fr k̂ a'iqecriv, & xaXi (iov OvXmave, Aiovvaiog o 

xajfiQidtonoibg sv roiq Vficovufioig tcq bqafAari ovrcog zYq'tjxs noi'Tjcrag riva fiayeiqov nqog rovq 

lia$rr)Tas fraXeyofievov (IX 38Id). Although we hear of (iaSyrds (plural), the person who 

speaks in the fragment addresses a single person, Dromon. This oddity allows for two 

possible explanations:

i) This could be a mistake of Athenaeus.54

ii) It is possible that the cook had indeed many disciples with him, whom he 

addressed one by one giving different instructions and assigning different tasks to 

each one of them. From this series of speeches Athenaeus, despite having in mind the 

wider context (hence the plural), preserves only one, and this is the address to 

Dromon, which seems to have been the last one, given that at the end master and pupil 

make their way into the house. In favour of this interpretation tells a scene from 

Plautus’ Pseudolus. This is 11. 157-229, where a pimp first addresses his slaves one by 

one allotting them various tasks, and then calls his prostitutes each one by her name, 

and assigns to them different responsibilities.55

aye Btj Aqofuov vvv, ei ti xofiij/bv r) crocpov 
rj yXacpvqov oftrS'a rd)v crsavrou nqayfiaraiv,
(paveqov noi'qaov t o v t o  t o )  diba(rxaXa). 

vvv tv}v anofrifyv r% rszvnqg aha) a ’ syaj.
5 sig TioXeiiiav aya) <re‘ Saqqcbv xardrq£%£. 

dqi&fiq) frdoaat ra  xqia  xa i TTjqovcri a£"

53 See on Dionysius fr. 2.1a.

54 Mistakes are not an unusual phenomenon within the text o f Athenaeus. There are several cases where 

Athenaeus cites passages that are tangential to his purpose; cf. Ill 99f (Cratinus fr. 149), III 105f-106a 

(Anaxandrides frr. 28, 38, and Eubulus ff. 110), and IX 38Id (Dionysius ff. 3). See Oellacher, WS 38 

(1916) 152-153.

55 See Fraenkel, Plautinisches im Plautus, 144fF.
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raxeqa noivjcrag raura xa i £eaa; Gcpobqa 

rov aQtSfiov avrwv, oj;  Xejao (rot, ovyxeov. 

i%$v; abqo; naqeori * ravro; kern era.

10 xav rkfiaxo; exxX'tv%}; rt, xai t o u t ’ kerri g o v ,

11 t\ >/ r t/ vf- > /eco; av evdov a)(/,ev orav egco 0 , efiov. 

efjatqeaei; x a i rbXXa raxoXouS’ oaa 

o u t ’ aqiB’/xov our’ eXey%ov ecp’ eaurwv e%et, 

neqtxofifxaro; be ratjiv % B’iatv cpeqet,

1 5  ei; auqtov os xap,e r a u r ' euepqavdraj.

XacpuqoTioiX'fl ravraTiaGi fierabt'bou, 

ttjv  nagobov i'v’ e%j]; rebv Svqcbv euvouoreqav. 

t'i beTXeyetv fie noXXa nqo; ovvetbora; 

i f i o ;  el(xa^rjrr);, go;  b ’ eya) btbaGxaXo;.

2 0  {lefivrjGo rwvbe xa i fiabt^e beuq ’ afia

16 AacpuQOTTUiXf} A: rd Adyvqa• twAo)qo) Emperius Opusc. p. 160: “velut rat 3’ aii SvqajgdT Kaibel: XdupuQa’ 

xatXife Kock

Come on now, Dromon, if you have any smart or clever 

or subtle knowledge of your own profession, 

reveal it to your teacher.

Now I am asking from you a proof of your skill.

5 I am driving you into enemy territory; charge in with courage!

They give you the meat pieces, all counted, and they are watching you.

After tenderising and giving them a good hard boil, 

mix up their numbers, as I tell you.

There it is a huge fish. The insides are yours.

10 And if you embezzle any slice, this is also yours,

as long as we are inside; but once outside, it’s mine.

As to entrails and associated bits, which 

by nature can be neither counted nor checked, 

but have the state and status of trimmings,

15 let us both of us cheer on them tomorrow.

As to the booty seller, you should absolutely favour him with a share, 

in order to get a more benevolent exit out of the doors.
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But why do I need to expatiate before an expert?

You are my true disciple, and I am your teacher.

20 Keep these in mind and walk hither with me.

1 Aqofiwv: According to Athenaeus IX 381c, the person addressed here with this name 

is one of the cook’s pupils. Kock (11.425) believes that A qo(mdv is the cook himself, 

addressed by the doorkeeper of the house. However, the evidence favours Athenaeus’ 

claim. This name occurs quite often throughout Comedy and comic texts in general, 

and is mostly assigned either to a slave56 or to a cook’s pupil / assistant. In 

Menander’s Sicyonius Aqopojv is clearly a slave; actually, a slave bom and grown up 

in the house, cf. 1. 78: [oijxorqn// Aqofuov. In Euangelus fr. 1 Aqoficav must be the cook’s 

boy, since he is addressed by the cook himself as rtaT Aqopcov (1. 8 ). In Lucian’s 

DMeretr. 10 the figure of Aqofiojv seems to be a slave, since he is sent to deliver a 

letter to the courtesan on behalf of his master (§2). Another slave must also be meant 

under this name in DMeretr. 12.3. As far as Latin Comedy is concerned, the name of 

Dromo appears in Terence’s Andria, Heauton Timorumenos and Adelphoe as a slave’s 

name. This is also the case in Plautus’ Aulularia (cf. 1. 398). Outside Comedy too 

Aqofuov appears as a slave’s name in D.L. 5.63. There is only one single instance 

where Aqopcov is a noble figure; in Euphro fr. 9 the name exceptionally belongs to a 

nouveau-riche (so Gulick ad loc. in Ath. IX 377d).

The fact that Dromon is named by the master cook might be revealing of 

further plot elements. There are two possible explanations; either this scene came 

early in the play, and the characters need to be introduced to the audience by their 

names (cf. V. 1, Pax 190), or this is the first entry of these two persons, so again the 

spectators need to be informed of their identity (cf. Ach. 575).

2  yXacpvqov: Cf. Suda 7  283: xotkov, fiaSv, votpov, ep-neiqov, axqiSaq, Xafiirqov. The 

meaning of xotkov is particularly eminent in epic texts; cf. II. 2.454, 8.180, Hes. Th. 

297, etc. In the present fragment, the adjective acquires one of its metaphorical 

meanings; it denotes something subtle and exact (see LSJ s.v. Ill), van Leeuwen (on 

Ar. Av. 1272) argues that this is how the adjective starts being used in Attic informal

56 Not surprisingly, both because slaves run on errands and because the running slave is himself a 

comic stereotype (cf. Men. Dysc. 81, Ter. Heauton. 37, etc.).
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speech from approximately that period onwards (i.e. 414 B.C.). Though this is the 

usual meaning assigned to yXacpvgbq in a number of later texts (cf. Anaxippus fr. 1.35, 

Machon fr. 15.237, Luc. Symp. 15.5), it seems that this change in meaning is not 

catholic among the later authors; e.g. Epigenes in fr. 4 speaks of hollowed cups.

5 a noXepiav: This is a military term, normally used within a military context. The 

epithet here stands substantively, and the noun to be understood is %o)gav\ cf. X. An. 

4.7.19, Cyr. 3.3.10, D.S. Bibl. 18.47.2, etc. Concerning the use of this epithet in 

Comedy, the antecedents would be Ar. Ach. 820-918, and, to a lesser extent, V. 1161- 

1163. The present use of this term conveys a strong impression of an alert military 

spirit.

5 b xardrgs%e: xararge%w is another military term; cf. Suda x 831 xararg^xovrov: 

Xyi^opavajv, 7Tog%uvT(ov.5S It is rather rare in Comedy; it reappears only twice: Ar. Ec. 

961-962 (xai ov pot xarabgapov/aa rv)v Svqav avoifyv), and Men. Sam. 38 (If dygov by 

xaradqapuiv). Nevertheless, in the present fragment the verb has its literal warfare 

connotations of charge and attack -  with an added, of course, comic flavour. On the 

contrary, in both Aristophanes and Menander the meaning is simply that of running 

down. As a military term the verb is used a fair number of times mainly, but not 

exclusively, in historic texts; e.g. Hdt. 7.219 (0! rjpegoaxonoi xaradqapovreg amo rwv 

axqajv), Th. 2.94.3 {xarabgapovrsg rijg ZaXapTvog ra noXXa), X. Cyr. 6.3.9, Luc. Alex. 2, 

D.C. Hist. Rom. 22.74.1, etc.

6 , 9 , 1 2 , 1 6 : dqiSpq) dtdoacn ... l%Bvg adqog ... e^atgecreig xai rdXXa ... XaipuqomoX'g: The 

beginnings of these lines create an asyndeton. Here we get four unities, each one 

dealing with a different subject (i.e. meat, fish, guts, booty merchant), without having 

any connective among them. Apart from the evident grammatical asyndeton, one 

could also speak of a rhetorical asyndeton (cf. Smyth §2165), since both liveliness 

and rapidity particularly characterise the cook’s speech (cf. on 1. 16 about the 

possibility of gesturing).

57 Or perhaps ttoXiv, cf. X. Cyr. 1.6.43.

58 Cf. Suda x 832, Hsch. £2042.
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8  ax; Xeyu) eroi: “As I am telling you to do”. Here the verb Xayaj bears apparently the 

meaning of xaXauco. This is an instruction to the pupil to confuse the numbers of the 

meat portions. The tense could be either a frequentative or a simple present. In the 

former case it would indicate that this instruction is regularly delivered by the master 

to the disciple, possibly every time they are hired for a dinner. In the latter case the 

instruction would apply particularly to the present occasion. There is a close parallel 

to this phrase, S. Ph. 107: doXq) Xa6 ovra y ’, qj; eyco Xiyco. It is interesting that in 

Sophocles too the instruction relates to a trick, as it is the case in the fragment of 

Dionysius.

1 2  iijatgetret;: This is the very word for which Athenaeus cites the whole passage. 

According to LSJ, its primary meaning is “taking out the entrails of victims”, cf. Hdt. 

2.40 {a^atgam; rwv ig&v). It also means extraction of several other things, e.g. weapons 

(cf. Gal. 2.283 Kuhn: fieXwv e&tgetraif), a baby (cf. Hp. Mul. I-III.249: a&igao-t; rod 

sfiSguou), teeth (cf. Paul. Aeg. Epit. Med. 6.28t: TJagi â aiqarrau); odovrcov), etc. 

Nevertheless, in the present fragment amalgam; denotes the offal, the entrails 

themselves, and not the act of extracting them. In other words, Dionysius here 

employs the word with an extremely rare meaning, which recurs only once more, in 

Men. fr. 539: am rov avB-gaxa â aigatrat; gnrrowra; . 59 This must be the reason why the 

cook is at great pains to convince the banqueters about the correctness of the word 

that he uses (Ath. IX 381b). In order to justify himself for assigning such a meaning to 

the a&lgatn;, he cites Dionysius as an authority. It is worth noticing that in both 

Athenaeus and Dionysius the speaker is a cook. Perhaps we are meant to see this as 

obscurantist, or as an encoded term meant to be understood only by those who share 

the same profession. There is generally a tendency for cooks to be rather self- 

important and self-satisfied. Menander’s cook in Dyscolus constitutes a brilliant 

example on this aspect; his pompousness reaches its climax in 11. 644-645: ovda alg /  

fiayatgov ahx'rjo'a; aSqjo; ha<pvyav\ cf. 11. 398-399.

59 For two possible interpretations o f  this fragment see Tsantsanoglou, New Fragments o f  Greek 

Literature from  the Lexicon o f  Photius, 135.
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1 4 a TTEQixommToq: This is the trimmings of meat; cf. sch. on Ar. Eq. 372: ^qixoppara 

ra, sx t u ) v  fiays'tQcov TieQiaiQovfisva t o j v  xq£U )v . ..  cog pdyuqog $£ \ky£i.  See also sch. on 

Ar. Eq. 770. For the Latin equivalent “minutal”, see Juvenal Sat. XIV 129.

1 4 b ralgiv 7} Sitrtv: These two words appear rather frequently together (in conjunction 

rather than in disjunction as here) in philosophical texts, mathematical treatises and 

the like, in what seems to have been a scientific (in its widest sense) terminus 

technicus; e.g. D.L. 10.48: ato^outra t t j v  ini rou o t £Q£[l v 'io u  B’itrtv xai rafyv rcov aroficov, 

Plu. 927d, Ptol. Aim. vol. 1.2, p. 211.16-17 Heiberg, Alex. Aphr. In Metaph. p. 427.20 

Hayduck, etc. The unexpected transfer of such a term into a comic context clearly 

aims to further raise laughter.

1 6  XatpugontbX'fl: The occurrence of the term booty seller within a comic fragment that 

deals with food and the trickeries of house-servants seems, at first sight, to be 

completely out of context. The booty-dealers were public officials, who followed the 

army in expeditions and were responsible for the selling of the spoils, while the 

income was directed into the public treasury;60 cf. Poll. 1.174: Xdtpuqa ovva^qoTtrat. oi 

dk raura mnqaerxovr£g, XatpuqoncoXat. This is the only occurrence of the term in 

Comedy. Outside Comedy the word is used in any sort of texts that relate somehow 

with war; from X. An. 7.7.56 to Polyaen. Strateg. 6.I.7 .61

In the present fragment, Kaibel proposed reading too <$’ au Buqcoqqj (cf. crit. 

app.). This is reasonable in itself, since the meaning is in harmony with the context. If 

Athenaeus is right in recognising a cook teaching his pupil, the meaning makes 

perfect sense: the cook, being aware of the weaknesses of the doorkeeper, instructs his 

pupil to give him a share straightaway. Further support for Kaibel’s reading is 

supplied by the words rcov Svqtov of the next line. But d* au seems to be problematic, 

since it interrupts the asyndeton (see on 1. 6 ). Emperius’ suggestion ra  Xdtpuqa• 

TwXcoqa) is rather implausible. The doorkeeper is described as iruXtoqog, which is mainly 

an epic term for the gatekeeper of a wall; cf. II. 21.530 (of the Trojan wall) and 

24.681 (of the Achaean wall). Instead, Kaibel’s Svqtoqog is a more suitable term for a

60 For a thorough discussion see Pritchett, The Greek State at War, I, 90-92.

61 For further references see Pritchett I.e.
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household doorkeeper; cf. A. Ch. 565 (referring to Agamemnon’s house), PI. Phlb. 

62c (referring metaphorically to a house), Luc. DMeretr. 12.3, etc.

Since none of the suggested solutions so far is entirely satisfying, I would like 

to explore the possibility of retaining Xa<pugoTTQ)X% as preserved in codex A. In this 

fragment there are four terms that create the impression of a military atmosphere: 

TioXefitav, x(ndrge%&, Xaq)VQoizu)X% and irdgobov (see on 1. 17).62 A legitimate assumption 

would be that the cook and his disciple conceive the house that they are about to enter 

as a hostile territory. They imagine that they are about to invade (xardrg&xB) the 

enemy’s terrain (mXeplav), and then bribe the booty seller (XacpugoncoX'fl), so that they 

get a potential ally, who will provide them with a secure pass (ndgodov) outside.63 In 

fact, if they are at the door, the reference could be accompanied by a gesture. If my 

interpretation is correct, then out of the military connotations of this passage we get a 

comic presentation of the cooks as raiders.

1 7  ndgobov: This is a term that can also bear a military meaning. It can denote a 

“narrow entrance or approach, mountain-pass” (LSJ s.v. II), and therefore it usually 

(but not exclusively) occurs with such a meaning in military accounts; e.g. Th. 3.21.3, 

X. HG 6.5.51, D.S. 17.67.5, etc. If we ascribe this meaning to the present use of 

Tidgodô  then the interpretation that I suggested above (see on 1. 16) becomes even 

more plausible, and even more exciting. As if there were soldiers guarding a strategic 

passage, the raiders / cooks bribe the booty seller, in order to pass through this passing 

without being caught.

1 8  Xkyeiv fie ttoXXcl ngog ovveibora: Saving words before someone aware of the facts or 

someone capable of acting as recommended is a pattern of speech, which reappears in 

Th. 2.36.4 (jiaxgq'YogeTv kv zidoaiv) and 4.59.2 (kv etbocn fiaxgnrj'yogotrj); cf. also 2.43.1. 

The same structure occurs in later authors, e.g. Herodian Ab exc. divi Marci 5.1.2 {kv 

elbom ... TTsgirrbv vofil̂ co fiaxg '̂yogetv), and Cyril of Alexandria Comm, in XII Proph. 

Min. 1.426 (kv siboen fiaxg^yogeTv). One could trace the beginnings of this speech

62 Two o f these terms are found together in a real military context, D.S. Bibl. 37.16.1: t t j v  TtoXefiiav

%(bga,V XaT£TQ £% £.

63 The metaphorical use o f the word XacpueondiXfj is made clear by the following Suqcdv.
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pattern back to Od. 13.296-297 (aXXf aye ^rjxeri raura XsydjfisB'a, stboreg dfupa) /  

xeqbs T).

ig  kfLog el (u&qrys: The tone is again self-satisfied. This phrase reappears in Euphro 

fr. 9 . 1 1 .  An interesting parallel is the comic adesp. fr. 1 0 7 3 ,  featuring a cook 

speaking. The cooks of either fragment raise a couple of similar points: firstly, the 

trickery about the number of meat pieces (fr. 1 0 7 3 . 5 - 6 :  dnyqiS'fi'qo-dv (moi xqea- /  aTToirjcr’ 

aXdrrat raura, rov aqiS-fiou b’ lira; cf. Dion. fr. 3 . 6 - 8 ) ;  secondly, how they keep for 

themselves the inner parts of the fish (fr. 1 0 7 3 . 1 0 - 1 1 :  i%3vv anabajx’ aurom, ryv be 

xoiXiav /  BfieQHr’ ifiaurq); cf. Dion. fr. 3 . 9 - 1 0 ) .  See also adesp. fr. 1 0 9 3 . 2 2 5 - 2 2 9 .

2 0  (LBiivrio-o rdtvbe: The urge of the cook to his pupil to keep in mind and stick to his 

trickery instructions recurs in Posidippus fr. 28.24: tiafiviqo-o xai ov rouro. Cf. also 

Mnesimachus fr. 4.21: iiaiLvr)(r’ a Xaym, Ttqo(ra% olg (pqd̂ co (cf. ad loc.).
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MNESIMACHUS

Mnesimachus is mentioned by Suda ( / t i l  64) as a Middle Comedy poet; cf. IG 

II2 2325.147. As with most Athenian playwrights of the classical period, nothing is 

known of his background or biography. His first Lenaian victory must have occurred 

between the years 365 and 359 B.C. 1 The middle of the fourth century looks like the 

most likely date for his play el 7morg6(pog (cf. on fr. 4.7), but evidence from his play 

Oiknmoq allows us to infer with some certainty that he continued writing after 346 

B.C. (cf. introduction ad loc.). See RE XV.2 s.v. Mnesimachos nr. 2.

AuaxoAos (fr. 3)

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VIII 359c-d, who informs us that the 

speaker is the bad-tempered man of the title.

In the scene below we have an uncle and a nephew (cf. 1. 3). The fact that the 

uncle is paying for his nephew’s expenses leads us to assume that the uncle must be 

the adoptive father of the youth. It is possible that the uncle was a childless old man, 

who adopted one of his brother’s sons, in order to prevent the extinction of his oTxog? 

In Terence’s Adelphoi we are presented with a parallel situation; Micio is the adoptive 

father of his nephew Aischinus. While Aischinus greatly resembles the youth of this 

fragment in being indulgent and immoderate, Micio is the exact opposite of the 

present uncle; Micio is happy to provide plentifully for Aischinus’ extravagant 

lifestyle, whereas the present uncle is a miser.

In the fragment below the uncle complains about the costly lifestyle of his 

spendthrift nephew, for which he, the uncle, has to pay. So he asks his nephew to use 

at least the diminutive form of words when asking for things, so that he can fool 

himself with the idea that the expenses are lesser. However, we do not know how 

extravagant the young man really is. The obvious assumption is that he is a real 

spendthrift (it is important that fish, 1. 5, is an item particularly associated with 

luxury). The possibility remains that he is frugal and moderate, and the old man 

simply overreacting. In fact, his response in 11. 3-4 suggests that he is being moderate

1 So Capps AJPh 28 (1907) 188.

2 On adoption see MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens, 99-101; Rubinstein, Adoption in IV. 

Century Athens, passim  -  esp. 6 8 -8 6 .
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and that the excess (i.e. excessive frugality) is on the part of the uncle. Since they are 

talking about foodstuffs and about cost, it is possible that they are preparing to 

entertain. If so, the young man could be trying to socialise the old man; cf., though 

with a different kind of character, Philocleon and Bdelycleon in Aristophanes’ Wasps 

(11. 1122-1264), or the vigorous attempts to make Knemon join the party in 

Menander’s Dyscolus (11. 932-end).

It is possible that Mnesimachus’ present play influenced Menander in the 

composition of his own Dyscolus; this grumpy uncle seems to be an ancestor of 

Knemon. The figure of the misanthrope is a recurring one within Greek literature; cf. 

Phrynichus’ Movorgonog (especially frr. 19, 20). See further Ireland on Men. Dysc. pp. 

14-15. However, Mnesimachus’ cantankerous man is stingy above all, whereas 

Knemon’s bad temper relates to his solitary lifestyle and his obsession with self- 

sufficiency (11. 713-714). Of course, Mnesimachus’ character may have had other 

aspects too, which simply are not present in this single surviving fragment. If my 

suggestions in the preceding paragraph are right, our play could be a link between 

Wasps and Dyscolus.

Plautus also wrote a play entitled Dyscolus; one may imagine a similar 

grumpy character being the main figure there too.

aXX’ avrtSoXa) a ’, amrarra pot prj noXX’ ayav 

prjHi’ aygia X'tav pvjd’ anrjgyugajpava, 

pargta fie, rqj Ssi'q) aaaurou. (B.) ncbg art 

pargtcbrag ’ a) batpovte; (A.) ncbg; ovvrapva xai 

5  anatganara pa. roug pav i%3vg pot xaXat 

i%3vBt’‘ oif/ov ($’ av Xay'og sragov, xaXat 
brpagtov. rfitov yog amoXovpat no Xu

But I entreat you, don’t make too many

nor too cruel nor silver-plated demands to me, your own uncle, 

but moderate ones. (B.) Good Heavens, man, how 

could they be even more moderate? (A.) How? Understate and 

5 deceive me yet more. When talking to me about fish, call them 

fishies, and if you speak of some other dainty, call it 

a daintikin. For thus I will perish far more happily
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i  avrtGoXS): Common mode of entreaty in Comedy; cf. Ar. Ach. 582 aXA’, avrtGoXtb <r’, 

ansvsyxe fiou r<r)v fioqfiova’, Eq. 960, Plato fr. 207.1 Men. Dysc. 362, etc.

2 a ayqia: cruel, harsh (cf. LSJ s.v. II.3). In other passages it refers metaphorically to 

severe pain, etc.; cf. Ar. Th. 455 (ayqia xaxa) , 3 Id. ff. 365.1-2 (ayqtov /  fiaqos), S. OT 

1073-4 (dyqtag Xunyg), Id. Tr. 975 (dyqiav odvvvjv), Id. Ph. 173 (voaov ayqiav). In our 

passage it is a hyperbolic way of expressing the old man’s horror at the expense.

2 b eTrqqyvqaifieva: The perfect participle of the verb sT ta q y v q o o p x ii occurs only once 

more; on the inscription IG II2 1485.48-49 ([A]ABII ST A IN H  

EllHPrTP[OME]NH), where it has the literal sense of “coated / covered with 

silver”. By extension in the present fragment it means “silver-plated”, “costly”. 

Though not a hapax, this is surely an uncommon term; see on 1. 5 below.

5  T(p $el(f) (Tsavrov: The reflexive pronoun ep,avrov is normally placed between the 

article and the noun; cf. Kuhner-Gerth I §464.4. However, at times the pronoun can 

also be found either before or after the article-noun complex; cf. Ar. Nu. 905 rov 

nareq’ aurou, Id. fr. 605.2 rjj xecpaXjj caurou, Philemo fr. 178.2 (rsaurou rov fifov, etc. 

This transfer sheds more emphasis, since the pronoun is released from the article- 

noun enlacement, and is let heard on its own.

4 a d) dai/iovis: This mode of address is as old as Homer (but without the &); cf. II. 

13.810, Od. 14.443, etc. This is the only time it occurs in Middle Comedy, though it is 

quite common during the period of Old; e.g. Ar. Eq. 860, Ra. 44, Pherecrates fr. 85.1, 

etc. Kirk notes (on II. 1.561): “derivation from da'quav is obvious, but the precise 

development of different nuances of meaning, as with many colloquialisms, is not” .4 

The meaning of this address ranges, in Homer already, from affection (II. 6.407) to 

reproach (II. 4.31). In the present fragment it expresses a mixed feeling of irritation 

and bewilderment.

3 Though here ayqia is part o f a word-play on Euripides’ origin; cf. Austin & Olson ad loc.

4 Cf. Brunius-Nilsson, Daimonie, an inquiry into a mode o f  apostrophe in old Greek literature, 135- 

142, 82-97.
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4 b ovvrefive: This verb brings together three notions. Literally here it refers to the use 

of diminutives. But the verb is often used in a financial sense with reference to cutting 

expenses; cf. LSJ s.v. 1.3. 5 So here the uncle asks his nephew to cut the (perceived) 

expenses, though paradoxically by lengthening the words. But the verb can also be 

used literally of cutting up food (as and oipov, following in 11. 5-6).

4 c xai: A prepositive at verse end is a common phenomenon not only in Comedy, but 

also in Sophocles; see Maas, Greek Metre §136. For a list of similar cases in Comedy 

see Van Leeuwen on Ar. Pl. 752.

5  ene^anara: This is a hapax; Mnesimachus seems to have been fond of them; cf. frr. 

4.16-17, 10.2. Here the addition of the preposition £m as a prefix intensifies the 

meaning of the simplex verb.

6 - 7  t%Sv$t ’ ... oipagtov: This is what Peppier defines as meiotic diminutives: “employed 

in making a request in order that the thing asked for may seem as small as possible, 

and that the favour may therefore be more readily granted” {Comic Terminations in 

Aristophanes and the Comic Fragments, 9). See further Sandbach on Men. Dysc. 472. 

The use of diminutives is also a characteristic feature of shopping lists that recur 

regularly in Comedy; cf. Eubulus frr. 109 and 120 (with Hunter’s notes), Ephippus fr. 

15, Nicostratus fr. 4. See also Ar. PL 984-985.

7  yhov ... anoXoupai: Imitation of tragic diction; cf. E. Ion 1121 ydiov av Savotpev. The 

paratragedy underlines the exaggeration; the uncle is so mean and miserly, that he 

equates expense with destruction.

'ImTQTQotpoc; (fr. 4)

It is clear from the title that the focus of the play must have been a horse 

breeder. Affordable only by the wealthy, horse breeding was an important area for

5 Kassel-Austin consider wrong the citation o f Mnesimachus’ fragment by LSJ s.v. II, where it is stated 

that in this case the noun Xoyov is being omitted.
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elite competition. Chariot races featured in both the major Panhellenic festivals and 

the local contests. The esteem and honour generated thereby, often serving as a base 

for claims to political power, is best exhibited in Th. 6.16.1-4: nQotrvjxsi fioi fiaXkov

BTBQtOV OQ%eiV . . .  OQfldTCL flBV 87TTQ, X a S v jX a  . . .  V 6(110 (LBV JOLQ TlflT) TO, T O ldU T a , BX 6& TOU

$Q(OfiBvov xai duva//,ig afia imovosTrai. See Davies, Wealth and the Power o f  Wealth in 

Classical Athens, 97ff.

The play can be dated to the mid fourth century, on the basis of the mention of 

Pheidon (cf. on 1. 7). The single surviving fragment consists of a detailed description 

of a feast. It is possible that the play dealt with the conspicuous consumption of 

wealth by an aspirational knight, possibly a nouveau riche, who lived his life very 

expensively. There might have also been a focus on a particular event (e.g. a gaffe) in 

the life of this person.

The speaker could be either the master or a cook. Despite the third person in 1. 

26 (cf. ad loc.), I would argue for the latter, for he seems to have a certain familiarity 

not only with the foodstuffs, but also with a number of rare spices and incenses (cf. on

11. 61-63). Such an account fits better in the mouth of a cook who prepared -  or 

supervised the preparation of -  everything. In fact, the way he speaks makes him fit 

the stereotype of the cook-figure in Comedy (grandiloquence, showing-off, etc. ) . 6

The cook addresses a person called Manes, probably a slave (see s.v.), to 

whom he lists all the constituents of the banquet, starting from food and moving down 

to drink, sex, and incense. The party is already afoot; a number of guests have arrived 

and they are already enjoying all these pleasures. But the cook wants Manes to 

summon a further group of guests; these are a team of young knights, a group of 

horsemen, whom the horse breeder wishes apparently to impress with a luxurious 

display of wealth. A rich person who squanders his money makes for a nice parallel 

with Callias, parodied in Eupolis’ Kolakes.

6 See introduction to Dionysius fr. 2, and General Introduction p. 19.

7 Symposion scenes appear regularly in pottery from ca. 600 B.C. onwards. See Boardman, The 

History o f  Greek Vases, 217-226, Beazley, Archive Pottery Database nos. 567, 573, 10869 (fourth 

century representations), and also most representations in Kilmer, Greek Erotica on Attic Red-Figure 

Vases.
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There is disagreement among modem scholars as to whether the expected 

groups of knights formed a chorus.8 If they eventually arrived (cf. Hunter I.e.), they 

would probably appear as loud revellers and banqueters. Maidment I.e. discerns here 

“a xa)fio<; in embryo” that paves the way for the Menandrian xajftog. However, even if 

this was the origin of the Menandrian xtbfiog, it would differ in that here the horsemen 

are integrated into the plot; they are invited to join the on-going party, whereas in 

Menander the revellers are always explicitly segregated from the plot. Their role, if 

any, would seem more Aristophanic than Menandrian, bringing to mind the choms of 

knights in Aristophanes’ Knights.9

The fragment below is in anapaestic dimeters, i.e. the metre mostly preferred 

by Middle Comedy playwrights, when it comes to food lists. 10 Here the anapaestic 

dimeters are interspersed with eight monometers (11. 3, 8 , 22, 34, 42, 51, 58, 62). Four 

o f these monometers are simply there for variety (11. 34, 42, 58, 62), while it could be 

argued that the other four are there for a reason: in 1. 3 the speaker emphasises the 

location of the Herms; in 1. 8  he pauses to phrase his question with emphasis; in 1. 22 

he pauses again to reproach the slave; finally, in 1. 51 the monometer marks a break 

within the run of the list. Another feature of this fragment is the tendency to break up 

the dimeter into four disyllables, often with rhyme (11. 28, 53-55, 57, 63). This feature, 

though not particularly common, is not unique to our fragment; cf. Anaxandrides fr. 

42 (11. 40, 64), Antiphanes frr. 130 (11. 2, 8 ), 131 (11. 7-9). Synapheia11 and asyndeton 

are present throughout our fragment (cf. 11. 1-Off., 30ff.). The style is for the most part 

elaborate, and the language is grand, often suggestive / reminiscent of tragedy (cf. the 

Doric dialect in 11. 57-59). The speaker has an air of self-aggrandisement.

The feast appears to be a particularly outstanding one, analogous to the 

nouveau riche status of both the host and the banqueters. The food catalogue includes 

a number of dishes that must have appeared rather rarely at real-life dinner tables, 

since either they are not mentioned anywhere else in similar comic lists, e.g. cpoEfvoq (1. 

33), oqxto/ (1. 45), aXconexiov (1. 49), or they are mentioned only seldom, e.g. xuvog

8 Maidment (CQ  29 [1935] 22) and Webster (SLGC 60) are willing to accept a chorus, whereas Hunter 

questions even the very possibility o f  the appearance o f  the knights on stage (ZPE 36 [1979] 38 n. 77).

9 Just like other motifs and tendencies, the chorus appears to have survived through the era o f  Middle 

Comedy; see General Introduction pp. 21-22.

10 See General Introduction p. 27.

11 Synapheia is a usual feature in long runs o f  dimeters; cf. West, Greek Metre, 94-95.
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ouqatov (see on 11. 35-36), ffqiyxog and fiqaxaivig (see on 11. 31-43). Next to these rare
•  12 foods, there is also a number of rare spices; see on 11. 61-63.

The fragment is cited in Athenaeus, within a discussion about the presentation 

of dinners in Comedy: r a  tie iraqa roig xiofjupdionotoTg Xsyofisva hTirva 'rjdtorqv dxorjv 

naqs%£i ro7g w ot fiaXXov rj 777 cpaqvyyt (IX 402d). By that Athenaeus’ speaker means 

that for one reason or another one would not eat these meals (for different reasons in 

each case, e.g. the sheer scale in our case). After Antiphanes frr. 21 and 131, there 

follows Mnesimachus’ present fragment: MvTjo'tfiaxog d ’ kv iTnrorqocpw roiaura 

naqaoxsud^st (IX 402e-403d). Certain lines that feature particular kinds of food, 

mainly fish, are also preserved either elsewhere in Athenaeus or in Eustathius (cf. crit. 

app. in K.-A. ad loc.).

fiaTv’ sx S’aXdfuov xunaqioooqotpwv 
stgw, Maw)' crreTx’ ztg ayoqav 

nqog roug 'Eq/iag, 
ou Ttqoocpotrwo’ 01 cpuXaqxot,

5  roug rs  fia^rjrag roug wqaioug, 

oug avaSaivsiv km roug iTnroug 

(AsXsrg, G>si2wv xa i xaraSatvstv. 

oTtrP oug (pqaXjuo; 

rouroig rolvuv ayysXX ’ ortrj 

10 ipuxqov rouif/ov, ro norov Ssq/aov,

igqqbv cpuqafi dqrot fyqqor 

(m Xdxy’ im rdrat, vjqnaorai,

xqsag aXfi^g k^qrprat, 

rofiog dXXavrog, ro/aog rjvuorqou,

IS  %oq^g ersqog, tpuoxrjg ersqog

btaXat/aoro/as 1$  ’ uno rw v svbov. 

xqarrjq kigsqqo'&dqr’ oYvou’ 

nqcmootg x ^ q sr  Xsnsrai xoqbatg- 

axoXaora'tvei voug (Lsiqaxiwv 

20 n a vr’ sot’ svdov r a  xarwSev avw.

(/ykfjLvyo’ a Xsyw, nqoosx’ ofg tpqd^w.

12 For an alternative interpretation see on 11. 5, 22a, 24.
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Xaaxzig ouTog;

fiXzij/ov dsuqr ncbg aura ipgdasig; 

aurix’ sgd) aoi naX.iv st; dgx'fjg- 

25 Tjxziv qfo) xai fii) [lbXXbiv,

rip re fiayziQip fir} Xvpuiv&aB’,
(bg TGJV OlJ/lOV SipBdjV OVTGJV,

OTTTOiV OVTCOV, lpV%QO)V OVTCOV,

xaB’ zxairra Xiycov' j3oX6og, sXa'ia,

3 0  axogodov, xauXog, xoXoxuvtv), srvog,

BgTov, ipuXXdg, Bvvvov T£(id%r), 

yXavidog, yaXsou, givyg, yoyygou, 

ipo îvog dXog, xoqaxTvog oXog, 

f.LBfiSqag, 0xopSgog,

35 Bvvvtg, xcoSiog, ijXaxaT'qveg,

xvvog ovgaTov rcov xagxagicbv, 

vagx% fidrgazog, nsqxv), aaugog, 

rqi%iag, ipuxtg, fiqfyxog, rqiyX% 

xoxxvig, Tqvytov, afivgaiva, ipdyqog,

40 fiuXXog, XsSlag, andgog, aioXiag,

Bgdrra, x £Xidd)v, xagig, rsuBtg, 

ifrrjrra, dgaxaivig, 

novXvnod&iov, inqma, ogipcog, 

xdqa6og, soxagog, acpuat, fisXovai,

45 xsargeug, crxoqmog, zyxsXug, agxroi,

xqsa t '  aXXa (to  nXijBog dfiCBrjTOv) 

Xyvog, x°iQov, fioog, dgvog, olog, 

xdngou, aiyog, dXsxTguovog, vyrrgg, 

xiTT'rjg, nkgdixog, aXconsxiou.

SO xai fisTa dzTnvov Baufiaarov da’ ea r’

dyaBcov nXdjBrj.

nag ds x a T ’ o’fxoug fiaTTzi, n sT rsi, 

tiXXbi, x o n rs i, tb l̂vbi, dsusi,

XO>iQ£i, naf^et, mjdq,, dzinveT,

55 m'vsi, axigTgi, XogdoT, xbvtbT {fttvsi}.

(rsfivai d ’ auXtov ayavai ipcovai, 

fioXna xXayyd BqaTTSi, {vsrraif nvzrrai
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xouga xaaiag

amo ydg ayiag akiaq Xug'tag,

6 0  0<r(L,r) (TSflVT) (AVXT'TjQa boVBl

Xi6avou, fidgou, cr/augvqg, xaXdfzou, 

crrugaxog, fidgou,

Ai'vbou, xivbov, x k t S-ov , (JbtV%U. 

roiabs bofioug bfLttfw) xark%£t 

65 Tidvruiv dyaJd&v avdfieorog

55 fiivsT (AE, Eust., xtv- C) seel. Meineke (“videtur interpretationis causa ad xevreT adscriptum fuisse) 

57 verrai seel. Meineke (“ex dittographia ortum sequentis me fra”) 58 xouga xaalaq Meineke (“ut odor 

casiae filia  dicatur”): fort, (pugbrjv, xovga, Kacrlag Wilam.: -av xaa- A: auga xaa'tag d’ Kock

Come forth from chambers ceiled with cypress-wood,

Manes; go to the market-place, 

to the Herms,

where the commanders of the cavalry resort,

5 and to the youthful pupils 

whom Pheidon trains to 

mount and dismount the horses.

Do you know whom I mean?

Well then, tell them that 

10 the fish is cold, the wine is warm,

there is dry dough and crusted loaves;

the entrails are roasting, a titbit has been snatched away,

the meat has been removed from the brine;

a slice of sausage, a slice of tripe,

15 another of black-pudding, another of sausage,

all are being butchered by those who are inside.

Bowls of wine are being gulped down and emptied;

the drinking is well under way; the cordax is being danced obscenely;

the lads’ mind is being licentious;

20 everything indoors is upside-down.

Remember what I am saying, pay attention to what I am telling you.

Ho you, are you gaping?
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Look this way! How are you going to tell all these?

I will tell you now again from the beginning.

25 Tell them to come immediately, without delay, 

and not outrage the cook; 

since there is fish boiled 

fish baked, fish cold;

tell them everything, one by one -  bulbs, olives,

30 garlic, cauliflower, gourd, split-pea soup,

stuffed fig-leaf, salad, slices of tunny, 

sheat-fish, dog-fish, file, conger-eel; 

a whole minnow, a whole crow-fish, 

sprat, mackerel,

35 she-tunny, goby, spindle-fishes,

shark tail,

electric ray, fishing-frog, perch, horse-mackerel, 

small anchovy, wrasse, brincus, red mullet, 

piper, sting-ray, murry, braize,

40 grey mullet, lebias, sea-bream, speckled fish,

Thracian wife, flying-fish, shrimp, squid, 

turbot, great weever, 

octopus, cuttle-fish, great sea-perch, 

crayfish, sole, small fry, pipe-fish,

45 mullet, bullhead, eel, bear-crabs,

and meat as well (the quantity is unspeakably great) 

of goose, pig, steer, lamb, sheep, 

boar, goat, cock, duck, 

magpie, partridge, fox cub.

50 And after dinner, it is to wonder at

the quantity of the good things available.

Everyone in the house is kneading, cooking, 

plucking, chopping, cutting up, drenching, 

rejoicing, playing, leaping, dining,

55 drinking, frisking, bending backwards, pricking, (having sex}

Holy, mild tones of flutes,
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songs and musical instruments are sounding sharply; {comes}, there breathes

< forth

the daughter of cassia

from the sacred, seagirt land of Syria.

60 There excites the nostril a solemn odour

of frankincense, sage, myrrh, sweet flag, 

storax, barus,

lindus, cindus, rock rose, mint; 

such is the cookery steam that is spread over 

65 the house, filled full with all good things

i - 2 : Both the language and the metre (anapaestic dimeter) are reminiscent of the 

opening anapaests of Euripides’ Iphigenia at Aulis: qj ttqsctBv, dopcov ran/de nagotS’ev /  

areTxe (11. 1-2). In both texts we have a master (a general there -  a cook here), who 

addresses his servant in anapaestic dimeters, and calls him out of the house, using the 

same -  more or less -  vocabulary (dofuov in Iphigenia -  S-aXapcov in this fragment, 

orsT%e in both passages). However, the question of the relationship is complicated by 

the controversial nature of the Euripidean prologue. For a range of reasons (linguistic, 

metrical, and structural) modem scholars have questioned the authenticity of the 

opening anapaests and generally of the entire opening of the play. Given the weight of 

the evidence, it is difficult to accept that the anapaests were composed by Euripides.13 

The date for this interpolation cannot be defined with certainty, but Bain believes it 

took place in the fourth century B.C. (o.c. 20). Mnesimachus’ 'IimoTQocpoq must have 

been produced around the middle of the fourth century (cf. introduction to the play). It 

is entirely possible that we have an actor’s interpolation made some time before 

Mnesimachus’ play and consequently that the similarity is not coincidental; 

Mnesimachus may have been directly influenced by this interpolated opening. 

Another possibility, which cannot be dismissed, is that both Mnesimachus and 

Euripides’ interpolator independently imitated a now lost model. Either way the style 

strongly argues for tragic burlesque in Mnesimachus.

13 See Bain, “The Prologues o f  Euripides’ Iphigeneia in Aulis”, CQ  27 n.s. (1977) 10-26; Willink, “The 

Prologue o f Iphigenia at Aulis”, CQ  21 n.s. (1971) 343-364; Page, A ctors’ Interpolations in Greek 

Tragedy, 131-140.
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1 xunagicro-ogocpwv: Cypress-wood was appreciated for its durability (Thphr. HP 5.4.2). 

It was also greatly valued as building-timber, for both houses and ships (Thphr. HP 

5.7.4, PI. Lg. 705c).14 Moschion tells us of an Aphrodite’s shrine, whose walls and 

ceiling were made of cypress-wood (575 F 1.3.4 FGrH), while Callixeinus refers to a 

roof of a banquet-room made from cypress-wood (627 F 1 FGrH). However, the term 

xu7ragi(rcr6go<pog itself occurs only here and in E. Hyps. fr. 58.10 Bond. The use of this 

rare and elaborate compound within a line already reminiscent of tragedy (cf. on 

previous note) elevates the style, but only for a while; it soon becomes clear that this 

high style is actually used in reference with food and partying (cf. 11. 10ff.).

2  Mdvy: This was a common slave-name in Attica (cf. sch. on Ar. Av. 523; see 

Dunbar ad loc.). This is also how the name is normally used in Comedy; cf. Ar. Lys. 

1211 (see van Leeuwen ad loc.), Pax 1146, Pherecrates fr. 10.1. Strabo 7.3.12, 

explaining the logic behind slave-naming, notes that the slaves were usually addressed 

by a name that was popular in their own country of origin. Indeed, Manes was a 

common name in Phrygia, and Mavrjmov was a Phrygian town (cf. Alex. Polyh. 273 F 

126 FGrH). See Gow on Machon fr. 14.191, and Zgusta, Kleinasiatische 

Personennamen, § 858-1.

3  7$g(ia$: The Herms were square pillars surmounted by Hermes’ bust. They were 

situated at the doorways of both private houses and temples, and they were widely 

spread throughout Athens (cf. Th. 6.27). Herms was also the name of a location at the 

northwest comer of the Agora, exactly because a great number of these pillars had 

been accumulated there over the years, under the form of various dedications. Both 

archaeological findings and inscriptional evidence confirm what Mnesimachus says; 

the headquarters of the cavalry officers, the Hipparcheion, was situated indeed near 

the Herms, in the northwest comer of the Agora. See Callicrates-Menecles 370 F 2 

FGrH; Thompson & Wycherley, The Agora o f  Athens, XIV, 94-96; Camp, Athenian 

Agora, 118-119.

14 See Bliimner, Technologie und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Ktinste bei Griechen und Romern, II 

257-258.
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4  <puXag%oi: At Athens since the time of Cleisthenes ten phylarchs were elected 

through the means of zeigorovta, one from each tribe, charged with the duty of leading 

the cavalry, and were subordinate to hipparchs; cf. Harp. p. 303.14 Dind., Arist. Ath. 

61.5, Hdt. 5.69.

5  ojgatoug: In the prime o f  life, youthful {LSJ s.v. III.2). The word denotes a person at 

puberty, i.e. an age when one reaches both the point of prime sexual attractiveness 

and sexual maturity, and can become sexually active; cf. Ar. Ach. 1148, Ec. 696, Av. 

138, Metagenes fr. 4.2, Amphis fr. 15.2, Anaxandrides fr. 34.12, Men. Kol. fr. 4, 

Aeschin. 1.42, etc. See further Olson on Ar. Ach. 1147-1149, and Olson & Sens on 

Archestratos fr. 39.9-10.

It is difficult to say from the fragment whether these youths were the principle 

guests or (as suggested by Gilula15) attractive young men for the pleasure of the more 

mature / principle guests; either interpretation would cohere with what happens later 

(11. 18-19, 52-55 -  see further ad locc.).

6  avaSatveiv im roug Yrmoug: A basic skill that a cavalry commander had to possess; cf. 

X. Eq. Mag. 6.5. When the reference is to a horse, avaSalvu) is normally followed by 

the preposition enf, cf. Zonar. a 195.21. But when the reference is to sex, sm is 

omitted in the Attic dialect; cf. Moer. 187.5-6, Ar. fr. 344. Indeed, although at first 

sight the present fragment seems to refer solely to the training of youths by Pheidon, it 

is possible to discern an obscene double entendre, given the presence of the term 

(bgaioug (cf. on 1. 5). It is therefore tempting to interpet ava&aivaiv as a sexual innuendo, 

suggesting that Pheidon had a homosexual relationship with his pupils, in which -  

being older himself -  he was the active partner (cf. how suggestive the lines 5-6 are: 

roug t s  paSyrag roug (bgatoug, oug avaSa'ivetv — as if  oug was object to avaSaivetv).

7  Oefiiuiv: Both Kirchner {PA 14178) and Kock (11.440) suggested that Pheidon was 

one of the phylarchs mentioned in 1. 4. There is also some illuminating archaeological 

evidence that relates to him. Excavations in the Athenian Agora have brought to light 

twenty five clay sealings bearing Pheidon’s name. It is a welcome surprise that these 

sealings were found at the northwest comer of the Agora, i.e. at the believed location

15 Athenaeum 83 (1995) 149-150.
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of the hipparcheion (see on 1. 3), and also where Pheidon frequented, according to the 

present fragment. The date of these sealings is believed to be “shortly after the middle 

of the fourth century B.C.”16 The sealings read 'iTma,q%ov elg Avjfivov (Psficova 

0Qi(ao-tov) . 17 However, instead of the accusative 'i'ittklqxov, the nominative 7imaQxog is 

inscribed on fourteen of the sealings; Kroll & Mitchel consider this to have been a 

mistake.18 It is possible that such sealings19 served as some kind of tokens / 

credentials that were used for identification purposes by persons who were sent from 

Athens to meet various officers abroad, and particularly in this case Pheidon in 

Lemnos.20 It is highly probable that Pheidon the phylarch of the present fragment, and 

Pheidon the hipparch at Lemnos of the sealings was the same person, who -  

according to the usual procedure -  first served as a phylarch and then was elected 

hipparch at Lemnos.21 If we consider the date of the sealings along with the 

possibility that these were manufactured before the appointment of Pheidon as a 

hipparch in Lemnos,22 it results that our fragment (where Pheidon is still a phylarch in 

Athens) should be dated to -  or just before -  the middle of the fourth century B.C.

io  ifaxQov rodij/ov: For oif/ov see on Mnesimachus fr. 7.3. Asking about and / or 

specifying the temperature of dishes recurs elsewhere in cooks’ speeches;23 cf. Alexis 

fr. 177 (with Amott on 1. 2).

Here starts an asyndeton; the party is already afoot with food being prepared 

and food being consumed at the same time, and with lots of drinking and dancing 

going on; all this creates an atmosphere of lust and sexual desire.

io -i i : Chiasmus in both lines, and antithesis in 1. 10.

16 Kroll, Hesperia 46 (1977) 84; cf. Shear, Hesperia 42 (1973) 178-179, and pi. 39b, f, g.

17 The letters 0qi indicate Pheidon’s origin, i.e. from the Attic deme o f  OqTa. Therefore, one should 

develop the abbreviation in accusative, Qqi(cunov), to match with Oeidwva, rather than in nominative, 

@qi(acrto<;), as Shear does.

18 Hesperia 49 (1980) 89.

19 Though perhaps not the particular ones; Kroll & Mitchel (o.c. 90) suggest that these twenty five 

tokens may have been rejects.

20 C f Kroll & Mitchel o.c. 95-96, Kroll I.e., Shear o.c. 178.

21 C f Kroll & Mitchel o.c. 90-91.

22 Kroll & Mitchel o.c. 96.

23 This strengthens my hypothesis that the speaker is the cook and not the master.
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1 2  xvaufia: Another term for a titbit, used especially in Comedy; cf. Poll. 6.62, Hsch. 

s.w . %yaupa and %vaufmra, Ar. ff. 236, Teleclides ff. 1.14. Here we have naga 

irqocrfoxtav (a regular feature of comic lists); while giving details of food still being 

prepared, and of food being ready, the cook, as if he was speaking aside for a second, 

admits that someone (perhaps himself) has already tasted the food.

1 4 -1 5 : The symmetry in these lines makes for an elaborate style. Different kinds of 

sausage- and entrails-dishes feature often in Comedy; cf. Ar. Eq. 1179, ff. 702, 

Pherecrates frr. 50.4, 113.8, Dioxippus fr. 1, Eubulus ff. 63, etc. aXXavrog: sBog kvregov 

e<rxeua<rii£vou {Suda a 1076). vjvuerrgou: The fourth stomach of ruminating animals; cf. 

Arist. PA 674b 14-15, HA 507b 9. The dish made out of it bore the same name; cf. Ar. 

Eq. 356 (see van Leeuwen and Neil ad loc.), Alexis fr. 275 (see Amott ad loc.). 

%og$ijg: Stuffed small intestine or other stuffed entrails; cf. sch. on Ar. Eq. 214. (pucrxyg: 

Stuffed large intestine; cf. sch. on Ar. Eq. 364.

1 6  foaAaifiOTOfterrai: This is a hapax; see on Mnesimachus fr. 3.5. The verb Xaifiorofiiaj, 

-ofmi occurs simplex several times, but this is the only instance of a compound form 

with the preposition ha. Its literal meaning is to kill by cutting o ff the throat. Here it is 

used metaphorically with reference to the sausage, tripe, and black-pudding. There are 

two possible interpretations; these dishes are either being consumed or being 

prepared. What precedes (burarai, i^gnjrai) suggests preparation, but what follows (11. 

17ff.) suggests consumption. In favour of the former interpretation, Meineke ad loc. 

cites the parallel of Hor. Epist. 1.12.21, where fish, leeks, and onions are said to be 

butchered. The latter interpretation is paralleled by Plaut. Stich. 554: “contruncent 

cibum”.24 This latter sense conveys a graphic image of how passionately, greedily, 

and quickly the banqueters devour and gulp down the food; I would rather opt for this 

interpretation. Still, in either case this is an odd -  even grotesque -  usage that 

contributes to the paratragic tone of the fragment (cf. introduction). After all, the 

ambiguity may be deliberate, as the passage as a whole conveys an atmosphere of 

simultaneous preparation and eating of food within a house bustling with activity.

24 See Leo, Ausgewahlte kleine Schriften, 1.12.
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1 7  B&QQo(6<h)Tai: Another hapax. This is the perfect tense of the verb exgoiSMu), which 

means to empty by gulping down (cf LSJ s.v.). Onomatopoeia is possibly at work 

here; the verb sounds quite like gaggling. Two instances of a hapax within two lines 

cannot be a mere coincidence. As with haXaipoTops.hat above (cf. sense of 

consumption), sxgoiSdsou gives the impression of complete consumption of the wine. 

Together they give an idea of the hardly imaginable quantities of food and wine that 

are being consumed within the house.

1 8 a TiQonoaiq xwqei: One of the many alternative expressions, employed in both poetry 

and prose, in order to communicate the idea that the drinking and the toasts at a 

symposion are afoot and well under way; cf. X. An. 7.3.26 (n q o v % c o g £ i 0 7to to $ ) , Hdt. 

6.129 (TTQoiovfrrjg rifc n o c r to ^ );  see Gow on Theoc. 14.18. The verb can also be 

understood as semi-literal, in the sense that one drinks and then hands on the cup, 

normally rightwards (imdifya; cf. Ath. XI 463e-f); so the cup actually moves forth 

(xo)Qsi).

1 8 b xogdat;: We learn from Aristoxenus (fr. 104 Wehrli) that there were three major 

types of dancing, each corresponding to one of the three dramatic forms. The tragic 

dance was called kppaXsia, the satyric o-'ixivvig, and the comic xogda .̂ The latter was a 

vulgar and undignified dance, characterised by indecent movements (cf. sch on Ar. 

Nu. 540). The party described in this fragment is a very lively one; within this context 

it is natural to expect an analogously vivid dance lacking both any restraint and any 

sense of decorum. Athenaeus XIV 63Id characterises xogfiai; as <pogrixog, cf. Thphr. 

Char. 6.3. Henderson {The Maculate Muse, 168) considers xogdat; “an obscene dance 

in which masturbation is featured”. However, the existing evidence does not allow us 

to say with certainty how exactly xogdal; was danced; the gestures appear to be a lot 

less specific than Henderson suggests. Scholars in the last two centuries have tried to 

identify cordax-dancers on a number of vases, but such scenes remain ambiguous, for 

they can equally represent dancing drunkards or demons; cf. RE XI.2 s.v. kordax. See 

Schnabel, Kordax, archaologische Studien zur Geschichte eines antiken Tanzes und 

zum Ursprung der griechischen Komodie, passim ; Sechan, La danse grecque antique, 

195ff.; Prudhommeau, La danse grecque antique, I §§1097-1098.
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1 8 c Xemrat: According to Athenaeus XIV 663d, this verb is used in ’ daeXyoug xai 

cpoQTixvjg di’ acpqodialcov ifiovijg', cf. Eust. Comm. Od. v. 2, p. 62.21. See LSJ s.v. III. In 

Alexis fr. 50.3 this verb has obvious sexual connotations. Amott ad loc. suggests that 

in Mnesimachus’ fragment the reference is to “the provocative and indecent limb 

movements of a dance whose lewdness was notorious”.

ig  dxoXaaratvei voug fieiqaxlcov: The young men are having sexual phantasies with their 

minds. They could be phantasising about younger boys; alternatively, the object of 

their desire could possibly be a hetaira (cf. Theophilus fr. 12).

Within Comedy the verb dxoXaoTalvco {to be licentious; LSJ s.v.) occurs only 

once more, in Ar. Av. 1227 (see van Leeuwen ad loc.). We have sufficient evidence 

that the veavtcrxot were generally viewed with a certain suspicion, where the possibility 

of sex with boys was concerned; see Cantarella, Bisexuality in the Ancient World, 17- 

53. We learn from Aeschines 1.10 that in Athens special care was taken as to the age 

of the youths that were allowed into the gymnasia. Likewise, a mid second century 

law of the city of Beroea forbade the vsavfcrxoi from speaking to naideg frequenting the 

gymnasium, for the former were considered as potentially dangerous lovers; cf. Strato 

AP 12.4, Cantarella o.c. 28ff.

Though other texts speak of veavicrxoi, it is important to note that the 

terminology referring to youths was not rigidly fixed. The ancient sources do not 

distinguish neatly as to the exact age when one would be described as a fieiqaxiov. In 

certain passages a fietqdxiov is said to be about twenty years old, one phase ahead of 

veavbxog; cf. Ar. Byz. fr. 1 Slater, Plu. Brut. 27.3, Luc. DMort. 9.4. Concerning the 

evidence from Aristophanes of Byzantium there seems to be a certain contradiction 

between fr. 1 Slater (where fieiqaxiov appears equivalent to fielga^) and Nomina 

Aetatum p. 275.8-9 Miller (where fieiqatg is described as the phase after fieiqaxiov, and 

equivalent to veavlaxog and veavlag). Furthermore, it appears that fieiqaxiov could be 

used to describe the phase from fourteen to twenty one, as well as be used 

interchangeably with veavtaxo£ 25 see Gomme & Sandbach on Men. Dysc. 21. 

Therefore, we may reasonably link the fieiqaxia o f the present fragment with the 

veavlaxoi of other sources.

25 The passage from Aeschines 1.10 cited above testifies further to the blurry terminology: rovg 

vsavlaxovg ... ovonvoug deTehai xai aarivag yXixtag z%ovraq.
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2 0  ra xdrcoSsv avw: This phrase expresses a completely chaotic situation; cf. Men. fr.
r  \  /  9/  26405 ( t o  Xsyopevov t o u t *  son v w ,  /  ravco Karoo, cpaa'iv, ra  Karoo d ’ dvoo), PI. Tht. 153d.

Here it has a clausula effect, since it sums up what precedes.

2 1  fLSfLV7)<r’ a, Xeyco: The instruction from the cook to a slave / assistant / pupil to keep

in mind what he has been told or taught constitutes another feature of the stereotype 

of the cook-figure in both Middle and New Comedy. Similar instructions are 

delivered by the cooks in Dionysius fr. 3.20, Posidippus fr. 28.24, and Men. Asp. 229. 

This tells in favour of the hypothesis that the speaker is the cook, not the master (see 

introduction).

The interruption of this line and of the following one is useful, since it breaks 

up the list, helps avoid tedium and monotony, and adds liveliness.

2 2 a %d<rxeig: A similar scolding remark is addressed to another slave in Ar. Lys. 426 

(cf. Headlam on Herod. 4.42). This fits into the stereotype of slaves as being idle and 

lazy; cf. the drunk and sleepy Sosias and Xanthias in Ar. V. 9-10, Strepsiades’ 

complaints about his slaves in Nu. 5, etc.

Gilula (o.c. 145) would attribute the gaping to the slave’s incredulity at the 

lavishness of the feast. However, nothing said in 11. 10-20 betokens anything other 

than a good feast; unlike what follows, there is nothing exceptionally extravagant in 

the preceding description.

2 2 b ourog: Here the demonstrative pronoun is used much like a vocative; cf. LSJ s.v. 

C.I.5; cf. Ar. Eq. 240 (ourog, ri cpsuyeig;), Nu. 723 (ourog tv noisTg;), V. 1, Cratinus fr. 

55, etc.

2 2 -2 4 : The colloquial tone of the reproach to the slave divides two passages which are 

very elaborate in style (cf. preceding asyndeton and following parechesis in 11. 27-28). 

Such mobility in style, i.e. moving from high to low style and then back to high again,

26 For further parallels see Otto, Die Sprichwdrter und sprichwdrtlichen Redensarten der Romer, s.v. 

sursum.
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is a favourite tactic of Aristophanes; cf. Pax 774-795, Lys. 954-979, Nu. 711-722, etc. 

See Silk, Aristophanes and the Definition o f  Comedy, 11 Off.

2 4  aim'x’ egd>: Gilula27 rightly stresses the extravagance of the list that follows. 

Though lists are a quintessential part of Comedy’s stock-in-trade, she would see the 

details as fictive and intended to facilitate the process of enticement or seduction of 

the young cavalrymen (cf. on 1. 5). Though she is right to note that food can appear as 

a means of seduction, her case for the details as fictive rests essentially on uniqueness 

of some details and the ruinously expensive nature of the feast as described. However, 

given the persistence of comic interest in conspicuous consumption, it is at least as 

likely that this is meant to be a genuine and prohibitively extravagant feast. Indeed, if 

the title-figure of Hippotrophos is a nouveau riche, as I suggest in the introduction to 

the play, the extravagance would be intended to win the admiration of the social 

stratum to which he aspires. The rarity of some of the components may be part of 

the luxuriousness of the feast, irrespectively of the role the young invitees are 

expected to play.

2 5  rjxeiv ... fiij pzXXziv: This command is expressed as both a positive and a negative 

order. As a result it sounds even more obligatory and unavoidable. Cf. Ar. Ra. 1508- 

1509 vjxzw (bg kfie dzuqi /  xai prj pzXkziv.

2 6  payziqcy ... Xufmlvao-S’: This may tell against the hypothesis adopted in the 

introduction that the speaker is the cook himself. Nevertheless, I do not consider this a 

real problem, for it could be a self-reference, expressed in a self-aggrandizing way. 

Sikon, the cook in Menander’s Dyscolus, is similarly self-important; cf. 11. 644-646: 

oudz Big /  (layziqov a^ix'qaag aBwog hzcpvyzv' /  izqonqzn'rjg nwg zoriv rjfitbv <r) tz%m]. Self-
•  TOimportance is a feature of cooks in general. The cook in Dionysius fr. 2.2-3 also 

speaks of himself in the third person: rov payziqov ztdevat /  ttoXv 8z7 yaq aizi nqoraqov...

27 O.c. 145-146.

28 Cf. Anaxandrides fr. 42, Alexis fr. 84 (cf. Amott’s introduction ad loc.), Eubulus fr. 14 (cf. Hunter’s 

introduction ad loc.), etc. See also on Amphis fr. 9.3-4.

29 Cf. Petronius’ Cena Trimalchionis.

30 Cf. introduction to Dionysius fr. 2, and General Introduction p. 19.
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The verb Xvfiabofiat takes both the dative and the accusative in the Attic 

dialect. But dative is usually preferred; cf. sch. on Ar. Nu. 928 (with van Leeuwen ad 

loc.).

2 8  iIajx q& v ovtlov:  This could mean that either the dishes have been ready for a long 

time, and have already gone cold by now or alternatively that there is also a cold 

buffet. Cf. on 1. 10.

2 9  $6k6 6 q: This is a generic term that denotes the edible bulb of a number of bulbous 

plants; cf. LSJ s.v. and Amott on Alexis fr. 167.13. Bulbs were believed to be an 

efficient male aphrodisiac; cf. sch. on Ar. Ec. 1092, Heracleides of Tarentum ap. Ath. 

II 64a, Plato fr. 188.12, Alexis fr. 175. The use of singular to refer to things that are 

available in quantity is a usual technique in food lists; cf. Alexis fr. 167. Generally, in 

food catalogues singular and plural are always used in conjunction.31

Here starts an asyndetic list that runs over several lines; the point is to 

emphasise the abundancy and the variety of food. The list also features synapheia, 

very much in the manner of Aristophanes; e.g. Nu. 278-286, 301-309 (cf. Dover ad 

loc.). Lists of foods (and also of other items) are a recurring feature of Greek Comedy 

in general; for some parallels from Old Comedy see Dohm, Mageiros 59-61, and for 

Middle and New see Amott’s introduction to Alexis fr. 84.

3 0  ervoq: A thick porridge (sch. on Ar. Ra. 506), made from various pulse: am  

(paerqXicov (sch. on Ar. Ec. 845), xvcqiivov (Heniochus fr. 4.7), matvov (Ar. Eq. 1171), 

etc.

3 1 a SqTov: Stuffed fig-leave; see on Dionysius fr. 2.39.

3 1 b (puXXdg: Greens; cf. Poll. 6.71.

3 1 - 4 3  Bvvvov ... 0Q(pd)$: These lines bear a striking resemblance with Ephippus fr. 12.1- 

7. Though not all the items recur in Ephippus (e.g. the shark’s tail is missing), the

31 Here the singular predominates, but see 1. 44. No stereotype can be established, for elsewhere it is the 

plural that predominates; e.g. Anaxandrides fr. 42.
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order is at certain points similar to Mnesimachus’ fragment. As we have noted
32 •elsewhere, free recycling of earlier material was frequently practised. Bearing in 

mind that Ephippus practised recycling of his own material (cf. Ath. VIII 347b-c), the 

case that Ephippus copied Mnesimachus’ text, and not vice-versa, gains a slight 

advantage; certainty, however, is impossible.

3 5 - 3 6  xtoSiog, qAaxarijvsg, /  xuvog ougaTov: These words form fr. 5 of Menander’s 

Kolax. The relation cannot be fortuitous. The shark tail appears only in these two
•  '5 '5

passages, and this may suggest a conscious copying on Menander’s part; cf. 

introduction to Theophilus fr. 12.

The xeSiog  refers to “any member of a large group of cheap small fish with 

large heads, prominent eyes and pouting cheeks, abundant in the Mediterranean” 

(Amott on Alexis fr. 115.13); cf. Gow on Machon fr. 5.31.

The TjXaxaT'rjveq, described as x^rwibeig by Hesychius s.v., possibly refer to 

some kind of conserve or pickle made from that fish (so Thompson Fishes, ad loc.); 

cf. Ath. VII 301d.

3 7 a fiargaxog: Frogs were indeed eaten in antiquity as now (at least in some parts of 

the world); cf. Anaxandrides fr. 42.50, Antiphanes fr. 130.5, Archestratus S H 178.

3 7 b trauqog: Its preparation procedure is described in Alexis fr. 138; cf. Amott ad loc.

3 8  $gf'yxog: This remains an unidentifiable kind of sea-fish. Its name occurs only here 

and in Ephippus fr. 12.3 (see on 11. 31-43). Hesychius s.v. glosses it as i%Svg xvjTwdqg, 

which Thompson (Fishes s.v.) finds it hard to accept because in both fragments this 

fish comes between <puxi'g and rqiyX%  whose size is rather small. However, this 

juxtaposition could simply aim to variety or humour. Whatever the case, in absence of 

any further evidence, we have but to rely upon Hesychius’ testimony. Besides, such a 

long catalogue can understandably lack a systematic order (see on 11. 47-49).

32 Cf. introduction to Amphis fr. 3.

33 See Amott on Men. I.e., Webster SLGC 60. Sandbach, however, suggests an unconscious copying.
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4 0 a fivXXog: According to Dorion (ap. Ath. Ill 118c), this is one of three alternative 

appellations attributed to the same fish depending on its age; /muXXoi are called those of 

medium age, whereas the little ones are called ayvcoridia, and the big ones irXan'oraxoi. 

Thompson (Fishes s.v.) thinks that the fish in question is the grey mullet.

4 0 b XeSfag: A kind of lake-fish, but also an appellation for fish preserved along with 

scales; cf. Hsch. s.v. Xs6 iai, and Phot. p. 215.4. See also Thompson Fishes s.v.

4 4 : A sequence of four shorts is normally avoided in anapaests (cf. West o.c. 95). This 

is one of the few exceptions: - u  u  | u  u -  (e<r%aQog, \ a<puai).

4 4  a<pvat: The term can denote any species of small fish (Hsch. s.v. a^vrj), served fried 

at banquets; cf. Anaxandrides fr. 42.41, Metagenes fr. 6 .8 , etc. See Olson on Ar. Ach. 

640.

4 6  afiuSvjTov: This is the only occurrence of the term a/AuByrov in Comedy. This is yet 

another instance of the grand and elaborate style of the cook’s speech.

4 7 -4 9 : The dishes are recited without any order; poultry and game are mentioned at 

random. Similar lists of fowls, both domestic and wild, feature in Antiphanes fr. 295 

(in disarray again), and Anaxandrides fr. 42.63-66 (orderly arranged); cf. Poll. 6.52.

4 7  oiog: Here the diphthong -0 1  is shortened. West notes that “correption within the 

word reflects a general tendency of the Greek language” (o.c. 1 Iff.); cf. LSJ s.v. oig. 

See also Hunter on Eubulus fr. 67.5.

4 9  aXcDTiaxiov: LSJ s.v. aXurnex'iag II supply the meaning thresher shark, and cite the 

present fragment of Mnesimachus as an example. Gulick in his edition of Athenaeus 

accepts L S J s interpretation, but with doubts: “the mention of a fish at this point in the 

recital seems curious after the long list ending above”; his reservation is reasonable. 

The problem can be solved, if we understand aXoinexlou as the genitive not of 

aXajmxlag, but of aXajnsxiov, which is the diminutive of aXumyL,, denoting the little fox , 

the fox  cub. Although we have no other testimony of fox-meat being eaten, Diphilus
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of Siphnos (ap. Ath. VIII 356c) takes for granted that the taste of fox-meat is indeed 

known: o 3s akui-nzxiaq (thresher shark) ofiotog sort r j j  yavaei t q j  %£Qcraicp £q)Q), fo b  xai 

t o v  ovofiarog £ t v %z . Besides, this is not the only unusual dish served in this particular 

symposion; cf. introduction.

5 2 -5 5 : The majority of the verbs mentioned in asyndeton in these lines can be 

interpreted in two different ways reflecting different aspects of the context; feasting 

and sex, with the verbs alluding to intercourse and other sexual acts. Perhaps less 

straightforward at times, the sexual implications are still detectable and, most 

importantly, can be traced back to Old Comedy.34 Parallel asyndeta of more or less 

the same verbs recur in Ar. fr. 282 and Pherecrates fr. 197.

5 2 a fiarrei: to knead (e.g. a barley-cake), but also to masturbate or to stimulate 

someone manually to orgasm or erection (so Sommerstein on Ar. PL 305). See 

Henderson o.c. 194, 200-201 for a different interpretation (scatological reference and 

allusion to anal intercourse).

5 2 b n eT T S i: to cook, to bake. In a sexual context it can allude to erotic passion, and the 

burning feeling of intercourse; e.g. from rubbing the phallus (so Henderson o.c. 144, 

177-178).

5 3 a riKkei: to pluck (e.g. poultry), but also to depilate the pubic hair, cf. sch. on Ar. 

Ra. 516. See also Cratinus fr. 276, Plato fr. 188.14, Ar. Lys. 89, etc.

5 3 b x o tttsi:  to chop. We lack evidence as to whether xotttoj is also a sexual term. It 

could have, but not all the terms need have a sexual nuance.

5 3 c rsfivei: to cut up\ again, there are no explicit obscene connotations.

34 Cf. Amphis fr. 20, especially comm, on 1. 6 b.
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5 3 d devei: to drench. This verb does not seem to have obscene implications anywhere 

else; 35 therefore, the case for sexual allusions here seems rather weak. However, it is 

possible that such allusions can actually hide behind the notion of wet, which is 

inherent in the verb huu). Getting something / oneself wet (it is important that no 

object is defined in the text ), can allude to the secretion of juices during sex (or 

perhaps to ejaculation stimulated by masturbation).

5 4 a %atgei: to rejoice; perhaps because of having sex (cf. sch. on Ar. Pax 289).

5 4 b nat'Cei: It can mean to dance or to play an instrument (cf. LSJ s.v.); both senses fit 

the symposion context. Nevertheless, naltjuj often describes euphimestically the acts of 

flirting and sexual intercourse, even in non-comic texts; e.g. Ar. Av. 1098, Ra. 414, X. 

Smp. 9.2, etc.; see LSJ s.v. 1.5, and Henderson o.c. 157.

5 4 c mjdq.: to leap. Someone described as jumping in a party like this one could simply 

be dancing, possibly the cordax (1. 18).

54S5 denn/eT, m'vet: Food and drink indulgence form, along with sex, the core of a 

symposion.37

5 5 a o-xiqtql: to spring. Though the word lacks any explicit sexual denotation, in 

Comedy a-xigrdaj occurs next to nsgdopai in Ar. V. 1305, and in a high-spirited context 

in both Nu. 1078, and PI. 16\; cf. Ephippus fr. 26. As these passages suggest, (rxigrda) 

can entail the notion of playful skipping, which is close enough to the meaning of 

Tcattjaj (in 1. 54) as flirting.

5 5 b XogdoT: to bend oneself supinely (so as to throw the head back; LSJ s.v.; cf. Eust. 

Comm. Od. 1.200.23-24). This can be a description of a sexually suggestive dance

35 We have only four other comic instances: Ar. ff. 282, Eupolis fr. 362, Plato fr. 189.9, and Eubulus fr. 

89.4.

36 The same goes for Ar. fr. 282, which is a similar asyndeton o f verbs, whereas in the other three 

fragments mentioned in the previous note the verb huu) always takes an object.

37 See on Theophilus fr. 12.3-4.
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movement; cf. Ar. fr. 147 Xoqtiov xiyxXoBarav q u $ (j, o v . But it can also be a reference to 

the sexual position, where “the woman bends backwards and thrusts her hips 

forwards” (Henderson o.c. 178; cf. Davidson, Courtesans and Fishcakes, 118); cf. Ar. 

Ec. 10. People dancing obscenely and / or people having sex: both are possible within 

the context of this vibrant party.

5 5 c xevreT: Lit. to prick; but also metaphorically to insert a penis (as if it were a 

xivrqov 8) into the vagina; cf. the following gloss fitvaT(see crit. app. ) . 39 See LSJ s.v. 4. 

Kassel-Austin see the possibility of a similar obscene usage in Eubulus fr. 106.15.

5 5 d {fitvet}: The line is unmetrical. Meineke suggested the deletion of fiveT, which 

should rather be interpreted as a gloss of xevreT.; cf. crit. app. It is probable that a later 

scribe added fitveTto explain the metaphorical meaning of x s v t b T (see previous note).

The possibility of fitvsT being a fragment of another line is rather remote. This 

is an extremely obscene word, which occurs very rarely in Middle Comedy and 

beyond (cf. General Introduction p. 18).

5 6  sqq.: Highly wrought style featuring Doric dialect.

5 6  auX&v: A sine qua non of a symposion; see Wilson, in Goldhill & Osborne, 

Performance Culture and Athenian Democracy, 82ff. Cf. on Philetaerus fr. 17.4b.

5 7 a xXayya S’garret: The verb means raQdrreiv rj svo%XeTv (Did. De dub. ap. PI. lect. 

245.17), and xXayyd denotes any sharp sound (LSJ s.v.). These terms must refer to 

instruments other than the flutes, whose sound is described as solemn and gentle in 

the previous line. These other instruments (perhaps citharis, lyre, etc.) contrast the 

sound of the flutes by being, if not disturbing, at least of high volume and high pitch.

5 7 b Trverrai: In my translation I follow Lilja’s understanding that the verb may “refer 

to the fragrant odours of incense” ;40 cf. [Arist.] Pr. 24.10. On the contrary, LSJ s.v.

38 Cf. Henderson on x b v tq o v . “any point or goad was common for phallus” (o.c. 122).

39 For a different interpretation see Bommann, SIFC 50 (1978) 30ff.

40 The Treatment o f  Odours in the Poetry o f  Antiquity, p. 50 n. 2.
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Twao) translate “flutes are sounding”. I am sceptical about L S f  s interpretation, for 

7Tvarrai is separated by a whole sentence from the flutes.

5 8  xovga xamag: “Daughter of cassia”; a kenning in the manner of tragedy;41 note 

especially the epic / lyric form xovga (cf. introduction to the fragment). The 

manuscript has xougav, which both Kaibel and Gulick adopt in the Teubner and Loeb 

editions of Athenaeus’ text respectively. However, the accusative makes the meaning 

obscure. Therefore, I preferred to follow Kassel-Austin and adopt the nominative, 

suggested by both Meineke and Wilamowitz (though each assumes a different 

interpretation); cf. crit. app.

Cassia is a kind of incense (cinnamomum iners; LSJ s.v.). In Antiphanes fr. 

55.14 cassia appears to be a synonym for myrrh. Herodotus 3.107.1 names Arabia as 

the place of origin, not only of cassia and myrrh, but also of frankincense, cinnamon, 

and gum-mastich; cf. Thphr. HP 9.4.2. Syria in particular features as the place of 

origin of cassia also in Melanippides 757.5-7 PMG.

5 9  aXiaq: Cf. Ephippus fr. 5.3 r% TrsgixXvarov d’ aXiaq Kg'rprrjg, E. Hel. 148 eg yrjv 

avaXtav Kvrtgov.

6 0  doveT: Cf. Ar. Av. 1183 with van Leeuwen ad loc. Elevated language again. This is 

the only time that doveto is used with reference to smell. The aim is apparently to 

emphasise how strong the smell was.

6 1 -6 3 : A list of incenses and spices.42 The perfumes that are mentioned here are 

particularly rare, and give the impression that they were picked up from some kind of 

lexicon. This dazzling banquet features not only rare dishes, but also distinctive 

incenses and spices; cf. introduction. The cook sounds again like an erudite 

professional and a well-versed expert.

41 Cf. the famous kenning for a thief in Hes. Op. 605: ^tqoxonoq avyg (see West ad loc.). See also A. 

Ag. 494-495 (with Fraenkel’s note). For further on kennings see I. Waem, oarsa. The Kenning in 

Pre-Christian Greek Poetry, Uppsala 1951, passim  (for Comedy pp. 101-104).

42 For perfumes at symposion see on Amphis fr. 9.3-4.
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6 ia  fiagou: (idgov is a kind of sage (LSJ s.v.), originating in Egypt (Plin. HN 12.111). 

As with xaJiafiog below, fiagov is to be found only here and in scientific treatises; cf. 

Dsc. 3.42, Thphr. Od. 33, Hsch. s.v.

6 ib  xaAdfiou: Sweet flag  (LSJ s.v.); characterised as dgwfmnxo^ and euebdys by the 

ancient sources, this species of reed was known to be growing in Syria and India 

(Dsc. 1.18, Thphr. HP 4.8.4). Mnesimachus’ fragment is the only instance where this 

word is used outside a catalogue raisonne.

6 2  ftdqov: ftaqog (or ftagov) is a kind of spice (cf. LSJ s.v.). Herodian tells us that the 

reason for the long a is to distinguish from the neutral (77. fiov. Aif 2.941.11 Lentz). 

However, ftdgog does not appear as a lexicographical entry; instead Hesychius has two 

variants: ftaqv that he describes as Svfiiafia suebdsg (cf. Bekker Anecdota ft 225.16); and 

aSagv that he explains as a Macedonian appellation for the origanum.

6 3 a Aivdou: This is the only surviving reference to this aromatic plant, along with 

Eustathius’ gloss of it: avfygov rt evebhi; ofiebvufiov Aivdep rjj 'Podtq, noXst (Comm. Od. 

1.200.24). This may suggest that its origin was perhaps the Rhodian town of Lindus.

6 3 b xtvdou: Another hapax; “fragrant herb” (LSJ s.v.).

6 3 c xurB'ou: B'dfj.vog sorb ... noAuxXadog, E,uAa)dr)<; ... cpvXka s%ojp nsgicpsgij, crrgvcpva (Dsc. 

1.97.1); cf. Eupolis fr. 13.5.

6 3 d (i/vSou: Equivalent here to fiivBvrj (or fi(vB'a), meaning mint (cf. LSJ Suppl. s.v.).

6 4  86(lov$ b(j.l%k,r) xars%si: Here xari%a) means “to be spread over, cover” (LSJ s.v. II.4). 

This meaning goes back to Homer; e.g. Od. 13.269. Cf. Hermippus fr. 77.9 b<r(i<rj 

&aoirscria, xara irav d’ e%ei uij/sgscpsg deb, Ar. Nu. 572-573, Cratinus fr. 143.1.

6 5 : The catalectic anapaestic dimeter serves as a clausula rounding off the whole 

fragment. One has the (ultimately unprovable) impression that this is the whole 

passage, a speech in its entity, not just a section taken from it. Besides, a full
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recitation of a dinner would be just perfect for Athenaeus’ purposes, i.e. to show how 

exactly dinners are narrated by comic poets (IX 402d).

(DlXnnros (frr. 7-10)
As will become clear from the commentary on individual fragments, it is 

likely that the Philip in the play’s title is Philip II of Macedon. It is also likely that 

Philip appeared in the play, that Demosthenes was also a character, and that there was 

a confrontation between the two. It is probable, but not provable, that the play was set 

in Macedon.43 We find other comic plays named after foreign kings. Eubulus wrote a 

Aiovvmo$, apparently referring to the tyrant of Syracuse (cf. Ath. VI 260c), and 

Philemo wrote a I1 vqqo<;, probably featuring the king of Epirus.44

A testimony by Theopompus (see on fr. 10) can serve as an index for a rough 

dating of Mnesimachus’ floruit in the third quarter of the fourth century. Some forty 

years after Aristophanes’ latest dated play, Mnesimachus still writes more 

Aristophaneo; as I will attempt to show below, there are similarities with particularly 

the Acharnians, and politics are central to the plot.

Fr. 7
This fragment, cited by Athenaeus X 421c, dwells on the speaker’s military 

pugnacity. It is an extended braggadocio, which is even more emphasised by the 

iterative presents {hmvovfiev, xaramvopev, etc.). The speaker presents himself and his 

companions / associates / race as so warlike that they even eat weapons. He is 

addressing someone, whom he regards as a potential military opponent (soti aoi 

1. 1). He is seeking either to intimidate his opponent or reassure himself. Both the 

speaker and his style are paralleled by several soldier figures from within Middle and 

New Comedy. Antiphanes, Alexis, Xenarchus, Philemon, Diphilus, all wrote plays 

entitled ZrgaTitorTjg (ErQariwrai by Menander), whereas soldier figures do appear in

43 Macedon must have also been the setting o f the play Macedonians or Pausanias by Strattis; cf. 

Kassel-Austin ad loc.

44 So Dietze, De Philemone comico, 10-12. Breitenbach disagrees (Titulorum 105-106), but his 

arguments are not entirely convincing.
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other plays as well, cf. Amott’s introduction to Alexis’ ZrQartajT'rjg.45 One strand of 

the tradition behind this appears to be the miles gloriosus, a character that first 

appears with Lamachus in Aristophanes’ Acharnians (11. 620-622).46 This motif is 

later picked up by Menander,47 and subsequently by Plautus.48 The soldier also 

appears as a stereotyped figure in the plastic arts.49

In the present fragment, the speaker is describing a preposterous way of life. 

What is particularly noteworthy is the thoroughness with which the fantasy is worked 

out. We are presented with an elaborate metaphor that consists of substituting foods 

with weapons. It is impressive how closely the speaker follows the typical order of a 

dinner. He replicates the feast to a remarkable degree, even down to the furnishings. 

The nearest parallel for this kind of fantasy banquet is possibly Ar. Ach. 979ff., where 

we experience again a combination of feasting and war, and the scene is similarly 

elaborated down to details.

A reverse procedure is to be found in Plaut. Bacch. 69-73, where Pistoclerus 

imagines that every single item of his fighting equipment will be replaced by a 

banquet / revelry object, once he enters the house of the courtesan Bacchis.

As antecedent to both passages stands that extensive scene in the Acharnians 

(11. 1097-1141), where Dicaeopolis ridicules Lamachus’ preparation for war; to every 

single order that Lamachus gives asking for war equipment, Dicaeopolis adds his own 

order asking for food. Dicaeopolis and Lamachus could be considered as two opposite 

poles, the former representing the carefree mentality of feast, and the latter the 

mentality of war. Mnesimachus seems to have brought these two together. It is

45 Cf. Webster SLGC 64; Id. SM  164.

46 Hunter argues that the roots o f this motif are to be traced as back as tragedy, Archilochus, and Homer 

( The New Comedy o f  Greece and Rome, 6 6 , n. 18).

47 Bias is a bombastic soldier in Kolax (cf. fr. 2). Elsewhere, however, Menander has rather 

transformed the bombastic figure o f the soldier into a milder one, e.g. in Misoumenos and 

Perikeiromene\ cf. Hunter o.c. 6 6 -6 8 .

48 Being present in seven plays o f Plautus, the figure o f  the braggart soldier is most developed in Miles 

Gloriosus (introductory scene), Truculentus (11. 505-511), and Curculio (11. 439-441). The functions of 

the soldier figure, including the gasconading deliriums, are often undertaken by figures other than an 

actual soldier. For the soldier figure in general see Hofmann & Wartenberg, Der Bramarbas in der 

antiken Komodie', Wehrli, Motivstudien zur griechischen Komodie, 101-113; Ribbeck, Alazon, 27ff; 

Hanson, “The glorious military”, in Dorey & Dudley, Roman Drama, 51-85.

49 We possess a number o f  soldier statuettes and a wall painting; cf. Bieber HT figs. 368-371.
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possible that this particular passage of the Acharnians constituted the inspiration 

source for Mnesimachus (cf. on Aristophon fr. 13.2).50

The fragment describes an exotic lifestyle, which recalls the exaggerated 

claims relating to Persia and Thrace in Acharnians,51 and also the accounts of faraway 

peoples in Herodotus. 52 Conceivably, the speaker is someone regarded by the 

Athenians as a foreigner describing the warlike habits of his barbarian homeland. This 

could be someone who has come in Athens as an ambassador. There are good comic 

parallels for excessive bombast from ambassadors; e.g. the introductory scene with 

the ambassador in Aristophanes’ Acharnians. The mention of catapults (1. 9) strongly
• 53 •suggests a link with the Macedonians; it is possible that this is an ambassador from 

Macedon.

Both Meineke (111.577) and Webster (SLGC 64) believe that the speaker is 

Philip himself. Indeed, the boast about catapults would fit perfectly into his mouth. 

However, though certainty is impossible, there is a very good case to be made for the 

view, first proposed by Breitenbach, that Demosthenes is the speaker, addressing 

Philip: “Haec verba etiamsi ad unum quendam Atheniensem vel Graecum hominem, 

legatum vel imperatorem, dicta putantur, tamen vfiTv exspecto: crot pronomine 

principem significari arbitror ... Philippum ipsum” (Titulorum 36-37). In favour of 

Breitenbach’s hypothesis is Timocles fr. 12; in an attempt to satirise the grandiloquent 

style of Demosthenes, Timocles compares him to Briareos and depicts him as eating 

catapults and spears (11. 4-5: o Bgidgeajg, /  o roug xaTandXrag rat; re \by%a<; ecrB’itov). 

We may have here a stereotypical comic portrayal of Demosthenes analogous to the 

stereotyping of e.g. Pericles or Cleon in fifth century Comedy. 54 Bombast seems to 

have been already established, at least by Aischines, as the defining attribute of

50 Another parallel is perhaps Alcaeus fr. 140 V., which also features accumulation o f warfare 

equipment.

51 Cf. the Persian lifestyle (73ff), and the Thracian soldiers (155ff.).

52 E.g. the marvellous customs o f the Egyptians (2.35-36), the Thracian logos (5.2-10, 5.12-16), etc.

53 It was Philip who undertook -  after Dionysius I o f  Syracuse -  the further development o f this 

revolutionary siege equipment, which he introduced to mainland Greece. See Hammond & Griffith, A 

History o f  Macedonia, II 444ff.

54 Representation o f Pericles as an Olympian, and satire o f his head’s shape; cf. Ar. Ach. 530-531, 

Cratinus frr. 73, 258, Eupolis fr. 115, etc. On Pericles’ parody in Comedy see Schwarze, Die 

Beurteilung des Perikles durch die attische Komodie. For Cleon’s satire as a tanner and a foreigner see 

Aristophanes’ Knights (e.g. 11. 2, 44 with scholia); cf. V. 1220-1221.
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Demosthenes’ style.55 Aeschines also tells us that Demosthenes went to extremes and 

behaved rudely {htvax; ao-%np,ove7v\ 2.39) at a dinner hosted by Philip during the stay of 

the Athenian embassy in Macedon in 346 B.C. (see below). I would suggest that this 

is exactly what Mnesimachus depicts in this play, and especially in fr. 7.

Philip or Demosthenes, in the absence of any clear indication, it could be 

argued both ways. In favour of my choice of Demosthenes are: i. the fact that the 

speaker does not actually say that he uses catapults; ii. the absence of any indication 

that the speaker is not Athenian. There is a pattern -  beginning with Old Comedy and 

running into Middle Comedy -  of giving non-Athenians the dialect of their native 

state (unlike tragedy, in which everyone speaks the same poetic dialect) . 56 In an 

exhaustive presentation of the issue of the language of Macedon Hammond57 argues 

convincingly that the native Macedonian dialect was probably a version of Aeolic 

Greek. Since this is Comedy, one would expect a Macedonian to speak his dialect, 

especially given Demosthenes’ dismissive treatment of Philip and the Macedonians as 

barbarians.58 If the speaker were a Macedonian, dialect would have been a useful way 

of signalling his otherness. As it is, it is hard to imagine that the comic poet let go of 

the opportunity to represent the speaker as “other”, as non-Athenian.

As to the date of the play, Breitenbach (Titulorum 38) opts for the years 

between 345 and 340 B.C. However, the only occasion we know for certain that 

Demosthenes and Philip met was in 346 B.C., when Demosthenes was one of the 

Athenian ambassadors to Macedon (cf. D. 5.9-10) . 59 This twofold Athenian embassy 

to Philip resulted in the Peace of Philocrates during the same year. Among others, this 

peace provided that the small Thessalian town of Halus, currently under Macedonian 

siege, ceased to be an ally of Athens. Not only does this term help us to comprehend 

better fr. 8  below, but also constitutes an additional piece of evidence as to the date of

55 See Aeschin. 3.72, 3.166-167, 2.110.

56 Cf. in Aristophanes the Megarian (Ach. 729ff.), the Boeotian (Ach. 860ff.), the King's Eye (Ach. 100 

with scholia), the Laconian (throughout Lysistrata; cf. sch. on 1. 81), the Scythian (77*. 100Iff. with 

scholia); cf. Eubulus fr. 11. See Colvin, Dialect in Aristophanes and the Politics o f  Language in 

Ancient Greek Literature (however, on p. 276 he seems to consider Eubulus an Old Comedy poet). Cf. 

Willi, The Languages o f  Aristophanes, 198-225; Id., The Language o f  Greek Comedy, 18-20, 132-149.

57 In Hammond & Griffith o.c. 39-54 (esp. 46-49).

58 Cf. D. 3.17, 9.31, etc.

59 However, this is not historical writing; the author is at liberty to create fictitious encounters.
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the play; i.e. considering the year 346 B.C. as a terminus post quem, the production of 

this play could not have been much delayed, if the joke was to be still topical.

aq’ ofaS-’ oni) nqoq avbqag eori trot pa%r\,
01 r a  fyq/Y) bemvovpev yxovrjpeva, 

oipov be bfrbas nqppevac; xaram vopev; 

avravB'av euSvg am(paqat rqayrjpara  

5  rjpTv o naTq p a ra  bernvov axibag Kqr)rtxd<;,

cboireg aqaSivB'ovg, boqartcov re Xatif/ava 

xa re a y o r ’, aoiribag be nqoaxecpaAaia xa i 

3-ajqaxag e%opev, Tiqoq nobcov be acpevbovag 

xa i rotja, xara-nakraKTi b ’ eorecpavajpaSa

Don’t you know that in us you are going to fight 

against men who dine on sharpened swords, 

and swallow blazing torches as a relish?

Thereafter, just after dinner, the slave 

5 brings forth a dessert of Cretan arrows

and relics of broken spears, as if it were 

chickpeas; for cushions we have shields and 

breastplates, slings and bows at our feet, 

and we are wreathed with catapults

ia  &q’ ohS': This is a stereotypical phrase that recurs several times in all kinds of 

texts.60 In Comedy the addressee is usually scolded for his ignorance; e.g. Ar. Pax 

371, Alexis fr. 223, Nicostratus fr. 30. In most cases the question is rhetoric; e.g. Ar. 

Av. 6 6 8 , 1221, V. 1336 (but cf. Ar. V. 4).

ib  oriTj: This rare form of the conjunction ort meaning that occurs only in Comedy; cf. 

Ar. Nu. 331, Eq. 360, Av. 1010, Ephippus fr. 21, etc.

60 See Denniston GP 44-51.
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2 yxovyfieva: The details are important. This group of wild fighters dine not just on 

swords, but on sharpened swords. The impression conveyed thereby is that of 

intemperate boasting.

3 a oipov: The term oipov could denote any kind of relish eaten with bread; it formed a 

third category of food, after bread and wine.61 See Davidson o.c. 20-26, Olson & Sens 

on Archestratus fr. 9.2, and Amott on Alexis fr. 47.6. In harmony with the pattern 

described in the introduction, what is here being consumed as oij/ov is another military 

item, $&$£$■

3 b In war torches are used as a means of destruction (i.e. for burning cities);

e.g. A. Th. 432-434. But for the tough warriors of this fragment torches are merely a 

relish. They claim they swallow not just torches but burning torches (^fifisvag)', the 

effective use of detail continues (cf. 1. 2: sharpened swords). There is also a mild 

paradox here created by the idea of swallowing (literally drinking) fire.

4  TQayfuiaTa: The dessert. They included various foodstuffs (chickpeas, different 

kinds of beans, dried figs and other dried fruits, nuts, etc.), which were supposed to 

soak up alcohol and stimulate thirst (cf. Gal. 6.550 Kuhn, sch. on Ar. PL 190). 

References to rqay'Tjpara abound throughout Greek Comedy; e.g. Ar. Ra. 510, Ec. 

844, Eubulus fr. 44, Alexis frr. 168.2 (cf. Amott ad loc.), 190, Philemo fr. 158, 

Menander frr. 194, 409, etc. Cf. also PI. R. 372c. The chickpeas, usually served 

roasted (Pherecrates fr. 170, Ar. Pax 1136) or boiled (Archestratus SH  192.14), were 

sometimes considered a cheap rqayTjpa', cf. Ath. Ill lOld, Crobylus fr. 9.

5  axtiaq Kpqrixdg: axi$ can denote both the barb of an arrow (Phot, a 750, Poll. 1.137), 

and the arrow itself (Ar. Pax 443 with scholia); cf. LSJ s.v. The meaning in the 

present fragment is the latter. The Cretan arrows had an excellent reputation; cf. Poll.

1.149, Plu.Pyrrh. 29.4.

61 Cf. Horn. Od. 3.480, Plu. Them. 29.11. But oij/ov was also a regular appellation o f fish; cf. Plu. Mor. 

667f, Archestr. fr. 20.2, Poll. 7.26.
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6 - 7  ^oqar'uDv Xeiif/ava xareayora: xareayora is the passive perfect participle of 

xarajvvpi that means break in pieces, shatter (see LSJ s.v.). The end of the main 

course is paralleled to the end of a battle, when remnants of broken weapons lie all 

over the battlefield. Here, instead of desserts, these fighters prefer weapons again, 

which are imagined as broken down to bite-size portions.

7  7 T Q 0 < rx e< p d X a ia :  Again the details matter; the cushions should be soft and comfortable, 

but for these warriors a hard shield or breastplate suffices. The details are piled up as 

the speech unfolds {sharpened swords, burning torches, etc.) to express the toughness 

and manliness of the warriors.

The (head-) pillows / cushions were a sine qua non of a typical banquet, along 

with other pieces of essential furniture, such as couches, coverlets, etc. A list of the 

major banquet essentials is to be found in Ar. Ach. 1089-1093 (cf. Olson ad loc.). Cf. 

Ar. V. 676-677, and comm, on 1. 8  below.

8  ttqos Tioddiv: Since the diners / drinkers took up a reclining position, it was normal 

that one would find himself lying at another’s feet; cf. Ar. V. 1236, Clearchus FHG

11.310. In the present fragment slings and bows replace the normal reclining couches 

and cushions; cf. Poll. 6.9.

9  xarandXraKn 8 ’ s(rre<pavd)fie3'a: Placing garlands on the heads of the banqueters was 

another typicality of a formal dinner; cf. on Amphis fr. 9.4. The use of catapults 

instead of wreaths causes a climax of grotesquery. For the link between Philip and the 

catapults see introduction to the fragment.

Fr. 8

In this fragment, cited by Athenaeus X 418b-c, we find ourselves either at a 

feast or in a place where a feast will shortly take place. Although it is not 

inconceivable that we could actually be at a feast, this is unlikely, given that indoor 

scenes are generally avoided in Comedy. It is probably safer to assume that the 

scene below depicts a preparation for a feast. Comedy abounds in scenes that relate to

62 Though not completely, as the opening scene in Clouds shows.
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63an off-stage feast, whether it is a preparation for or an account of one; cf. Ar. Ec. 

834-852, Pax 922-1126,64 V. 1174ff., 1299f£, etc.65

It looks like an international gathering, where Thessalians are welcome. The 

seeming naturalness of a Thessalian presence to the speaker may suggest that we are 

in Macedon. This hypothesis is supported not only by the fact that Philip had by the 

early 340s established control over Thessaly, 66 but also by our knowledge that the 

Athenian ambassadors to Macedon were feasted; cf. Aeschin. 2.39, Theopompus 115 

F 236 FGrH. At the same time, the idea of being omnivorous links this fragment with 

what precedes (and also with what follows). The speakers are possibly slaves / table 

attendants.

tu)v QaqaaXnov 

TjKsi rig, ha (xai} rag rgani^ag xaracpay'fl;

(B.) oudsig nageoTiv. (A.) eu ye dqajvrsg. aqa rtov 

OTTT'rjv xarserS'iOL/o'i ttoXiv A%auxv]v;

Has anyone of the Pharsalians arrived 

to devour even the tables themselves?

(B.) No one is here. (A.) Good for them. Could it 

be that they are eating up an Achaean town roasted?

i  tu)v OaqtraXiwv: Pharsalus was a small town in the region of Thessaly. In antiquity 

Thessalian gluttony was renowned. There are many passages that satirise the gluttony 

of e.g. the Boeotians, the Thebans, or the Thessalians collectively.67 However, it is

noteworthy that no other passage apart from the present fragment singles out the

Pharsalians in particular. Therefore, I would suggest that there is an additional topical 

point in the selection of Pharsalus. It is important that what is being eaten here by the 

Pharsalians is an Achaean town -  and not anything else. We can probably identify this

63 Webster’s allegations (SM  112) concerning feasts taking place on stage are not entirely convincing.

64 See Dohm o.c. 37-55.

65 The same pattern occurs even in tragedy; cf. E. Ale. 747-802.

66 See Hammond & Griffith o.c. 220-222, 285ff.

67 Cf. Ath. X 417b-418e, Plu. Mor. 995e. See Roberts & Head, The Ancient Boeotians and the Coinage 

ofBoeotia, 1-9.
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town with Halus, a town in the south of Thessaly, on the Pagasean Gulf; cf. Strabo 

9.5.8: 7) AXo; ... (PS-iojti;  xaXahai xai A%aix% I believe that what this fragment really 

does is allude to the current political situation of the time.68 The title of the play, as 

well as the context suggested by frr. 7 and 10, all tell in favour of this hypothesis. 

Halus, an ally of Athens, had revolted against Pharsalus.69 Philip supported the latter 

against the former. He laid a siege to Halus in the spring of 346 B.C., and finally 

managed to reduce it to submission to Pharsalus.70 Demosthenes discerns in this 

episode Philip’s increasing aggressiveness against Athens, given the existing 

alliances; cf. his Answer to Philip’s Letter §1.

2  Tax; rgans^a; xaraqtdm: A  bold metaphor; cf. 1. 4. Cf. Virg. Aen. 7.116. In order to 

satirise gluttony, the comic poets employ various metaphorical phrases like this one, 

all of which include the notion of eating something inedible; cf. Eupolis fr. 99.6-7 

d a m v o w T i  ttqo;  t t jv  x a q d l a v  /  r o i v  o X xa Jd u jv  t i v ’ a v r o i r ,  Aristophon fr. 9.9 x a r s o ’S ’/a x r i  x a i  

r o u ;  d a x T u X o u f ,  Euphro fr. 9.14 x a r s o S ' i 'o v r a  x a i  r o b ;  a v B - g a x a ; .

4  xaTeoS’foua-i noXiv: The verb xaracrS'ta) is often used metaphorically, to highlight the 

immense consumption and / or usurpation of property, money, etc.; cf. Ar. Eq. 258, 

Anaxippus fr. 1.32, Alexis fr. 128.1-2, etc. Here, however, xareo$fa) designates 

destruction. Alcaeus uses a synonym of xareo-S-iaj, i.e. the verb darrraiv, to express the 

notion of destruction; cf. fr. 70.7 V.: damera) ttoXiv\ and fr. 129.23-24 V.: dairrai /  rav 

iroXiv. For a thorough discussion of transferred uses of xarscrS-ico and similar verbs see 

Amott on Alexis fr. 110.2.

In the present fragment a whole city is being devoured. Behind the physicality 

of this bold metaphor (cf. 1. 2) lurks the Aristophanic tradition. Bold metaphors and 

physicality are core elements of the Aristophanic style; e.g. V. 925 ex t c j v  noXzajv t o  

o-x Tqov  k^rfioxzv. See Silk, Aristophanes and the Definition o f  Comedy, 121-124, 138- 

148. There is an interesting possible echo of Peace in the idea of eating a city = 

destroying it in war. In Aristophanes’ play Polemos makes a salad with the cities of

68 On politics in Middle Comedy and beyond see General Introduction pp. 17-18.

69 Cf. sch. on D. 19.36 (352,17 Dindorf): a! duo noXeig aurai rijg OerraXiag (sc. Pharsalus and Halus) 

ko~r(wia ôv Tiqog iaurag, r) [ l e v  0 aqaraXog (piXy oiiaa rou 0iXiimou, o di 'AXog t & v  ASyvalcov.

70 Cf. D. 19.39, Strabo 9.5.8, and Hammond & Griffith o.c. 336, 339ff.
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Greece (11. 242-252). Here the idea is transferred to humans (like the metaphors in fr.

7 above).

Fr. 9
This fragment, cited by Athenaeus IX 387b, agrees with fr. 8  in suggesting a 

milieu related to a feast. Given the context that I suggest above (cf. introductions to 

frr. 7 and 8 ), it is possible, though ultimately unprovable, that this dinner table is 

prepared for Philip and his hosts, the Athenian ambassadors. The rare delicacy of 

pheasant is appropriate indeed for a royal meal. By birds’ milk we are prompted to 

imagine a plenty of other luxurious dishes (see below). Rare and luxurious, this 

bountiful meal is reminiscent of the exotic lifestyle reported by the Ambassador in 

Aristophanes’ Acharnians. One particularly recalls Ambassador’s claim of a whole ox 

en casserole (11. 85-87). The speaker might be a slave again; ff. 9 may form part of the 

same conversation as fr. 8 .

xai t o  Xsyofievov 

<mavi(j)TaTov Txaq&oriv oqvfotov yaXa, 

xai (paaiavog aTTOTBTiXfiavog xaXwg

Even the legendary, 

rarest birds’ milk is here, 

and a pheasant nicely plucked.

1 to Xeyofievov: This is a proverbial expression that points out the common talk of this 

fictionary product, i.e. that it is being much talked about, is widely known and 

famous.

2  oqvftcov yaXa: “zm tmv (rnavlcov” (Diogenianus Paroem. 3.92; cf. 2.15); cf. Suda y  19. 

This imaginary product still stands in modem Greek for something either very rare or 

very valuable. The phrase also occurs in Aristophanes (e.g. V. 508, Av. 734); cf. 

Eupolis fr. 411, Luc. Merc. Cond. 13. The comic poets mention two other imaginary 

kinds of milk; these are yaXa Xayou (Alexis fr. 128; cf. Amott ad loc.), and yaXaxTi 

Z'fivog (Eubulus fr. 89.5; cf. Hunter ad loc.).
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3  <pcuriav6$: This is an adjective; the noun implied is oqvtq. The (paaiavot; oqvig was thus 

called because of its origin from near the river G>ao-i$ (cf. LSJ s.v.). It had the 

reputation of being a rich delicacy and a luxurious, costly titbit, cf. Ptol. Euerg. II 234 

F 2 FGrH. See Thompson Birds 176-177.

Fr. 10

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VIII 338b. Dorion was a flute-player, 

famous also for his gluttony and particularly for his love of fish; cf. Ath. VIII 337b- 

338a. It looks as though the speaker is answering a question (“Is it X?” “No, but ...”). 

Perhaps again it can be accommodated in the same context of the description of a 

feast.

oux afika xai rijg v u x t o <; s o r t  Acuqtiov 

svdov nag' r^iiv Xo7rado(pu(rr]T'r}g

Not only, but even at night Dorion 

the shell-blower is inside with us.

1 Acoqlwv: Dorion was a close acqaintantance of Philip, whose company joined 

regularly for drinking and feasting. The testimonies about him also testify to Philip’s 

prodigality and dissipation; cf. Theopompus 115 F 224 and 236 FGrH, D. 2.19.71

2  XoTTado(pv(n)T7)<;: A hapax. This word occurs only here and in Eustathius Comm. II. 

4.207 with relation to this fragment; see on Mnesimachus fr. 3.5.

The joke consists of a word-play based on the double meaning of Aond$, which 

can mean both fla t dish / plate, and shellfish (see LSJ s.v.). Given that the shell of 

certain kinds of shellfish is big enough to be used as a pipe, it is possible that this 

nickname targets both Dorion’s gluttony and his love for piping.72

71 The validity o f Demosthenes’ words could be questioned, since it suits him to malign Philip.

72 For a different interpretation see LSJ s.v. Xona^ocputnjr .̂
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PHILETAERUS
Philetaerus’ first Lenaian victory must have occurred between the years 372 

and 366 B.C.; cf. IG II2 2325.143.1 He was a son of Aristophanes; cf. Suda <p 308, 

Prolegomena de comoedia XXXab Koster, RE XIX.2 s.v. Philetairos nr. 5.

Most of the fragments that I analyse below have a common dominant theme, 

that is the motif of r)($aaj<; i-e- the ideal of hedonism, of a luxurious and 

materialistic life, whose main features are food, wine, and sex. There is a call to enjoy 

these pleasures during lifetime, for life is short (cf. fr. 13).

K vvark  (frr. 6-9)

The Suda's entry for Philetaerus (<p 308) lists this play as Kwvryl&g. None the 

less, Kassel-Austin, following Bjorck’s remarks,2 thought it plausible to amend the 

title to Kuvayig (cf. K.-A. ad loc.). Meineke (1.350) wondered whether a real huntress 

or a courtesan with this very name is meant. The latter possibility seems more 

promising, since there is a number of parallel titles featuring courtesans’ names -  

either historical or fictitious.3 If Kvvayl<; stands indeed for a name of a courtesan, this 

must be a fictitious one, since we have no other evidence for it. In further support of 

the possibility of Kvvayu; being a proper name is that, given the fourth century B.C. 

Athenian social norms, no one would expect a female hunter to be the leading figure. 

Unless, of course, this figure turned out to be not a literal but a metaphorical hunter, 

i.e. a hetaira hunting men. This hypothesis becomes more plausible, if one compares 

Theophilus fr. 11, where we have another metaphor from the hunting world: the 

pimps entangle the youths in the nets of the courtesans. Since the fragments provide 

no definite evidence, I would keep both possibilities open.

Atalante could also have been a reasonable candidate for the huntress of the 

title, if only the evidence from the fragments, and particularly from fr. 8 , did not tell 

against a mythic theme. Of course, anachronism is always a possibility. The mythic 

figure of Atalante could have been embedded within a mundane contemporary

1 Cf. Capps, AJPh 28 (1907) 188.

2 Das Alpha impurum, 137-138.

3 E.g. Eubulus’ XgimXXa, Antiphanes’ MaXSaxi), Alexis’ Aya)vt<; (cf. Amott’s introduction), etc.
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context; alternatively the play’s setting could have been the mythical world but with 

incorporated elements of contemporary life (see General Introduction pp. 16-17).

As a possible date for this play, Breitenbach (Titulorum 122-124) suggested 

the years between 370 and 365 B.C., while Schiassi (RFIC 79 [1951] 219) thought 

more plausible the period 365-360 B.C. Below (fr. 9.2) I suggest a date in the late 

340s on the basis of the reference to Diopeithes, a contemporary politician and 

general of the city of Athens.

Fr. 6
The following fragment is quoted by the Cynic philosopher Cynulcus in 

Athenaeus XIII 570e-f. Cynulcus has been preaching against both moral corruption 

and every kind of indulgence since 566e. This fragment (along with Timocles fr. 24 as 

a counter-example) constitutes his concluding piece of advice to his collocutor, 

Myrtilus: raura aoi -rtaqaivzTv e%io, zraTqe MuqriXe. xai xara rijv QiXsrai'qou Kuwyyi2a‘, 

and there follows the fragment. However, Kaibel observed that Cynulcus alters the 

text for his own purposes by inserting an extra ovx before tjS i o t o v  (1. 2 ), which distorts 

both the metre and the meaning (cf. crit. app.).

The exhortation of the comic character is of course exactly the opposite of the 

one meant by Cynulcus above. The addressee must be a young man.4 It could be that 

the speaker tries to convince a sober and modest friend to suppress his hesitations and 

enjoy himself by having sex. It is equally possible that it is just an argument between 

a champion of sobriety and a champion of hedonism, or even that this is a character 

besotted with a hetaira, who is justifying his lifestyle to a more prudish friend. Here it 

is possible to detect certain links with Old Comedy. Fragments 6 , 7, 8 , and 9 are 

consistent with a debate context, and there is an obvious analogy with the 

Aristophanic agon (cf. Nu. 889-1114), and to a lesser extent with the clash in 

Daitaleis frr. 205, 233.5 What is different in Philetaerus is that we get a moralising 

argument involving extensive generalisation. Though not prominent, this motif that 

consists of arguments arising from a character’s situation but pursued in a way that 

turns them into a generalised or abstract discussion about trends in human life, does 

appear in Old Comedy; cf. Ar. PL 467-609 (a debate about the role of poverty in

4 Otherwise there would be no point in the phrase “elderly in ways”, since the elderly are naturally so.

5 If these are indeed two young men, Daitaleis could be the model.
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society), and to a lesser extent V. 655-724 (a brief account of the vices of the Athenian 

political scene); cf. Amphis fr. 3. This pattern is above all heavily reminiscent of 

tragedy, particularly Euripidean (e.g. Med. 214-251: about the helplessness of women; 

Hipp. 373-390: Phaedra’s generalisations about what makes people abandon their 

sense of duty, ibid. 176-197), and is further picked up in the plays of Menander (e.g. 

Dysc. 271-298: about the recommended behaviour of both the rich and the poor 

ones) . 6

Trauaai ysQCOV lov roug rgonoug. ovx oIoS’ ori 

TjdioTov scrriv anoS-avsTv fiivovvB’’ 0141a, 

cooTTSQ X&yovaiv anoSavetv

2  rjO tiorov e o r i v  Toup ap. Warton Theocr. II (1770) p. 403: o v x  s < r r ( iv )  r jh c r r o v  ACE Cynulcum

dipnosophistam poetae verba ad suam mentem mutasse censet Kaibel

Stop being elderly in ways. Don’t you know that 

it is most pleasurable to die while screwing, 

just as they say Phormisius died?

1  ovx o M f ori: A common start of a rhetoric question.7 The place of this phrase at the 

end of the line is not unusual. Particularly in Comedy questions introduced in this way 

do not usually await an answer; they rather slightly scold the addressee for failing to 

know the facts that follow; cf. Ar. Av. 609, Ephippus fr. 21, Alexis fr. 222, Diphilus 

fr. 76, Athenio fr. 1, etc.

2  vjdtoTov ioTiv anoS'aveTv fitvovvS’’: On the issue of obscenity in Middle Comedy and for 

further occurrences of ftivsiv see General Introduction p. 18.

The conception expressed here recurs in Ovid Am. 2.10.29-30, 35-36.8 

Philetaerus produces two examples of persons who supposedly died in this way;

6 Such a -  not necessarily linear -  development o f  the debate motif is paralleled by the intermittent 

persistence o f the ovo/m k t t } x o j f i q j ^ s i v  (cf. General Introduction pp. 17-18). Both phenomena testify to the 

continuity o f Greek Comedy.

7 Cf. Smyth §2640.

8 Ovid parodies the theme o f  the sombre contemplation o f  death in Latin elegy; cf. McKeown ad loc.
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Phormisius in the present fragment, and Lais in ft. 9. In ff. 17 Philetaerus employs a 

parallel formula, i.e. xaXov y ’ ear’ anoSavaTv avXovfiavov, where the semantic ambiguity 

of the word xaXov, creates a grotesque atmosphere (see comm, ad loc.). On the 

contrary, here Philetaerus is more precise in the choice of his words: rjdtcrrov points 

uniquely and undeniably to pleasure, whereas xaXov could also allude to ethics.

3  <froQ[it<riov: Phormisius was an Athenian politician of the late fifth -  early fourth 

century B.C.; cf. Arist. Ath. 34.3, D.H. Lys. 32; PA 14945, RE XXI .541-544.

He is mentioned once by Plato (fr. 127) who targets his venality, and twice by 

Aristophanes (Ra. 965, Ec. 97) who satirises his thick beard. The joke is particularly 

obscene in the passage from Ecclesiazusae, where Phormisius’ beard is paralleled to 

the female genitalia (i.e. Phormisius’ beard = bushy pubic hair; cf. sch. ad loc.). The 

idea of bribery seems remote from the context of the present fragment. Possibly the 

passage alludes to an otherwise unknown reputation for hedonism on the part of 

Phormisius. But it may be that Philetaerus, despite mentioning nothing about his 

beard,9 looks back to Aristophanes’ treatment of Phormisius. If so, it seems that 

Aristophanes’ joke stuck, 10 so that Phormisius remained associated in people’s mind 

with sex, to the point that years later a comic poet could still claim that he died while 

having sex. 11

Fr. 7

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus VII 280c-d, within a discussion about 

pleasure (ydovy). Both this fragment and most of the other passages cited by 

Athenaeus express the idea that pleasure, and in particular pleasure derived from both 

eating and sex, is the highest Good. The idea of pleasure as the main goal in life is 

already present in elegiac poetry (cf. Mimnermus frr. 1, 7 West), and later it receives 

a philosophic treatment by Plato (e.g. in Protagoras, see on Amphis fr. 6.3). In 

Athenaeus VII 279f and 280b the notion is summarised through the words of 

Epicurus: ou ydq ayajya dvva^ai vofjaai raya%v atpaXaiv fiav rrjv did %uXqjv, dcpaXtbv da

9 O f course, such a reference can simply have not survived.

10 Cf. Hsch. a 7248: o! xojfiixo'i ... sXeyov ... <PoQfii(rioû  ra yuvaix&Ta aiBoTa.

11 Ancient biographies like the appropriate death; cf. Ar. Pax 700-703 (about Cratinus). See Lefkowitz, 

The Lives o f  the Greek Poets, pp. ix, 90, 115-116.
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tv)v dif atpqodto-iajv ydovyv (cf. 21.1 (.R eliqu iae) Arrighetti = 67 Usener) . 12 Cf. below on 

qbewg Cjqv.

I would suggest that the speaker below is identical with the speaker of fr. 6 , 

since the cred o  expressed here is very much the same. It could be that he continues 

the “sermon” started in fr. 6 , or else that this is a defence from criticism. It seems 

plausible that the two fragments were quite close within the play. It is possible that

here the addressee is the same hesitant individual as in fr. 6 , given the ago«-like

environment assumed above (cf. introduction to fr. 6 ).

tv  da? yaq dura S v v j r o v ,  i x b tb v u ) ,  ttoibTv  

ttXt}V qdscog rov fiiov x a S ’ Tjfikqav, 

kav e 'zV  Tl<s dnobav; aXXd daT ctxottbTv

TOUT’ aVTO , TCLvB’QUJTTBt’ OQUiVTd TTQ&'YIMLTGL,

5  sig augiov ds ( f iT jd k }  (pqovrt^Biv o t i

Borar Traqiaqyov aoriv airoxaTaSai ndvu 

acoXov &vdov Taqyvqiov

What should a human, being mortal, do, I ask you, 

than live their life pleasantly every single day, 

if one has the means for it? Indeed, one should focus 

on this very thing: contemplating the human conditions,

5 not to care at all of what might come tomorrow;

since it is futile to have hoarded money laid 

up without use in store, inside the house

j  txsTsuco: See LSJ s.v. 4. The parenthetic usage of ix b tb u c o  is quite frequent in both 

tragedy (e.g. S. Ph. 932, E. H ec. 97), and comedy (e.g. Ar. Nu. 696, Ra. 299, Alexis 

fr. 3). However, in all such cases i x s tb u q j  is part of a sentence expressing a request / an 

order, i.e. a verb in imperative is either present or most clearly understood (e.g. Ar. 

Ra. 11). This is not the case in the present fragment. Here the syntax is totally 

different: the sentence is a rhetorical question, which only seeks to present most

12 Epicurus here is misunderstood; cf. D.L. 10.131-132 {Letter to Menoeceus, 131-132 Arrighetti / 

Usener), Plu. Mor. 1086c ff.
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emphatically the speaker’s opinion. 13 Ix s t b u q j  bears an exclamatory force, and is 

parenthetically inserted in the flow of the speech, as if it were to challenge for an 

opposite argument. The only other instance where i x s t b u w  is used in this way is 

Eubulus fr. 114: xal yaq iroo-o) xaXkiov Ixsrsuco, rqscpstv /  avSqamov s o t ’ avSqamov, av 

eX'n fitov... (cf. Hunter ad loc.). Sachtschal14 attempts a different categorisation of the 

ix s t b v o )  instances; on the one hand, the cases where the personal pronoun crs is present, 

and on the other hand, the cases where for metrical reasons os is omitted, as it happens 

in both Philetaerus fr. 7 and Eubulus fr. 114.15

2  'qdseog Qf)v: Living pleasantly is a broad notion that recurs frequently throughout 

Greek literature. In Comedy the particular pleasures understood thereby are usually 

eating, drinking, and sex. 16 It is noteworthy that these pleasures tend to figure 

prominently in the situation enjoyed by the Aristophanic hero after his success; cf. 

Ach. 1037ff., Pax 1316ff. The idea also surfaces in the arguments of Hetton logos in 

Nu. 107Iff. It is interesting however that in the fourth century there is a marked 

tendency for Comedy to deal in a more philosophic way with the issue, as Philetaerus 

here does; cf. Amphis frr. 8 , 21, Alexis fr. 273, Apollodorus Carystius fr. 5. Both 

Menander (fr. 799) and Philippides (fr. 6 ) equal the conception of vfieoos wdh 

abstaining from marriage, which of course leaves more space for revelling in 

numerous love affairs. The modus vivendi that Comedy commends is sometimes 

challenged and disapproved in tragedy (e.g. E. fr. 193 TGF), though interestingly 

adesp. fr. 95 TGF (assigned to Euripides by Porson Adversaria 101) champions the 

idea of r^kcog £ijv with the same zeal as the comic fragments do:

■nao-iv ds SvyroTg fiouAofiai Ttaqaivso-ai

TOUcp'rftiBqov Cftv rfisuig- o y a q  B’avcov

13 A parallel to this use o f ixsrevto is the oath -nqoq t m v  S s o j v  (cf. comm, on Aristiphon lf. 9.1), since both 

invocations originate as an attempt to implore someone.

14 De comicorum Graecorum sermone metro accommodato, 38.

15 In both these cases, it cannot be only metrical reasons that dictate the omission o f the pronoun. For 

here we do not have a personal or a genuine request addressed to a collocutor, but a rather idiomorphic 

usage o f the verb, as I explain above.

16 See comm, on Theophilus fr. 12.3-4. As to the popular basis o f such notions in Aristophanes see 

Dover’s introduction to Ar. Clouds pp. lxiv-lxvi.
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t o  fi'rj^sv s o r t  x a l  a x ia  x a r a  %$ovog'

(itKQOu Be fitorou £o)v t ’ snaugsoS'ai xqsSov.

5  slg avQtov ... fLvjde (pgovr^eiv: The ideal of carpe diem, i.e. to enjoy the present without 

thinking of what the future might bring, occurs early on in sympotic contexts as a 

topos; cf. Alcaeus fr. 38 V. It is later championed by Heracles in E. Ale. 779ff., and 

Horace appears to echo Philetaerus in Od. 1.9.13: “quid sit futurum eras, fuge 

quaerere”. For parallels see Nisbet & Hubbard on Hor. I.e. Cf. also the famous saying 

slg augtov ra, oiroubaTa (Plu. Pel. 10.4, Mor. 596f).17

7  so)Xov: See LSJ s.v. The word originally denotes bread, and any further kind of food, 

left from the previous day; cf. sch. Luc. 29.3, 34.31, sch. Ael. Arist. Pan. 148.5.6. 

S u d a  ( s  1884) gives a metaphorical meaning: t o  iJa j x q o v , p a T a io v , avaxpsXsg, avl(r%uQov. 

Although the occurrences of the word characterising nouns other than food are 

numerous (e.g. of a corpse in Luc. Cat. 18, and Philops. 31), this is the only instance 

where the word is used in relation to money. The idea conveyed hereby is that storing 

wealth is pointless. There is an interesting parallel at Pi. I.  1.67 { s i  <$s Tig s v h v  vspsi 

ttX o u t o v  K Q v i p a h v  -  justifying the athlete’s life); cf. Id. N. 1.31-2.

Fr. 8
The following fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 572d. These two lines 

seem to confirm the contemporary context of the play (but see introduction to the 

play). Additionally, when this fragment is taken into consideration, a debate context 

for all the surviving fragments becomes even more plausible. The champion of the 

hedonistic lifestyle is again the speaker; here he gives a rather fanciful justification to 

his preference of courtesans to a wife (cf. on Amphis fr. 1.1b).

This fragment is a shorter (by one line) version of Philetaerus fr. 5. It is 

Athenaeus again who cites fr. 5 (XIII 559a), and assigns it to a different play of 

Philetaerus called KoQtvB'iaorSjg. The meaning is not altered by this extra line: cog 

Taxsqov, So Z sv , x a l  p a X a x o v  t o  f lX sp p  ’ s%si. The reference to a courtesan is beyond any 

doubt. This looks like a genuine repetition, not merely a misattribution. However,

17 Said by Archias, who continued revelling, when he was warned o f  the conjuration o f the Theban 

exiles to overthrow the pro-Spartan regime in Thebes, in 379 B.C.
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without further information we cannot say whether this is a recycling or a self-
18 •quotation. The antecedent for the former is Aeschylus (Pers. 811 ~ Ag. 527), while 

for both phenomena Aristophanes (cf. Th. 472 ~ Ach. 504, Pax 752-759 ~ V. 1030- 

1037). We also have the testimony of Athenaeus VIII 347b-c that Ephippus as well 

practised recycling; i.e. he reused the lines of fr. 5 from Geryones into another play of 

his, the Peltastes.

ovx irog kra'iqag hqov so r t navra^ou, 

a X k ’ ou%! 'yafisrrjg ovdafiov rijg EXAadog

No wonder that there is a temple of Hetaira everywhere, 

but none of wife anywhere in Greece.

i  sralqag Ibqov:  There is a pun here on the double meaning of the word sraiqa; it can 

mean courtesan, but it was also a cult epithet of Aphrodite in Athens, as the patron 

deity of courtesans; cf. Hsch. b 6481, Ath. XIII 571c, etc. In 1. 1 the character seems to 

be referring to Aphrodite herself and her numerous shrines; in 1. 2 an element of nraqa 

TTQochxIav is introduced, since the character shifts from Aphrodite’s epithet to 

courtesan. Though within modem printing conventions the cult title requires a capital 

letter, in performance it would be impossible to distinguish between the common 

noun and the cult epithet.

Fr. 9
The following fragment (like fr. 6 ) comes from Book XIII (JIsqI yuvaixatv) 

587e-f of Athenaeus, where the discussion revolves around women, both married and 

courtesans. The figure of the courtesan receives a renewed interest during the period 

of Middle Comedy, and becomes a stock character. 19

The metre is trochaic tetrameter; used normally for a special effect; here it 

probably relates to the sermonising nature of the fragment.20 Courtesans are presented

18 Denniston and Page ad loc. defend the case against the rejection o f  the line as an interpolation.

19 See General Introduction pp. 20-21.

20 Trochaic tetrameter and sermonising against the courtesans recur in Anaxilas ff. 22. See General 

Introduction p. 27.
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in a way that suggests a degree of distaste; this could be an argument against 

dedication to their pursuit. The speaker is possibly an old man, who has seen -  and 

most possibly enjoyed -  the flourishing prime of these courtesans, and now he realises 

that all of them have grown old and ugly.21 What he tries to stress is presumably the 

vanity of temporary pleasures, since both the prime and the charms of a woman 

disappear with time. His words are marked by vigour, created by the two questions 

containing negation, where the negative word is emphatically placed first (ou%!, 11. 1 ,

4).

The fragment below suggests that courtesans usually had a long-running 

career, and did not leave their profession until late in life.22 The motif is found 

elsewhere, cf. Aristophanes fr. 148.1, Xenarchus fr. 4.9, Philetas AP 6.210; see 

Hunter’s introduction to Eubulus’ Navviov. It is difficult to know how literally to take 

this motif. It may be that many courtesans continued to practise their profession 

beyond their prime (however we determine that), but since Comedy has a tendency 

both to literalness and to exaggeration it may be this (rather than the precise 

arithmetic of years) which makes the comic poets present the courtesans as actually 

old.

ou%l Ksgxam?) fisv rjdv) ysyov' z t t j  rqicr%iXia,

<r] ds AionsiS'ovg arjdrjg TkXsaig srsga fivgia;

O s o X v t t j v  <$’ (oud’y oldsv oufisig ore t o  t t q o j t o v  z j s v s t o .  

ovx'i Aaig (isv t s X s u t c j o ' ’ ans^avsv ^ivovfisvT),

5 *I(rSjfiiag ds xat N saiga xarao-so^ns xat O ika;

Kocraixpag <$s xal TaXyvag xai Kogoomg ou Xs/yoo. 

nsg'i ds N a’tdog ( t k o t t o ) ’ yo/acpioug ja g  ovx s%st

2 TzXsortq A: TeXeaiXXa CE 3 ovd’ Meineke: om. ACE: ovx Jacobs Att. Mus. Ill 2 (1800) p. 241

Has not Kerkope already become three thousand years old, 

and the disgusting Telesis of Diopeithes another ten thousand?

As for Theolyte, no one knows when she was first bom.

21 An old man’s reminiscences o f  his youth are also the context o f  Anaxandrides fr. 9.

22 “Late” is a relative term with different meanings according to context; the joke may not be literally 

true.
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Did not Lais end up dying while screwing,

5 and have not Isthmias, Neaira, and Phila rotten away?

And I say nothing of all the Kossyphes and Galenes and Korones.

As for Nais, I keep silent, for she has no molars.

ia  KegxaiTur): The noun xzqxojtttj signifies the pixqov TZTTiytov to xaXapaTov Xeyopevov 

(Hsch. x  2342; cf. Speusippus fr. 10). As a woman’s name it recurs on the inscriptions 

IG II2 11833 and SEG 26.289.1, and in Lexica Segueriana, Gl. Rhet. x  271.21. We 

could conjecture that the reason for naming a woman after a cicada species is to 

emphasise the woman’s either incessant loquacity or talent in singing. Alexis fr. 96 

supports such an interpretation; a woman’s relentless chattering is said to overpass 

that of a xzQxwm?, a magpie, a nightingale, etc. (see Amott ad loc.). As to the 

lexicographical entry, it goes as follows: ovopa kraiqag, xaXovpsvyg ovrco bia 

xaxovftziav. xsqxconsg yaq eimv oi xaxouqyot avSqamoi. This is rather suspicious; we do 

not know whether the lexicographer had in mind a real hetaira, or whether 

Philetaerus’ fragment was his only source for this name, which he interpreted
23

according to his knowledge of the Cercopes. If the latter, then we are obviously 

dealing with a fictitious hetaira. Still, the lexicographical entry may be right as to the 

origin of the name; Keqxu)tit) can allude to either the navouqjia or the loquacity of a 

woman (cf. Bechtel, Frauennamen, 83-84, 93).

ib  £T7j TqtoyciXia: A wild exaggeration, capped by the greater exaggeration in the next 

line (srsqa (ivqta).

2 a AioneiS'oug: A  certain Diopeithes was a popular target of Old Comedy. He was an 

orator (sch. on Ar. V. 380), and a seer (xq^o-poXoyo£ sch. on Ar. Av. 988). His oracular 

frenzy along with his crippled hand provided the comic poets with enough reasons to 

satirise him; cf. Ar. V. 380, Av. 988, Amipsias fr. 10, Phrynichus fr. 9,24 Eupolis fr. 

264, etc. See PA 4309, and Connor CIPh 58 (1963) 115-117. Nevertheless, the

23 The mythic Cercopes were notorious for robbing and plundering; see on Amphis fr. 10.1a.

24 The Diopeithes mentioned by Phrynichus is once identified with (sch. on Ar. Av. 988), and once 

disassociated from (sch. on Ar. V. 380) the character meant by Aristophanes.
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numerous records show that the name was not uncommon,25 so it need not be the man 

mocked by Aristophanes and the other Old Comedy poets. A more likely target for 

fourth century Comedy is the Athenian politician and general {PA 4327), who was 

particularly active from 343 B.C. onwards, when he led new Athenian cleruchs to the

Chersonese and later held a command in Thrace; during this time his policy towards
26Philip was mostly aggressive and provocative. It is probable that this is another 

example of bvopaor't xajficphTv21 against a politician. It is more likely that Philetaerus 

picked up on a recognisable contemporary figure, rather than he resorted to the Old 

Comedy’s favourite Diopeithes. This hypothesis is crucial to dating the play. If I am

correct, the play should consequently be dated in the late 340s, within the period of

Diopeithes’ heightened involvement in the Athenian politics and affairs with 

Macedon (or perhaps shortly after, but not too late, so that the reference could still be 

topical).

2 b TeXetrig: This is the only surviving reference to this courtesan. Only codex A has 

this reading, whereas codices C and E preserve the unmetrical TsXeo-tXXa. At first sight 

the genitive A/onsiSovg seems to suggest either a parental or a marital relationship.28 

But if Diopeithes was an Athenian citizen (cf. previous note), it is most unlikely that 

his daughter would be a hetaira, since hetairai were normally foreigners. Besides, the 

rules of comic decorum did not generally allow for free and respectable Athenian 

women to be mentioned on stage by name.29 Therefore, the genitive AionsiS'oug should 

rather signify that Diopeithes had a long-term love affair with Telesis; cf. the case of 

Neaira and Apollodorus in [D.] 59. Alternatively, Diopeithes could be a pimp and 

Telesis a hetaira enslaved to him (like Habrotonon in Men. Epitrepontes).

2 c ayd'fig: This adjective can be used to characterise a person (e.g. Thphr. Char. 20, 

Arist. EN  1108a30), foods and drinks (e.g. Arist. Pr. 873b24ff), etc. However, the

25 Both in Athens and elsewhere in the Greek world; cf. LGPN  s.v., PA 4308-4330.

26 See Hammond & Griffith, A History o f  Macedonia, II 379, 563-565.

27 See General Introduction pp. 17-18.

28 Cf. Smyth §1301.

29 Cf. Sommerstein, Quaderni di Storia 11 (1980) 393-418.

30 Cf. o Atot; ... ravvfiTjh]/; (E. Cyc. 585); Seaford ad loc. understands the genitive as meaning “Zeus’ 

cup-bearer or catamite”.
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present context is different. What makes the hetaira Telesis unpleasant is merely her 

old age. The idea of becoming disgusting, as one gets older, appears only rarely in 

Greek literature, but is already present in Archilochus fr. 188 West. Apart from the 

present fragment, 1 was able to detect the following instances: Alexis fr. 280, D.H. Rh. 

6.5.25-26, and Mich, in EN  464.12-13.

3 a OeoXvrirjv: This courtesan is mentioned once again in Anaxandrides fr. 9; cf. Millis 

ad loc.

3 b <ovd’>: Meineke’s addition to complete the metre, better than Jacobs, for it creates 

an emphatic parechesis; cf. the almost similar beginning of the following oWzv and the 

similar ovhlg.

4  Aatg: The ancient sources refer to two different, both famous, hetairai bearing the 

name Aatq (possibly meaning lion in Semitic), both flourishing in Corinth, but 

without being always easy to discern which one is meant; cf. RE  XII. 1 s.v. Lais nr. 1 

and 2. The one mentioned here must be the younger one. Her mother was the hetaira 

Timandra, who originated from the Sicilian town of Hyccara.31 Alcibiades is said to 

have had a relationship with Timandra (Plu. Ale. 39.1). Lais was zTrranq, when Nicias 

brought her as a captive from Hyccara to Corinth in 415/414 B.C. (sch. on Ar. PI. 

179, Plu. Nic. 15, Paus. 2.2.5, etc.). As to the elder Lais, she must have originated 

from Corinth (Strattis fr. 27).33

The details about the lives of the two homonymous hetairai are so much 

intertwined, that we are often presented with contradictory information, which one 

can hardly attribute with certainty to either Lais. Nevertheless, Breitenbach 

(Titulorum 141-149) believes that there was only one Lais, and that the confusion of 

the tradition is due to a wrong interpretation of Plato fr. 196.

31 Cf. Plu. Ale. 39.7-8, sch. on Ar. PL 179, Ath. XII 535c (but in XIII 574e we read Damasandra).

32 See Schiassi o.c. 224-230, 244. But Holzinger (on Ar. PI. 179) attempts a different interpretation of 

the sources and believes that the younger Lais was bom between 400 and 390 B.C., and that her father 

was Alcibiades.

33 Schiassi places her birth after 430 B.C., and believes that she is the one meant by Plato ff. 196, both 

Cephisodorus’ and Epicrates’ plays called AvriAat;, and Philetaerus fr. 9. To avoid repetition o f already 

stated material, I would refer the reader to the lemma in RE.
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5  IrSfiids -  Nsaiga -  <J>i\a: This triad appears again in both [D.] 59.19 and Ath. XIII 

593f. In [D.] these three courtesans are said to have belonged to a madam named 

Nikarete, a freedwoman of a certain Charisius of Elis (otherwise unknown), while 

Athenaeus makes them (along with Nikarete) slaves of Casius of Elis.34 

[Demosthenes’] speech Against Neaira was probably delivered between 343 and 340 

B.C . ,35 and treats in length the life of Neaira. A detail may be significant for dating 

Philetaerus’ play more precisely: we are told (§37) that in 371 B.C. Neaira had 

relations with Stephanos. Given that she was attractive to men by that date, the later 

we date the present play, the more appropriate the verb Karao-so^Tis sounds. This 

favours even further my hypothesis for dating the play in the late 340s (cf. 

introduction and comm, on 1. 2 ).

It is possible that the name ’Io$g,ta$ derives from the Isthmian Games.37 But 

the exact connection with the Games cannot be established with certainty. A freebom 

woman called ’Icr$p,ia<; could have been thus named either in memorable honour of the 

Games, or because her father (or a member of her family) was a winner at the Games. 

But when the name belongs to a hetaira, the meaning is possibly that she can give her 

lovers equal pleasure to the one that the Panhellenic Games give to the participants
38(Bechtel Frauennamen 53, 126-127). Alternatively, the reference could possibly be 

to the word alluding to the perineum; cf. Ar. Pax 879-880 with scholia (see

Henderson The Maculate Muse 137-138, Bechtel Frauennamen 127).

As to 0 iX a , we hear that the orator Hyperides kept a courtesan named <D(Xa 

(Ath. XIII 590d). Given Hyperides’ lifetime (389-322 B.C.), it is probable that his 

OtXa  is the same with the one mentioned in our fragment. This interpretation favours 

further my suggestion for dating the play in the late 340s (cf. on 1. 2); i.e. it looks 

rather impossible that Hyperides, bom in 389, was attracted to a courtesan who was

34 Probably an error for Charisius, cf. Carey, Apollodoros, Against Neaira: [Demosthenes] 59, ad loc.

35 Cf. Carey o.c. 3; Kapparis, Apollodoros: “Against N eaira” [D. 59], 28.

36 Carey (o.c. 3) places her birth between 400 and 395 B.C.

37 There were female names derived from the other three Panhellenic Games too. We know o f at least 

one hetaira called FtuB^idand one auXrjTQit; called Nspedf, see Bechtel, Frauennamen, 52-53.

38 However, Polemon (Preller p. 38) tells us o f a regulation that forbade both courtesans and slaves to 

be named after such glorious festivals. Still, this was a later regulation (ca. 317-315 B.C.), introduced 

by Demetrius o f Phaleron, and remained in force only temporarily (so Bechtel, Frauennamen, 53, n. 1).
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described as xarao-eô TTB by the 360s (either Breitenbach’s or Schiassi’s dating -  cf. 

introduction).

6 a Koatrixpag: This name appears only in inscriptions (see Bechtel Frauennamen 92, n. 

1). Bechtel also thinks that the name alludes to the skinny legs of its bearer, as the ff. 

22 of Anaxilas implies (1. 21: ^iXefifia xal cpajvi] yvvaixog, ra crxeXrq be xoipf%ou). 

Nevertheless, given the allusion to either female loquacity or dexterity on singing (cf. 

KsgxconT)), we could legitimately discern the same joke here, since we read in 

Cyranides 3.24.2 that the blackbird is ybucpajvov rep B-eqzi noXXa XaXow. A further 

possibility presents itself, if we accept that Koovucpa bears some kind of relation not to 

the blackbird, but rather to the homonymous fish, one of the species of rockfishes; see 

Thompson Fishes s.v. xoaovcpog. We are told that o aaqyog xai o xocrervcpog noXXag 

yapuerag e%ou(nv (Anon, in Opp. Hal. 365.a.8-9). This “habit”, transferred to its human 

version, would perfectly suit the activities of a courtesan.

As to the plural (Koaavcpag, raXyvag, Kogcbmg), this usage in fairly common in 

Aristophanes; cf. Av. 558-559: rag AXxfiyvag ... /  xai rag AXonag xai rag EepuzXag.

6 b r aXrjvag: Despite Hesychius’ assertion that raXyvy is an ovofza xvqiov eraigag ( r  99), 

this is the only reference to a hetaira with this name. Instead, we have sufficient 

evidence that this name was borne by a number of free Athenian women.39 ra X y ^  is 

one of the Nereids in Hesiod Th. 244 (cf. West ad loc.). One can see the sense in the 

Nereid name, since the word means “calm”. This could also be the basis for the 

female name, i.e. referring to a placid and compliant temperament. Alternatively, it 

could be a euphemistic joke for a girl with a fiery temper. For a fanciful etymology of 

this name see Et. Gud. 7 2 9 5 .5 -8 .

6 c Kogcbvag: Kogcbvy was a common nickname for courtesans, though it could also be 

borne by free Athenian women (cf. LGPN vol. II s.v.). Athenaeus XIII 583e tells us of 

a hetaira called Theocleia, who was given the nickname Corone. Corone is also the 

nickname of a courtesan mentioned in Machon 18.435 (cf. Gow ad loc. ) .40 However,

39 Cf. LGPN vol. II s.v.; see also vol. III.A for evidence from Corinth, South Italy, and Sicily.

40 In Archilochus fr. 331 West the word x o g w m g  looks like a generic term for hetairai (on the most 

obvious interpretation o f  this fragment, given the context in which it appears -  ap. Ath. XIII 594d).
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there are some other cases, where it is not clear whether Corone is a real name or a 

nickname. These are, apart from the present fragment of Philetaerus, Ephippus fr. 15, 

Men. Kol. fr. 4 Amott, and Antiphanes 349 F 2 FGrH .41

A hetaira nicknamed K oqcovvj can either be as noisy as a crow,42 or resemble 

crow’s proverbial longevity.43 The latter fits the context better, given that the current 

subject is about courtesans who have always been exercising their profession, 

indifferently of their old age. Alternatively, such a nickname could allude to a 

woman’s dark complexion and / or hair colour. Finally, it could denote rapacity, given 

crow’s predatory nature and the fact that it lives on carrion. Irrespectively of its 

primary associations, this name can have further sexual connotations that would be 

equally appropriate to the status of a courtesan; cf. Suda x 2105: diacpoga arjpalvai' xai 

t o  axqov rou atdotou.

6 d ou Xeyu): Praeteritio (“I leave unsaid”); cf. Headlam JPh 23 (1895) 279-280. This 

phrase usually (but not always) occurs at the end of the line, as it does here; cf. A. Ag. 

871, S. Tr. 500, El. 1467, E. Ba. 367, Eupolis fr. 99.96, Men. Epit. 128, etc. The 

syntax can vary, but the most common cases are either an accusative (as in the present 

fragment) or a subordinate relative clause.

ja  NaWo$: The name of the courtesan Nais does not appear much in the texts, but 

when it does, it causes many troubles to the scholars. Since antiquity there has been 

much confusion and controversy as to whether Nais or Lais is the right reading in Ar. 

PL 179; palaeographical error between A A IZ  and N AIE  can most easily occur. 

Although the Scholiast ad loc. takes for granted the correctness of the codices for the

41 Hunter (introduction to Eubulus’ Nanniori) believes that in this case “KoQwvr) was a real, not a 

professional name”. See further Gomme & Sandbach on Men. Kol. fr. 4 Amott, and also Hunter I.e., 

for a possible reconstruction o f  the relationship between the courtesans Corone, Nannion, and 

Nannarion.

42 Cf. Et. Gud. 340.17-18: n aqa t o  kqco^ oj.

43 This is also the opinion o f  Bechtel, Frauennamen 92-93; cf. Hes. fr. 171 Rzach3. Bechtel records this 

name as occurring in Nicostratus (ap. Ath. 587e). However, the name K oqcovtj does not exist anywhere 

within the corpus o f Nicostratus, whereas the fragment quoted in Ath. XIII 587e belongs to Menander 

(Kol. fr. 4 Amott, see above).
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reading Lais, both Athenaeus (XIII 592d) and Harpocration (v l ) 44 think that Nais 

should be read instead; cf. Lysias 375 Thalheim .45 Nevertheless, all four major 

editions of Plutus {OCT, LOEB, Belles Lettres, and Teubner) adopt the reading Lais.46

Nais is also mentioned by Aristophanes in Gerytades (fr. 179).47 There is also 

an encomium for her by Gorgias’ pupil Alcidamas (Baiter & Sauppe 11.155).

jb  yoficptovg yog ovx ezst: As with three and ten thousand years of age (11. 1 -2), this is 

presumably a grotesque exaggeration. Likewise, Aristophanes in PL 1056-1059 

parodies the single molar of the Old Woman; cf. sch. ad loc. Meanwhile, the 

possession of fine teeth by a courtesan is considered praiseworthy by Alexis in fr. 

103.20-21.

Outside Comedy toothlessness -  and particularly the lack of molars -  is 

recorded as a result of old age; cf. Phot, a 247. Female toothlessness is mentioned 

again with distaste in Lysias fr. 1 Thalheim: Ljg qq,ov rovg odovrag aqiS-fivjo-at [o<rqj 

eXarroug qa'av] v) rijg %eiQog Tovg daxrvXovg49

OivoTTtcav (frr. 13-14)

Oivomajv was the son of Dionysus and Ariadne. 50 He was believed to have 

reigned over Chios, where he introduced the cultivation of vines.51 It is a possibility 

that the play dealt with this person, who must have also had a speaking part. If so,

44 Cf. Suda v 16.

45 See RE 1.2, 2863.24-42.

46 Schiassi (o.c. 224-226) concludes that Nais is the correct reading for the rewriting o f Plutus in 388 

B.C., while in the first version o f the play in 408 it must have been Lais along with a different male 

lover. Schiassi places the birth o f  Nais in 410 B.C. and her floruit around 388, whereas Holzinger (on 

Ar. PI. 179) assumes that she must have reached her forties by 388 B.C. The reading Nais is also 

adopted by both van Leeuwen and Sommerstein.

47 Produced in 408 B.C., according to Geissler (Chronologie der altattischen Komodie, 61), or in the 

second decade o f  the fourth century B.C., according to Raubitschek (RE XX. 1, 61.49-52). Cf. K.-A. 

III.101.

48 See also sch. on Ar. PI. 673, and on V. 165.

49 The reference in Lysias is to a woman aged seventy years old.

50 A different branch o f  the tradition makes Theseus the father o f  Oenopion; cf. Plu. Thes. 20.2.

51 Cf. Theopompus 115 F 276 FGrH, D.S. Bibl. 5.79.1, sch. on Apoll. Rhod. Arg. 244.25ff, etc.
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then Oenopion must have been the speaker in the following fragment. What he says 

sounds rather programmatic and generic; therefore, it might be argued that this is part 

of the play’s prologue.52 A different interpretation of the title is also possible; either a 

witty speaking name (i.e. “the one who drinks wine” ) 53 or derived from o iv o ^  the 

name Oivomcov would perfectly describe any comic character set to defend the 

legitimacy of wine drinking, and generally of a carefree lifestyle full of pleasures, just 

like the one Philetaerus suggests in the fragments above. Indeed, the emphasis on 

food in the two surviving fragments might at first sight tell against a mythic theme. 

But this should not keep us long; for in Middle Comedy contemporary reality and 

myth can intertwine in many ways.55 One possibility is that Oenopion kept his 

mythical identity, was transferred into a contemporary context, and was portrayed 

behaving like a fourth century Athenian, particularly indulgent in wine drinking. 

There are good parallels to support such a plot reconstruction; e.g. the role of 

Dionysus in Amphis’ Dithyrambos as possibly a modem choral producer (see 

introduction to fr. 14 and comm, on 11. 6-7), the case of Aristomenes’ Dionysus 

Asketes (cf. Kaibel on fr. 13).56

Ohomcov might well have been the title figure of a play by Nicostratus, if we 

accept the emendation of Suda's mss from Oivottoiw to Oivomcovt proposed by 

Meursius.57 Additionally, a father in Alexis fr. 113 parallels his drunkard son to 

Oivott'kdv.5*

Fr. 13

The following fragment is quoted by Athenaeus VII 280d, immediately after 

Philetaerus fr. 7, within the long running treatment of the variant meanings and 

applications of pleasure.

52 A number o f  Middle Comedy plays featuring mythic figures in their titles had presumably these 

figures delivering a prologue speech; see Webster SLGC 83ff.

53 Though the short iota in OIvott'kdv makes this etymology less likely.

54 So Welcker, Die Aeschylische Trilogie Prometheus und die Kabirenweihe zu Lemnos, 549, n. 848.

55 Cf. General Introduction pp. 24-26.

56 In Old Comedy Dionysus appears as Phormion’s disciple in Eupolis’ Taxiarchoi. Cf. sch. on Ar. Pax 

347, with Meineke’s correction o f  Aiovvaioq to Aioi/ucro$.

57 In Gronovius, Thesaurus Graecarum antiquitatum 10, 1585A.

58 Amott ad loc. examines in details the figure o f  Oenopion.
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What we could possibly have here is another guru giving a lesson on pleasure, 

just like the speaker in frr. 6  and 7. In all three fragments, what captures the reader’s / 

listener’s attention is the maximum self-confidence, with which these words are 

spoken, as if they were not to be denied.

S w jto jv  d ’ ocroi 

t̂ dxriv xaxcbg ’d%ovT5g acpSovov fiiov, 

syd) f isv  auroug dSXtovg e lva i Xsyco • 

ov y a q  Savcov drjTrouS'’ a v  sy zsX u v  cpayoig,

5  ou<$’ ev vexQoTat nsrrsrai yafirjXiog

All those mortals who live miserably, 

although they have plentiful means of living,

I for one consider to be wretched; 

for once you die, you can hardly eat eels,

5 nor is a bride-cake cooked among the dead

2  ^axrtv xaxatg: The opposite of rfikiog Cjr)v\ cf. fr. 7.2. This attitude of contempt against 

those living wretchedly, despite having the financial means for a better / luxurious 

life, is the same to the one already expressed by Philetaerus in fr. 7.6-7, and is also 

present in Apollodorus fr. 16. Antiphanes is also explicit in stating that Qyv xaxwg is a 

major factor of depression and sadness (fr. 98). Of course, the adverb xaxax; in all 

these cases is to be understood -  within the comic milieu59 -  as meaning without 

luxuries and pleasures. A bad life, i.e. a life without materialistic pleasures, is exactly 

what the speaker in Anaxandrides fr. 2 means, when he says that he has not been 

living zQ7]<rrd)g.

4 a dynoub’: The indefinite adverb dvprouS-sv60 is mainly used before a vowel, although 

there are also some instances where it is used before a consonant (e.g. PI. Ion 534a, 

Luc. Lex. 21.4, Plu. Mor. 556f, etc.). In the latter cases it does not drop the final nu,

59 In other contexts xaxax; can be a synonym o f  T a n e iv a x ; ,  denoting humiliation, and lack o f dignity, and 

can also mean immoral.

60 See LSJ s.v.
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except from Bato fr. 7.3: drjnouSa xivovtn. As to the form 8trprou$\ this is a hapax one 

that occurs only in the present fragment.

The force of this adverb consists in the implications of certainty that conveys. 

The speaker expresses their view that happens to be, in most of the cases, a sentence 

of a (relatively) catholic truth, whose validity -  however comic it may be -  is 

potentially acknowledgeable by many. Absent from the vocabulary of the three 

tragedians,61 this adverb appears quite frequently in Comedy; e.g. Ar. Pax 1019, Bato 

fr. 5.7-8, Philemon ff. 109.1, etc.

4 b eyxeXvv: See RE 1.1 s.v. Aal, Olson & Sens on Archestratus fr. 10.1, Thompson 

Fishes 58-61. It cannot be a mere coincidence that Philetaerus chose specifically the
ftDeel as a representative gastronomical pleasure not available to the dead. Eels were 

considered a luxurious dish that was highly priced; cf. Antiphanes fr. 145.5: figaxpag 

Tou\a%ioTov dojfisxa63 The association of eels with luxury is already prominent in 

Aristophanes; e.g. Ach. 880-894, Pax 1005, Lys. 35-36, etc. Within the text of 

Athenaeus eels are praised twice for their exceptional taste. In VII 298b we are told 

that according to Hicesius al eyxeXatg avxyXoraqai ndvrcov si<rh> i%3va)v xai evoropaxiq, 

hacpaqovm rtbv nXat'crrtov, while in 298d eels are described as tj twv de'nruojv 'EXavy. 

Herodotus (2.72), Anaxandrides (fr. 40),64 and Antiphanes (fr. 145), provide us with a 

piece of otherwise unattested information: that the Egyptians considered the eel to be 

sacred.

5  yafi^Xtog: o sig rovg yapoug naa-eropavog nXaxoug (Hsch. 7  119; cf. LSJ s.v.) yapijXtog is 

an adjective that is employed here substantively to denote the wedding cake (i.e. the 

noun nXaxoug is to be understood). As an adjective, yap^Xtog is attributed to a wide 

range of nouns relating to marriage, such as a song (Ar. Th. 1034-1035), a dance 

(Nonn. Dion. 47.457), a dinner (Phot. Bibl. 73.50b.4), even gods (Hsch. ^2184). In 

nearly all the cases both yapvjXiog and the noun are present in the text. However, in 

this fragment of Philetaerus yafiyXtog is used differently; not only is yapvjXiog being

61 Sophocles only uses the synonym (tqnou once, O T 1042.

62 For the superiority o f eels among fish see Davidson, Courtesans and Fishcakes, 8 , 10.

63 In Ar. Ach. 962 we hear o f  an eel priced at three drachmas. This statement is taken literally by both 

Oder (in RE I.e.) and Davidson o.c. 186-187. But Starkie (on Ach. I.e.) disagrees.

64 Cf. Millis ad loc.
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used substantively, but also this is the only instance where yafidjXioq is used as a 

substantive to denote the wedding cake.

The reference to 'yafi^og the wedding cake combines nicely two of the three 

fundamental notions that we meet continuously in Comedy, i.e. food and sex.65 But 

what is particularly important here is that ya '̂rikioq is not a random food item; it is the 

food eaten at weddings, a wedding cake. The choice of a word with explicit marital 

connotations points beyond mere food and sex to a life of marriage and family.

Fr. 14
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus IV 169e, within a discussion about the 

different kinds and names of cooking utensils. After the citation of various fragments 

(Anaxippus fr. 6 , Antiphanes ff. 95, Alexis fr. 24, etc.), Athenaeus introduces the 

present fragment in the simplest way: Qikkraigoq Oivomcovi, after which line 1 is 

quoted. Athenaeus resumes with xai naXtv, after which lines 2 and 3 are quoted. There 

is no way to know for sure how close in the original text line 1 was to lines 2 and 3. 

Though both parts mention the cook Patanion, it does not follow that they were 

originally close to each other. On the contrary, the fact that the name Patanion, instead 

of a pronoun (deictic or personal), is mentioned again in line 3 suggests strongly that 

the two parts were not close. If they were, the second mention of the cook’s name 

would be needless and pleonastic.

0 fiayeiQoq ovroq Tlaraviajv TTQoaaXSera)

■nkeiouq Urgarovixou rovq fAaSyrdq fioi doxet 
etqeiv Ilaraviajv

Let this cook Patanion come forward

1 think that Patanion will have more disciples 

than Stratonikos

65 The third is wine; cf. on Theophilus fr. 12.3-4.
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1 naravfctiv: Though not certain (ourog can merely be anaphoric), the line suggests that 

the cook appeared in the play. For the cook figure in Comedy see General 

Introduction p. 19, and introduction to Dionysius fr. 2.

Pollux (10.107) tells us that irardviov is a kind of dish, an axnaraXov Xoiiddiov 

(cf. Hsch. and Phot. s.v. nardvta;). It is obvious that Philetaerus derives the proper 

name IJaraviaiv out of -nardviov, creating thus, apart from a hapax, an appropriate 

name for a cook.66 For the spelling of the term naraviov (i.e. either with an initial ti or 

a #), see Amott’s discussion on Alexis fr. 24.3, and Hunter’s on Eubulus fr. 37.1.

2  Erqarovixov: A musician, a music teacher, and a music innovator of the fourth 

century B.C. ; 67 cf. Machon ff. 11 (cf. Gow ad loc.), and Ath. VIII 347f-352d. The 

information about him is for the most part stories and anecdotes, ascribed by Ath. VIII 

350d to a lost treatise by the historian Callisthenes, entitled Zrgarovixou 

anofivypovsufiara (124 F5 FGrH). Stratonicus apparently ran his own music school. 

The character in this fragment reckons that the cook Patanion will end up with more 

students than Stratonicus. The natural assumption is that Stratonicus must have had a 

great number of students, but this is inconsistent with what Athenaeus reports in VIII 

348d: inetdrj av to) didacrxaXalco zl%zv avvaa pev aixovag rcbv Mouawv, rov da AnoXXcovo<; 

piav, (la&rjTw; da duo, 7wvSravofiavou Tivoq noo-oug z%oi paByrdg, zcpq “ovv roi<; BaoTg 

dcbdaxa”. However, this is obviously an anecdote, meant to display Stratonicus’
zo

readiness in repartee. Therefore, I would be very cautious about its credibilty. The 

truth may be with the comic fragment, which to be effective needs a music teacher 

with many pupils as an example, upon which to build and demonstrate the image of 

the self-important cook Patanion, and thus comply with the established stereotype of 

the cook figure in Comedy.69

66 However, Meineke expresses his hesitations as to the originality o f Philetaerus: “vereor ne ut alibi 

coqui nomen Tlaray'taw obscuratum sit” (Analecta 171), all the more that he has gathered himself (FCG 

III.298) two further parallels: Aayuvicov (Ath. XIII 584f), and rivSaxvmv (Alciphr. Epist. 2.15, 16 

Schepers).

67 Maas (RE IV .A1 s.v. Stratonikos nr. 2) dates him roughly between 410 and 360 B.C.

68 If historical at all, which I doubt, it either may reflect an instance when only two pupils were present 

in the class or may have occurred at the very beginning o f Stratonicus’ career, when he really had only 

two students.

69 See introduction to Dionysius fr. 2, and General Introduction p. 19.
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2 - 3  boxeT etjsiv: Hiatus at a pause is allowable; cf. Maas Greek Metre §§45, 6 6 .

Q>tXau\o<; (fr. 17)
The title denotes someone who loves the music of the aulos, the flute. 

Theophilus too wrote a <Di\au\og (cf. comm, ad loc.). An interesting parallel is to be 

found in ceramic; the word TEPTJATAOZ (a synonym of 4>lAauXog), is inscribed on a 

red-figure amphora, 70 and refers to a satyr playing the aulos. In view of the 

associations of the aulos with the symposion, especially in Athens (see below on 1. 

4b), the title may suggest a play that embraced not just love of music but hedonism 

more widely.

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIV 633e-f. The speaker delivers a praise 

of music, and is probably the flute-lover himself. 71 Still, this praise of music is not 

straightforward, as the hearer may imagine at first; Philetaerus has a joke about sex to 

make, but he keeps it to line 3, thus achieving a naga ngoo-boxiap. The content of the 

fragment implies an atmosphere related to a banquet. It is possible that a symposion 

either is being prepared or has just taken place.

(b Zau, xaAop Y  bot’ anoS'aveTv auXovfievov 

rouroig sp Abov yog fiopoig ŝ overta 

d(pgobierid£aip sorb. 01 be roug rgonoug 

QimaQoiji; £%0PTeg povmx% dneigi'g,

5 eiq  top m % v  (peQOvai top Targvtfiapop

By Zeus, it is really a noble thing to die listening to the music of flutes.

For only these persons do have the right to have

sex in Hades, while those whose manners

are uncultured, because of their want of music skills,

5 carry (water) to the perforated jar.

70 Beazley Paralipomena 323.

71 Cf. Theophilus fr. 5.
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1 xaXov y f sot '  dnoS-avaTv auXoupevov: Interestingly, a parallel to this phrase is to be 

found in Philetaerus again, in fr. 6 : ‘rjdtorov eonv anoB-aveTv (divouvY 041,0, (see comm, ad 

loc.). If we agree with Pearson that Philetaerus alludes to Sophocles in line 2 (see 

below), it could also be the case that here he alludes to passages such as PI. Mx. 234c: 

xaXov elvat to av noXafico dnoSvyo-xeiv (a phrase followed, as here, by a justification of 

its validity), or Tyrtaeus fr. 10.1-2 West: raSvdfiavai yog xaXov evt ngofiaxoto-i naaovra /  

dvdg' ayaS-ov nag) % nargldt fiagvafiavov. Even if Philetaerus did not have any particular 

passage in mind, he could still be referring to this notion, i.e. dying bravely in battle. 72 

This kind of battle vs. party parallel / transposition traces back to martial elegy; cf. 

Archilochus fr. 2 West: av dog'i fiav ijloi fia^a fia/MayfievT), av dog'i d’ olvoq /  ’Io-fiagtxoq' mvw 

d’ av dogi xaxXtfiavoq', cf. Id. fr. 1 .

It is important that here Philetaerus employs the adjective xaXov instead of 

TjdioTov. The former is ambiguous, since it can also have a moral meaning (whereas the 

latter alludes exclusively to pleasure). Thus, self-indulgence and pleasure are raised to 

a heroic level. Through the transposition of the spirit o f martial elegy into the comic 

context Philetaerus achieves the justification of a particular life style, i.e. the vjd&oq 

&jv.

2  fiovoig: Pearson considers this as a parody of Sophocles fr. 837 TGF: ax; rgio-oXSioi /  

xaTvot figoTQJv, 0? raura dagx^avraq raXt) /  (loXoxr’ aq 'Adou' rourda yog fiovoiq axaT /  (pqv 

eon, roTq d’ dXXoioi navr’ axaT xaxaP  The preferential treatment in Hades of those 

initiated into the Mysteries also features in a number of other passages; e.g. Ar. Ra. 

154-158, 455-459, h.Cer. 480-482 (cf. Richardson ad loc.), E. Ba. 72-82, Pi. fr. 137 

Maehler, etc. It is interesting that in Aristophanes’ Frogs the flute-music is present 

along with torchlight and dance in several scenes that reflect aspects of a real mystic / 

initiatory telete (e.g. 11. 154-158, 313-353, etc. ) . 74 The music of the auloi is depicted 

as being part of the afterlife happiness of the initiates, who continue the celebration of 

rites and the worship o f Bacchus in Hades. As a chorus of mystes, they still perform 

the sacred procession from Athens to Eleusis.

72 This virtue has been variously expressed from Homer onwards; cf. II. 12.243: eh; olcovo; aQurro; 

afiuveo-^ai negi nare^q. Particularly, it has been exemplified in Pericles’ Funerary Speech (Th. 2.35.1- 

46.2, especially §42.1). Cf. also PI. Crit. 51a-b.

73 See further Pearson ad loc.

74 See Lada-Richards, Initiating Dionysus, passim -  esp. 205-206, 98-100.
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The notion of two distinct categories in Hades also appears on the famous gold 

plates / lamellae, found buried in tombs all over the Greek world. Their dating ranges 

from the middle -  or late -  fifth century B.C. down to the mid third century A.D. 

The depiction of the blessed initiates is most explicit in the Hipponium tablet 11. 15- 

16, and in the Pelinna tablet 1. 7. The initiated in any kind of mystery cults were 

thought to enjoy an eternal bliss in Hades. A parallel idea is conveyed in Aristophon 

fr. 12, where Pluto dines only with the disciples of Pythagoras (cf. comm, ad loc.). 

Ra. 154, 212, 313, 513, 1302, 1317. Wegner, Das Musikleben der Griechen, 52-8, pis. 

4-6

In the present fragment, there is naga ngoorboxiav; the blessed ones are not the 

initiates, but those who have musical skill. And of course the blessed life after death 

turns out to be sex. In Plu. Mor. 76If  one finds another category, the lovers, as the 

ones receiving preferential treatment in the Underworld.

4 a gunagoug: This adjective, literally meaning filthy, dirty, is used here metaphorically 

to denote the uncultured / rustic manners of the uninitiated in music. 77 Although 

gunagog, when used metaphorically, can be a characterisation of -  among others -  a 

person (Eupolis fr. 329, Zeno fr. 242, etc.), or a lifestyle (Arist. W  1251M2-13), it is 

not frequently used to describe one’s manners (rgonoi). In fact, there are only two such 

instances, the scholia on Ar. Nu. 449 and on Eq. 357.

4 b fiouaixrjg aneigi'g.: Pseudo-Plutarch in the essay On Music notes: (pave.gov ouv ex 

rourcov or 1 roiig xaXaioTg rcov EXXyvajv etxorcog /adXiora navrajv efieXvjo’e ireiTatdeucrS'at 
(Aoucrtx'rjv. rd)v yap vecov rag 4v%dg loovro beTv bid pbovcnxrjg nXdrreiv re xai guB'fil̂ eiv em to 

ev(r%fr)tLov, xgytrlfi/rig bntjXovori rv)g fioumxi)g imag%ou(r'r)g itgog ndvra xaigov xai xaaav 

eoirovdao-fievyv ngafyv (1140b-c). Indeed, training in music was an essential part of the 

Athenian education.78 The freebom Athenian children of the better off, ex naibajv 

a^ixgajv agtgdfievoi (PI. Prt. 325c), were regularly sent to music-masters (xiB-agiorai), 

where they learnt both to sing and to play the lyre and the aulos (the latter probably

75 Cf. Zuntz, Persephone, 293; Segal GRBS 31 (1990) 412.

76 For a reconstruction o f  these two tablets see Janko CQ  34 n.s. (1984) 91-97, and Segal o.c. 411 

respectively.

77 See LSJ s.v. and Hsch. q 507, 508.

78 On the Athenian educational system see PI. Prt. 325c-326e, Arist. Pol. 8 .4 .3ff, Plu. Mor. 7c.
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ceased being taught after the fourth century B.C . ) . 79 Though education was private 

and confined to relatively few, the various Athenian festivals that featured either 

music contests (e.g. the Panathenaia) or dithyrambic performances (e.g. the City and 

Rural Dionysia) provided the entire corpus of citizens with the opportunity to access 

and experience musical culture; all the more that the delivery of the theoric money 

made affordable even to the poorer the attendance of the festivals. 80 Hence, the

possibility of finding among the Athenian citizens someone illiterate in music was
81rather diminished.

Some ground-breaking views on music were already voiced as early as the 

beginnings of the fifth century B.C. by the musician Damon, who in his lost treatise 

Agsona'ymxog discussed in length the importance of music, its moralising and 

paedagogical effects -  particularly upon the youths, its potential influence on politics, 

its structural features (harmoniae and rhythms), as well as the need for the music to be 

widely taught and practised. His views are echoed and can be discerned -  more or less

easily at times -  in the works of Plato, Aristotle, Aristoxenus, Aristides Quintilianus,
. 82 etc.

However, playing the aulos was an altogether different case. Within the 

Athenian society the profession of the flute-player was largely confined to foreigners,
OA •

females, and slaves. It was considered an unbecoming occupation for a ffeebom 

citizen; 85 Alcibiades was said to have refused to play the aulos, for he considered it

79 See Marrou, A History o f  Education in Antiquity, 36-45, 134-137.

80 Cf. Hansen, The Athenian Democracy in the Age o f  Demosthenes, 98.

81 It was not exceptional to be able to sing to the lyre (xiS’aqybla), and this probably extended beyond 

the elite; cf. Ath. IV 176e.

82 See Lasserre, Plutarque: De la musique, 53-95; Barker, Greek Musical Writings, I 168-170; Wallace 

in Wallace & MacLachlan, Harmonia Mundi, 30-53.

83 For a detailed account about the aulos see Wilson, in Goldhill & Osborne, Performance Culture and 

Athenian Democracy, 58-95, and West, Ancient Greek Music, 81-109.

84 Though the situation appears to have been different during the early fifth century (e.g. there is 

evidence of khoregoi who also stood as auletai for the poets they funded); cf. Wilson, The Athenian 

Institution o f  the Khoregia, 130-131.

85 Aristotle calls aulos an bqjiacnmov instrument, whose practise has the disadvantage o f xcuXveiv tu) 

Xojm {Pol. 1341a20-25). Therefore, he disapproves its introduction into education.
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ayevveg and avaXavSaqov (Plu. Ale. 2.4-6) . 86 Being present in almost every single
0<7

occasion of both the public and the private life o f the Athenians, the aulos was also
88  •a quintessential part of the symposion. This was one of the few occasions when 

freebom Athenians exercised flute playing, along of course with the ad hoc hired 

avXrjTQthg. Such a sympotic milieu may also form the background of the present 

fragment of Philetaerus. Indeed, dying while listening to the music of the aulos is 

mostly imaginable in a symposion context. Besides, the verb acpQodtcria&v indicates 

that there is more at issue here than love of music. Given the connection of sex with 

the music of the aulos, it is interesting how Wilson establishes a relation between the 

musical and the sexual, with reference to the auletrides, who understandably provided 

both musical and sexual services. Philetaerus clearly refers to this musical (and 

other) entertainment taking place at the symposia and carried out by courtesans, who 

acted as flute- / lyre- / and harp-players (avX^rglhg, xtS’aglorgtag, ipaXrqieg). In 

Philetaerus’ language then, those “uncultured and lacking music skills” were the ones 

who did not revel in banquets, or, as Anaxandrides would say, “did not live a real 

life” (fr. 2.4: xq^ardig ovx â cov).

5  m%v ... rsTQTjfLevov: The word vdcoq is to be understood here. Carrying water in a 

leaky jar was the punishment inflicted upon the Danaids in the Underworld for having 

killed their husbands; cf. sch. on Luc. 77.21.4.90 Apart from the Danaids, the ancient 

sources name two additional categories, namely the impious and the uninitiated, as the 

ones suffering this punishment in Hades. As to the impious, cf. PI. R. 363d: rovg 

avocrlovg av xai aX'txovg ... xoaxlvco vScuq avayxdCpvat (psgetv (cf. Suda at 321). Of course, 

the impious may be the uninitiated (but certainly not only them). In Plato again one

86 See Wilson in Goldhill & Osborne o.c. 58, 74, 87-95. Such an attitude o f contempt may originate 

from the rejection o f  the aulos by Athens’ patron goddess, Athena. Wilson discusses this myth in pp. 

60-69.

87 In most festivals, in sacrifice, in weddings, in funerals, etc.; cf. Wilson in Goldhill & Osborne o.c. 

58, 76-85.

88 Wilson discusses thoroughly the role o f  the aulos at the symposion (Goldhill & Osborne o.c. 82-85).

89 In Pratinas ff. 708 PMG  the description o f the aulos may have sexual connotations (1. 14: rgundvaj 

8i(iag nsnXao-fievov)', cf. Wilson in Goldhill & Osborne o.c. 69, n. 46.

90 See also Zenobius 2.6, [Plu.] D e Prov. Alex. 7, Suda a 3230, si 315, and Hor. Od. 3.11.25-28. In D.S. 

1.97.1-2 we hear o f an Egyptian custom, according to which priests carried water daily to a perforated 

jar.
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reads (Grg. 493b): a^Xiwraroi av efev, oi afiuvjrcH, xai (pogoTev eig rov rsrg'rjfjbsvov m%v 

udwg sregqj t o io u t q j  ra r g 'r jf ie v q )  xoo-xlv(p?x This conception is also present in a painting 

of Polygnotus, which is described by Pausanias 10.31.9ff. The depicted figures carry 

water in broken pitchers (although the jar is not referred to as being leaky). Pausanias 

identifies these figures as uninitiated women (10.31.9, 10.31.11).

The unhappy fate of the uninitiated is a recurring motif, and the contrast 

between the two groups, the blessed and the damned, is clear and sharp.92 In the 

present fragment Philetaerus modifies this motif, gives it a comic twist, and exploits it 

for his own poetic purposes. According to his new version, the privileged ones are 

those who have undergone a different kind of initiation, that is an initiation into the 

music culture. These, like the proper initiates, can enjoy a blissful afterlife. 

Forseeably, Philetaerus, being a comic poet, assigns to this bliss his own 

interpretation, which is of course a permit to orgies and revels.

In view of the reference to sex in this passage, the mention of the Danaids may 

have further connotations, since their crime was exactly the rejection of sex, as well as 

the rejection of marriage, which led them to kill their husbands. Mutatis mutandis and 

with a comic adaptation, those who do not practise music, and hence have no 

permission to sex, are condemned to suffer the same punishment as the original 

sinners.

91 In [Plu.] De prov. Alex. 7 both the souls o f the uninitiated and the Danaids are said to suffer this 

punishment.

92 See Richardson on h.Cer. 480-482 for a thorough discussion.
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THEOPHILUS
As I point out in the General Introduction, 1 Middle Comedy is a contentious 

category; there is fluidity at both ends. Theophilus wrote toward the end of our period 

and may have written not only plays which we could categorize as Middle Comedy, 

but also plays which might reasonably be designated New Comedy. Korte (RE V.A2 

s.v. Theophilos nr. 10) traces his floruit in the period of Philip II and Alexander the 

Great of Macedon. He is first recorded as a winner at the Dionysia of 329 B.C. (IG II2 

2318.354). In the Dionysia of 311 B.C. he competed with the play nayxqariaoTTjg and 

won fourth place (IG II2 2323a.49). He came fourth again in either the Dionysia or the 

Lenaia of an unknown year (IG II2 2322). Cf. Suda 5195.

Anody/iot (fr. 1)
The title presents an interesting case. It denotes emigrants, people who are 

abroad, away from their place o f  origin. But although both the verb ano^fjbiaj and the 

noun anoBrjfita are commonly used in fifth and fourth century Attic texts, the noun 

amdyfiog is rare.2 This may be relevant to Moeris’ claim (195.34) that the Attic word 

was k'xdqpog, instead of anoOhjpog; his claim is accepted by LSJ (s.v. anodijfiog), though 

Gomme & Sandbach suggest anodypog as a supplement of a lacuna in Men. Georg. 6 . 

It may be that Theophilus chose this (in attic Greek) uncommon word as a title for a 

play which apparently dealt with non-Attic people, i.e. with emigrants?

The only surviving fragment of this play is cited by the Scholiast of Ars 

Grammatica of Dionysius Thrax, p. 159.23-26 Hilgard. His aim is apparently to 

emphasise the importance of the rexyiq 'yqappanxr]. He claims that this kind of 

knowledge is more useful to life than it is music or astronomy, and, therefore, not 

even slaves were left illiterate by their masters.

It is clear from the fragment that the speaker is a slave, and particularly a non- 

Greek one. This is one o f the rare instances, where the content of an isolated fragment 

seems directly relevant to the play’s title. Meineke (III.626) suggests that he must be a

'pp. 12-13.

2 Within Comedy it occurs only once more, Men. Mis. 231. A cursory search o f TLG showed that 

outside Comedy too it occurs rarely and only in later authors (e.g. Diodorus Siculus, Herodian, 

Artemidorus, etc.).
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freedman, who still lodged in the house of his previous master, and remained part of 

his clientele. The suggestion has much to recommend it. A slave going abroad without 

his master seems implausible, unless, of course, he was a run-away, which seems 

again rather improbable, given the obvious affection for his master. The fact that he is 

not Greek becomes evident from what he says about having been introduced into the 

Greek culture by his master (11. 3-4). If Meineke is right, perhaps the slave has been 

granted his freedom just recently, and now resolves to return to his country of origin, 

along with other freedmen; hence the plural in the title. During their stay in Athens, 

these slaves were emigrants (anodrtfioi). This forthcoming departure, however, troubles 

the speaker, who must have become intimately close to his master. Therefore, he goes 

on to deliver the speech below, a monologue apparently, where he expresses his 

hesitation to act the way he has planned. He evidently finds himself in a state of 

agitation and internal debate; cf. t /  (pyfii (see on 1. lb). This style of language bears a 

tragic quality; what comes to mind particularly as a precedent is Medea’s hesitation 

speech in E. Med. 364-409 (cf. particularly 11. 386-388: xai dvj raSvaor rig fia batgarai 

noXig; /  rig yijv aovXov xai bofiovg kxzyyvovg /  igsvog naqaaxojv qvaarai rou/aov defiag;)

xairoi t 'i (fnjfii xai ri dqav fiouXauofiai; 

nqoboug amavai rov ayaTiyrbv baorror^v, 

rov rqocpaa, rov (rcorijqa, $i’ ov aldov vofiovg 

"EXXqvag, a/aaS'ov ^qa/a/aar’, afiurjB̂ jv B-aoTg;

3 sldov cod.: si%ou Meineke, eyvoiv id. ed. min.: vel ffirj Richards p. 6 8

But what am I talking about and what do I resolve to do?

Depart having betrayed my beloved master,

my foster father, my saviour, thanks to whom I leamt the Greek

laws, I leamt to read, I was initiated in the gods?

ia  xahoi: Here the compound article xairoi has an adversative sense, meaning but, and 

yet. Denniston notes that it is “used by a speaker in pulling himself up abruptly” (GP 

557). This helps us understand better the context; i.e. the speaker must have been 

debating with himself, without being able to reach a final resolution.
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ib xairoi r i (win: This self-addressed question recurs in A. Pr. 101, Luc. Rh. Pr. 

11.13, etc.; cf. also some variations: S. OC 1132 (xairoi r i (pcovcb;), and Ar. Ec. 299 

(xairoi ri Xayco;). The speaker seems to be having second thoughts on what he has just 

said, as if he were doubtful about the present situation. Likewise, in the present 

fragment the speaker seems to face a profound dilemma, and sounds very close to 

changing his mind about leaving.

ic  r i dgav ffovXeuofiat: Here the verb fiovXavofiai means resolve to do something', cf. LSJ 

s.v. B.4. Both this particular question and the overall style bear a tragic overtone, as it 

is also the case in a number of parallels; cf. Ar. Th. 71 (w Zev, ri dgao-at biavoai (ia 

rq/aagov;), Pax 58 (a) Zav, ri nora fiouXauat noiaiv; — see Olson ad loci), Ach. 466 (xairoi 

ri bgaaoj;), PI. Tht. 164c (xairoi ri nora fiaXXofiav ... dgav;), etc.

2  ngotiovq: The verb ngoSidwfii and its derivatives are often used in both comedy and 

tragedy within a serious context, the meaning being that of betrayal, unfaithfulness, 

disloyalty, and the like, concerning a vital issue; cf. Ar. Ach. 290: w ngodora rfc 

nargiboq (the chorus of Achamians to Dicaeopolis about making peace with Sparta),

A. Ch. 894-895: cpiXaTg rov avdga; roijag av raurqj racpcp /  xaia'fj- S-avovra <P ouri firj 

ngodqjg nora (Orestes to Clytaemnestra alluding to her conjugal infidelity towards 

Agamemnon), S. Ant. 45-46: rov yovv kfiov, xai rov aov, rjv ov (iq B'aX•[)<;, /  odaXipov ou 

jag brj ngodova’ aXdxrofj,ai (Antigone to Ismene about accomplishing her duty of 

burying her dead brother). Similarly here ngohvq stands out as a particularly strong 

term, bearing serious moral implications of a tragic quality.

3  rgo(pea: The tragic tone introduced by ri (prjfit (1. 1 ), and continued by ngoboug (1. 2), is 

here reasserted by rgocpaa. This is the only occurrence of this word within Comedy. 

The elevated style and diction are unlikely to be paratragic, but probably reflect the 

seriousness of the anxiety of the speaker.

The short final a is noteworthy; cf. Gow on Theoc. 8.87. Moeris 187.11 gives 

some examples of accusative of words in -eu$, and notes that the Attics maintain a 

long final a, whereas the other Greeks a short one. Within Comedy this short-alpha 

accusative recurs in Euphro fr. 3, where the speaker juxtaposes ijnj'yea to ipuxrygiav, 

ravrXiov to aavrXa, and (paxaav to cpaxrjv, in his attempt to distinguish between familiar
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and less familiar / non-Attic words and formations. Athenaeus quotes Euphro’s 

fragment (XI 503a-b) to support the assertion of Heracleon of Ephesus that ov Tjfisi; 

ipvyaa xaXoufiev, ipuxrygiav rivet; ovofLa^ovmv. rov; d ’ A m x o v ;  xai xcofiipdeTv rov iftuysa at; 

§svixov ovofia (Ath. XI 503a). The non-Attic word forms unsurprisingly a non-Attic 

accusative. The word ipuyea is also supposed to have been used once by Alexis, 

according to Athenaeus XI 502d: AXatji; iv  Eitroixi^o/asvoj tpycr'i “tqixotuXov ipuyea” (fr. 

65).4

In the present fragment the non-Attic form rgotpea is put in the mouth of a non- 

Attic speaker within a play that has for a title a not particularly Attic word (cf. 

introduction). I think this is all too much to be a coincidence. Besides, it is remarkable 

that the form rgotpaa does not occur anywhere else in poetry. 5 So, not only is the short 

final a a sign of a non-Attic dialect, but also the formation rgotpaa is uncommon in 

itself. Could this be a foreigner who despite speaking very well Greek (he admits he 

leamt the language; cf. 1. 4), still reveals his origin? This would parallel (in an 

attenuated form) the use of non-attic and non-Greek dialects in earlier Comedy; cf. 

introduction to Mnesimachus fr. 7.

3 - 4  eltiov vo/mou; ''EXXyva;: The speaker names three benefactions made to him by his 

master. His tone is grateful, his words are loaded with Greek ideology, and he speaks 

in the way the Greeks liked to hear someone non-Greek speaking of them, i.e. 

acknowledging their cultural superiority. Laws, education, and religion are cultural 

fields of which the Greeks felt particularly proud.

The first benefaction has been his introduction to the Greek legal system. This 

advanced aspect of the Greek civilisation is already mentioned in Hdt. 7.102 through 

the mouth of Demaratus, who, in his address to Xerxes, attributes the Greek quality of 

virtue {agarrj) to the effective Greek laws. There is also a famous passage in

3 Though it is possible that Heracleon is simply drawing on Euphro, and therefore is not telling us very 

much, still Euphro’s fragment shows that the form ipuysa was not a familiar fourth-century Attic word.

4 Amott ad  loc. acknowledges that the word did not sound Attic. However, the words tqikotvXov ifnjysa 

survive isolated and that is all we get for a fragment; hence Amott reasonably argues that “there is no 

need to assume that this phrase was necessarily written in the accusative case”.

5 Particularly in tragedy, although other cases o f  the noun rgotpsu<; are used (e.g. A. Ag. 729 rgotpsvtrtv, S. 

Ph. 344 rgotpsuq), in the accusative it is the form rgotpov that is used instead; cf. S. OT  1092, E. El. 409, 

etc. It is only in later prose that we find rgotpsa; e.g. D.S. 4.4.3, Philo 3.177, Dion. Byz. 24.2, etc.
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Euripides’ Medea, where Jason boasts about the Greek legal system and claims to 

have saved Medea, having taken her away from the barbarians (11. 534-538).

Also in Aeschin. 1.5 democracy is said to be underpinned by vo/iog: ra  fiev tcov 

dy}[ioxQaTov(i£vu)v (rwfiara xa i T7jv m Xirelav ol vopot o'qj&uo-i. The importance of law is 

also emphasised by Demosthenes in a number of passages; e.g. 21.34, ibid. 225, 

25.20, etc. See further Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 74-75, 8 6 .

The reading eldov is preserved by the codices, but several alternative 

conjectures have also been made; cf. crit. app. If we choose to alter the text, both 

conjectures by Richards seem promising, since they are palaeographically close to the 

preserved text (unlike Meineke’s eyvcov), and also convey the meaning of learning that 

we need. But if we accept eldov as correct, then we should understand it 

metaphorically, i.e. meaning to learn, to be shown, to be introduced into. It is possible 

that here eldov anticipates the metaphor in efiuyfrrjv. See e.g. Mylonas, Eleusis and the 

Eleusinian Mysteries, pp. 274-278 for eiroirrela (,beholding) of the secret objects as the 

climax of the Mysteries. One might argue that Greek culture (here its laws and 

religion) are treated as a mystery closed to barbarians, who can be initiated into this 

knowledge only by becoming part of Greece.

4 a yeap^mr’: Writing was introduced into the Greek world in the early eighth century

B.C. Though it is the Phoenicians who are to be credited with the invention of a basic 

alphabet and the principle elements of writing, Greeks have gradually grown to 

appropriate the invention of writing, on the basis of the number of features they added 

and / or modified to make it fit for the Greek language.6 This is reflected in the myth 

of Palamedes, who was believed to have invented certain letters of the alphabet; cf. 

Hyg.Fab. 277.1.

4 b ifiu y S yv  B'eoig: Introduction into the Greek religion. This may be a metaphor -  the 

Greek gods are exclusive to Greece; cf. on 11. 3-4. The speaker came to know and 

worship the Greek gods. But the presence of pveoj  may call for a more specific 

interpretation, since pveco is the terminus technicus for the initiation into the mystery 

cults. It is possible that the master provided for his slave to become a mystes, an

6 Cf. Thomas, Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece, 52ff.
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initiand, and thus gain an insight into the privileged world of the mysteries (cf. belief 

in a blessed afterlife, etc.).

Here pveco takes the dative (SsoTg). This is a rather uncommon syntax that 

recurs, rarely again, in later texts; cf. Alciphro 1.4 pveTcr^ai yapqj, Corp. Herm. fr. 

23.46.2 raj rijg aXum'ag ayaS-qj pvySaxri.

BottoTia (fr. 2)
The title denotes a Boeotian girl / woman. Homonymous plays were also 

produced by Antiphanes and Menander, whereas Diphilus wrote a Boiojriog. Either 

Plautus or Aquilius is the author of a Latin play Boeotia. Webster {1M 127) suggests a 

recognition plot for Menander’s play, and implies the same for Theophilus’ case 

(SLGC 77). Nevertheless, the existence of possible parallel case(s) does not suffice to 

support such an assumption; all the more that the evidence from the fragment itself is

too scanty, and does not point to any particular plot threads. Given the frequently
• • • 8 •recurring motif of titles denoting a foreign girl, this play could possibly narrate an

event from the life of a Boeotian girl in Athens. She is probably the subject of the 

discussion in this fragment. The speaker describes -  probably to a friend -  how nicely 

a person mixes the wine. Since there is nothing that obliges us to understand a male 

subject, the Boeotian girl could well be meant here. She could have been a hetaira, 

entertaining the guests at symposia; if so, one of her duties would be to mix and pour 

the wine.9 Alternatively, she could simply be a slave in someone’s -  not necessarily 

the speaker’s -  house.

The fragment below is cited by Athenaeus XI 472d. The speaker expresses his 

enthusiastic admiration; he has probably fallen in love with this girl. The present case 

is paralleled by Theophilus fr. 12 (cf. introduction to the fragment).

t z t q c l x o t v X ov fie xuXtxa xzqapeav rim  

tu)v 07)QixXsi'(ov, najg doxsTg, xzqavvvei 
xaXtbg, acpQU) ^zovcrav oud’ av AuroxX'ijg

7 See Burkert, Ancient Mystery Cults, 5, 9, 22-24, etc.

8 See introduction to Amphis’ Aeuxadta.

9 This would be another instance o f  a narrated symposion (cf. introduction to Mnesimachus fr. 8 ).
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ourwg fia  T7)v yrjv suquB’/mox;  rfi hfyqi 

5  agag eva)fj,a

1 xsga/isav Iacobi ap. Mein. V 1 p. ccxxv ii: -sav A

She mixes thoroughly a one litre wine-cup, an earthen one, 

one of those Thericleans, wonderfully, 

fermenting with foam. Not even Autocles, 

by Mother Earth, could lift it with his right hand and 

5 distribute it so gracefully

ia  rergaxoruXov xuXixa: This xuXiE, is large enough to hold four xorvXai. A drinking cup 

of a similar capacity is mentioned in Alexis fr. 181 (cf. Amott ad loc.). The xotvX%7 

was a liquid measure (and also a dry one); cf. sch. on Ar. PI. 436: xorvXrj M sentv sldog 

{letqou, 0 Xs'yofiev ijfisTg rj^ecrrov. See L S J  s.v. 3. It was approximately equal to a 

quarter of a litre (half a pint); cf. Hultsch, Griechische und romische Metrologie, 101- 

108. A compound epithet consisting of a number plus the noun xoruXy was regularly 

used to describe the capacity of drinking vessels; e.g. hxorvXoq Xyxv^oq (Sotades fr. 

1.33); yuaXai dixorvXoi, tqixotuXoi (Dionysius fr. 5.2); XyxufXov sirraxoruXov 

(Aristophanes fr. 487.1-2).

By metonymy the word xuXit; stands for the wine itself (instead of the wine- 

cup); cf. Eubulus fr. 148.8 (see Hunter ad loc.), Ar. PL 1132.

ib  x&QOfieav: The specification that this is a terracotta cup could have been left out and 

still the text make sense. However, this detail is important, for not only does it make 

the text more pictorial, but it also underlines the fact that the cup was heavy, and still 

the girl was able to handle it gracefully.

The reading xegafieav  was suggested by Jacoby; cf. crit. app. The codices’ 

reading is xegafiaav, cf. PI. L y.  219e, Polemon fr. 75 Preller, Ath. XI 494c, etc.

2 a 0rjgtxXef(ov: See Daremberg & Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et 

Romaines, s.v. Thericlea Vasa. This type of drinking-cup was allegedly named after
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the craftsman who first made it. 10 His name was Q^qikXt)^ he originated from Corinth 

but moved to Athens, and, according to Athenaeus, was a contemporary of 

Aristophanes; cf. Ath. XI 470e-472e. Nevertheless, Amott (on Alexis fr. 5) is very 

sceptical as to the validity of Athenaeus’ dating; instead he convincingly argues that 

Thericles’ floruit must be placed between 380 and 370 B.C. The Thericlean cups were 

considered an item of luxury, designated primarily for the wealthiest among the 

Athenians; cf. Ath. XI 469b. What particularly differentiated the Thericleans from the 

rest of the cups was the black shiny polish, 11 with which they were completely 

covered, and which made them particularly lustrous; cf. Theopompus fr. 33, Eubulus 

fr. 56 (see Hunter ad loc.). See Amott’s thorough note on Alexis fr. 5.

2 b 7ra>g SoxeTg: This is an idiomatic phrase, a colloquialism, which occurs frequently in 

both comedy and tragedy in variated forms. It serves to intensify the speech and add 

liveliness. Cf. Ar. Ra. 54 {nwg oki o-cpodga -  cf. van Leeuwen ad loc.), Ec. 399 {-noaov 

Soxstg), E. Heracl. 832 {noaov riv ’ au%sig), etc. It can either form part of the syntax (e.g. 

Ar. Ach. 12) or be parenthetic and possess an adverbial / exclamatory force, as it 

happens here, and also in Diphilus fr. 96, etc. See further Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1497, 

Pearson on S. fr. 373.5 TGF, and Hunter on Eubulus fr. 80.7-8.

ja  a<pqq) f iovaav: “The ‘foaming’ Thericlean is a commonplace” (Hunter on Eubulus 

fr. 56); cf. Alexis fr. 5, Antiphanes fr. 172.4, Aristophon fr. 13, Eubulus fr. 56.2, etc. 

This notion of the foaming cup of wine is at least as old as Pindar O. 7.1-2: cptdXav ... 

/  a/jiniXou xa%Xa£oicrav $q6(tco\ cf. Philostr. VA 3.25.

In the present fragment the bubbling wine adds texture to the scene, and 

provides the listener (both the speaker’s collocutor and the audience) with a visual 

description.

3 b AirroxXijg: A certain Autocles is also mentioned by Timocles fr. 19. Although Diels 
12 * •& Schubart consider him unbestimmbar, they still cite as parallel the present

10 For an alternative -  linguistically implausible -  etymology see Ath. XI 471b.

11 We also possess evidence o f  some gilt Thericleans too; cf. Ath. XI 478b.

12 Didymos Kommentar zu Demosthenes 10.70, col. 10.3.
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13fragment of Theophilus; c f  PA 2718. Bergk suggests a further identification with 

the Autocles mentioned by Heraclides Ponticus fr. 58 Wehrli. According to 

Heraclides, Autocles was a spendthrift who squandered the family fortune, and then 

committed suicide by taking hemlock. Although Kock refrains from attempting any 

identification (11.474), I would be willing to accept that Theophilus, Timocles, and 

Heraclides refer to the same Autocles. In fact, Heraclides uses a rhetorical question to 

introduce Autocles, i.e. “who was that wasted the riches...? Wasn’t it Autocles...?”. 

This suggests that Heraclides presupposes that the persons and the facts that he 

mentions are well known to everyone. Likewise, both Theophilus and Timocles 

content themselves with mentioning Autocles simply by name (cf. ovofiaoTi xajfitohTv), 

and expect their audience to identify him; this suggests that Autocles was a widely 

known person. If we combine the information from the three sources above about 

Autocles, then we get a picture of a bon-vivant, a person who knew how to live the 

good life, and enjoyed indulging in pleasures.

4 a fia t t j p  y i j v :  This is an oath that emphasises the preceeding negation. Generally, the 

particle fia is most commonly used to reinforce a negation; cf. LSJ s.v. fid III. 1. Amott 

(on Alexis fr. 128) notes that in Comedy this oath is spelt solely by male characters; 

cf. Ar. Pax 188, Ephippus fr. 11.2, Men. Dysc. 908, etc.

4 b sugvS’fjuog: “Rhythmically, gracefully”. This adverb denotes a subtlety in 

movements and a certain dexterity, as in Anaxandrides fr. 16, Plato fr. 47, and E. Cyc. 

563.

5  evdifia: Here the verb vu)fidu) means to distribute (the wine) . 14 The verb appears with 

this sense already in Homer; e.g. II. 9.176, Od. 21.272, etc. Cf. Pi. N. 9.51, 

Antimachus ff. 20.4 Wyss, etc.

13 Commentationum de Reliquiis Comoediae Atticae Antiquae, 2 5 1.

14 However, LSJ cite Theophilus’ fragment under the meaning II. 1: “o f  weapons, implements, etc., 

handle, wield”.
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Yargof (fr. 4)

On the title see introduction to Aristophon’s homonymous play.

The fragment below is cited by Athenaeus VIII 340d-e, within a series of 

fragments that satirise the politician Callimedon, who had the nickname Crayfish 

(xdgadog — see below, 1. 3f). Amott (introduction to Alexis’ Aogxig r\ noTmv^ovcra) 

locates his active period in Athenian politics between the years 345 and 318 B.C.; cf. 

Webster CQ 2 n.s. (1952) 22 . 15 These rough limits are compatible with Theophilus’ 

career (see introduction). It is worth bearing in mind that ’Iargog is the first play listed 

by Suda 5195 under Theophilus’ name. This could be a mere coincidence, although it 

could perhaps indicate that ’Iargog was either the first play produced by Theophilus or 

his first victorious play. Whatever the case, it should be assigned to a date before 318 

B.C., when Callimedon was condemned to death in absentia, and subsequently left 

Athens for ever; cf. Plu. Phoc. 35. See Droysen, Histoire de V hellenisme, II. 1.209, 

Webster o.c. 21.

In the fragment below, a son appears taking care of his father’s diet. We know 

that doctors / physicians acknowledged the importance of a healthy diet, to the point 

that some even wrote cookery books; 16 it is therefore a possibility that the doctor is 

the son himself (though this cannot be established with certainty).

The fragment is in trochaic tetrameters. In general, the trochaic tetrameter is 

reserved for a special effect; e.g. one regular use is to make programmatic statements
1 7about lifestyle. Our fragment is an indirect dialogue, reported by a third party, and 

refers to a youth held up as a model because of his concern for his father.

7rag da (piXortp,cog ngog avrov rcdv vaavtaxcov y j  -  

— KJ — v ky%a\atov nagaraS-aixa rep nargi.

"rsuS’ig v)v xgrjorrj, nargidtov. ntbg s%sig ngog xagaSov;"

"ipu%gog eoniv, anaye", (pyar "gvjrogcov oh yauofiat"

15 Nevertheless, Davies {Athenian Propertied Families, 279) believes that his public career did not 

begin until the late 320s (still, he allows an early date during the 340s for the comic references to him).

16 Cf. Hp. Acut. 28. See Dohm, Mageiros, 180, Amott’s introduction to Alexis Kqareta (esp. p. 314), 

Hunter on Eubulus fr. 6 .

17 See General Introduction p. 27.
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1 fin. e%si add. Kock, £%a)v Herw. Anal. p. 42 2 (re/m%o^ aXaSev) ky%iAsiov Kock ky%. nagar., 

{xfrr' eqong,) “t t o t s q o v  t j /  Tucker ClQu 2 (1908) 195

Every one of the youths vies emulously with him.

... Suppose he has served a small eel to his father.

“The squid was wholesome, papa. How do you feel about some crayfish?”

“He is frigid; begone”, he says; “I am not tasting public speakers”

i  (piXortfMog: Kock suggested the verb &%ei as an appropriate filling of the lacuna; cf. 

crit. app. Indeed, there is a stereotyped phrase that goes (piXorfficog ngog riva e%eiv (e.g. 

PI. Chrm. 162c), or (piXorfficog s%siv ngog ri (e.g. [D.] Erot. 38.3); cf. LSJ s.v. The point 

of the fragment is apparently to establish the speaker as a good son, and as a model 

for other young men. The idea is not new; in Pi. P. 6.28-42 Antilochus sacrificed his 

life to save his father.

2 a eyxeXstov: This is the diminutive of ey%eXvg (eel); cf. Thompson Fishes 58-61. No 

pejorative sense seems to be attached to the diminutive form of this noun, neither here 

or in other comic fragments; e.g. Ar. fr. 333.7, Pherecrates fr. 50.3, Antiphanes fr. 

221.4, etc. Hicesius (ap. Ath. VII 298b) tells us that eels are highly nutritious and 

wholesome (see further on Philetaerus fr. 13.4). This is in accord with the hypothesis 

made in the introduction, i.e. that the speaker is a trained doctor, who arranges a 

healthy diet for his father. Nevertheless, the other items offered (squid and crayfish) 

are not attested elsewhere as having any particular healthgiving properties; this might 

tell in favour of an alternative interpretation, i.e. that the son is not an expert, but he 

simply tries to tempt his father to eat.

2 b nagareSsixe: This is an example of the use of the perfect in hypothesis (i.e. “let’s 

suppose...”). In such cases the perfect tense is usually preceded by the words xai 

e.g. E. Med. 386: xai dy reSvacrr rig (is dstgsrai nokig; However, according to Kuhner- 

Gerth (I § 391.1) xai dy can sometimes be omitted and still the meaning be that of 

envisaging a hypothetical situation in the future; e.g. E. Andr. 334-335: rsSvyxa rjj ajj 

Bvyargi xai (i’ ancoXscrsv' / (iiaicpovov (isv ouxsr’ av (pvyoi (ivaog.
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3 a TsvSfq: The squid. See Thompson Fishes 260ff.; Palombi-Santorelli 295ff. In 

Alexis fr. 84 we hear of some instructions about the stuffing and cooking of the squid; 

cf. Amott ad loc. for further details and bibliography.

3 b This adjective has usually the meaning of wholesome, when it refers to a

food item; cf. LSJ s.v. But it can also mean tasteful and / or o f good quality’, cf. 

XQ'rjcrrbv ragi'xtov (Ar. Pax 563), xbvbqoq X Q W (Antiphanes fr. 36), nXaxouvra x Q J l^ v  

(Antiphanes fr. 143), etc. Wholesome, tasteful, or of good quality, the squid could be 

any of those. But I suppose that the adjective xo .^^q  could have been chosen on 

purpose to prepare for the reference to the crayfish (given that crayfish alludes to the 

politician Callimedon, see below), since this is an epithet often used of citizens who 

contribute to the state, e.g. by political activity. See Dover o.c. 296-299.

3 c $v: The son uses the imperfect to refer to the squid, because apparently the squid 

exists no more; his father has already eaten it.

3 d narglbiov: This is a diminutive of nar^g; cf. Ar. V. 986. Comedy abounds in 

diminutives; e.g. Nu. 223 (a) Zaixgartdiov), Ra. 582 ( J) SavB-fbiov), Men. Dysc. 499, etc. 

The tone of such addresses is that of coaxing and cajolery, the aim being to entice or 

persuade someone about something, here to eat.

3 e nax; sxsig ngog: This is colloquial / idiomatic language. The meaning is “what do 

you think about...” or “how do you feel about...”. This way of beginning a question 

occurs once more in Comedy (Antiphanes fr. 138.2), and rarely elsewhere (e.g. PI. 

Prm. 13le, Id. Smp. 174a, Epict. Diss. Arr. 1.20.12, etc.).

3f  xdgaBov: “Crayfish, spiny lobster, langouste”; for a detailed description cf. Arist. 

HA 525a 30 sqq. See Thompson Fishes 102ff.; Palombi-Santorelli o.c. 369ff.; RE 

XI.2 s.v. Krebs. It seems that crayfish was considered a dainty dish. Athenaeus III 

104e says that its consumption was much sought after {naqKrnovdavToq). It is also once 

recorded as an aphrodisiac (Alexis fr. 281).

However, the present mention of crayfish has less to do with the 

gastronomical indulgences of the Athenians than to prepare for a pun satirising the
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politician Callimedon, who was nicknamed KagaSog (see introduction). For further

details about his life and his political career, see PA 8032, and RE X.2 s.v. Kallimedon

nr. 1. His fondness for crayfish is the reason given by Athenaeus III 104d for the

nickname K dgaSog;  cf. Alexis fr. 57 (cf. Amott’s introduction to the fragment). He is

also parodied for gluttony in Eubulus fr. 8  (cf. Hunter ad loc.). See also Amott’s

introduction to Alexis’ 'Io-oordcnov. Bechtel suggests that this nickname targeted his

terrible squint, 18 since oblique movement of the eyes is a characteristic of crayfish; cf.

Aristotle HA 526a 8 ff. Callimedon’s squint is also parodied elsewhere; cf. Alexis fr.

117, Timocles fr. 29. This is another instance of ovopaerri xcopqihTv, which we have

repeatedly seen emerging throughout Middle Comedy, e.g. Amphis fr. 6 , Aristophon

fr. 10, etc. 19 The two preceding seafoods (byzbhsiov and rsuS-ig), carefully build up to

the punchline (xdgafiov),  giving us two features of Old Comedy here: mockery of
•  20 •politicians and puns. Aristophanes is full of puns; it is interesting to see the same 

kind of humour continued by Theophilus, a poet of the last quarter of the fourth 

century.

4 a ifru%eo$: What the father describes as frigid  is the politician Callimedon (see above), 

having misunderstood his son’s question about a crayfish dish. This interpretation is 

favoured by the second half of the line, where the father refers explicitly to public 

speakers. When applied to persons the adjective iIaj%qo<; has the meaning of boring, or 

unemotional, cold-hearted; cf. LSJ s.v. In particular Aristophanes (Th. 170), Alexis 

(fr. 184), and Machon (fr. 16.258ff. and 280ff. Gow) use it to satirise the modus
91scribendi of Theognis, Araros, and Diphilus respectively. The point of mockery of 

Callimedon here is probably a stylistic critique of his speaking abilities (the father 

calls him a grjrcog), i.e. that his speeches are boring and unemotional, and they lack 

enthusiasm.

18 Spitznamen 23 ff.

19 Cf. General Introduction pp. 17-18.

20 E.g. Ach. 1131 (roqyaaov, pun on yoqywvon Lamachus’ shield), Nu. 156 (ZcpTjmo ,̂ pun on V. 

573 ( x o i q i M o h ; ) ,  etc. In MacDowell’s words “in fifth-century Athens, to judge from Aristophanes, they 

(sc. the puns) were as popular as in Victorian England” (introduction to Ar. Wasps, p. 14).

21 Cf. sch. on Ar. Ach. 11 and 140. See also Amott’s thorough note on Alexis I.e., and Gutzwiller, 

Psychros und onkos, 16ff.
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There is another pun here. An orator can be i/w%e6$, i.e. boring, but a dish can 

also be \Iaj%qov, i.e. cold; cf. Alexis fr. 177.4, Mnesimachus fr. 4.10, etc.

4 b airaye: The father rejects the dish of crayfish that his son places in front of him. 

Zagagi22 draws a parallelism with Plaut. Trin. 258, 266: “apage te, Amor”.

4 c qv)t6qo)v: The term usually refers to those who make a habit of addressing the 

Assembly, the Council or the courts; e.g. statesmen, generals, etc. Yet it seems that 

anyone doing so on any given occasion would be referred to as a g'tjrtog; cf. IG I3 

46.25. See Olson on Ar. Ach. 38, and Hansen, The Athenian Democracy in the Age o f  

Demosthenes, 268ff. Here, although the father refers collectively to the public 

speakers, he has a specific target, i.e. the politician Callimedon.

4d ov yevopai: The metaphorical meaning of ysvopat as to experience, to feel, etc. is 

common (see LSJ s.v.); cf. Ar. Ra. 462 yzuazt rijg Bvqag, Theopompus fr. 6 6  kXzv^eqiaq 

'Yzvaavrzq, etc.

Ki$<LQQ)d6<; (fr. 5)

The title denotes the musician who played the cithara and sang in
99accompaniment at the same time. He is a common title figure in both Middle and 

New Comedy; cf. the plays KtSaqqjdog by Antiphanes, Alexis, Clearchus, Sophilus, 

Diphilus, Apollodorus, Anaxippus, and Nico.

Although less than three lines survive from Theophilus’ play, we are lucky in 

that they are relevant to the play’s title. With all probability, the speaker must be the 

musician himself praising music, to which, given his profession, he must be devoted. 

However, the context is beyond recover. It could be a symposion; but it could also be 

an introductory monologue of the protagonist addressing the audience.

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIV 623f, and forms part of a lengthy 

section dealing with music.

22 Tradition and Originality in Plautus, p. 100, n. 144.

23 He is therefore to be distinguished from the xiSagurrr}*;, who only played the cithara. See Gow on 

Machon fr. 2.6 and fr. 11.141, and RE XI 1 s.v. xiSaQwdia.
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(izyag

Syaauqog sari xai fizBaiog {rj} (j,oucrixv) 
anaeri roig fiaSoucri natdeuS'eTo-i rs

1 “Theophilus scripserat fiiyaq S’, <5 (mxagioi” Kaibel 2 17 ACE : del. Grotius Exc. p. 984

A great

treasure, and a durable one, is music

for all those who studied it and are educated in it

j ;  Athenaeus introduces the fragment with the following words: fieyag yog, at 

fzaxagioi, xara rov OeocpfXou KiSaqqidov, ^qcravgog atrnv... Kaibel suggested that the 

address w (mxagioi belonged to the original text of Theophilus, whereas Kassel-Austin 

edit the fragment without it; c f  crit. app. Though certainty is impossible, I would 

agree with Kassel-Austin. The position of the phrase is odd, if it is meant to come 

from Theophilus, but no more so than fizyag. That the text needs to be amended if we 

include the words in the quotation is not in itself a problem. Though elsewhere in 

Comedy persons are addressed as fiaxagioi24 the present address seems more like a 

parenthetical insertion by Athenaeus. In favour of attributing (along with Kassel- 

Austin) the words & fiaxagioi to the speaker of Athenaeus, the musician Masurius, tells 

the preceding address avdgeg cpfXoi (Ath. XIV 623e), which Masurius uses to introduce 

another fragment (Eupolis fr. 366). Rather than being part of the fragments quoted, 

both a) fiaxagio1 and avdqeg (pikoi are said by Masurius who seeks to reengage with his 

audience by apostrophising them.

2  Sycaugog: Despite the multitude of passages praising music (most gathered by Ath. 

XIV 623e-633f), nowhere else is music paralleled to a fyaaugog. The speaker has a 

passion about music. He employs the metaphor of the treasure to emphasise the value 

that music has for him. For the metaphor cf. Pi. P. 6.7-8 (ufivcov Sycraugog).

24 Cf. Ar. V. 1275 ( q j  fiaxdgi’ Auto/xsvs^), Eg. 147-148 (cb (laxaqte aXXavronciiXa), etc.
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3  pa&ovai naihvS'sTo-i: It is understandable that the benefits derived from music are 

only made available to certain people, i.e. those who have studied the secrets of this 

art. The double participle stresses the connection of music with paideia. The role of 

music in Greek education is discussed in my note on Philetaerus fr. 17.4b.

NeoTnokeiLoq (frr. 6-7)

Nicomachus Alexandrinus wrote a homonymous tragedy; cf. Suda v 396, and 

TGF 1.286. There is also an adespoton from another tragedy entitled NsoTrroXepoq, cf. 

TGF II fr. 6 b.

Neoptolemus was the son of Achilles. He was summoned to Troy after his 

father’s death.25 The natural assumption is that Theophilus’ play dealt with his story 

in an extent that justified the play’s title. What we cannot recover is the way in which 

Theophilus treated myth; i.e. whether he retained the mythical setting, and simply 

inserted contemporary allusions and anachronisms, or alternatively, whether he 

transferred the mythical figure of Neoptolemus into the contemporary era.26

Fr. 6

The following fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 560a, as a piece of advice 

to old men not to marry young women. It is almost a replica of Thgn. Eleg. 1.457- 

460, which immediately precedes Theophilus’ fragment within Athenaeus’ text. It is 

obvious that Theophilus deliberately put Theognis’ words into the mouth of the comic 

actor, aiming presumably to make him speak in an elevated style, and sound solemn. 

Kassel (ZPE 42 [1981] 12ff.) noted that the elegiac couplets of Theognis are turned 

into iambic trimeters. But Theophilus did not need to resort to Theognis in search for 

elevation -  a few tragic words would do that. This is apparently a piece of 

ostentatious artistry on the part of Theophilus, who possibly wished to engage into 

emulatio with Theognis by transferring his words into iambics. At the same time 

Theophilus appeals to the intelligence of the audience, expecting them to recognise

25 Parts o f his life were treated by Sophocles in Philoctetes, and by Euripides in Orestes and 

Andromache. Cf. Proclus’ summary o f Lesches’ Little Iliad (EpGF 36-37), Horn. II. 19.326, Apollod. 

Bibl. 3.13.8, etc.

26 For the dual possibility o f  myth manipulation in Comedy, see General Introduction pp. 24-26.
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the allusion, and appreciate his artistic manoeuvre. However, Theophilus was not the 

first who attempted this. Sophocles (fr. 356 TGF) had already paraphrased Theognis 

255ff. {Delian Epigram) into iambic trimeters; cf. Radt ad loc., and Kassel I.e. We 

know that there existed a collection of Theognidean elegies, which enjoyed a 

considerable circulation in fifth and fourth century Athens. It is probable that this
27collection also served as a schoolbook.

The reference in this fragment to the old man could be irrelevant to 

Neoptolemus’ legend. However, if we were to relate this fragment to the play’s title,

Peleus might be meant here. We know that in the Nostoi Neoptolemus went home and
28 •was recognised by Peleus; it is not inconceivable that Peleus was about to remarry, 

after being abandoned by Thetis. Such a twist of the mythical tradition would be at 

home within Comedy, all the more that myths had already been treated with some 

freedom by tragedy; cf. the marriage of Electra to a peasant in Euripides homonymous 

play.

oi> ovpcpaqov vza ‘a rl TtqatrSuT'f) jv v tj ' 

totrnzq yaq axarog ovda pixqov m in era l 

zvi wqdaXup, t o  nzTcpb  ’ d n o q q ^a a a  {da} 

ax WKToq araqov Xtpav ’ z%ov(r' e^zuqztXrj

3 U add. Mus.

It is not expedient for an old man to have a young wife; 

for, like a ship, she does not respond even a little 

to one rudder, but having broken the stem-cable, 

at night is found inhabiting another harbour

2 sqq. oxmaq ... : A simile. The young woman is paralleled to a light vessel. Just as the

vessel breaks off the cable that holds it fast to the land, and gets carried by the sea to

27 See Carriere’s introduction to Theognis’ edition {Belles Lettres 2 1975) 7-27; Id. Theognis de 

Megare: etude sur le recueil elegiaque attribue a ce poete, 124-125; West, Studies in Greek Elegy and 

Iambus, 55-59.

28 See Proclus’ summary o f Nostoi in EpGF  52-53.
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another bay, likewise a young wife tears herself away from an aged husband, and 

finds refuge into the arms of a lover.

ja  h i  TTVjdaXtq): Apart from steering-paddle, the word tttjMXiov can have an additional, 

obscene meaning, that is penis; cf. Henderson, The Maculate Muse, 123. Aristophanes 

uses the word with this sense in Pax 142; cf. sch. ad loc. Likewise, here too the 

obscene meaning could have been made clear with a gesture. If this is indeed obscene, 

it is interesting to find that a playwright flourishing in the last quarter of the fourth 

century (cf. introduction) is closer to Aristophanes than much of the fourth century 

Comedy is. This shows again the intermittent persistence of the element of indecency, 

which never disappears, but re-emerges constantly, even to a degree comparable to
29Aristophanes.

3 b -neTa-fia: “The stern-cable by which the ship was made fast to the land” (LSJ s.v.); 

cf. E. Hipp. 762, A.R. Arg. 4.523, etc.

3 c Os}: Musurus added a postponed tie here to complement the metre. This conjecture 

complies with the strong tendency of fourth century comedy to postpone this particle. 

See Dover in CQ 35 (1985) 338, 341-343.

4 a ex vuxrog: The night time is commonly associated with sex. It is during this time 

that a young woman is most likely to prove disloyal to an aged husband; for an old 

man cannot offer sexual gratification to a woman in the way a younger man is capable 

to.

4 b s t s q o v  Xijiha: Within the metaphor explained above (see on 11. 2ff), the harbour 

symbolises the bed of another man; just like the harbour welcomes a boat, the 

younger man receives the woman into his bed. The imagery of the erotic harbour is 

not uncommon; cf. S. OT 420-423, 1208-1210 (cf. Bollack ad loc.), Empedocles fr. 

98 DK, AP  5.235 etc.

29 Amphis fr. 20 is another outstanding passage from the same point o f  view; cf. comm, ad loc. and 

General Introduction p. 18.
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4 c e%ou<ra: Here the verb e%<o means inhabit, haunt (cf. LSJ s.v. A.I.3). Its current use 

is one of the components that create an impression of an overall elevated diction (see 

introduction); for such a use is frequent in both epic (e.g. II. 2.484) and tragedy (e.g. 

A. Eum. 24), and often refers to places related to either gods or heroes (cf. PI. Lg. 

917d).

4 d S&uQeSy: The verb is unaugmented, and the manuscripts are unanimous as to this 

reading. Although the omission of the augment tends to occur more frequently from 

the period of the Koine onwards, there seems to be no reason to suspect the originality 

of this unaugmented form in Theophilus. The same verb in unaugmented form occurs 

already in authors earlier than Theophilus; e.g. Hdt. 4.44, Hippias fr. 1 D-K.

Fr. 7

This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIV 635a, within a discussion about the 

musical instrument called (layadig. Dobree (Adversaria III. 128) suggests that the 

speaker is a slave (cf. on 1. 2 b); in reply to someone’s threats, he implies that any 

torture will be in vain, for nothing will be disclosed (for a different interpretation see 

below). The slave must be a member of the family described in 1. 1, possibly the son, 

since he uses the personal pronoun rjfiibv (1. 3). He is presumably addressing his 

master, who must have threatened to torture not only him, but also both of his parents. 

The purpose of the imminent torture, the secret to be revealed, and generally the wider 

context of this conversation remain utterly obscure, and again (as in fr. 6 ), without 

any linking thread to the play’s title.

TTOV'TjQOV VIOV X d'l TTdTZQd Xd'l firjTZQ d

z o t i v  iL C L 'yaM ^ eiv  s m  t q o % o v  x a S ^ j f i s v o u g '  

oudsig yaq Ijfiojv ravrov qt,crsrai fisXog

2 xaSvf](isvou^ A: <rrQe6Xou(i- Blaydes Adv. II p. 181: x a r a x e if i-  Herw. Coll. p. 141

It is wicked that son, father, and mother 

play the magadis sitting on the wheel; 

for none of us will chant the same song
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i  ttovtjqov: We cannot be sure about the exact sense of the present usage of ttovtjqô  

since the adjective is interrelated to the meaning of the whole fragment, which is 

highly elusive. Above I translated it as wicked',; i.e. the speaker accuses someone of 

being ethically bad, villainous. But noinqgog can also mean wretched (in such a case the 

speaker would be saying “this is a miserable situation”). Yet, the sense wicked seems 

more likely, if we rely on the accentuation. In the antiquity the accentuation of Trovyqog 

was a controversial issue among the lexicographers and the grammarians. One side 

argued that both novrjQog and 7rovvjqog should have the same meaning, the other that the 

former meant wicked and the latter wretched; see Amott’s introduction to Alexis’ 

novvjQa, for a thorough presentation of the debate (cf. LSJ s.v. pox^vgog fin.).

2 a fLayadi&tv: “Play the magadis”. Athenaeus’ text testifies to the existence of a 

controversy as to the very kind of instrument that the magadis was; noreqoi/ avXwv eldog 

% xiSaqag karb (XIV 634c). It seems that the magadis was a stringed instrument (cf. 

Anacreon ff. 374 PMG), which was sometimes accompanied by a specific kind of 

flute (cf. Ion fr. 23 TGF). Hence, this kind of flute was called payahg abXog. Howard30 

thinks of the (idyahg abXog as a sub-category of the flutes called xiSaQiorvjeiot, which 

accompanied the lyre; cf. Poll. 4.81, Hsch. s.v. fiayadeig.

2 b km tqo%ov: This may be a reference to torture (so Dobree o.c. 11.348); cf. sch. on 

Ar. PI. 875: rqo%bq mg rjv, kv qj hafiobpevoi oi oixkrai kxoXd&vro.31 However, the verb 

xaJhjfiat is never used to describe one’s position on the rack. Instead, the usual 

expressions are km rov rqo%ov y ’ zXxotro (Ar. Pax 452), km tqo%ou orqeBXobpevov (Ar. 

Lys. 846), etc. (cf. LSJ s.v. rqoxog 1.4); hence, the proposed corrections by both 

Blaydes and Herwerden (cf. crit. app.).

Kassel-Austin doubt that the passage refers to torture. There is some evidence 

for performing tricks on wheels as they turn; cf. X. Smp. 7.3: t o  ye km rov tqo%ou 041a 

TTSQihvovfievou yqacpeiv re xai avayiyvuxrxeiv B’avpa fikv i'acog ri kortv; and PI. Euthd. 294e: 

kg frnxaiqag ye xuSiardv xai km t q o xo u  hvsMai rrjXixouTog tov. Conceivably what is

30 HSCP 4 (1893) 40.

31 See Sommerstein on Ar. Pax 452.
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being described here could perhaps be a similar trick, performed by members of the
'3'*)same family, which included singing while being whirled on a wheel.

nayxeariaarfe  (fr. 8)

nayHQanaoTTj^ was the athlete who practised the nayxQanov, a violent contest 

that combined boxing and wrestling. Philostratus (Imag. 2.6.3) provides us with a 

detailed account of it. See also RE XVIII.3 s.v. Pankration, and Poliakoff, Combat 

Sports in the Ancient World, 54ff.34

This play was produced in 311 B.C., and won its writer the fourth place at the 

Dionysia (see introduction to Theophilus). From the three homonymous plays known 

to us, the present one by Theophilus comes chronologically second. It is preceded by 

Alexis’ play (cf. Amott’s introduction ad loc.), and followed by Philemo’s one (cf. 

Suda cp 327). Ennius also wrote a Pancratiastes. Generally, athletes appear frequently 

in Comedy as title figures. Apart from the three nayxqariaoT^ plays, Alexis wrote an 

AnoSar'T] ,̂ while both Eubulus and Xenarchus wrote a nivraS-Xog.

The natural assumption is that the na'yxqariaoT'rjs of Theophilus centred on a 

pancration athlete. Amott I.e. suggests that all the athletes-related plays shared some 

stock characteristics, e.g. the athlete’s gluttony. Indeed, Athenaeus X 417b cites this
'IC

fragment as part of a long-running discussion (since the beginning of Book X) about 

the gluttony of the athletes, starting with Heracles. Among the fragments dwelling 

on athletes’ gluttony, there is a long one from a satyr play by Euripides, that is fr. 282 

TGF. Euripides describes the athlete as a yva.B’ov re <$ouXo<; v^voq ijo-ô fievog (1. 5); 

the closeness between comedy and satyr play is further confirmed (cf. General 

Introduction p. 16).

I would consider this fragment as a most representative one of Middle 

Comedy; for one of the quintessential elements of this era is the detailed description

32 As it often happens in modem circus, i.e. a family business.

33 Nevertheless, I would keep open the possibility that this is a reference to torture, which is 

metaphorically presented.

34 For further bibliography see Amott’s introduction to Alexis’ na^eaTiaar^g.

35 Athenaeus cites the first three lines o f  this fragment once more, in III 95a; cf. introduction to 

Philetaerus fr. 8 .

36 Given his legendary labours, Heracles could legitimately be considered as the archetype athlete.
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of dinners, as well as the endless catalogues of food items; c f  Anaxandrides fr. 42, 

Mnesimachus fr. 4, Webster SLGC 6 , 22, 65ff.

The speaker A is most probably the nayxqariaoTyg himself, narrating to a 

friend (possibly to his slave, see below on 11.3-6) what he has eaten at a dinner / 

symposion. His collocutor is so astonished by the Gargantuan quantity of food and 

wine that the riayxqanaori% has devoured, that he calls thrice upon gods (11. 3, 4, 6 ).

k(p$-(bv (izv (r%e$6v 

rqzig fivax;. (B.) Xzyf aXXo. (A.) quy%iov, xcoAqv, nodag 

rzrraqaq vzioug. (B.) 'HqaxXziq. (A.) fioog dz rqzi 

oqviB-’. (B.) AnoXXov. Xzy’ zrzqov. (A.) o v x q j v  duo 

5  fivag. (B.) znzmzg dz Tioaov; (A.) axqarou dwdzxa 

xoruXaq. (B.) AnoXXov, rOqz xai 2a6afyz

6  ’AnoAXov Tlge Valck. Epist. ad Ernesti, ap. Tittmann, Ruhnkenii epist. (1812) p. 50: anoXXohtQe A 

Za6a,Qe Mus.: ae6- A, “fort, recte” Kaibel, sed vid. RE 1 A 2 (1920) 1541, 31-39

Of boiled dishes, a weight of a value of nearly 

three hundred drachmas. (B.) Say, what next? (A.) A muzzle, a thigh, four 

swine’s trotters. (B.) Heracles! (A.) Three ox-trotters 

and a cock. (B.) Apollo! Say on! (A.) Figs of a weight of two hundred 

5 drachmas. (B.) And how much did you drink afterwards? (A.) A dozen 

half-pints of unmixed wine. (B.) Apollo, Horus and Sabazius!

i  z<pSd)v: This adjective means boiled, and it can refer to either meat (Ar. Eq. 1178, 

Pherecrates ff. 50.5), fish (Metagenes fr. 6.4), or vegetables (Antiphanes ff. 6 ). In the 

present fragment, the adjective stands substantially, and the content of the dishes 

could be anyone of the above three.

2 a fuvat;: H  Attix?) p,va z%zi dqa%p,aq zxarov (Poll. 9.59). Mina was also a weight unit, 

of a value equal to one hundred drachmas; cf. Poll. 9.86, D. 22.76.

2 b Azy’ aAAo: Both here and in line 4 the second speaker urges his collocutor to speak 

forth and enumerate one by one what he has eaten. Such expressions calling for
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further details, instructions, etc. must have been common within the spoken / informal 

language; cf. Xayoig av aXXo (Ar. Pax 958), Kay’ eregov (Alexis fr. 15.4), Xsy’ aXXo ri 

(Eubulus fr. 119.2).

2 c Qvy%iov, xooXrjv, nodag: The present food items are cited asyndetically, as it is 

generally the comic norm when it comes to food lists; cf. Mnesimachus fr. 4.29-49, 

Anaxandrides fr. 42.37f£, Alexis fr. 115.12-13. The qvy%iov is the diminutive of 

Quy%og, which is the swine’s snout; cf. sch. on Ar. Av. 348, Pherecrates fr. 107, 

Anaxilas fr. 11. The xajXyv is the thigh of either an animal (as here) or a human; cf. 

sch. on Ar. Nu. 1018, Eupolis fr. 54.

It appears that animals’ extremities (snout, trotters, etc.) were a main delicacy 

in dinners and symposia; cf. Alexis fr. 115.15-16, Anaxilas fr. 19.4, Axionicus fr. 8 , 

Ecphantides fr. 1, etc.

3 d veiovg: This adjective denotes anyone of swine’s edible bodyparts; cf. Ar. Eq. 356, 

Philetaerus fr. 10, Alexis fr. 194, etc. Pork meat was considered particularly 

nutritious, and, therefore, appropriate for the athletes’ diet (Gal. 6.661 Kuhn). Cf. 

D.L. 6.49, and Juthner on Philostr. Gym. 44.18.

3 - 6  'HgdxXetg, ’AnoXXov, rQgs, ZaSaQe : The speaker invokes Heracles, Apollon, 

Horus and Sabazius. This is a means of expressing his wild amazement and deep 

surprise at the hearing of all the food and wine that his collocutor has consumed. 

Although Heracles and Apollon are frequently called upon in Comedy,37 this is the 

only invocation to Horus and to Sabazius. Herodotus testifies twice (2.144, 156) that 

Horus is the Egyptian equivalent to Apollon, whom the Egyptians consider to be the 

son of the river Nile and the goddess Isis (cf. Plu. 366a-b).38 For the possibilty of an 

invocation to Apollo Horus (with Horus being a cultural epithet of Apollo) see 

Valckenaer in Tittmann, D. Ruhnkenii, L. C. Valckenaerii et aliorum ad J. A. Ernesti 

Epistolae, 50 (cf. crit. app.).

37 Cf. Ar. Ach. 94, Pax 238, Cratinus fr. 198, Alexis fr. 173.3, Antiphanes fr. 27.1, Eubulus fr. 89.4,5, 

etc. See also Wilamowitz, Der Glaube der Hellenen, II 33.

38 Cf. the frequent addresses to him within the Corpum Hermeticum, e.g. ffr. 23.5, 24.14.9, etc.
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Sabazius was a foreign god, who was brought in Attica from Thrace and 

Phrygia during the last quarter of the fifth century B.C. He was associated to -  and at 

times even identified with -  Dionysus; cf. Ar. V. 9-10 (see MacDowell ad loc.), Av. 

873, Lys. 388, with scholia; cf. also Ar. fr. 578.39 His cult became quickly popular in 

Athens, particularly among women and slaves, and by the fourth century it had 

already acquired a certain repute.40 Demosthenes 18.259 provides a description of 

Sabazius’ ritual ceremonies (see Wankel ad loc.)', cf. Kaibel on Eupolis fr. 94. 

Considering all this information, as well as the comic parallels, I would suggest that 

the second speaker is the athlete’s slave, who, because of the Dionysiac attributes of 

Sabazius, thinks particularly of this god at the hearing of how much wine his master 

has drunk.

4  oqviSa: As far as poultry is concerned, oqvig can denote either the cock (cf. sch. on 

Ar. V. 815: ri rov oqviv: cog xai akzxrqvova z^ayayovrog) or the here, (cf. Men. fr. 132). I 

would argue that the speaker of this fragment means a cock, for a cock’s size is bigger 

than a hen’s; therefore, eating a whole cock, being extraordinary in itself, would make 

greater impression to the listener.

§a eneme^: The commonest meaning of zmmvco (prompted by the preposition am) is 

drink afterwards, and, understandably, after eating (cf. LSJ s.v. ) ; 41 cf. Ar. Eq. 354, 

357, Men. Kol. fr. 2.3, Philemo fr. 88.3, PI. R. 372b, etc. There is an interestingly 

close parallel for the gourmet of the present fragment; this is the figure of the 

Aristophanic Paphlagon in Knights, who brags about gobbling down a huge quantity 

of neat wine on top of his meal: xfir’ emmwv axqarov /  oivou %oa (11. 354-5).

§h axqarov: The epithet is used here substantially, the noun ohog having been left out. 

The ellipse of olvog is a common phenomenon, not only in Comedy; cf. Ar. Eq. 105, 

Menander fr. 735, D.L. 4.44, E. Cyc. 149, Theoc. 14.18, etc. These and parallel 

passages present the consumption of neat wine as an excess. Characteristically, 

Theophrastus tells us that the Epizephyrian Locrians would even deliver the death

39 See Picard, RA 2 (1961) 129-176.

40 For evidence from contemporary pottery see Metzger 148-150, 377.

41 Though not always; see Eupolis fr. 385.3.
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penalty to anyone drinking unmixed wine, without doctor’s instruction (fr. 117 

Wimmer). However, limited consumption of neat wine took place regularly at the end 

of a symposion, as a symbolic act, i.e. a toast in honour of ayaB-og balfiajv, cf. Thphr. 

fr. 123 Wimmer, Philochorus FGrH 328 F 5a. Generally, drinking neat wine was 

thought to be a barbaric habit; indeed, this was regularly the norm among the non- 

Greeks, as well as the non-Attics; cf. Ath. X 427a: xai ttqobXB-wv (sell. Anacreon) t^v 

axqaroTToa'iav 2 xvBtxi]v xaXsT Tioaiv (ff. 356b PMG)\ Alexis ff. 9.8-9: EXXrjvtxog /  norog 

(cf. Amott ad loc.). See also Ath. IV 153e, PI. Lg. 637e, Ar. Ach. 73-75, etc.

O (XavXog (frr. 11-12)

At first sight an addiction to music seems a reasonable interpretation of the 

title, but given that the flute has sympotic associations, 42 it is possible that pleasure 

more generally was a pronounced theme within the play, and that the title figure was a 

hedonist. This could be a young man, whose love revels with a number of flute-girls / 

hetairai trouble his father (cf. on fr. 11). The speaker in ff. 12 declares his love for a 

lyre-girl; therefore, one may assume that he is the son, i.e. the Flute-lover himself. 

Philetaerus also wrote a OiXavXog, and again the evidence ffom the surviving fragment 

strongly suggests a context of pleasure, and in particular pleasure derived from sex 

(cf. ad loc.).

The date of the play remains unknown. The reference to the Theoric Fund (fr. 

12.8) could possibly indicate towards the period 349 to 339 B.C. (or shortly 

afterwards), when the Theorikon was highly controversial;43 certainty, however, is 

impossible.

Fr. 11

This fragment, cited by Athenaeus XIII 587f, may be part of a lengthy account 

reporting on a person’s behaviour. The speaker could be either a father of a young 

man expressing his worries about his son’s contacts with hetairai (so Meineke), or a 

slave, perhaps a paedagogus, informing the audience about these issues. The young 

man, identified as avrov (1. 1), is possibly the title figure of Flute-lover. The syntax of

42 See on Philetaerus fr. 17.4.

43 Cf. Hammond, A History o f  Greece to 322 B.C., 565.
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the fragment (rov prj plus infinitive) indicates that someone either is taking or has 

taken action to prevent the boy from falling into the clutches of a hetaira.44 There is 

no way of knowing whether the attempt was successful or not.45

A parallel setting is to be found in Ar. Nu. 8-16, where Strepsiades complains 

about the idleness of his son. Likewise, Alexis fr. 103 is a tirade of either a 

paedagogus or a father addressed to his son alerting him about the dangerous tricks of 

the hetairai.46 This kind of plot prefigures the love theme that we often find in both 

New Comedy (in numerous variations) and Latin Comedy; cf. Terence’s Phormio and 

Adelphoi; see especially in Adelphoi the speeches of Micio (11. 35ff.), Demea (11. 355- 

364) and the slave (11. 962-963).47

A particularly interesting aspect of the fragment below is the way in which the 

poet mixes real and fictitious hetairai. We know that Lais and Malthake were real 

persons, but this is the only time we hear about the hetairai Meconis, Sisymbrion, 

Barathron, Thallousa, and (possibly) Nausion; this might suggest that these are 

fictitious. It is noteworthy that these names (apart from Nausion; cf. below) are 

Redendennamen, i.e. they reveal certain characteristics of the personality of the 

hetairai.

rov prj nor’ avrov kprraosTv sig Aalda

(pEQOfJLBVOV 7} M 'TjXiD Vtd’ 7} 2 i0V(i 6 qI0V

rj BagaS-gov t) QaXkovaav vj rovrcov riva 

(bv ifinXsxovo-i ro7$ Xivoig at paorgomi,
5  f  7] vavcriov f  q MaT&axrrjv

5 vauaiov A: Ndvviov Mu s.: Nawagtov Meineke: “fort. Kaibel

To save him from falling with a rush into the hands

of Lais or Meconis or Sisymbrion

or Barathron or rhallousa or anyone of those (women),

44 On hetairai see General Introduction pp. 20-21, and introduction to Amphis fr. 1.

45 A similar attempt proves unsuccessful in Plaut. Bacch. 109-169.

46 See Amott ad loc. and Webster SLGC  63.

47 For a discussion o f  the relations between fathers and sons, see Hunter The New Comedy o f  Greece 

and Rome, 95-109.
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in whose nets the brothel-keepers entangle you,

5 ... or Nausion or Malthake

ia  t o v  (i/'t) ... ifinstreTv zig: The verb zprnrrra), when followed by the preposition zig, is 

commonly used to denote entry into a negative situation (cf. LSJ s.v.); e.g. zig drag (S. 

El. 216), zig /3dq6aga, (pdcryam (E. Hel. 864), zig zvzdgav (X. Cyr. VIII.5.14), zig vovov 

(Antiphon 1.20). An interesting passage is Antiphanes fr. 232.3 that reads zig zgcord r ’ 

zfinzo-div. Love is indeed imagined as a net as early as archaic lyric; cf. Ibycus fr. 287 

PMGF: ’'Egog aurz pz ... eg anziga dixrua Kungidog zcrSaXAzi.

Falling headlong into evil as if in a pit is a topos; cf. on Aristophon fr. 6.5. 

Here, with comic hyperbole, the hetairai themselves are the pit; they are the ruin 

personified. For the syntax see Kiihner-Gerth II §478.4c.

ib  Aatda: See on Philetaerus fr. 9.4. From the two courtesans named Lais, here the 

younger one must be meant; cf. Schiassi, RFIC 29 n.s. (1951) 225.

2 a Myxuivft’: This name is attested only once more, in IG II2 12108. According to 

Bechtel it alludes to the skin colour of the hetaira (Frauennamen 104-105). Apart 

from this, given that [I'gxwv is the opium poppy (LSJ s.v.), I would suggest that the 

name Myxajvig can refer to the enticing charms of the hetaira, which can seduce a 

man’s mind, and make it incapable to function properly, just as the somniferous
AC*

effects of poppy disable and dull one’s senses. Perhaps those seduced by the hetaira 

are imagined as being like the lotus-eaters. The narcotic power of the poppy was 

already recognised in antiquity, cf. sch. Luc. 14.33.1-3, Plu. Mor. 652c.

2 b ZiavfiSgtov: As a woman’s name, it is not attested anywhere else, although in 

Herodas 2.76 there occur two male versions of it, ZiovpSgag and 2tovp6gi(rxog; see 

Headlam ad loc. As a noun, enovpSgiov means “bergamot-mint” (LSJ s.v.). Because of 

its smell, the <ri<ru(i6 giov was used to produce a perfume (Thphr. HP 6.6.2, Od. 27). It 

was also popular as a coronary plant (Dsc. 3.41, Thphr. HP 6.1.1), particularly for 

garlanding the newly married (sch. on Ar. Av. 160). Additionally, Headlam I.e. 

stresses the erotic connotations of this plant, and especially its connection with

48 Poppies were also associated with Aphrodite; see Ar. Av. 160, and van Leeuwen ad loc.
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Aphrodite.49 Henderson lists movpfiqiov  under the agricultural terms that allude to the 

female sex organs {o x .  136).

3a  BoqoS’qov: BaqaS-qov is not attested anywhere else as a personal name; unless it is a 

nickname, probably this is another fictional hetaira. This name is a most speaking one, 

and also revealing of the hetaira’s nature. And this is because we know that the 

fiaqaS'qov was a xaa^a, rt (pqaarcodeg xai axoraivov av rjj A m xjj, av <b rovg xaxouqjovq 

aSaXXov (Suda j3 99) . 50 Hence the imprecatory formula that was used to curse or 

dismiss someone; cf. Ar. Eq. 1362 (al; t o  fioqaS-qov sfitfaXar, cf. sch. ad loc.), Ra. 574, 

PI. 1109, Alexis fr. 159, Men. Dysc. 394, Plaut. Rud. 570, etc. Like the case with 

Mqxcovfg above, BdqaSqov too possibly alludes to the influence exercised by the hetaira 

to her lovers; namely, committing in love with the hetaira BaqaSqov could suffice to 

cause one’s devastation, as if he was thrown into the real fiaqaSqov; cf. Bechtel, 

Frauennamen, 118.

3b 0 aXXouerav: This name alludes to youth, abundance, and attraction, and these 

connotations make it appropriate for a hetaira (cf. Bechtel Frauennamen 44). This 

fragment is our only testimony of a hetaira with this name, and this suggests that this 

is probably a fictional person. However, this name is not exclusively erotic / 

hedonistic; it can also allude to the notion of fecundity, which makes it entirely proper 

for a free-born woman. Indeed, it appears as such on a number of inscriptions. 51

4:  This is an interesting metaphor. Pimps are hunters who use the hetairai as baits, in 

order to catch in the nets their victims, i.e. the young ones, like the youth about whom 

the speaker worries in this fragment. This conception is possibly present in the title of 

Philetaerus’ play Kwayi^, which may denote a hetaira hunting her lovers (see 

introduction a d  loc .).  For the metaphor of love as a net cf. on 1. la.

49 Ovid (Fast. 4.863ff.) tells us that courtesans offered mint to Aphrodite during the Roman festival of 

Vinalia.

50 Cf. X. HG 1.7.20, Hdt. 7.133, PI. Grg. 516d, etc. See also RE II.2 s.v. BoqoSqov, Judeich, 

Topographie von A then, 140.

51 See LGPN s.v.
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4  ai fjUKTTQonot: “dvvrgomq, navougyoq, anarscbv. o rag yijvaTxaq q av^gaq ngocrxaAajv xai 

fjuiuXi'&ov, v ngoaycoyog” (Hsch. (i 370). This noun can be both masculine (e.g. Luc. 

Symp. 32), and feminine (e.g. Epicrates fr. 8 ); cf. LSJ s.v., and van Leeuwen on Ar. 

Th. 558. Orion Etym. p  101.30-31 gives the following etymology: naga t o  paka^ai 

rovq Tgonovq to jv  Trogveuouaujv yvvaixwv.

Generally, brothel-keepers, also known as nogvoSoo-xot, enjoyed a bad 

reputation; cf. Diphilus fr. 87.1-2: ovx eornv oudkv Teyyiov kLyokkoregov /  rou nogvoSoaxou; 

cf. Aeschin. 1.188, Arist. EN  1121b 31-33, Chrysippus fr. 152 SVF, Plu. Mor. 236b, 

etc. See Davidson, Courtesans and Fishcakes, 94.

5 a f  vaumov f  : According to Bechtel {Frauennamen 28) this name is derived from 

vauq, but what -  if anything -  this name means remains obscure. It recurs only on the 

inscription IG II2 11797. The present line is unmetrical; the problem is solved with 

either Meineke’s suggestion Navvagiov (cf. Men. Kol. fr. 4) or Kaibel’s ’HXixriov; the 

latter, though palaeographically clever, does not occur anywhere as a woman’s name. 

Musurus suggested Ndwiov, the name of a real and famous hetaira; 52 though this 

reading is palaeographically the closest to vaumov, the metrical inconvenience 

remains. Therefore, if we are to change the text, Navvagiov looks like the best 

alternative.

5 b MaJB’dxrjv: This was a contemporary courtesan, after whom Antiphanes’ play 

MakSaxr) was named. She is also mentioned in Luc. Rh. Pr. 12. MakSaxq is also the 

name of a mistress in Menander’s Sicyonius. This name must allude to a woman’s 

white texture; cf. Bechtel, Frauennamen, 45.

Fr. 12
This fragment is cited by Athenaeus XIII 563a-b within a discussion about 

lovers, and is ascribed to Theophilus. However, Stobaeus 4.20a12 assigns the first
STfour lines to Antiphanes (fr. 318). Hense notes (on Stob. I.e.): “Theophilum poetam 

ignorat pinacographus Photi”. As we saw elsewhere, 54 copying and borrowing of

52 Cf. Hunter on Eubulus’ Ndwiov.

53 Line 4 is slightly different: xaTaXsmeT’ oufisv s t z q o v  y  TsSvrjxevai.

54 Cf. on Mnesimachus fr. 4.31-43, and introduction to Amphis fr. 3.
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lines, ideas, etc., among poets was a common practice. Antiphanes began writing in 

the 388/7-385/4, and was still writing until his death, i.e. in the late 310s.55 This 

means that there was a good period of overlap between Antiphanes and Theophilus; 56 

therefore, we cannot say with certainty who wrote these lines first.

It is possible that this fragment was the opening scene of the play (see on 11. 

Iff.). The context is sympotic and seems parallel to that of Philetaerus fr. 17. The 

speaker is probably the Flute-lover himself (cf. introduction to the play and to fr. 11). 

He admits unreservedly his passionated love for a lyre-girl. The love motif is 

particularly characteristic of New Comedy; its treatment here and elsewhere in 

Middle Comedy are interesting cases of overlap between Middle and New Comedy.57 

What is also noteworthy here is that the speaker is arguing a paradox: he claims that 

he has got his wits despite being in love with a lyre-girl. Arguing either a paradox or 

the impossible was a particularly popular motif during the fourth century B.C.58 

Although the madness of Eros is a truism , 59 the speaker refutes it in the manner of the 

Tiaiyvia of the late fifth and the fourth century (e.g. Gorgias’ Helen).

riq (pr)(ri rovg sqcbvraq ov%i vow s%stv;

7) ttov n q  sort roxjq rqonoug aSsXrsqog. 

s i yaq acpsXoi rig rod fiiou rat; rfiovaq, 

xaraX sinsT ’ ovdsv aXXo ttXtjv rs3v7)xsvai.

5 S'yoj fisv ow  xabroq xiB-aqiorqiag sqcbv,

Tiaidog xoqTjq, ou vouv k'%(o nqog rcbv 3’s o j v ; 

xaKXsi xaXvjg, fis /ys3si (isyaX.7)<;, rs%VT] (ro(pr)<;-

V)V SOT ids IV 7)010V 7) T O  jsojqtxov 

s%ov(nv u/jlTv diavsfisiv sxaorors

55 Cf. Konstantakos diss. p. 7, and Id. Eikasmos 11 (2000) 177, 183.

56 Theophilus was a late Middle Comedy playwright; cf. introduction to the poet.

57 See General Introduction p. 21.

58 Such singularum rerum laudes (Cic. Brut. 47) include encomia o f  death (e.g. by Alcidamas; cf. Men. 

Rh. III.346 Spengel), o f hetairai (e.g. o f Nais by Alcidamas, and o f Lagis by Cephalus; cf. Ath. XIII 

592c), o f mice, etc. Cf. on Amphis frr. 1.1b, 8.1-2.

59 Cf. the madness inflicted upon Hippolytus and Phaedra (E. Hipp.), as well as Deianeira (S. 7>.); see 

also the third stasimon o f  Sophocles Antigone (esp. 11. 790-792).
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9 'ixpuaiv A: ahovatv Dalec.: sV Emperius Opusc. p. 161: Kaibel: &%ovaav Richards p.

90: verbi %aaxew formam requirit Peppink Obs. p. 77, coll. Ar. Vesp. 695

Who says lovers are out of their wits?

Certainly, it must be someone of foolish ways.

For if one takes away the pleasures from life, 

there is nothing left but to die.

5 So, let us say me, because I love a lyre-girl,

a little maid, does this mean I have no sense, for gods’ sake?

In beauty beautiful, in stature tall, in art skilled; 

and it is sweeter to see her than to distribute the theoric 

money to you, rich men, regularly

iff.: This is a case of refutatio sententiae. The young man argues against the maxim 

that lovers are out of their minds, the evidence being his personal experience and the 

girl’s worth (1. 7). The rejection of an opinion shared by many makes a case more 

forceful.60 The structure is so close to the opening of Sophocles’ Trachiniae, that one 

wonders if this fragment could have been the opening speech of the play. It is 

interesting that the speaker starts with the generalisation, and then comes round to 

himself, which may suggest that he is introducing the theme, not responding to a 

criticism. If not the opening scene of the play, it could well be the first entry of this 

character, though it is unprovable. The characters in Menander tend to speak likewise 

either in the prologue or upon their first appearance, but this is not a rule; cf. 

Thrasonides’ opening speech in Misoumenos (11. Iff), Knemon’s words upon his first 

appearance in Dyscolus (11. 153ff), etc. On the other hand, Kleainetos in Georgos 

utters such generalising statements at points other than his first appearance; e.g. fr. 2  

Amott.

2  aSeXrsQog: This is one who is avorjrog xai eurjf&jt; fiara %auvoT7)To<; (Ael. Dion, a 4, cf. 

Suda a 32). Despite Millis’ claim (on Anaxandrides ff. 22) that “it occurs 

predominantly in comedy”, there are also many non-comic instances, which suggest 

that aSeXreqog is neither exclusively nor predominantly a comic word; e.g. PI. HpMa.

60 The effects o f refutatio sententiae are discussed by Easterling on S. Tr. 4-5.
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301d, Arist. Phgn. 81 Id, D. Phil. 3.14, Anaximen. Ars Rhet. 4.2, Zeno fr. 313 SVF, 

Plu. Rom. 28.7, Epictet. Ench. 25.5, Hermog. Id. 2.3, Aristides Apol. fr. 12.1, Gal. UP 

3.327, Liban. Or. 11.2, etc.

3 - 4  el yaq ... rsSvyxsvai: The idea is a commonplace. It occurs as early as Mimnermus 

fr. 1.1-2 West: r i g  d z  f i to g ,  r l  $ s  t z q t t v o v  a r z q  x q v o - ^ g  AcpgodiTrjg; /  T z S v a i 'q v ,  o r z  pot p^xht 

r a v r a  pzXot. Cf. Alexis fr. 273.4-5: t o  m z T v  t o  c p a y zT v  t o  T rjg  AcpQoS'tTVjg T v y x a v z i v  /  t o .  

<$’ aXXa T T Q o o S y x a g  a n a v r ’ e y u )  xaXd). In this fragment Alexis names the three pleasures 

that give life its meaning. Amott ad loc. notes that “sex, as the third pleasure 

commonly linked with eating and drinking (and often following them at ovpiroma) in 

popular thought is sometimes named specifically in such triads as these” .61 Likewise, 

in mentioning T a g  r jd o v a g  Theophilus might well mean the same three pleasures 

(though the primary pleasure that he emphasises in the following lines is obviously 

love / sex).

5  xi^agiargiag igwv: Lyre-girls, along with flute-girls, were a common presence at 

symposia; cf. the abduction of a flute-girl out of a symposion by Philocleon in 

Aristophanes’ Wasps 134Iff. (see on Amphis fr. 9.3-4). The speaker of this fragment 

has obviously fallen in love with such a girl. A similar story is to be found in 

Terence’s Phormio and Adelphoi (cf. introduction to fr. 11).

6 naidog xoQTjg: This pleonasm stresses the girl’s tenderness and charms, while at the 

same time suggests a special affection on behalf of the lover. Cf. Ar. Lys. 595, E. IT 

1114-1115, Lys. 3.7, D. 21.79, 62 etc.; in all these parallels the girl is a free young 

maiden, whereas in the present fragment she is a slave, a lyre-girl, who entertains men 

at symposia. Understandably, the speaker is aware of this, but the fact that he insists 

on presenting her as an innocent maiden indicates his tender feelings towards her.

This expression serves as an elaborate stylistic tool that combines nicely with 

the emphatic repetition of vow exeiv (1- 1) — vouv s'xw (1. 6 ). The refutation introduced in 

1. 1 is brought to the fore again, and the following attributes (1. 7) substantiate the 

speaker’s claim that it is good sense to love this girl.

61 See further Amott on Alexis fr. 273.

62 The effect o f this phrase is noticed by Dionysius o f  Halicarnassus Dem. 58.
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ja  xaXXei ... croqrife: Cf. the Homeric formula xaXrj rz fizyaX/r} rz  xa i ayXaa zgya iduTa 

(e.g. Od. 13.289). It is obvious that the attributes xaXyg and fizyaX^ refer to the girl’s 

appearance and beauty. But in which a r t  is the girl skilled? Two possibilities present 

themselves. Firstly, given the amatory context of the fragment, the phrase can bear 

sexual connotations and refer to the sexual dexterity of the hetaira. Secondly, the 

speaker may refer to her ability to play the lyre {xiS-agtorgia; 1. 5). The reference to the 

rfiovaq (cf. on 11. 3-4) tells for the former interpretation, but the play’s title, indicative 

of the hero’s love of music, tells for the latter. I would leave both possibilities open.

The style in this line is very elaborate. We have three datives of respect 

( xaXXzi,  fizyzSzi, rz%v^), which create a tricolon of parallel structure with alliteration 

that ends in variation.63 What is also noteworthy are the flgurae etymologicae (xaXXei 

xaXyg  and fisysSzt fisyaX^g),  which respectively highlight -  through duplication -  the 

beauty and the height of the girl. This feature, as a means of extra emphasis, recurs 

commonly in both poetry and prose; cf. van Leeuwen on Ar. Ach. 177.

yb fieyeSei fieydX^: Height -  within limits -  was often considered desirable in women. 

In Alexis ff. 103 we hear of some tricks (e.g. thickening the shoes’ soles, wearing flat 

shoes, etc.) used to either raise or lower a hetaira’s height to make her desirable; cf. 

Amott ad loc. Both the hetairai and the free women alike were generally concerned 

with their height. The interest in a woman’s height is expressed in various passages 

from both the Greek and the Latin literature; e.g. AP 5.76.2, Catullus 8 6 , Hor. Sat. 

1.2.123-124, etc.

8 t o  Szcoqixov: This was the money distributed by the polis of Athens to its citizens, so 

that they could afford to attend the dramatic performances during festivals. This 

practice was probably introduced in the early fourth century, but it seems that it was 

only Euboulos in the 350s who reorganised this institution and strengthened its role; 

cf. Harp, and Suda s.v. S-zcogixa, Aeschin. 3.25, etc. Carey and Kapparis deal with this 

issue in their commentaries on [D.] 59, pp. 6  and 176-177 respectively. However, 

Hansen maintains that no such distributions were made before Euboulos {The

63 For the double repetition see van Leeuwen on Ar. Ach. 177.
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Athenian Democracy in the Age o f  Demosthenes, 98, 160, 263-4). See also Buchanan, 

Theorika, along with its review by de Ste Croix in CR 14 (1964) 190-192.

ga s%oueriv: The text has been suspected and several conjectures have been suggested; 

cf. crit. app. Kassel-Austin adopt the manuscript’s reading sxoumv:; if genuine, the 

meaning is probably rich men; cf. LSJ s.v. s%to A.I. However, this interpretation gives 

no satisfying sense. s'xoutnv would only make sense of the audience as recipients of the 

theorikon. But in that case the active infinitive havepziv is surprising (the middle is 

generally used for recipients64). If the text is sound, the answer may be that the 

addressees -  as Athenian citizens -  are simultaneously donors, as members of the 

sovereign demos, which is responsible (through its officials) for the theoric 

distributions, and at the same time beneficiaries (i.e. “than for you to distribute and 

possess the theoric money”).

If we choose to alter the text, one possibility is kxoumv  (“to distribute gladly”, 

i.e. as beneficiaries). Alternatively, following Peppink, one might read xatrxovcrtv  (“to 

gape eagerly in anticipation”). Professor Carey suggested to me two further readings:

a) rqkxouaiv, which conveys the same sense of anticipation and eagerness as %a(rxov(rtv\

b) Tv%ov(riv (“when you get it” ) . 65

gb vfiTv: Though an address to the chorus is possible, the reference to the Theoric 

money, which everyone in the audience had received, makes a direct address to the 

audience far more likely. This kind of breach of the dramatic illusion is particularly 

associated with Old Comedy, 66 but here as elsewhere Middle Comedy proves itself 

heir to the conventions of Old Comedy. For similar audience addresses see Alexis frr. 

233.3 and 63.7 (cf. Amott ad loc.). See Bain, Actors and Audience, 102, 190 n. 4, and 

Silk, Aristophanes and the Definition o f  Comedy, 138, 215.

64 Cf. LSJ s.v. diavkfio) Med.

65 A less plausible suggestion is Richards’ 'i%ovaav, which is already considered “far-fetched” by 

Richards himself {Aristophanes and the Others, 90).

66 Cf.Ar.  Ach. 416-417, Pax 149-153, Ra. Iff., etc.
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